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SECTION 7
FLIGHT DYNAMICS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The ultimate requirement of the ATS-4 mission is to place the ATS-4 spacecraft into an
earth synchronous equatorial orbit at a longitude that will permit the most favorable con-
ditions for conducting and verifying the proper operation of all the on-board experiments.
For the purpose of analysis, the initial operating longitude has been selected as 90°W, with
the provision for repositioning further west (about 150°W longitude) later in the mission.
WTR launch azimuth restrictions produce orbits that require prohibitively large plane change
maneuvers in achieving an equatorial orbit. For this reason, only ETR launch facilities are
considered in this discussion. The launch vehicles under consideration are the Atlas
SLV-3A/Agena D, the Atlas SLV-3C/Centaur, and the Titan IIIC. Each booster and upper
stage vehicle has its own limitations and imposes various constraints on the boost phase and
transfer orbit trajectories.
The final constraint placed on the orbit selection process is the decision to use an available
motor (rather than design an optimum one) for the apogee burn maneuver. The selected
motor cannot put the full Atlas/Centaur payload potential into a synchronous equatorial orbit.
Rather than off-load the Centaur's fuel tanks, the "excess" Centaur capability is used to make
a plane change during the perigee burn maneuver. Thus, maximum use is made of the
Centaur/Apogee Motor combination. The payload capability of the Atlas/Agena launch vehicle
with an available apogee motor was not sized in detail, since its payload capability was not
sufficient for the ATS-4 design requirements. The Titan IIIC transtage performs the apogee
burn maneuvers, thus separate apogee motor considerations are not applicable to this booster.
Each of the major operational events from launch vehicle liftoff to stabilization in the synch-
ronous orbit are discussed in this section together with the rationale for the selected launch
trajectory.
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7.2 REFERENCE DESIGN SEQUENCE OF EVENTS - SUMMARY
7.2.1 LAUNCH TRAJECTORY - GENERAL
The ATS-4 reference design launch vehicle is comprised of the Atlas (SLV-3C) booster with
the Centaur upper stage and the improved Delta apogee motor. The Centaur establishes the
parking orbit during the launch boost phase and provides the total velocity impulse for
initiating the orbit transfer. A maximum coast time of 25 minutes between Centaur burns
has been established as an operational limit. Therefore, the transfer orbit velocity impulse
must be applied at the first crossing of the Centaur over the equator. The synchronous
equatorial orbit is obtained by establishing perigee of the transfer ellipse at this first equatorial
crossing. A plane change maneuver is included in the perigee burn to reduce the inclination
of the transfer orbit by 8.05 degrees. The apogee motor is used to both circularize the
orbit at synchronous altitude,and rotate the orbit plane into coincidence with the equatorial
plane. Table 7.2-1presents a summary of each of the major elements of the launchtra-
jeetory. Figure 7.2-1 shows the ascent trajectory ground trace during the boost, parldng
orbit, and orbit transfer phases of the mission.
7.2.2 I_2)OSTEII/LAITNCIt PHASE
7.2.,,.° 1 Booster Phase
o o
The SLV-3C/Centaur is launched from ETIt (28.5 N latitude) at an azimuthal heading of 90
clocl_vise from due north. The SLV-3C (Atlas) is separated from the Centaur after burnout.
The Centaur first bun_ is used for final insertion into the park orbit, at approximately 500
seconds after liftoff.
7.2.2.2 Parking Orbit
The Centaur/ATS-4 payload combination is placed in a i00 mn altitudeci,-cularorbit and
after 20 minutes itcrosses the equator heading from north to south at a longitude of 4°E.
The orbital velocity is 25, 5(;7ft/sec and the orbit inclinationis 28.5 degrees.
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D
7.2.2.3 Perigee Burn
Prior to perigee burn, the Centaur is rotated through 31.3 ° counterclockwise about the local
vertical (as viewed from above). It will now be pointing 2.8 ° upward from the equator (see
Figure 7.2-2). When crossing the equator, the Centaur engines are turned on. Thrusting
is continued until a velocity increment of 9051 ft/sec has been added. The total orbital
velocity is now 33,634 ft/sec. This results in an inclination reduction from 28.50 to 20.45
degrees. The 100-rim altitude perigee and the synchronous apogee altitude of 19, 324 nm
are the altitude extremes of the transfer orbit.
7.2.3 INITIAL ACQUISITION PHASE
7.2.3.1 Transfer Orbit
Immediately after perigee burn, the Centaur is rotated through 163.5 ° clockwise about the
yaw (local vertical) axis, the ATS-4 payload is separated from the Centaur vehicle and
spun-up, using two solid motors. This Centaur reorientation-separation-spin-up maneuver
CENTAUR ORIENTATION FOR INJECTION
INTO 100-N-MI CIRCULAR PARKING ORBIT
28.5 °
31.30
AVp, PERIGEE BURN
VELOCITY ~ 9051 FPC
2.8 ° EQUATOR
S J •_'
CENTAUR •
ORIENTATION
(AFTER PERIGEE BURN)
FOR SEPARATION AND
SPINUP
163.
Vc, 100-NM
CIRCULAR ORBIT
VELOCITY ~ 25567 FPS
Vp, VELOCITY AT PERIGEE
:RANSFER ELLIPSE
(AFTER PERIGEE BURN)
33634 FPS
Figure 7.2-2. Perigee Burn Description and Orientations
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is designed to provide the spinning spacecraft the orientation for apogee burn. During the
course of the transfer orbit, coning supression control is required. Shortly before the
second apogee is reached, the angular momentum vector is precessed to remove orientation
errors induced by separation dynamics and disturbance torques. The time duration of the
transfer orbit is 15.75 hours.
7.2.3.2 Apogee Motor Burn
The solid fueled apogee motor (Improved Delta motor) is ignited at the second apogee, over
the equator, at a longitude of 53°W heading from south to north. The orbital velocity at
apogee is 5236 ft/sec. The total velocity impulse imparted by the apogee motor is 5498 ft/sec
at an angle of 19.4 ° to the equator southward; i. e., the azimuth direction of apogee motor
impulse is 109.4 ° clockwise from due north (see Figure 7.2-3). Engine ignition would be
controlled from the ground; the timing of the ignition being based on ground tracking and
orbit computations.
V - SATELLITE VELOCITY, AT
a APOGEE OF TRANSFER __"_" _r.o
, " / 39.85
ORBIT_ 5236 FPS _ "
_ 140.155_-'-_
s ..... -"
AV a - APOGEE BURNVELOCITY IMPULSE-5498 FPS
EQUATOR
Figure 7.2-3. Apogee Burn - Circularizing and Plane Change Maneuver
7.2.3.3 Vernier Maneuvers
Ideally, the spacecraft would be in a synchronous, circular, equatorial orbit, at a longitude
of 53°W; however, due to errors in the perigee burn and in the solid motor burn, the ideal
orbit is not attained. The actual orbit is determined from ground tracking, and the vernier
7-6
D propulsion system is used to remove the injection errors.
than two days.
This is expected to take no more
A residual velocity of 10 ft/sec, in excess of the synchronous orbit velocity, is desired to
induce spacecraft drift toward the operating longitude of 90°W. The orientation of the spinning
vehicle is held to apogee burn attitude during the vernier maneuver. Precession of the
vehicle to produce spinning perpendicular to the orbit (equatorial) plane is not planned.
7.2.3.4 Desptn
The vernier propulsion system is used for despinning the spacecraft at the termination of the
vernier maneuvers. Rate gyros are used to monitor the despin.
7.2.3.5 Initial Stabilization Phase
Upon completion of the despin and vernier propulsion venting sequence, the low thrust
orientation control/stationkeeping propulsion system, made up of nine resistance jet thrusters,
is used to orient and stabilize the spacecraft yaw axis to the sun. In this attitude and at low
rates, the parabolic antenna and solar array are deployed. Following this, and maintaining
yaw axis sun orientation, the earth will come into view of the earth sensors, at which time
the earth is acquired. The star tracker is then directed to lock onto Polaris.
The deployed spacecraft is checked out while it slowly drifts to the west. The resistance jets
are used to gradually slow the drift; i.e., the orbit's period is gradually being synchronized
with the earth spin rate and at the same time the orbit is being circularized. Up to 50 days
of drift may be required from the time of vernier despin until the 90°W longitude station is
acquired.
7.3 OPERATING LONGITUDE EVALUATION
The selection of the operating longitude for the ATS-4 spacecraft in a synchronous equatorial
orbit has been considered from several standpoints: communications, experiment calibration
and launch trajectories. For the purpose of this study, it is assumed that the spacecraft will
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be initiallylocated at 90°W longitude and that later in the mission, itwill be repositioned
further West (tentatively150°W longitude) for possible use with the Australian ATS ground
station. Some of the rationale for this selection is presented in the following discussion.
Ground control of spacecraft position and attitude in realtime or near realtime will be re-
quired during the initial phases of the mission for evaluating the performance of the prime
experiments and in calibrating these subsystems. This will necessitate the high speed
transmission of telemetry data from the receiving station to a central processing facility
where a digital computer would be used for the determination of spacecraft attitude from
telemetry data and the selection and formatting of orientation control commands. It is
assumed that the mission control center and associated data processing facilities will be
located at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). A wide band (1MHz) data link between
GSFC and the data acquisition station at Rosman, North Carolina, is currently in operation.
This link will be more than adequate for realtime transmission of telemetry data from
Rosman to a data processing facility at GSFC. Realtime command of the spacecraft from
GSFC via the Rosman station can also be accomplished with e_isting communication faci-
lities. It is recommended that Rosman be used as the prime station for command transmission
and telemetry data acquisition during the ATS-4 mission. One of the primary consideratic)ns
in the selection of the ATS-4 operational longitude is that the spacecraft should be in view
of the Rosman acquisition station. The STADAN stations at Ft. Meyers, Florida, Mojave,
California, and Blossom Point, Maryland can be used as alternate or backup stations for
command and control purposes if Rosman is not available. The transmission of data
between these stations and GSFC is limited to teletype and voice quality circuits. The
STADAN stations outside the North American continent are considered undesirable for
command and control purposes because of the limited, and in some cases unreliable,
communications facilities between these stations and GSFC. Locating the spacecraft
between 70 ° to 100°W longitude would place the spacecraft within continuous view of Rosman,
Ft. Meyers, Blossom Point and Mojave stations.
The selection of 90°W longitude out of the 70 ° to 100°W longitude range was made because
it represented realistic requirements from launch trajectory, vernier thrusting and station-
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D keeping standpoints. Additionally, all of the STADAN stations in the United States, South
America, and Newfoundland would see the spacecraft with a minimum antenna elevation angle
of 20 degrees with the exception of the Alaskan stations (these would have a minimum
elevation angle of 2 to 3 degree_.
7.4 ASCENT TRAJECTORY SELECTION
7.4. 1 TRAJECTORY INFLUENCING PARAMETERS
In this section the flight dynamics aspects of attaining ascent trajectories which allow variations
in the longitudes of injection into synchronous orbit will be considered first. Then the manner
in which the launch vehicle constraints dictate which range of the possible injection longitudes
can actually be achieved will be shown. For the ATS-4 mission, the ascent trajectory in-
cludes: (1) powered flight from ground to insertion into a low altitude circular orbit, (2)
coast in this orbit until the desired equatorial crossing is reached, (3) establishment of a
transfer ellipse with perigee at an equatorial crossing and apogee altitude equal to synch-
ronous orbit altitude, and (4) the velocity impulse (apogee burn) which simultaneously plane-
changes and circularizes the orbit at the longitude of the apogee of the transfer ellipse. It
can be seen, therefore, that the operational longitude is obtained by varying the longitude of
the transfer ellipse apogee.
There are three methods that may be employed to shift the longitude of the apogee of the
transfer ellipse:
a. Vary launch azimuth
b. Vary stay time in low altitude earth parking orbit
c. Vary stay time in elliptical transfer orbit
Combinations of all three methods will be shown parametrically. As mentioned above, all
launches originate from Cape Kennedy (28.5°N latitude, 279.5 ° longitude).
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The most predominate influence on longitude selection is the launch azimuth. Variation in
launch azimuth produces continuous variations in injection longitude, whereas stay times in
the orbits will produce discrete variations in the injection longitude. However, a variation
in launch azimuth from due east results in a payload loss due to the loss of the earth's
rotational velocity and to the increased orbital inclination which must be nulled by the plane
change maneuver at apogee of the transfer ellipse.
The loss of payload into the transfer orbit due to launch azimuth variations is 2.5 pounds per
degree for the Atlas/Agena launch vehicle and 12 pounds per degree for the Atlas/Centaur.
The Titan IIIC incurs no penalty since its capability is in excess of that which it is permitted
to put into orbit. The velocity penalty at apogee burn is included in Figure 7.4-2 as a function
of launch azimuth. The nominal apogee burn velocity impulse is 6030 ft/sec for a due east
(90 ° ) launch azimuth.
Varying time spent in the low altitude (100 nm) circular parking orbit results in an earth
longitude shift of 167.5 degrees to the east between equatorial crossing. Since the transfer
orbit which is initiated by the perigee burn can occur only when over the equator, only
discrete 167.5-degree variations in injection longitude are permitted; 158-degree shifts to
the west (202 ° to the east) result for each transfer ellipse orbital revolution. Note that in
going from perigee burn to the first apogee, a shift of only one-half this amount (101 ° to the
east) results.
The injection longitude capability is summarized in Tables 7.4-1 and 7.4-2, and Figures
7.4-1 and 7.4-2. Table 7.4-1 applies to transfer orbits that are initiated (via the perigee
burn) at the first crossing of the equator by the upper stage of the launch vehicle for the
perigee burn. Note that a launch azimuth of about 92 ° and a perigee burn at second equatorial
crossing produces the first apogee longitude at 90°W. Barring all other constraints, this
would produce the most desirable launch trajectory. Figure 7.4-2 shows only those perigee/
apogee burn combinations that produce injections near the selected operational longitude.
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7.4. 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE CONSTRAINTS
The three launch vehicles will be considered separately. The limitations the constraint
imposes on the ascent trajectory parameters will also be shown. The principal deficiency
of the Atlas/Centaur is in the very limited coast time permitted between the first and second
burns of the Centaur, approximately 25 minutes. The time between equatorial crossings
while in the 100-rim parking orbit is nearly 44 minutes. Thus, the Atlas/Centaur configuration
must initiate the transfer orbit at the first equatorial crossing (Table 7-2}. There is no
particular constraint on the choice for apogee burn.
The Titan IIIC principal deficiency lies in the relatively short lifetime of the transtage.
Synchronous orbit injection (apogee burn) must take place 6.5 to 7 hours after launch from
Cape Kennedy. With a 5.25-hour coast from perigee to first apogee in the transfer ellipse,
perigee burn can occur at either of the first two equatorial crossings while in the 100-nm
parking orbit. Thus, either Table 7.4-1 or 7.4-2 is applicable, but only for the longitudes
of the first apogee for injection into synchronous orbit. An additional Titan IIIC restriction
is that the launch azimuth must be 93 degrees or greater. (Note that launch azimuth is
measured clockwise from due north.)
The Atlas/Agena possesses no overriding constraints that limit its ascent trajectory. Thus,
any of the perigee burn/apogee burn combinations shown in Tables 7.4-1 and 7.4-2 are
acceptable for this launch vehicle.
7.4. 3 TRAJECTORY SELECTION
As discussed in the preceding section, the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle combination must use
the first equatorial crossing as the point for making the perigee burn. Thus, only Table 7.4-1
is applicable. The second apogee is the only one which produces longitudes near the desired
90°W operating longitude. Therefore, the Atlas/Centaur selected orbit initiates transfer at
first equatorial crossing and injects to synchronous orbit at the second apogee. The parti-
cular launch azimuth chosen is dependent upon the technique for removing injection errors,
and upon the time allowed to remove these errors, deploy the parabolic antenna, and
synchronize to the proper longitude.
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The Titan IIIC can initiate the transfer orbit at either the first or second equatorial crossing,
but must inject into the synchronous orbit only at the first apogee. Examining the two tables
reveals that only the second equatorial crossing yields first apogee longitude near 90°W;
thus, if the Titan IIIC is used, second equatorial crossing for perigee burn, and first apogee
for: injection is the selected orbit. The 93-degree launch azimuth results in injections at
about 92°W longitude.
i
Since the Atlas/Agena is essentially unrestricted in its launch parameters, it will also perigee
burn at the second equatorial crossing and apogee burn at the first apogee. At launch,
azi:,muth will be approximately 92 degrees, with the resultant injection longitude being 90°W
longitude.
The rationale for selecting the Atlas/Centaur was discussed in Section 5. Briefly, the
Atlas/Agena was rejected because of its insufficient payload capability.
The Titan IIIC is not used as the reference design launch vehicle because its cost effective-
ness is not competitive with the Atlas/Centaur. However, the reference design could be
readily made acceptable to this booster, in which case its trajectory, described above,
becomes the reference trajectory. A slight plane change of between 2 and 3 degrees might
be performed at perigee with this booster.
The Atlas/Centaur trajectory includes a 8.05-degree plane change at perigee to accommodate
the nonoptimum apogee retromotor while still utilizing the full Centaur capability. Thus,
after the perigee burn, the orbit inclination is 20.45 degrees. This orbit inclination change
does not alter the longitude at each apogee. The launch azimuth is selected to be 90 ° (due
east) since this will maximize the payload capability of the launch vehicle. As will be brought
out more fully in the vernier maneuver tradeoff analyses (Section 7.5.3), the decision has
been made to drift toward the operating point over a period of 30 to 50 days while the antenna-
deployed spacecraft is being checked out. In this case, it is better that injection not take
place at or very near the operating longitude, since the low thrust in-orbit stationkeeping
system will require many days to gradually reduce the drift rate to zero. An alternate
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approach analyzed was to synchronize at the operating longitude before deploying the para-
bolic antenna. Five days was the maximum allowable time to reduce injectionerrors, drift
to and synchronize at the operating longitude, and deploy. The best injectionlongitude in
this case was 62.5°W using a 95-degree launch azimuth. However, the payload penalty (see
Figure 7.5-14_ 0E = 1.0°, 90° azimuth, constant AVd, versus 95° azimuth constant drift
time) is nearly 70 pounds for driftingon stationwithin 5 days. Thus, the obvious decision is
to employ the vernier propulsion system only to eliminate the synchronous orbit injection
errors and to induce a 10-ft/sec (1 deg/day) drifttoward the 90°W longitude. The station-
keeping system, using low thrust resistance jets, monitors and controls the final station
acquisition velocity maneuvers.
7.5 INITIAL ACQUISITION PHASE ANALYSES
This section will deal primarily with the velocity impulse required for each of the events
making up the initial acquisition phase. The bulk of the vernier velocity requirements are
generated by the necessity for removing the synchronous orbit velocity and altitude injection
errors. These velocity requirements are dependent upon the magnitude of the apogee burn
velocity impulse which is, in turn, dependent upon transfer orbit inclination. Therefore,
the analysis will include the perigee burn inclination changes which are made by the Centaur
to be compatible with the payload capability of nonoptimum apogee kick motors.
Two separate studies were performed for determining vernier velocity requirements. The
preliminary study considered point-mass dynamics only. It did not consider the effects, as
such, of the orientation control and stabilization system, nor its sensors. The primary pur-
pose of the study was to pinpoint the major error sources and the manner in which they in-
fluence the vernier velocity requirements.
The second study, the reference design analysis, took into account the spin stabilized
orientation, the earth sensor, the sun sensors, the changing inertias and center of mass
locations before and after apogee burn, and the inertial orientation maintained during the
vernier propulsion maneuvers. Also considered in the design analysis is the determination
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of the optimum spin rate (between 70 rpm and 80), coning and precession controls, and the
despin maneuver. The detailed tradeoff analysis and system description are given in
Sections 6.4. 3.3 and 5.5.2.1, respectively.
7.5.1 SPIN-UP MOTORS
As discussed in Section 5.5.3.1, the Atlantic Research Corporation Marc 7El solid
fueled motor is selected for spinning up the transfer orbit payload immediately following
payload separation from the Centaur. The exhaust end of the motor is canted away from the
vehicle body by 20 degrees, to prevent serious plume impingement on the surface of the
spacecraft. The spin rate is 71.7 rpm.
7.5.2 TRANSFER TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
7.5.2.1 Plane Change Velocity Requirements
To obtain an equatorial orbit, a plane-change maneuver is required since the smallest orbital
inclination for launches from Cape Kennedy is 28.5 degrees. For the straightforward orbit
transfer mission, this plane change is performed simultaneously with the circularizing
maneuver at apogee of the transfer ellipse. The magnitude of the impulse, AV 2, can be
determined from the inclination, i2; the apogee velocity, Va; and the circular velocity, Vc;
at synchronous altitude.
= + V - 2V V Cosi 2 1/2AV2 Va c a c
The direction in which the velocity impulse is applied can also be found from the following
vector diagram.
V
C _
_.i 2 _ EQUATOR
where sin $ 2
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V
C
AV 2
sin i 2
For the minimum inclination of 28.5 degrees and a transfer ellipse with a perigee altitude of
100 nautical miles and apogee altitude equal to synchronous altitude, AV 2 equals 6030 ft/sec
and _2 = 53 degrees.
One method of reducing AV 2 is to decrease i 2 by performing a plane change at perigee of the
transfer ellipse. The velocity impulse, _V 1, required at perigee is:
AV 1 = V +Vcl 2V V cosP c 1
where:
V = perigee velocity after impulse AV 1 is appliedP
V = circular velocity at perigee altitude
c I
= inclination change at perigee
This AV 1 is applied at an angle
V
- _P---- sin
sin $I -
AV 1
relative to the perigee velocity vector where:
EQUATOR
Vp
V C
If the entire inclination is removed at apogee, the total velocity, AV t, required to establish
and to circularize and plane change at apogee is:
AV t = (Vp - Vcl) + AV 2
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If inclination changes are performed at apogee and at perigee, the total velocity required is:
where:
AV t = AV 1 + AV 2
[2a 2AV 2 V + c-2VaVcCOS (i 1-
Note that i I -_ = i 2.
Figure 7.5-1 shows AV 1
shows AV 2
inclination.
parameter.
as a function of perigee inclination change, a, while Figure 7.5-2
as a function of apogee inclination change, i 1 - _, where i 1 is the original orbital
The total velocity requirement, AV t, is plotted in Figure 7.5-3 with i 1 as a
It can be seen that AV t has a minimum value for _ which is approximately equal
to 2.5 degrees. For example, consider an orbital inclination of 28.5 degrees with _ = 2.5.
The total velocity is seen to be reduced by 80 ft/sec which is due to an increase of 100 ft/sec
at perigee to plane-change 2.5 degrees, and to a decrease of 180 ft/sec at apogee to plane-
change 26 degrees. The important consideration here, however, is the ultimate payload
capability. For a Titan HIC launch vehicle whose transtage is used for both perigee and
apogee burns, a definite saving is realized. However, the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle
requires a separate apogee kick motor whose Isp is different from the Isp of the Centaur.
Therefore, additional analysis is often required to maximize the payload into orbit.
Figures 7.5-4 and 7.5-5 present the yaw angles$1 andS2 as a function of _ and i 1 - a,
re spectively.
7.5.2.2 Apogee Motor Payload Analysis
Maximum in-orbit payload can be obtained by designing, fabricating, and qualifying an apogee
kick motor to meet the very specific requirements imposed by the launch vehicle payload
capability, the final orbit altitude, and the apogee burn velocity impulse. This is obviously
more expensive than using a readily available flight qualified kick motor. If, however, the
total impulse of the available kick motor is not exactly that required for apogee burn, then
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Figure 7.5-1. Perigee Velocity Impulse
vs Inclination Change at Perigee
x
¢
Figure 7.5-3. Variation of Total Velocity
Impulse (from 100 rim Circular Parking
Orbit to Synchronous Circular Equatorial
Orbit) vs Inclination Change at Perigee
Figure 7.5-4. Variation of Perigee Burn
Thrust Direction with Inclination
Change at Perigee
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compromises must be made. The amount of payload that can be put into the synchronous
orbit becomes a function of the totalvelocity impulse required by the motor. With a given
propellant weight, the relationships between weight before and after apogee burn, as a
function of apogee burn velocity impulse, are:
AVa/g I
Wf = W ° e- sp
Wf = W - AWo p
where Wf, the final weight, is the weight after burn.
This weight includes inert apogee motor (dry weight). W is the total weight at initiation
o
of apogee burn; AW is the total propellant weight of the apogee motor; AV is the apogee
p a
burn velocity impulse, and I is specific impulse.
sp
From the two expressions, we obtain:
i _AVa/g Isp ]W =AW / 1-e
o p
then:
Wf = AW P e-AVa/g Isp ]i
1-e a sp]
The net payload weight W N is W N = Wf - W M where W M is the dry motor weight.
The principal result ofthi s analysis is the determination of the weight the spacecraft in transfer
orbit must have if it is to be placed into a synchronous orbit by an apogee motor having
values for Wp, W M, and Isp. This weight is a function of the apogee burn velocityspecified
impulse, AV . Figure 7.5-6 shows the W versus AV for both the Antares I motor and the
a o a
modified Surveyor retromotor.
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Figure 7.5-5. Variation of Apogee Burn
Thrust Direction with Inclination
Change at Apogee
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Figure 7.5-6. Variation of Required
Transfer Orbit Payload with Apogee
Burn Velocity Impulse
It is now necessary to determine the amount of weight the Centaur can put into the transfer
orbit as a function of inclination change at perigee. The inclination change at perigee then
determines the AVa required of the apogee motor. Before this can be done, however,
additional information is required. This includes the payload loss into the transfer orbit
as a function of excess velocity impulse at perigee, •payload degradation due to Surveyor
fairing extension, the weight of the Centaur payload adapter, mass expended during transfer
orbit, and the variation of AV with perigee burn inclination changes.
a
Payload loss into transfer orbit as a function of excess perigee burn is shown in Figure
7.5-7. This information was obtained from General Dynamics-Convair Division, San Diego,
California. The data is applicable specifically to a 4400-pound payload atop the Centaur
vehicle. Payloads weighing less than 4400 pounds should result in less payload loss per ft/sec
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of perigee burn velocity impulse excess, AVpE, since the initial weight is less and the AVPE
more efficient. Conservatism, however, dictates the decision to use the information
obtained from General Dynamics as is.
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Figure 7.5-7. Payload Loss, and
Inclination Change, of Transfer
Orbit as Function of Excess
Perigee Velocity
The 15-foot Surveyor fairing extension re-
quired for the ATS-4 design produces a
75.5-pound payload reduction into the trans-
fer orbit. Thus, for our purposes, the
Centaur can inject 3975 pounds into the
transfer orbit when the velocity impulse at
perigee burn is 8065 ft/sec. This is the
nominal AV 1 for zero inclination change at
perigee burn (see Figure 7.5-i}.
change and apogee burn velocity impulse.
booster thrusting induced loads, remains with the Centaur. This is the payload adapter
weight AW . Additional weight (AWE) in terms of fuel expended by the spin-up rockets andc
in the coning and precession control system, results in additional reduction of weight at
initiation of apogee burn. The dotted line shows the net weight at initiation of apogee burn.
There is now information available to deter-
mine the payload into transfer orbit. The
technique for tyifig this in with the apogee
motor capability is shown functionally in
Figure 7.5-8A anti B. Figure 7.5-8A shows
the 75.5-pound reduction, and the loss in
payload with perigee burn velocity excess
(reference Figure 7.5-7). Also sho_m along
the abscissa is the corresponding inclination
Some of the structural weight, used to absorb
The dotted line curve of Figure 7.5-8A is replotted in Figure 7.5-8B. This curve applies
only to the 15-foot fairing extension and the specific values of AW and AW E shown. SinceC
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Figure 7.5-8. Payload Determination (Nonoptimum Apogee Motors)
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the slope of the curve of payload loss with excess perigee burn velocity is constant, the
slopes of the curves of Figure 7.5-8A and B are constant. Thus, changes in any of the
weights, results in a simple horizontal translation of the solid curve in Figure 7.5-8B. The
dotted line curves of Figure 7.5-8B are a replot of the curves of Figure 7.5-6. The inter-
section of the dotted and solid line curves gives both the necessary weight at initiation of
apogee burn and the apogee burn velocity impulse. The rest of the orbit information is
obtained from Figures 7.5-1 through 7.5-5. The in-orbit payload is simply W - AW
o p
and the net payload isW - AW -W M.o p
7.5.2.3 Reference Desi_ Orbit Characteristics
For the ATS-4 analysis, the information analogous to that shown in Figure 7.5-8B is given
in Figure 7.5-9 for both the modified Surveyor retromotor and the Antares I. Centaur pay-
loads of 4000, 4200, and 4400 pounds and two values of AW are also shown. Note that
AW = AW + AW E.C
6200
C
6000
5800
<
<
5600
o
5400
O
5200
T
+ ; :\NI'ARES I _---
i } , (Plt()P WT = 20"_7, LB) 4
PROP WT __ ' , : INIII{[ W'I = 21m 1.1_ !7 ,-i
= 1.t40 LB i [ ' [ , : ! '
13, Lu -+ ;-,- _-._ i } ..... * .... -_--*
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3000 3200 3400 3600 3_00 t000 1200 4 t00
WEIGHT IN TRANSFER ORBIT AT START OF APOGEE MOTOR BURN (LB)
Figure 7.5-9. Determination of Payload Capabilities for Modified Surveyor and Antares I
Apogee Motors as a Function of Maximum Centaur P/L Capability
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The total payload capability using the modified Surveyor, the Antares I and the extended
Surveyor (optimum motor) is shown as a function of maximum Centaur capability in Figure
7.5-10. Figure 7.5-11 shows the growth capability for the same three retromotors as a
function of Centaur growth capability. The growth capability is measured with respect to the
modified Surveyor retromotor capability using the 4000-pound Centaur payload.
The applicable motor parameters in going from Figures 7.5-9 and 7.5-10 are:
Propellant
Weight (lb)
Inert Motor
Weight (lb)
Antares I Modified Surveyor Extended Surveyor
2085
2OO
1440
139
1885 to 2080 (Variable
with initial Centaur
weight).
126
The selected operating point for the ATS-4 reference design, utilizing the modified Surveyor
retromotor as shown in Figure 7.5-9 is:
W = 3205 lb
o
AV = 5498 Ib
a
Wf = 1765 Ib
W N = 1626 Ib
From the plane change velocity requirements curves (Figures 7.5-1 through 7.5-5) the following
information is obtained:
AV = 9051 _/sec
P
= 31.31
$ = 39.85
2
t 2 = 20.45 ° (t 1 = 28.5 °)
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7.5.3 VERNIER VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS
7.5.3.1 Reference Design Vernier Ve!oeity Requirements
This section presents a summary of reference design requirements and an analysis relating
to a comparison between vernier maneuver when oriented perpendicular to the orbit plane
and when spinning at the orientation of apogee motor burn.
The complete analysis for vernier velocity requirements is described in Sections 6.4 and
5.3. The final results are listed in Table 7.5-1. The source of perigee burn errors is
given in Section 7.5.3.2.
The selection of a spinning spacecraft instead of three-axis stabilization is discussed in
Section 6.4.2.1. Basically the reason is that spacecraft stabilization during apogee motor
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Table 7.5-1. Summary of Total Vernier Maneuver Impulse Requirements
A. VERNIER VELOCITY MANEUVERS
Error Source 3_
Apogee Motor
Total Impulse (1.5%)
Sun Sensor (+ 0.5%)
Earth Sensor
(RF Polang + 1.0 °)
Apogee Motor Angular
Momentum Vector (0.55 °)
Apogee Motor Coning (0.55 °)
Perigee Burn (+8.0 nm ± 60 ft/sec)
RSS &V Requirements
Pulsed Thrusting Inefficiency
(71.7 rpm, 175 sec pulse width)
10% Orientation Errors
Initiate Drift to 1°/Day
AV - Radial Engine
• 48 ft/sec
±96 ft/sec
AV - AxialEngine
+82 _/sec
-1.0 ft/sec
±52.8 _/sec -0.3 _/sec
- -0.3 _/sec
±12.5 ft/sec .34.5 _/sec
123 _/sec
14 ft/sec
89 _/sec
12.3 _/sec 9.0 _/sec
3.4 _/sec 9.0 _/sec
Total AV Requirements:
Total Impulse (55.5 slug S/C)
152.7 _/sec
8474.9 lb-sec
107 _/sec
5933.5 lb-sec
B. CONING, PRECESSION, AND DESPIN TOTAL IMPULSE REQUIREMENTS
Coning
Precession
Despin
Total Orientation Impulse Requirements
Cl
245 lb-sec
264 lb-sec
617 lb-sec
1126 lb-sec
TOTAL VERNIER IMPULSE REQUIREMENTS
15539.4 lb-sec
i Li J,i ill
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is mandatory. A three axis stabilized spacecraft will require two sets of thrust levels; a
high thrust level system during apogee motor burn, and a low level system for the fine
vernier corrections. An alternate set of attitude sensors would also be necessary. In short,
a spinning spacecraft does not require active stabilization during apogee motor burn.
For the reference design, the injection errors are referenced to a coordinate system aligned
along the vernier velocity propulsion system thruster axes. Thus, the errors will be
specified as those which must be removed via the axial engine and those by the radial engine.
The axial engine will provide thrusting in a direction parallel to the apogee motor thrust
direction. The radial engine can be pulsed in any direction in a plane perpendicular to the
spin axis (axial thrust direction, see Figure 7.5-12). _I_is engine must be pulsed since it
is aligned perpendicular to the spin axis. There is an approximate 10 percent inefficiency
due to the engine pulse width on-time (approximately 175 milliseconds), and the rotation
through an angle of 75 degrees (+ 37.5 degrees about the desired direction) during each
thrusting pulse.
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Figure 7.5-12.
EAI( 111
Description of Orbit Injection Error Sources and Vernier Engine
Thrust Directions
The vernier errors will be removed at the apogee motor burn point in the orbit, and per-
haps 180 degrees from this point if there are altitude errors at injection. Limited analyses
have not shown a more optimum point at which to make the vernier maneuvers. If the vehicle
were spinning perpendicular to the orbit plane, then the optimum point for removing the errors
is at the apogee and perigee points of the orbit. However, with the orientation held to the
apogee burn orientation, neither engine alone is likely to be in the proper direction, therefore,
some inefficiency results (see sketch below).
AXIAL ENGINE
RADIAL_
ENGINE _'_
w
DESIRE D VELOCITY
IMPULSE, /xV
SPIN AXIS
&V
AVAXIA L &VRADIAL /',V] .='] AV
AXIAL
The method for removing altitude errors is to obtain a horizontal component of velocity when
making the first vernier velocity correction. Thus, 180 degrees away is perigee, and the
second correction is made there. Assuming perigee burn errors only, it will be shown in a
later section that the 3v normalized altitude error, 5 ra/r c, is 0.0073 and the normalized
injection velocity error, 6Vc/V c, is -0. 0036. It is also shown later, that the first velocity
correction, AV a, should be:
5V 3 fira
AV _ + V = 18.5ft/secforV
a V c 4 rc c c
where V is the synchronous orbit velocity.
C
104 ft/sec
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This is in a horizontal direction.
The second correction, AVp, applied at perigee, should be
I 5r a1
AV = i
P I 4 r c
V = 18.5 ft/sec
C
or the total is
AV H = AV A + AV.P
The following vector diagram indicates the penalty. The orientation angle is 19.4 degrees.
19.4 ° AVtt
_AVAxIAL _ VRADIAL
AVAxIA L = /xV COS 19.4
AVRADIAL = AV SIN 19.4
AV H = AVAx + AVRAD = AV'_SIN 19.4 ° + COS 19.4 °)
Thus, the 18.5 ft/sec impulses require 17.5 ft/sec and 6.2 ft/sec of axial and radial velocity
impulse, respectively, for each burn. Also, the 10 ft/sec vernier impulse maneuver com-
ponents are 3.4 and 9 ft/sec for the radial and axial engines, respectively.
The apogee burn errors produce injection velocity errors only. They can be removed at the
apogee burn point without suffering the penalties described above for the perigee burn
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errors. This is the principal reason for recommending that the vernier thrusting take place
at the apogee motor burn point. The relationship of sensor errors to vernier thrust engine
is shown in Figure 7.5-12. The sun sensors and earth sensor produce errors along axes
which are perpendicular to each other. Since they are both in a plane perpendicular to the
spin axis, they are both removed by the radial engine. The angular momentum migration
error also produces its major component perpendicular to the spin vector; therefore, it is
also removed via the radial engine. The total impulse error is the only apogee burn error
that contributes significantly to the axial velocity impulse requirements.
In Table 7.5-1, the 10 percent efficiency loss is estimated on the 71.7 rpm, 175-millisecond
thrust duration. Actually the propulsion subsystem was sized on only the basic velocity
requirements; i. e., on the total RSS velocity due to injection errors plus the 10 percent
orientation and 10-ft/sec drift maneuver (see Section 5.5.3.6). There the precise effect
of finite thrust duration was included in determining the total propellant requirements. All
the coning, precession, and despin requirements shown in Table 7.5-1 are detailed in
Section 5.5.2.1.
7.5.3.2 Preliminary Velocity Rectuirements Analysis
The preliminary analysis is given here because many of the basic tradeoffs were a result
of the conclusions obtained herein. Namely, orientation errors at time of apogee burn should
be no greater than one degree; and injection biases provided no payload or operational
advantages. Also the slow drift to station, requiring 10 ft/sec and 30 to 50 days, is muchmore
reasonable than the 100 ft/sec {or more) required for fast (5 day) reposition to operating
longitude.
The ground rules upon which this analysis is based are somewhat different from those ulti-
mately chosen. No sensors, orientation restrictions, or propulsion system limitations are
assumed. For purposes of total impulse and propellant calculations, the spacecraft weight
is 2000 pounds. Comparisons will be made on the basis of vernier system weight differ-
ences. Transfer orbit inclination is 28.5 degrees.
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7.5.3.2.1 Analysis
The two sources of orbit injection errors are perigee and apogee burns. Perigee burn errors
result in altitude and velocity errors at apogee of the transfer ellipse. Apogee burn errors
produce additional velocity errors at injection, but no additional altitude errors.
The two principal sources of perigee error are the altitude and velocity error at end of
perigee burn. This is due to pitch attitude errors. Yaw attitude errors produce com-
paratively small injection errors not considered in this analysis.
The perigee burn errors are:
Altitude, 5h = +8 nm
P
Velocity, 5 V = ±60 ft/sec
P
Note that the two error sources are correlated by -1.
These errors will propagate to apogee injection errors according to the following partial
derivatives:
(:_ ra/5 (AVp) = 10.11 nm/ft/sec
ra/h (rp) = 54.2 nm/nm
Va/_} (AVp) = -2.2 ft/sec/ft/sec
b Va/5 rp = 11.0 ft/sec/nm
Vc/5 Va = 0.8788 ft/sec/ff/sec
h Vk/5 (AVp) = 0.336 ft/sec/ft/sec
Normalizing these errors yields:
5r /r
a e
5V /V
C e
-3 -3
=0.44x 10 5 (AVp) + 2.38x 10 5 rp
= -0.19 x 10 -3 5 (AVp) - 0. 962 x 10 -3 5 rp
5 V =0.3365
.l. (AVp)
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where r is distance from center of earth, V is velocity, A is impulse change, 5denotes
error. The subscripts are: p = perigee, a = apogee, c = circular orbit conditions, J=
perpendicular to orbit plane.
The in-plane errors, (subscript IN) are measured in the equatorial plane, which is the local
vertical plane; the out-of-plane errors (subscript OUT) are measured in local horizontal
plane.
For the purposes of worst combinations of errors, all in-plane velocity errors are in the
east-west direction, that is, there is no radial component of velocity error in the orbit plane.
All out-of-plane errors are in the north-south direction, perpendicular to the nominal orbit
(equatorial} plane.
The apogee burn errors are due to apogee motor total impulse uncertainties, 5 (AVb), and
spacecraft orientation errors, e • For this analysis, ;_ (AVb)/AV b is 1.5 percent, a con-
servative estimate of retromotor capability, e will be investigated parametrically; values
of 0, the orientation error, being 0, 1, and 2 degrees. _The following partial derivative
expressions describe the orbit injection errors for 5(AVb) and ee :
b Vc/_V b = o. 91 ft/sec 1
ve/b0e = -44, 5 ft/sec/deg in-plane
5VI " = 0.42 5(AVb) ft/sec/ft/sec + 93.32 0 E ft/sec/de_ (Out- of-plane_
Normalizing the in-plane errors yields:
-4
8Vc/V c = 0.91 x i0 5 (h¥ b)
0/v ° = -0.445 x 10-2 0c
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The final injection errors, using the error source magnitudes and partial derivative
expressions above, are tabulated as follows:
5_._a
Error Source AVIN AVouT a
Perigee burn (5(AVp) = 60 ft/sec; 37 ft/sec 15 ft/sec 0.0072
fih = +_ 80rim) 5r = 165nm
p a
Apogee burn
5(AVb) = 92 ft/sec 84 ft/sec 38.5 ft/sec
_v o
0. 0168
0 = 0 ° 0 0 0
E
0 ¢ = 10 44.7 ft/see 97.8 ft/sec 0.00894
0 = 2 ° 89.4 R/see 195.6 R/see 0. 01788
E
_a
RSS: _ )T
0. 0182
0. O2O4
0. 0256
To consider the method by which these errors are to be removed by the vernier propulsion
system, it is first necessary to convert the errors into orbital energy or semimajor axis
5a
errors, a. This is done by obtaining the root-sum-square (RSS) of all the randomly
a
occurring independent sources of error:
2 2
(fia) 2 ---- _(fia)p + (_a)a
where:
(fia)p is the energy error due to perigee burn,
(fia)a is the energy error due to apogee burn errors, and
(fia)i is energy error in general.
For small deviations from circular orbits, the perigee burn energy error can be expressed
as follows:
25r 25 V
._ _ a + c
(a)p r V
C C
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For apogee burn:
= (25Vb/Vc)2 + (25 Ve/Vc )2
Note that 5 r
a
by 0
E
= 0 due to apogee burn errors; also 5 V0
5a2
Fcr Ca) :
5a2 (2%___ 5Vc 2 25Vb 2 5Ve(T) +
= + 2_) + (_) (2 -V---)
C c C C
Only in-plane errors contribute to energy errors•
is the velocity error induced
Since the altitude errors and semimajor axis at injection are known, the total velocity in-
jection error, 5 Vet, with respect to the nominal circular orbit velocity, Vc, can be com-
puted from the expression:
5 Vct 5re 5 a
2 - 2
V r a
C C
The total orbit injection error, and, therefore, the actual injection orbit, is known. Assume
now the injection errors are to be removed via the two-impulse Hohmann transfer. For the
first impulse, applied at the apogee burn point in the orbit, it is required that the perigee
distance, rpc = (R e + h ), 180 degrees around the orbit, must equal the synchronous orbitc
altitude, h c. For discussion purposes the injection errors are assumed to be high, that is,
altitude and energy is greater than synchronous orbit energy.
The velocity at apogee necessary to produce the desired perigee altitude is a function of tile
apogee altitude error itself. The expression is derived as follows:
At apogee we have V = V + 5V
a c c
o t
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The desired velocity at apogee, is, from the vis viva integral:
Va I ra+rp
where _ is the universal gravitation constant and Val is the desired velocity at apogee.
Letting r a = rc + 5 r a, Val becomes, to a first order or accuracy:
V
8r
3 a
=-2--(1-4 r )"
al rc c
The difference, AV 1, is
_r
3 a
AV1 = Va 1-Va o=-SVc t--4 _r c Vc.
The second impulse magnitude applied at this perigee in such a manner as to produce apogee
altitude also equal to synchronous altitude (and thereby circularize the orbit) is derived as
follow s:
Velocity when at perigee, Vpl, is from angular momentum conservations:
5r
1 a
V =V +-_V
Pl c 4 r c c
We want this to be the circular orbit velocity, V :
C
The differences, 5V 2, is:
_r
1 a
AV 2 =Vpl-Vpc 4 r c
C
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The total impulse, AV H, is:
AV H = - 5 Vct - (6ra/rc)V c
The total absolute impulse is:
Rearranging this expression:
AVH/Vc = 5Vct/Vc +
therefore,
AVH = -i 8a v9, a c
l °r I= 8Vct + _ Vr c
c
_r
a 1 5a
r 2 a
a
Now the vernier velocity requirements for removing the injection error will be computed using
either AV H expression above.
The vernier velocity requirements are as follows: where AV t = AV H + AVou t. and where
AVou t is based on RSS values as given in the previous table:
0 AV H AVou t AV t
0 ° 91 44 135
1 ° 102 107 209
2 ° 128 200 328
The results are plotted in Figure 7.5-13. These are simply the requirements to remove
the injection errors, not those required to get back either to the injection longitude or some
other longitude.
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One result of injection errors is to cause the
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spacecraft to slowly drift with respect to an
earth ground point. Thus, it is usually
necessary to reposition the spacecraft to
some desired longitude, after injection errors
are removed. The cost of this in terms of
time and velocity impulse, AV d, is determined
as follows: required longitude drift rate, _ ,
is
= Ado/t d
where t d is drift time in days, and Ad o is the
longitude change desired, in degrees. A
rule-of-thumb coefficient relating drift rate
to velocity difference is for each 10 feet per
Figure 7.5-13. Variation of Vernier
Velocity Requirements with Apogee
Burn Orientation E rror
second of velocity difference between actual
orbit velocity _nd synchronous orbit velocity,
the longitudinal drift rate is one degree per
day. Thus, the velocity, AV d. required to accomplish this maneuver is:
AV d = 2 (10 d).
The 2 in this equation results because (10 x d) ft/sec are required to first speed up the
spacecraft, and then another (10 _) ft/sec are required to stop it again upon reaching the
desired longitude.
Consider first the velocity required to simply return to the injection longitude. This is a
function of the total energy error at injection and the time required before the first corrective
impulse is made. The drift rate as a function of 5a is:
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= 5.4 x 102 5a/a (deg/day)
o
-2
= 2.37 x 10 5a (deg/day).
Assuming vernier velocity corrections are made at the first apse (1/2 day after apogee
burn) and at the first return to the injection point (one day after apogee motor burn, the
_o as thetotal drift distance will be between 1/2 and 1 _o" Therefore, let us use 3/4 _o
initial drift distance. Then
3
Ado = _ 2 ° = 4. 05 x 102 5a/a (deg)
-2
= 1.78 x 10 5a (deg).
The rate _ is nulled when the velocity injection errors are removed.
o
to the injection longitude, the additional velocity, AV d, is:
In order to return
AV d = 15 _o/td"
Now consider the problem of moving from the injection longitude, L I, to the operating
longitude, L . Since the operating longitude is fixed, AV d comparisons become a functiono
of injection longitude only. Then AV d for this is:
AV d=20IL 1-Lo]/td = 20 ALo/t d.
The combined AV d for the two parts, A_° and AL o, is:
3 ] /td.d =20  ;6o +aLo
The variation of launch azimuth and injection longitude must be considered when determining
AL . A due east launch, 90 °, produces 53°W longitude injections. AL = 37 degrees for
O O
this case. A 100-degree launch azimuth produces a 72°W longitude injection and AL = 18
O
degrees. Therefore, AV d is less for the latter case. However, there is a double payload
penalty associated with launch azimuth variations.
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The first penalty is a 1.2-pound payload loss into transfer orbit per degree of launch azimuth
variation, which yields a 0.6-pound payload loss per degree into synchronous orbit. The
second penalty, shown in Table 7.4-1 or Figure 7.4-2, is the inclination plane-change
penalty at apogee. This penalty can be converted to payload loss via the equation:
-AVa/glsp
Wf=We 0
5Wf = -Wf
(hV a)
gI
sp
For a typical apogee motor with an I of 280 lb-sec/lb and for a nominal injection weight,
sp
Wf, of 2000 pounds, the payload loss per foot per second of AV is:g
or
-4
bWf= AVa/9016 = 1.1X 10 Wf
(for Wf =2000 lb)
5 Wf = O. 22 Ib/ft/sec
The total vernier velocity can be related to vernier system propellant weight by computing
the total impulse, AV t.{Wf/32. 2) and then dividing by the specific impulse, Isp. Assume the
Isp of the vernier propellant to be 225 lb-sec/lb. Then, fuel weight, W E, is
W E = AV t Wf/g Isp = AV t Wf/7.23 x 103 .
Again with Wf = 2000 lb, W E is, per foot per second of AV t
W E = 0.275 lb/ft/sec
Tankage weight is about 15 percent of fuel weight, therefore, the total vernier weight,
WV, is:
W V = 0.316 lb/ft/sec
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P Detailed tradeoffs between launch azimuth, injection longitude and orientation errors can
now be made.
Summarizing, we have:
.
2.
o
1
Figure 7.5-13 which gives AV H + AV as a function of e •O
AV_., as a function of injection longitude and, therefore, launch azimuth,
let "fd = 4 days.
Payload penalty due to launch azimuth
(P/L) = O. 6 Ib/deg + O. 22 Ib/ft/sec
(Figure 7.4-2 gives the velocity penalty as a function of launch azimuth for the
second term on the righthand side. )
Vernier propulsion weight penalty: 0.316 Ib/ft/sec of additionalvernier velocity.
The total vernier velocity, V t, is computed from:
V t = AV H + AVou t + AV d
Figures 7.5-14 and 7.5-15, along with Table 7.5-2 stunmarize the results of the study.
Figure 7.5-14 presents vernier weight requirements as a function of launch azimuth. Then
for the minimum weight launch azimuth (95 °) the vernier weight is plotted as a function of
8 , the orientation errors at apogee burn. An additional parameter is to be noted in these
summary illustrations and table. It was decided to investigate the possible weight advantage by
by letting the spacecraft slowly drift to the operating longitude, at a rate of 1 deg/day. As
shown, up to 66 pounds of vernier weight reduction is possible at e = 1 degree. Therefore,
if we let AV d = 10 R/see, the drift rate will be a constant 1 deg/day and the total drift time
will be variable. With t d = 4 days, the drift rate is variable and the drff____ttim.__._eeconstant.
I
7.5.3.2.2 Discussion of Results
In Table 7.5-2 all the payload penalty contributions to the total vernier reference payload
are shown. Particularly interesting is the decrease in AV d as the injection longitude
approaches 90°W. Meanwhile launch azimuth and inclination change payload penalties
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increase even more rapidly, thus, a minimum is reached at about 95 ° launch azimuth as
shown in Figure 7.5-14 (see third column in from right, ,,Total Ref Weight Cost"). The
two columns on the extreme rightshow the payload cost when the drift rate is held constant.
The graph of Figure 7.5-15 shows the payload savings much more dramatically. Approximately
66 pounds is saved by going at a 90 ° launch azimuth and 1 deg/day residual drift rate.
Two additional modifications to the injection sequence are available for reducing vernier
propulsion requirements. They are based on ground tracking and modification of the apogee
motor burn velocity. Assume that _)e = i degree. Perigee burn errors could be reduced by
tracking, orbit determination, and a fine correction to the apogee burn thrust correction. If
the total perigee error is eliminated, the 3e RSS 5a/a is
which for 0
4
and
= 1 degree is
_a
--= 0.0180
a
Now the drift rate error due to injection errors is
= 9.75 deg/day
P
instead of 11 deg/day with perigee burn errors included.
The drift distance is 3/4 _, or 7.3 degrees, instead of the 8.2 deg/day shown in Table
P
7.5-2. Now AV d is reduced by 20/4 (0.9) = 4.5 ft/sec, which in terms of vernier weight
is 1.42 pounds.
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The second modification assumes an accelerometer can be aligned parallel to apogee burn
direction. If the apogee burn total impulse is low, the axial thrusters are immediately
turned on to make up this difference. Assume the perigee errors are also being eliminated
as above. Now the energy error is
^vs
- 2--
a V
C
and the drift rate error is
!
20 = 4.85deg
E
and the initial drift distance is
3 !
--3.65deg
E
Compared with 8.2 degrees, this is a reduction of 4.55 degrees, Now the AV d reduction is
22.75 ft/sec and the weight saving is 7.2 pounds. An additional saving is realized by a
reduction in the AVou t. It goes from !07 to 97.8 ft/sec, a _ecrease of 9.8 ft/sec which is
3.1 pounds. Note that the 107 ft/sec is equivalent to 33.8 pounds; therefore, over 30
pounds of vernier weight is attributable to the out-of-plane component of 0 (orientation)
injection errors. This is the principal reason for requiring 0 to be not more than one
degree.
7.5.3.2.3 Summary of Results
a.
Do
For constant drift times (5 days, 4 days after injection errors removed) the
minimum vernier weight is realized when launch azimuth is 95 ° , injection longitude
62.5°W.
Constant drift rate (1 deg/day) produces minimum vernier propulsion require-
ments when the launch azimuth is 90 °, launch injection is 53°W. Up to 50 days
drift time is required. The vernier weight is approximately 66 pounds less than
that required for the best constant drift time injection parameters.
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Co Modifying the apogee burn can result in a saving of up to 10.3 pounds. However,
the on-board equipment required to monitor and control the modified burn, may
well exceed 10.3 pounds, and may introduce additional spacecraft system operations.
This result does not apply to the constant driftrate maneuver.
do The principle contribution to injection error magnitudes is the out-of-plane contri-
bution due to orientation errors. The vernier weight penalty is approximately 30
lb/deg.
7.5.3.2.4 Conclusions
The obvious conclusions are:
a. Permit a constant drift rate of approximately 1 deg/day to get on station.
b. Minimize orientation errors at apogee burn.
c. Modification of apogee burn does not seen to produce any significant weight savings.
7.5.3.3 Iniection Bias Analysis
An orbit injection bias analysis was performed. The purpose was to determine if it is more
economical, in terms of net useful payload, to induce a drift rate by altering the perigee or
apogee burn magnitudes, and thereby alter the energy of the spacecraft in orbit. For injections
to the east of the operating longitude, an energy excess at injection will produce a drift in
the westward direction. Alternately, injections to the west of the operating longitude require
an energy deficit to induce drift toward the operating longitude. Both cases are examined.
In the analysis, two payload factors are compared; the additional (or decrease in) energy
expended at perigee, or apogee, burn results in a loss (or gain) in in-orbit payload capability,
but the decrease in initial drift rate velocity, AV d, results in a decreased vernier propulsion
system weight and, therefore, a gain in payload weight. Again the launch azimuth will be
varied and the consequent loss in payload included. However, only one value of orientation
error, e , is considered; that is 0 = 1 degree.
E
The injection will be biased by an amount that allows the spacecraft to arrive on station 5
days after orbit injection if the injection were perfect. It is assumed, however, that one day
will be required to remove injection errors. Therefore, td still equals 4 days.
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The desired drift rate at injection, _B' is _B = _Lo/(td + 1)
where AL ° is the difference between the injection and operating longitudes.
3 the required injection bais is:From the expression given above for -_ t °
(5 a/a) B = 1.85 x 10 -3 _B
Assume first an energy excess bias; launch is to the east of the operating longitude. The
worst case in terms of AV d occurs when the biased injection itself is 3 _ energy deficient.
Now the drift rate may be very low or even in the wrong direction. In this case, the energy
at injection (sa/a)i is
B-
= 1 °
The total distance AL to the operating longitude, after one day is spent reducing the injection
errors, is
+ i O -_AL = AL ° (td+l) ]
which, in terms of 5 a/a is
[ 8a 5a 4 ]AL = AL + 405 a(-_) - (-_)/3.7 x i0 (td+ i) .O
The bracketed terms represents the change in Iongitude during the one day required to remove
3 6a
the injection errors. The quantity _ _o = 405 _a equals 9.2 degrees when _e = 1 degree.
Therefore, using the former expression above, AL becomes
AL = 9"2+AL 11o td+ll ]
= 9.2+ALo [td/(td+l)]
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With the injectionerrors removed, the drift rate is equal to the biased drift rate, ALo/(td+l ).
The required drift rate to get on station in 4 days is
AL/t d = 9.2/td
AL
O
4
td+ 1
3 _o/t dbut this is simply (-_ + CB )"
!
crease in drift rate is (3/4) (6o/td).
AVdl = 7.56'o /td"
The actual drift rate is ¢_B' therefore, the desired in-
The drift rate velocity required to produce this rate is
The velocity required to remove the drift rate when on station is
--10I LJtd]
= 7.5 $o/td + 10 ALo/(t d + 1).
For nominal injections, the velocity required to induce, or remove, the drift rate, 1/2 AV d,
was shown to be
!
1/2 AV d = 7.5 6o/t d + 10 ALo/t d
5V d A L o
2 _Vd I = 10 td
The velocity reduction to remove the drift rate is
AV d i0 AL °
--2 - AVd 2 - td(td+l)
The total velocity saving, AV , is
S
10 AL
1
AV = o (1 + )
s t d t-_
10 AL td + 2O
t d (t d + 1
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witht d = 4daysAV = 3AL where&V is in feet per second, and &LS O S O
vernier weight saving, (P/L)s is 0.316 lb/ft/sec,
in degrees. The
= 0.948 AL lb
"" (P/L)s o
Although the preceding analysis was based on an energy excess biased injection, exactly
the same equation applies when the energy deficit biased injection is employed for injection
longitudes west of the operating longitude. The worst case now occurs when the injection
errors produce a 3 _ excess of energy.
To complete the analysis, it is necessary to determine the payload penalty for attaining the
excess energy at injection. For the energy deficit cases, this is actually an additional pay-
load saving. However, the applicable launch azimuths for injections west of 90°W incur
extremely large apogee burn inclination change payload penalties.
The required energy excess (or deficit) is a function of A L since this dictates the rate
o
at which initial drifting is to take place. It was shown previously that (_ a/a)B = 3.7 x 104 A L .
o
If the perigee burn is to provide the energy excess (or deficit), then the normalized error
equations derived at the beginning of Section 7.5.3.2 are
_r
a
rc
-3
- 0.44 x 10 5 (5 Vp)
6V
c = 0.19 x 10 -3 5(_Vn)V
e
The total energy was also shown to be (5 a/a)i
thus, we obtain for 5 (BVp)
= 2 5 Vc/V c + 2 5 ra/rc),
6_a = 0.5 x 10-3 5(4Vp)a
1
-4
or 6(P.V) = (3.7x10
1J
5L /5x 10 -4 ) =0.74_L
O o
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From Figure 7.5-7, the transfer orbit payload penalty, as a function of perigee burn
-A Va/gIsp,
velocity excess is 0.70 lb/ft/sec. The loss in in-orbit payload is b (wf) = _ (oJo) e
which, for A V _6100 ft/sec and I = 280 sec, e-AVa/gIsp = 0.51. Therefore, the net
a sp
loss in payload is (p/L)los s = (0.7) (0.51) 5 (5Vp) = 0.264 _ Lo
It is seen that the perigee burn induces a relatively small payload penalty in terms of in-
orbit energy requirements. Unfortunately, however, there is an out-of-plane induced
velocity component that must be removed. The normalized error component here is:
VJ.
= 0.33 (bVp)
= (0.336) (0.74 A Lo)
= 0.249 AL
O
with the payload loss becoming, for 0. 316 lb/ft/sec
(p/L)los s = 0.079 _L lbO
with the payload loss becoming, for 0. 316 lb/ft/sec
(p/L)loss- = 0.079 _ L lbO
It is possible that this loss could be made up by proper compensation of the direction of
apogee burn, which itself would produce a small penalty. However, the penalty is still
small even assuming that this additional velocity error is to be removed by the vernier
sy.stem.
Should the apogee burn be used to produce the energy bias, the following normalized
error equation results:
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5V
C
V
C
- 0.91 x 10 -4 5(&Vb)
and
25V(°÷) oi Vc
Also out-of-plane:
5Vi" = 0.42(5Vb)
As a function of AL , we obtain:
o
-4
5a/a = 1.8x10 5(4V b)
or
= (3.7 x 10 -4 A Lo)/1.8 x 10 -4
= 2.05 AL
o
The apogee burn penalty was shown to be
= I -4 I
wf i1.1 x 10 5 (4Vb) wf
Withwf=20001b (p/L)los s = 0.451AL °
The out-of-plane contribution is
5V_l - = 0.86AL
o
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and the payload loss, based on O.316 Ib/ft/sec of vernier velocity is
(p/L)los s = 0.272 A Lolb
Comparing the payload coefficients, energy bias application at the perigee burn point is
much more efficient than at apogee burn. Therefore, further attention will be given only
to the perigee burn energy bias.
The total payload loss (or gain) for perigee burn from the two individual contributions is
(p/L)los s = 0.343 A L °
Now Table 7.5-3 can be completed. Much of the data will be taken directly from Table
7.5-2. The payload due to injection effors, based on A V t will not be included since it is
the same in all cases _} = 1 degree only).
Table 7.5-3. Injection Bias Summary (_ = 1, degree)
Launch Total (P'L) I.oss (P/I,) Loss P L Gain Via Net P L Net P I.W,'_
Azimuth A I. Launch Azimuth lnj. Bias Less A Vd I)iffcrcnce I.aunch A_imuth
(dog) {deg_ (lb) (]b) (11)) (lh) {Ib)
so 57, 0 32.5 19. _; 5 I. 0 1.9 :I I. 1
85 17, 0 11. s 16.1 t t. 5 l_i. _i 2s. 1
90 :}7, 0 0.0 12.7 :15.0 22. :I 22. :'
95 27.5 11. _ 9.5 26.2 I. 9 l_i. 7
100 1,_, 0 :_2.5 6. '2 17, 1 -21. (i lc_. 9
105 9.5 (i t._i 3. :I 9. O -5_. 9 5.7
110 2.0 109.0 0.7 1. ;) -107. s 1. '2
115 1, 5 17(L 0 -1.5 i. ;I -170.2 5. s
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The extreme right column of Table 7.5-3 shows the net payload gain as compared with the
weight contribution to A (P/L) due to A V d shown in Table 7.5-2. This shows the
advantage of the injectionbias over that of the nonbiased injectionupon which Tab. e 7.5-2
is based.
The second column from the right, Net P/L Difference, considers the total payload
penalty azimuth (Total (P/L)los s Launch Azimuth) plus the payload loss due to perigee
burn energy excess. It also considers the difference in payload for A V d between the
biased and nonbiased cases, but does not include the A Vt due to injection errors since
0 = 1 degree only. The purpose of this column is to show launch azimuth penalties
E
eventually exceed the gains attained through biased injections.
7.5.3.3.1 Conclusion
The biased injection shows a significant payload advantage over nonbiased injections if
constant drift time requirements of 4 days are imposed. For the constant 1 deg/day drift
rate maneuver, the biased injection could reduce the vernier weight by only 3.16 pounds
(assuming no perigee payload penalty). Therefore, injection biases are not considered
for the constant drift rate maneuver.
7.5.3.4 Despin
Upon elimination of injection errors and initiation of the drift toward the operating
longitude, the spacecraft is despun. The vernier propulsion system is used for this
maneuver. The rate gyro package monitors the despin and provides control commands to
the despin thrusters. Following despin, the vernier propulsion tanks are vented of
their hydrazine propellant. Torques induced by the venting process will be sensed by the
rate gyros and controlled by vernier thrusters. Thus, when venting is completed, the
spacecraft body angular velocities are still below the 0.01 deg/sec threshold. A complete
description of the despin operation can be found in Section 5.5.2.2
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7.6 INITIAL STABILIZATION AND DEPLOYMENT
The initial stabilization and deployment system operation is described in detail in Section
5.5.2.2.
The negative yaw axis (apogee motor end of the longitudinal axis) is locked on the sun prior
to deployment. Eight sun sensors provide complete spherical coverage, thus, the sun can
be located. The orientation control i$ provided by a low thrust resistance jet system. This
is the same propulsion system used for in-orbit stationkeeping and flywheel unloading. The
sun acquisition maneuver is initiated at about 1:00 AM local time.
Any time after the negative yaw axis locks on the sun the parabolic antenna is deployed.
The deployment sequence is initiated via ground commands. The solar cells, extended
from the antenna, are unfolded. They will be in position to obtain near maximum power
from the sun. The deployment maneuver should occur no later than about 11:00 AM local
time. At 11:30 AM,the earth stabilization sequence begins. The earth will move slowly
into view of the earth sensors field-of-view point which is alongthe positive yaw axis. The low
thrust levels of the resistance jet are capable of providing orientation control during earth
capture and stabilization. The positive yaw axis stays locked oh the earth, but the yaw
rates are not nulled. Pitch and roll rates are nulled. Thcrefore, the sun is used as a raw
reference and the yaw rates can be nulled. Now the negative pitch axis can be aligned
perpendicular to the orbit plane, pointing north. Stabilization is completed when the star
tracker, pointing along the negative pitch axis, acquires and locks on Polaris.
7.7 SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT STATIONKEEPING REQUIREMENTS
The orbital dynamic aspects of the synchronous satellite orbit will be discussed briefly. A
description of the orbit perturbations, and their effects on the motion of the spacecraft will
follow. Application of the results of the perturbation analysis will then be made to the ATS-4
mission, including the total velocity requirements which must be included in the stationkeeping
propulsion system. The effect of orbit determination uncertainties due to ground tracking
inaccuracies, on both the spacecraft motion and the velocity requirements, will also be shown.
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7.7.1 DYNAMICS
7.7.1.1 Nominal Orbit
The nominal orbit parameters are defined, for use in this study, as the following:
Orbit inclination, i = 0 deg
Orbit eccentricity, e = 0
Orbit altitude, h = 19,324 nm
c
Orbit velocity, V = 10,087 ft/sec
c
Orbit period, T = 23. 935 hr (1 sideral day)
C
Orbit angular velocity, n = 15. 041 deg/hr
C
Additional information, relevant to the synchronous spacecraft motion will be presented in
the analyses below. This information will include the effects of variations in orbit velocity
on the angular velocity and position of the spacecraft, and also the effects of nonzero orbit
inclination and eccentricity on the daily longitudinal excursions of the ATS-4 spacecraft.
7.7.1.1.1 Orbit Period
Let the spacecraft orbit period, t c, be given by
tc -- 27r a_p
where
btr
a = .... _----
2p V 2
- r
PP
D
and where r and V are perigee conditions, a is the semimajor axis, and _is the universal
P P
• 1016gravitational constant (=1 40752 x ft3/sec2).
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For the circular orbit, r = rc and Vp Ve, assume now a small velocity Impulse, A V,P
is applied. At the point of application, r stillequals re, but V = V + A V. To a firstp p c
order, a becomes
_V
6a _2___2
a V
P
and for At
AV
At 3 A____.a= 3 p
t 2 a V
e p
The variation in angular velocity, usingT} c = 2_/tc,
At
CArl = 2_ .
t. t
1 e
is
or
and
AV
Avl :: -3W c V
C
Assume now that A V = 10 ft/sec. Then A?I becomes -0. 045 deg/hr, and ill one
P
sideral day, the spacecraft will have rotated through (360 - 23.935 A r_ degrees. During
this same time the earth will have rotated through 360 degrees. The total difference in
angular travel, A O, is
60 = 23. 935 _T} = 1.07 degrees.
Thus, the spacecraft appears to have drifted 1.07 degrees to the west•
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In estimating drifttimes, and in sizing propulsion-systems, the rule-of-thumb calculations
used is: one degree of driftper day for each 10 feet per second of velocity deviation from
the synchronous orbit velocity.
7.7.1.1.2 Inclination
Inclination induced longitude excursions arise because the component of velocity parallel
to the equatorial plane of the inclined orbit varms as the spacecraft traverses its orbit.
At the ascending node, the equatorial component of spacecraft velocity is less than the
equatorial velocity of the earth. Thus, the spacecraft ground point moves to the west of
the longitude of the ascending node. However, at the maximum latitude, both the earth
and the spacecraft have moved through 90 degrees of angular travel, and the longitudes
line up again. Carying this out through 360 degrees of travel results in the familiar
"figure-8" ground trace as viewed on a Mercator Projection of the Earth. The equations
describing this motion follow. From the spherical trigonometry, the inertial longitude
change of the spacecraft L is (see sketch below):
S
L - tan -1 Icosi tan w t]
S , e
The inertial longitude change of the earth, _, is simply the earth's rate, times time, t.w e ,
//_,"_RBIT PLANE
'Vet J' l
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The difference in longitude, A _. is
S e
tan-i I I= cos i tan wet l -Wet
Letting the differential of A _, with respect to Wet, equal zero yields the time of occurance
(tmax) of maximtun longitude difference, A _max
2
cos i sec Wet
2 tan2cOe td (Wet) 1+ cos i
-1 =0
which is satisfied by:
2
sin ..QOet}= 1
cos i + 1
and
t - 1 sin-if 1 ]i/2
max We cos i + 1
Now, A & becomes
max
'max I cos i tan sin cos i + 1
1
cos i + 1
The latitude, kmax' at which the maximum longitude excursion occurs is given as
X = sin -1 [ sin i sin .wet ]
max
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Figure 7.7-1 showsthe maximum longitude excursion, as a function of the orbit inclination.
t = 45 degrees for all inclinations shown, therefore t _ 3, 9, 15, and 21 hours. The
_e max max ,,
maximum longitude excursion can be expressed, to a high degree of accuracy, as A_ 1 i _
max
where i is in degrees, and k = 4.4 x 10-3/degrees.
" V'_ ..... 1
2
'X
I
')\.
I"it.qlre 7.7-1. Variation of Maximum
I,ongitude Excursion with Synchronous
Orbit Inclination
The ATS-4 stationkeeping system together with
ground tracking and orbit determination, x, ill
attempt to maintain the inclination at 0. l
degree. Approximately 0. 0004 degree of long, i-
tude excursion would then occur. As much ;_s
0.5 degree of inclination would still pro(hi(:(,
only 0. 001 degree of longitude excursion.
7.7.1.1.3 Ellipticity
A spacecraft in an elliptic orbit does not move
with constant angular velocity. At, and near,
the perigee of an elliptic synchronous orbH,
the spacecraf_ will move ahead _)1 the _)p(.r:,tin,;
longitude (to the east) _s seen from earth, but
near apogee, its ang_dlar rate is less than
nominal, and it drifts to the west. After _,n_,
orbital revolution, the spacecraft is back t_
the longitude from which it started. "l'h(,
angmlar position of a circular synchronous spacecraft is equal to the mean anomaly, M,
expressed as M = E - e sin (E), where E is eccentric anomaly and e is eccentricity.
The true angular 1)osition of the satellite in a slightly elliptic orbit is given by the true anomaly,
N, expressed as
_ = 2 tan -1 [4 l+e tan E t1-e
The difference 2xL gives the maximum longitude excursion.
max
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Figure 7.7.2 shows the longitude excursion with eccentricity.
approximately equal to two times the eccentricity in radians.
..... • * t _°':'' I
I=:t,%_::::,t-;::i:::: Lo
I..............ti;_)_ i::i;;:i "
t
This maximum difference is
Thus, the longitude excursion
of a satellite in an orbit with an eccentricity
of 0.001, is 0. 114 degree. Also shown in
Figure 7.7-2 is the altitude difference re-
quired t_ oroduce the eccentricity. Tracking
over half an orbit should result in altitude
determination errors of no more than one
nautical mile (see tracking discussion in
Section 7.7.3 below). Thus, it should
be possible to reduce the eccentricity to
-4
0.45 x 10 and the corresponding long_itude
excursion to 0.0052 degree. Even a 10-
nautical mile total apogee-perigee altitude
difference results in only 0. 026 degree
of longitude excursion.
Figure 7.7-2. Variation in Maximum
Longitude Excursion with Eccentricity
or Apogee-Perigee Distance
7.7.1.2 Perturbations
The two major perturbations to a synchronous
spacecraft orbit are the eccentricity of the
equator and the gravitational attraction on the spacecraft produced by the sun and moon.
The former perturbation affects the east-west (in-orbit) motion while the latter affects
the north-south (out-of-plane) motion. The effects produced by the forces will be emphasized
without an analytical derivation of the perturbations themselves.
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7.7. I.2.1 East-West Perturbations
The ellipticityof the equator causes a long term, periodic longitude driftof spacecraft in
a synchronous orbit of small eccentricity and small inclination. The period of this longitude
driftis dependent upon the nominal longitude of the spacecraft relative to the serniminor
axis of the equator. The periodic motion is a longitudinaloscillationof the spacecraft about
the semiminor axis, assumed for this analysis to pass through the 107°W longitude, and the
73°E longitude meridians. Thus, startingat 90°W longitude, the uncontrolled motion would
see the spacecraft driftpast 107°W by 17° to 124°W then reverse its direction and return
to the 90°W longitude. The period of the oscillationwould be in excess of two years. The
velocity impulse required to constrain the spacecraft to lie within a very narrow longitude
band, or limit cycle, is relatively low, being on the order of from 2 to 6 ft/sec/yr. The
velocity impulse varies significantlywith longitude, but only slightlywith the longitude limit
cycle width, when thiswidth is on the order of a degree or less. Two figures are used to
summarize the velocity requirements. The first, Figure 7.7-3 shows the velocity impulse,
A V, per correction versus the frequency of thrusting as a function of the nominal longitude
distance from the nearest semiminor axis_nd the maximum longitude excursion (limitcycle)
from the nominal longitude. Figure 7..7-4shows the yearly velocity impulse requirements as
a function operating longitude, as seen on the Mercator Earth Projection. This is a visual
aid in relating the velocity requirement to the land masses over which itmight be desired
to place a synchronous spacecraft.
7.7.1.2.2 North-South Perturbations
Solar-lunar gravitational perturbations will cause the inclination of a synchronous orbit to
increase at a rate of between approximately 0.86 degree per year to almost 0.95 degree per
year, depending upon the inclination of the moon's orbits to the earth's equatorial plane. In
early 1969, the moon will be at its maximum inclination of 28 degrees. The normal way of
eliminating orbit inclination, when desired, is by applying a velocity impulse perpendicular to
the equatorial plane as the spacecraft crosses the equator; i. e., at the orbit's line of nodes.
Figure 7.7-5 shows the ideal velocity impulse, A V I, as a function of inclination change, for
a synchronous orbit. The coefficient is 176 ft/sec/degree.
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The A V I shown in Figure 7.7-5 assumes the impulse is applied right at the node. If, how-
ever, it is not, there is a residual inclination and a shift in location of the line of nodes.
Based on a 1-degree imtial inclination, the resulting inclination after applying the ideal
A VI is a function of the error (or uncertainty) in the location of node; the inefficiency is
shown in Figure 7.7-6. The resulting inclination is also interpreted as a measure of the
additional velocity impulse required to completely remove the residual inclination. Curves
are shown for three values of thrusting duration, 8 minutes (2 degrees of angular travel
during thrusting), 2-2/3 hours (40 degrees), and 5-1/3 hours (80 degrees). Note that beyond
15 degrees of nodal errors, the residual inclination is virtually independent of thrusting
durations of up to at least 5-1/3 hours.
7.7.2 VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS
7.7.2.1 East-West
For the purpose of east-west stationkeeping and facilitating the accuracy of pointing the
parabolic antenna, the east-west limit cycle has been set at between 0.01 and 0.03 degree
centered about the 90°W longitude. From the curves of FigSre 7.7-3, the velocity impulse
requirement is about 2.68, or perhaps 2.7 ft/sec/yr for the first year. The thrusting duration
is 28 or 48 minutes at a frequency of 13.8 or 24.5 days for the 0.01- and 0.03-degree limit
cycle longitude widths, respectively. Thrusting on a daily basis results in a 0.005-degree
limit cycle with a thrusting duration of 1.97 minutes. Similar data can be extracted from the
figures for the second year of operation when the spacecraft is positioned at 150°W. Table
7.7-1 summarizes all this information for both years of east-west stationkeeping.
In addition to the equatorial eccentricity, there are other contributions to east-west
stationkeeping velocity requirements. First is the 10 ft/sec required to reduce the drift
rate residual from vernier propulsion maneuvers, second is the 100 ft/sec required for the
reposition maneuver, and last, there should be some additional east-west capability to
handle such contingencies as uncertainty in the location of the semiminor axis, and cross
coupling effects from the north-south stationkeeping velocity impulses due to orientation
control errors. This contingency A V will be 2.2 ft/sec. A summary of all the east-west
stationkeeping velocity requirements are included in Table 7.7-1.
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orbit inclination near zero.
of 0.1 degree is permitted.
between tracking periods.
7.7.2.2 North-South
The north-south stationkeeping velocity requirements are based simply upon maintaining the
As will be shown in the following Section (7.7.3) an inclination
This will result in a maximum nodal uncertainty of 15 degrees
Figure 7.7-6 therefore, shows a thrusting inefficiency of 25
percent. Assuming the inclination increase is 0.94 degree per year for 1969-1970 time period,
Figure 7.7-5 shows that 166 ft/sec ideally are _oquired. The 25 percent inefficiency is an
additional 41 ft/sec bringing the total to 207 ft/sec/yr. Since north-south stationkeeping is
required for only one year, 207 ft/sec is the total requirement. The north-south and east-
west stationkeeping velocity requirements are summarized in Table 7.7-1.
7.7.3 TRACKING FOR ORBIT DETERMINATION
The rf tracking characteristics (tracking frequencies, antenna gain, lb loss, etc.) have been
discussed in Section 6.5.2. The information for use here, as relates to the stationkeeping
requirements and orbit determination capability, is included in the summary in Table 7.7-2.
Of particular interest is the Goddard Range and Range Rate System tracking capability which
is given in Table 7.7-2. This i_fformation shows that orbit determination uncertainties are
approximately 0. 008 degree out of plane and 0.00064 degree in plane, 1 _. The propagation
rate is fairly large, thus, an attempt is made to use separate position fLxes spread over half
an orbit (twelve hours) then essentially curve-fit the orbit to this data. The reason for doing
this lies in the difficulty in determining the nodal crossing for near zero inclinations. Thus,
rather than use tracking position and velocity information, position and time, and a number
of points are used (see Figure 7.7-7A as an example). It is important to have a position
determination when near a nodal crossing, otherwise the uncertainties of the node become
prohibitively large. Position determination at the maximum latitude results in maximum
nodal corssing uncertainty, although it provides the best measure of inclination. By enlarging
the orbit trace of Figure 7.7-7A in Figure 7.7-7B, at the nodal crossing point, the method
for calculating the uncertainty is seen. For small angular distances, the uncertainty in
nodal corssing, 5 N, is given as
5N _, 6L/sin i-- i
radians
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Table 7.7-1. In-Orbit Stationkeeping Velocity Requirements
I. Drift onto Station
2. Triaxiality
1st Year
2nd Year
C ontingencies:
(N-S cross coupling,uncertainty in
long of semiminor axis,
E -W thrusting inefficiencies)
3. Reposition Maneuver
Total velocity requirements
EAST - WEST
i0 ft/sec
2.68 ft/sec
5.12 R/sec
2.20 R/sec
I00 R/sec
120 R/sec
Conditions: 0.03 ° limit cycle
1st Year:A V = 0.18 ft/sec once every 24.5 days-thrust for 48 minutes
2nd Year:A V = 0.225 ft/sec once every 18.2 days-thrust for 60 minutes
Note: If thrust on a daily basis: A V = 0.0074 ft/sec; 0.005 ° limit cycle, thrust for 1.97 minutes
NORTH - SOUTH
1. 0.94 deg inclination
growth due to solar-lunar perturbations
2. 25% inefficiency due to 15 deg
uncertainty in nodes
166 R/sec
41R/sec
Total velocity requirements 207 R/sec
Conditions: 1 yr duration only
Thrust for 2.9 hr/days; A V = 0.57 ft/sec (includes inefficiencies)
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where 5 _ is the out-of-plane position uncertainty. An inclination of 0.1 degree (0.001745 rad)
results in a 6N of 13.80 degrees when 5_ = 0. 024 degree, (3or). The small shift in the node
itself due to nodal location uncertainties will result in the final node being no greater than 15
to 16 degrees, 10 days to 2 weeks after tracking.
Errors in orbital period can be determined by noticing the longitude position of the spacecraft
on successive days. This might be done during the drift on to operating longitude. After this
time, the one week to ten days tracking frequency will also indicate period errors, after
allowing for the drift due to triaxiality.
Orbit eccentricity can be determined from the variation in altitude over a half-an-orbit of
tracking data. During the drift on to station, the stationkeeping propulsion system velocity
impulses will be applied in such a manner so as to reduce the altitude" errors, thereby
reducing eccentricity.
A modestly conservative approach selected for the ATS-4 mission is to provide tracking and
orbit determinations once every 7 to 10 days. The orbit determination is obtained by tracking
for one-hour durations, starting every other hour, for a half day. Thus, six determinations
are made and one of the determinations will occur near a node. The maximum of 15 degrees
of nodal uncertainty is, therefore, felt to be within the capability of the ATS-4 tracking/orbit
determination system.
The inclination selection of 0.1 degree is based on a brief analysis that showed that when
inclinations are reduced below this value, the shift in the node itself begins to become
appreciable. After a few days the nodal uncertainty without additional tracking and orbit
determinations, is larger than 15 degrees, and thrusting inefficiencies become prohibitively
large.
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7.8 OPERATIONAL SYSTEM
7.8. I LAUNCH AND PARKING ORBIT
7.8.1.1 Arias Flight Phase
After completion of prelaunch preparations and final countdown, the Atlas booster, sustainer,
and vernier engines are ignited seconds before liftoff and the umbilical connections are
severed as the launch vehicle rises from the pad. The vehicle will follow a programmed
trajectory. During the latter portions of the boost phase and after booster staging, pro-
grassing will be assisted by radio-guidance commands. At a predetermined staging point,
the booster engines are shut down and jettisoned. The sustainer engine will continue to
operate until the desired altitude, attitude, and velocity have been attained, after which it is
cut off. The vernier engines will then provide fine corrections to the'Centaur attitude
and velocity, and will be cut off within seconds after sustainer cutoff. Should a malfunction
occur before separation from the Atlas, the flight will be aborted by means of destruct
commands transmitted from the ground to both the Atlas and Centaur destruct systems.
7.8.1.2 Centaur Separation
Separation of the Centaur from the Atlas booster is controlled by a programmer in the Centaur,
and begins upon command signal from the booster guidance. Upon separation and post-
separation coast phase, the Centaur engine is ignited and continues to burn until the Centaur/
ATS-4 payload combination is placed into a 100 nautical mile altitude circular orbit at
approximately 500 seconds after liftoff.
7.8.1.3 Launch-to-Injection Operations
Full launch-vehicle tracking and telemetry coverage is required from liftoff through
parking orbit injection and operations should be consistent with standard launch require-
ments.
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7.8.1.4 Perigee Burn
The Centaur/ATS-4 payload combination will coast in the 100 nautical mile parking orbit
until it crosses the equator at a longitude of 4°E. Shortly before the combination crosses
the equator, the Centaur is rotated through 32.8 degrees counterclockwise about the local
vertical. As the payload combination crosses the equator, the Centaur engines are turned
on. Thrusting is continued until a sufficient velocity increment is added to place the
Centaur/ATS-4 payload combination into the desired transfer orbit.
7.8.2 TRANSFER OR BIT
All command activity from perigee burn through spacecraft separation and spin-up is
expected to be generated from within the Centaur or the spacecraft. Ground operational
activity during this period of flight will be concentrated on tracking and telemetry data
collection.
Approximately one hour after perigee burn, the spinning spacecraft will come into view of
the Toowoomba TracMng Station and will remain in view for approximately seven hours as
the spacecraft passes through the first apogee. During this period of flight, the Toowoomba
Tracking Station will obtain range and range rate measurements which will be displayed on
a Sanborn type recorder and punched on teletype tape for transmission to Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC). At GSFC, these measurements will be utilized to calculate transfer
orbit characteristics. In addition to range and range rate data, Toowoomba will receive
telemetered sun sensor data and will measure a polarized rf signal, called POLANG,
transmitted from the spacecraft. This information will also be transmitted to GSFC for
calculation of the spacecraft spin axis orientation. A schedule of activity for Toowoomba
for this period is shown below:
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TRACKING
POLANG ---4
|
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J
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i
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
HOURS AFTER PERIGEE BURN
Between 8 and 11 hours after perigee burn, the spacecraft will not be in view of any ATS
tracking station. The spacecraft will come into view of Rosman at approximately 11-1/2
hours after perigee burn. The Rosman tracking station will become an integral part of the
Precession Control "Loop" as the spacecraft approaches the second apogee. By receiving
telemetered sun sensor data and by measuring POLANG, the spacecraft spin axis orientation
will be calculated. Based on these calculations, the spacecraft will be commanded by Rosman
to the desired second apogee orientation about two hours prior to second apogee. Another
spin axis orientation determination will be made to confirm proper reorientation of the
spin axis via the precession maneuver• In addition to spacecraft attitude determination,
Rosman will make range and range rate measurements to deteI-mine the exact time of apogee.
When the spacecraft reaches the second apogee (approximately 15.75 hours after perigee
burn), Rosman will command the apogee motor to fire. A schedule of activities for Rosman
during this period of time is shown below.
APOGEE BURN
PRE CESSION
TELEMETRY
TRACKING
POLANG
9 10
b-----
b---
m
b--.--
"-'--4
b----
m
11 12 13 14
HOURS AFTER PERIGEE BURN
15 16 17
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7.8.3 VERNIER MANEUVERS
Due to errors in perigee and apogee burns, the desired orbit will most likely not be attained.
During the two days following apogee burn, a series of vernier maneuvers will be performed
to remove the injection errors and produce a near-synchronous orbit in which the spacecraft
will be drifting slowly to the west.
The spin-stabilized spacecraft will be in full view of both the Rosman and Mojave Tracking
Stations throughout the two days, however, due to the rotation of the spacecraft with re-
spect to ATS ground stations and the physical location of spacecraft antennas, communi-
cations with the spacecraft will most likely be deteriorated between the times shown below:
a. 1 hr and 2.5 hr aver apogee
b. 8.6 hr and 10.4 hr after apogee
c. 25 hr and 26.5 hr after apogee
d. 32.6 hr and 34.4 hr after apogee
The range and range rate systems of Rosman and Mojave Tracking Stations will be utilized
to obtain data for determination of orbit characteristics. These data will be transmitted to
GSFC where the orbit injection errors will be calculated and the required vernier thrusting
command sequence established. After eachvernier thrusting (at approximately 12, 24, 36,
and 48 hours after apogee) the orbit errors will be calculated ancl a new vernier thrusting
command sequence will be generated until the desired orbit is achieved.
In addition to tracking and vernier propulsion commanding, the Rosman and Mojave Tracking
Stations will be receiving telemetry data and measuring the antenna polarization angle.
The orientation of the spacecraft spin axis will be determined and if required, a command
sequence will be generated to precess the spin axis to the desired orientation for vernier
thrusting.
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The anticipated ATS operation ground stationactivity during the two day vernier maneuvers
is shown in Figure 7.8-I.
7.8.4 DESPIN, DEPLOYMENT, AND INITIAL STABILIZATION
Once the desired orbit is achieved, the spacecraft will be despun and the residual vernier
propellants vented by means of 1-pound vernier thrusters, the rate gyro package, and the
appropriate ground command.
Ground commands and telemetry monitoring will be necessary during the following initial
stabilization maneuvers:
a.
b.
Co
do
e.
At approximately 1:00 AM local sun time, the "Initiate Sun Stabilization" command
will be ground-commanded.
Once the negative yaw axis is stabilized to the sun line, the parabolic antenna deploy-
ment can be commanded.
By approximately 11:30 AM spacecraft positive yaw axis will be oriented along the
local vertical with the earth in the field of view of the earth sensors. Yaw axis
orinetation control is switched from the sun to the earth by the generation of an
"Initiate Earth Stabilization" ground command.
At approximately 4:00 PM, local time, the "Initiate Yaw Sun Stabilization" ground
command is generated which directs a pitch axis orientation that will permit inclusion
of the star Polaris in the star sensor field-of-view.
Periodically update the on-board memory and clock which provides star sensor
command corrections to account for the apparent motion of Polaris as the spacecraft
traverses the earth.
The ground station activity during this portion of flight will be concentrated on commanding
the spacecraft throughout the initial stabilization modes and monitoring telemetry attitude
performance data. It is anticipated that 12 minutes of telemetry data at 1 hour intervals
will be required for adequate evaluation of spacecraft performance through this phase of
flight. In addition, tracking data bursts at-2 hour intervals will be required for subsequent
spacecraft drift corrections.
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Figure 7.8-1. ATS Ground Station Activity During Vernier Maneuvers
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7.8.5 FINAL STATION ACQUISITION
The orbit established at the termination of vernier maneuvers will produce approximately
one degree per day of drift to the west toward the operating longitude at 90°W.
Throughout this period of drift (30 to 50 days) the spacecraft position is monitored by the
Rosman and Mojave Tracking Stations and based on this tracking data, a sequence of
"Resistance" jet thruster firings will be developed at GSFC to gradually synchronize the
orbit period with the earth spin rate.
As the spacecraft slowly drifts to the west, the spacecraft will be "checked out" according to
an orbit systems checkout plan to verify that all spacecraft systems are operating properly.
7.8.6 OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS CONTINGENCY PLANNING
All orbit operations from launch to final station acquisition will follow procedures prescribed
in the Orbit Operations Plan. All operations will be under the control of ATS Operations
Control Center (ATSOCC) at NASA GSFC. Each ATS ground station will follow a series of
standing instructions for all nominal orbit operations. In the event of spacecraft system
or orbit anomalies, contingency plans will be developed at NASA-GSFC and the required
corrective procedures will be transmitted to the appropriate ATS ground stations by teletype
for implementation.
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SECTION8
EXPERIMENT OPERATIONAL PHASESEQUENCE
8.1 GENERAL
This section will discuss the experiments and measurements programs: the derivation of
measurement requirements from mission objectives, formulation of measurement pro-
cedures, integration of these procedures into me overall operational program, and the
derivation of experiment equipment requirements. Technical and operational problems
and recommended solutions and procedures will be discussed within each of the above areas.
The purposes and objectives of the ATS-4 mission center around the deployment, pointing
and utilization of large aperture antennas in space. In support of these purposes, four
prime experiments were specified: Parabolic Antenna, Orientation Control System,Radio
Interferometer, and Phase-steered Array Antenna. An additional benefit sought is a better
understanding of the problems of deploying and pointing any large aperture instrument in
space.
In each of the prime experiments, the major objectives a_re to verify the basic feasibility
and verify that it is possible to meet the performance requirements specified for the
corresponding system. While meeting these objectives, it is desired to obtain as complete
an understanding as possible of the design and performance problems of the system in
order to support specification and design of similar systems for future experimental and
operational space missions.
In formulating an effective program to meet the requirements of the ATS-4 mission, it is
necessary to provide means for exercising the prime experiments and deriving the informa-
tion required from the results of these exercises. These results will be in the form of
measurements of the characteristics and performance of the prime experiments before,
during, and after the exercises.
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In the discussion of the experiments program in this section, each prime experiment is
considered more or less independently. Every effort was made to arrange experiment
and experiment equipments so that if necessary, the experiments can be performed, at
least to some extent, independently. This is desirable in the interest of system reliability
so that a deficiency in one experiment will not grossly handicap the others. However, in
the interests of an efficient and effective program, the primary modes of most experi-
ments are intended to take full advantage of the capabilities of the others; e. g., the point-
ing accuracy of the interferometer, and the high gain of the parabolic antenna.
It was necessary to apply a limited cost-effectiveness criterion to the program; i. e.,
to evaluate each proposed measurement in terms of its contribution to the mission objec-
tives and of its anticipated costs (mainly in terms of system time, on-board weight, power,
and form factor and ground support requirements). Otherwise, the costs of some measure-
ments would have been excessive.
The objectives in formulation of individual experiments/measurements was to formulate
experiments in the scientific sense; i. e., to measure sets of parameters in the system
in such a fashion that the procedure and requirements would be well defined, and the
important characteristics of the results - accuracy, precision, level of confidence, etc.
would be known. After such formulations were complete, these individual experiments
were then integrated into an overall program; e. g., scheduled to be performed separately
or together, and in any combination which would make most effective use of the overall
system while preserving the integrity of the experiment results.
A number of measurements beyond the scope of the present study present points of con-
siderable interest; among them, more comprehensive investigation of the static and dynamic
characteristics of the deployed spacecraft/antenna system in space, measurement of
various facets of the parabolic antenna communications performance, and augmentation
of the capabilities of the parabolic antenna and the interferometer. Some of these measure-
ments, notably the instrumentation for the spacecraft characteristics, would require de-
velopment programs to instrument. A number of the more interesting possibilities are
discussed at the end of this section.
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8.2 EXPERIMENT AXE_ REFERENCE
One somewhat troublesome problem which is common to all the experiments is the de-
termination of pointing direction; i.e., how one verifies that the parabolic antenna elec-
trical and mechanical axes, the radio interferometer axes, the orientation control axes,
and the phased array beams are correctly oriented. This problem really breaks down
into two problems:
a.
b.
Boresight Problem - All pointing sensors measure angles with respect to their
own set of de facto coordinates. The antenna mechanical axes do not coincide
with any particular sensor, but must be derived from measurements of the
antenna-feed system geometric configuration. Since these sensors are located
at different positions about the structure, considerable difficulty may be antici-
pated in keeping various sensors and their accompanying coordinate systems
properly aligned. Fortunately, this problem is somewhat simplified by the fact
that absolute alignment is not required, so long as the relative misaliguments
can be detected and measured. For example, if the interferometer should by
some structural or equipment shift be misaligned with the earth trackers, it will
be quite feasible to compensate by the insertion of appropriate offsets into one
system or the other. Similar measures can be taken with each of the other point-
ing systems. Even without this capability, calibration of the pointing-systems
axes relative to one another would allow the ground command system to provide
the compensation.
Calibration Problem - In approaching the problem of in-space calibration, fine
boresight alignment and small angle measurements comparisons can be made by
commanding the Orientation Control (OC) system to point directly toward a station,
then statistically comparing the angle readouts. Assuming that all systems are
operating normally, the OC system will produce an error which is normally dis-
tributed about the real direction of the ground station (in earth sensor coordinates)
with a zero mean and a 3ct value of 0.1 degree). The signal can be read out at
the OC system. The interferometer output will produce an error signal which
should have the same deviations, but (unless the interferometer and earth sensor
coordinate systems are precisely aligned), a nonzero mean in both angles. The
same will also be true of any other precision pointing sensors. Given enough
data for a good statistical evaluation including complete ground calibration, a
comparison of the mean values will give the boresight alignments, while a com-
parison of the distributions will indicate the comparative small angle readouts.
This measurement can be made more complete and reliable by switching one
after another of the precision pointing sensors into _he OC loop and repeating the
measurement process.
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Since variation in boresight alignment with thermal disturbance must be anticipated,
it will be necessary to continue and/or repeat these measurements over at least
one and probably a number of 24-hour cycles. Mathematical analysis will readily
identify and determine the magnitude of any significant 24-hour or other cyclic
effects.
Comparisons of the angle measurement outputs of the precision pointing sensors,
as described in the preceding paragraph, will indicate the extent of agreement
for small angles and will permit calibration of the sensors against one another
along boresight.
In addition to the above relative calibration, along boresight, off-axis pointing
requires complete calibration of at least one sensor. The most appropriate tech-
nique appears to be to calibrate the interferometer by measuring the angle sub-
tended by two ground stations a known distance apart. Since the ranges from the
ground stations to the satellite can be determined very accurately, the actual
angle they subtend as seen from the satellite can also be very accurately determined.
Comparing the real angle with that measured by the interferometer provides an
absolute calibration of this value.
Calibrations across a range of values can be obtained by use of multiple stations
or, in principle, by mounting beacons on aircraft or other vehicles. However,
some difficulty may be anticipated with vehicle-mounted stations because of the
ERP problem.
Two ground stations spaced about 2500 miles apart will provide an angle of about
5 to 6 degrees. For very small angles, of the order of 0.01 degree, station
spacings of about 5 miles will be required; representative intermediate values
include 50 miles or so for 0.1 degree, 250 miles for 0.5 to 0.6 degree, etc.
These values assume that the line between the stations is orthogonal to the direc-
tion of the ATS-4 satellite.
A fairly complete calibration would require using some 10 fixed-station beacons.
However, a reasonably good estimate could be obtained with about 3; say, one each
at Rosman and Mojave and a third at one of these sites, removed from the other
beacon on the site by not less than 5 miles nor more than 250 miles.
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8.3 PARABOLIC ANTENNA
8.3.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION
The major objectives of the parabolic antenna experiment, and to a great extent the AI_S-4
program, are to verify the basic feasibility of deploying and using the large antenna and to
verify that it is possible to meet the specified performance requirements.
The large parabolic antenna experiment shall have a minimum aperture diameter of
30 feet with an objective of achieving the largest feasible aperture and shall be capable of
both transmit and receive operation at frequencies up to 10 GHz. Specifically, the antenna
feed system shall be capable of transmitting at 100, 800, 2300, and 7300 MHz and shall
also be capable of receiving at 1700, 2100, and 8000 MHz. It is not necessary that either
transmission or reception be simultaneous on all of the above frequencies. Bandwidth
capability of the system at the specified frequencies shall be 10 percent. System antenna
efficiency shall be at least 50 percent.
In approaching the mltenna experiment problem, it should be pointed out that a large, de-
ployable parabolic antenna in space must do two things simu]taneously in the space environ-
ment - meet electrical performance requirements, and match the structure and attitude
control system so that it can be pointed and controlled.
The measurements for evaluating the antenna design in terms of these basic requirements
will overlap somewhat; i. e., mechanical measurements will to some extent indicate elec-
trical performance, and conversely.
The electrical performance of a directional antenna is expressed by its gain as a function
of direction and frequency, and by such parameters as phase relationships, polarization,
etc. In a paraboloidal antenna, these parameters are controlled by the geometric con-
figuration of the paraboloid, the location, orientation and structure of the feeds, and the
design and structural integrity of the supporting rf structure.
The mechanical behavior includes the behavior during deployment, the static structural
configuration, temperature distribution and thermal effects on the structure, and dynamic
behavior, i.e., vibration amplitudes, frequencies, and damping characteristics. Deploy-
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ment behavior is a matter of how all the moving parts behave and interact (hinge lines,
joints, torque tube, motor, etc. ) during deployment, and the characteristics of any ex-
cessive dynamic disturbances (modes, amplitudes, frequencies, and damping characteristics)
caused by the deployment impulse. Thermal effects are those deformations caused by
thermal expansions and contractions; these will be mostly if not entirely caused by the sun,
and hence will have a strong, 24-hour cycle component as the satellite rotates with the earth.
Dynamic effects are vibrations induced by any mechanical disturbances, presumably for
the most part attitude control and stationkeeping impulses.
8.3.2 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND OF MEASUREMENTS
8.3.2.1 Introduction
Before formulating specific measurement techniques to obtain the required performance
data, the interrelationships of the antenna parameters and their relative influence on
performance must be examined. This section will define the parameters which must be
measured and will derive the required measurement accuracies.
8.3.2. 2 Direction and Gain
In this section, the physical parameters controlling the gain of an antenna and its variation
with direction are discussed. As will be pointed out, these parameters and their effects
can be separated and measured on the ground, but in a normal antenna, usually not in space.
Directivity - Directivity is defined as the ratio of maximum radiated power to the average
radiated power. Alternately, directivity is the comparison of a lossless test antenna with
a fictitious lossless lsotrope. Theoretically, calculation of directivity requires that the
entire three dimensional radiation pattern be known. In practice, a limited number of
planar patterns can be used to accurately calculate directivity.
Being essentially a measure of dispersion, directivity is affected by and hence is a measure
of all parameters wlich contribute to the relative radiation pattern. These parameters
include all structural parameters but do not include internal feed parameters such as loss
and VSWR effects.
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Directivity is seldom used as an evaluation of high gain antennas because it does not
reference the performance to accessible terminais.
Gain - Gain is defined as the ratio of the radiated power per unit solid angle in a given
direction in the antenna beam that is formed to the same power radiated isotropically
(i. e., radiated in all directions equally). A plane aperture which is uniformly illuminated
with equiphased energy radiates a gain pattern of the form:
G (e) = (_-u-) 2
where u is a function of the directional angle e. it can be demonstrated that the maximum
gain of such an aperture is:
G = 10log 4=A
k2
Where G = gain ( dB above isotrope)
A = apert_re area
k = wavelength.
A paraboloidal reflector can be analyzed as a plane aperture with certain departures from
the ideal. Departure from either the uniform illumination or the equiphased wave front
cause the gain to be less than the theoretical.
Real antenna feeds cannot radiate the unusual pattern which would be required to uniformly
illuminate the reflector and to have the total energy from the feed intercepted by the reflector.
The loss of gain due to nonuniform illumination (illumination efficiency) must be compromised
with the loss of gain due to energy radiated by the feed but not intercepted by the reflector
(spillover efficiency). A typical set of curves is shown in Fi_x, re 8. 3-1.
Additional perturbation of the illumination is caused by blockage effects of the Earth V iewin_
Module and feed supports. The loss of gain due to feed blockage, is given by:
Lf = 20 log (1- 2 B2) 8.3-3
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Figure 8. 3-1. Spillover Efficiency and Illumination Efficiency
where B = Blocking ratio = Earth Viewing Module diameter
reflector diameter
The loss of gain due to strut blockage, Ls, is given by*
Ls=201og (1- 1.55ns)
D
where:
n
S =
D =
number of pairs of struts
diameter of the struts
diameter of the parabola
*Gray, C. L. j "Estimating the Effect of Feed Support Member Blocking on Antenna Gain
and Sidelobe Level," Microwave Journal, pp. 88-91, March 1964.
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The effects of strut blockage will be investigated in detail in ground measurements. In
space, separate measurement of these effects is impractical, except in the event of gross
deformations of the strut/Earth-ViewingModuleconflguration. In such a case, gross
changes in gain, boresight and main lobe configuration would be encountered, and it would
be important to determine the cause.
Phase errors arise from three main sources:
a. Imperfections in the reflecting surface
b. De focusing
c. Feed phase center errors or movement
Since the best gain measurement accuracy that could be expected is in the order of ± 0.5 dB,
a change in rms surface accuracy of 0.25 in. would be required before a change of gain
could be detected. The feed displacement causing defocusing can be separated into two
components:
ao
b.
Axial displacement, which causes gain loss, but little pattern distortion. The
anticipated displacement of about 0.14 inch causes a negligible loss, of the order
of 2 percent, at 8 GHz. At the same frequency, a displacement of 0.22 inch is
required to cause a loss of 0.1 dB and more than half an inch to lose 0.5 dB.
Off-axis displacement, which causes both gain loss and change of beam pointing
direction. In the configuration given (with F/D = 0.4}, at 8 GHz, a loss of 0.5 dB
is equivalent to a beam displacement of approximately 0.06 degree or about 0.15
inch. The anticipated thermally induced displacement is slightly less than this.
Thus, it is doubtful that the expected values of these motions could be detected by gain
measurements made on the ground, of the antenna deployed in space.
Additional phase-front perturbations arise because conventional feeds do not radiate per-
fectly spherical waves. However, this cannot be directly measured in space.
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8.3.2.2.1 Principal Plane Patterns
The radiation pattern of an antenna is the angular Variation of the gain function.
velope of patterns measured on a 30-foot paraboloid is shown in Figure 8.3-2.
An en-
The main beam is usually described by giving the angular width at the half-power and tenth-
power points. This beamwidth Is primarily controlled by the illumination and is affected
to a lesser degree by feed displacement and other geometrical factors.
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Figure 8.3-2. Composite Patterns Measured on 30-Foot Paraboloid at 1700,
1820 and 1900 MHz
Dispersive effects are qualitatively described by giving the maximum sidelobe level,
average sidelobe level, and front-to-back ratio.
The maximum sidelobe level in general is controlled by the illumination, as indicated in
Figure 8.3-3. Degradation of the design sidelobe level is caused by energy dispersed by
the feed (or subreflector) and the struts.
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Dispersions in directions far from the main
beam are primarily controlled by the
amount of spillover energy.
2O
Measurement of sidelobe structure at the 22
m
S-band and X-band frequencies is feasible. _ 24
Derivation of the contributions of the indi- _
,-3
26
vidual causes in general is not.
8.3.2.2.2 Boresight
Boresight is the relationship of the pointing
direction of the main beam to some me-
chanical reference, usually the axes of the
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paraboloid. The electrical pointing direc-
tion and the mechanical axes of tie re-
flector are aligned very closely during Figure 8.3-3. Sidelobe Level Versus
check-out of the antenna. A deviation Edge Illumination
from this alignment indicates a systematic phase taper, such as would be caused by off-
axis feed displacement or an equivalent reflector distortion.
The misalignment anticipated is of the order of 1 milliradian; about 0.05 to 0.06 degree.
This quantity can probably be measured, but correct assignment of the causes of mis-
alignment to feed displacement and reflector distortion is not amenable to direct measurement.
8.3.3 SELECTION OF PARAMETERS
8.3.3.1 General
In order to permit evaluation of the parabolic antenna and provide guidance for the design
of future large-aperture antennas, a limited set of parameters must be selected for in-space
measurement such that having an extensive matrix of data generated during ground testing
it will be possible to correlate the two types of measurement to yield the most efficient
acquisition of knowledge of the antenna performance.
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8.3.3.2 In-Space Measurements
The parameters recommended for measurement in space are based on past experience and
knowledge of interrelations of antenna characteristics. The discussion of the antenna
geometry and its effects on the rf performance has demonstrated that certain electrical
parameters are affected b,, virtually every type of error in the antenna. Other parameters
are affected for the most part by particular types of errors.
Of prime Interest in the parabolic antenna tests is the evaluation of the antenna for high
gain communication applications. Thus from an operational standpoint we wish to first
measure the gain of the antenna versus frequency and time, and then the boresight accuracy
and stability with respect to a ,,;uitable reference (i. e., the spacecraft mechanical axis or
an accurate attitude sensor axis) versus frequency and time. These two factors will permit
the evaluation of this particular antenna in an operational communication system.
_rther, it is planned that any additional parameters, which will allow more detailed
identification of the performance of elements (i.e., reflector, feed, rf components) of
the antenna system will be measut'ed so that design improvements may be made, and new
concepts evaluated with a high degree of assurance in the'results. Of major importance
here is a measurement of the surf.'tce tolerance of the main reflector. Gain and boresight
will both be atteeted by reflect_:_t" surt ace errors, as discussed earlier. Thus, it would
seem essential to make at least enough additional measurements to h_dependently determine
the parabola surface variations and to at least 0.25 inch.
It will further be highly desirable to make VSWR measurements to assure that significant
gain losses do not result from failure or mismatch in rf components.
Antenna patterns can be deduced from the above set of data. However, measuring these
patterns would provide additional confidence to the other measurements by providing re-
dundancy. With a limited accuracy in the OC system it will be difficult to take precise
patterns. However, in evaluating ways to make gain and boresight measurements a great
deal of the principle plane patterns are found to be essentially free. Thus, as much pattern
data will be taken as possible without setting up special tests for this purpose.
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Thus the antenna parameters to be measured in space are boresight accuracy and stability,
gain, VSWR, reflector contour, and to a limited degree antenna patterns.
8.3.3.3 Ground Testing
In order to correlate the in-space measurements with detailed quantitative evaluation of
the antenna parameters, an extensive ground test program should be conducted. This
program would have the following objectives:
a.
b.
C.
To determine that the design goals have been met.
To obtain additional information about the antenna performance which would be
used for comparison with measurements of the antenna when deployed in space.
To determine the effect of predicted deformations, possible failure modes, etc.,
on the antenna performance.
Radiation performance measurements of the antenna arc meaningful only if tile antenna
geometry on the ground is representative of the geometry expected when the antenna is
deployed in space. Assurance of such geometry requires compensation for gravitational
effects, stiffness scaling to compensate for aeeeleratiol{s, and protection against and/or
compensation for wind loads. The following description of ground measurements assumes
these compensations have been made and the antenna geometry conforms to the design.
The radiation performance should be described by a contour plot of field strength versus
angle. The contour plot should be generated from many planar patterns. These patterns
would be taken at the center and edges of each frequency band. All angular regions into
which the antenna radiates with a level within 25 dB of the peak gain would be plotted. A
mathematical model of the main beam would be synthesized from the measured data.
The polarization, as indicated by the orthogonal linear components, should be measured
over the angular region of the contour plot and indicated on a common angular scale.
These rf maps would be used as a basis for comparison with the space measurements
which require statistical correlation with ground measurements.
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The absolute gain of the antenna should be measured at three frequencies in each of the
specified frequency bands. Where possible, the gain should be referenced to more than
one gain standard. This procedure yields essentially independent measurements which
allows reduction of systematic errors due to range effects, gain standard and equipment
calibration, etc., and thus a more accurate measurement. These gain measurements
would be used to demonstrate compliance of the design with the aperture efficiency specifica-
tion and to normalize the pattern measurements to an absolute reference.
The boresight of the antenna will be adjusted duri ng preliminary testing to align the
electrical and mechanical axes as closely as possible. The feed adjustment will be
selected which produces the best alignment at S- and X-bands, where the beam widths
are narrowest, requiring the best pointing accuracy.
After this alignment has been optimized, the boresight relationships will be measured.
These data will be used as a reference to angularly normalize the radiation patterns m_d
as a reference for the determination of the effects of antenna perturbations which may be
caused by thermal gradients and accelerations.
Fhe input VSWR of the antenna system should be measured at five frequencies in each
frequency band. These measurements constitute primarily a verification of feed design
and construction. Additional VSWR measurements should be made in tile 7.3 to 5.t) Gllz
band during antenna (lcployment. Should the VSWR exhibit, during the deplo3_nent cycle,
regular and suitably sensitive variations, this parameter would warrant consideration
for use as a gross deployment indicator.
In addition to the measurements of the antenna in its design configuration, performance
data should be obtained for certain configurations which deviate from design. These
deviations should as closely as possible, duplicate the effects of thermal gradients and
stationkeeping and pointing and tracking accelerations. Deviation due to definable probable
failure modes mid age should also be simulated. Simulation of predicted deformations
would of course be limited to those which can be simulated without permanent damage to
the antenna.
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The effects of these deviate geometries on gain, boresight and main beam shape should
be measured. These data, in combination with the data matrix on the design geometry,
constitute a basis for antenna evaluation at any orbital position throughout the life of the
mission.
8.3.4 IN SPACE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
8.3.4.1 Gain
Measurement of the absolute gain of the large parabolic antenna at a particular frequency
consists of the comparison of the power radiated from (or received by) the test antenna
with the power radiated from (or received by) a reference antenna both having the same
input power. Three techniques suggest themselves: 1) direct substitution of a reference
antenna in space, 2) measurement of absolute field strength and adjustment for propagation
effects, and 3) calculation of antenna gain from radar cross-section measuremenLs.
Direct substitution of a reference antenna most closely parallels the technique commonly
used in ground tests. The large parabola and the reference antenna are pointed at the
ground station and the signal path is switched between them and the difference is noted.
Since the exact directions of the peak gains may not be known, repetitive measurements
may be required. These data sets would then be c_rrelated with the mathematical model
of the beam shape derived from ground tests and the peak gain would be deduced even
though the exact peak might never have been reached. The gain of the reference antenna
should be as close as possible to the gain of the test antenna, ttowever, the requirement
of a reference antenna for each frequency band makes the use of a single, broadband
antenna attractive. Such broadband antennas are limited to about 10-12 dB maximum gain.
Ideally, the reference antenna should be deployed away from the test antenna to minimize
interaction. Interactions could be somewhat compensated for during ground test, however.
The substitution method has been selected as the approach to be implemented for gain
measurements, since it appears to provide the best measurement accuracy. For purposes
of evaluating reflector surface contour errors it would be desirable to measure gain to a
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few tenths of a dB. It may be possible to implement the measurement so that a resolution
of a few tenths of a dB is possible but it is highly doubtful if the gain standard antenna and
rf loss will be accurate or stable enough to obtain absolute accuracies that good. It is
expected that with well designed gain standard antennas and careful measurement techni-
ques an absolute gain accuracy of + 1 dB could be achieved at the higher frequencies.
Measurement of absolute field strength is simple in principal but in practice is complicated
by requirements of system stability, and calibration. The gain measurement accuracy is
directly dependent on these factors and knowledge of atmospheric effects. This technique
could yield very precise measurements through repetitive sampling. However, the sources
of the largest and most probable errors are systematic in nature and are not easily com-
pensated for. This technique requires probably less system time per sample than the al-
ternate techniques. This technique is probably best suited to the down link, i.e., transmit
from space, where only appro×imate gain measurements will be made, anyway.
The feasibility of determining antenna parameters by measurements of the scattering
cross section has been established. * Theoretical accuracy of this technique is commensurate
with the objectives of this experiment, and it could be done entirely from the ground.
However, the theoretical accuracies appear very difficult to achieve, and use of the
technique may impose limitations on the antenna design.
8.3.4.2 Antemla Geometry Measurements
Measurement of the antenna geometry includes: 1) verification of grossly proper deploy-
ment, 2) measurement of ante_ma-feed geometry and distortions caused by mechanical
and thermal disturbances, and 3) surface contour.
*Skarote, S.J., "An Investigation of a Method of Determining Antenna Parameters by
Scattering Cross Section Measurements, " Ohio State University, 15 May 1965, N 65-27474.
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Gross geometry verification will be required only during deployment. Many simple
schemes for this verification are evident and final evaluation of techniques and devices
will be dependent upon the details of the antenna design. Possible schemes include the
following: 1) monitoring the locking mechanisms with make-or-break electrical sensors;
2) monitoring the overall deployment sequence through a television cumera; 3) monitoring
some gross rf parameter, such as VSWR, whose variation during deployment check would
indicate the proper completion of the sequence, determine the advisability of continuing,
and provide diagnostic information to guide possible corrective action. At this time
schemes 1) and 3) are recommended.
Antenna geometry measurements should be made to describe the deployed geometry, and
to detail the nature of any deviations from the design and provide guidance for possible
corrective action and/or reduction of mission objectives. Geometry measurements would
be made throughout the life of the mission, to determine that the distortions caused by
thermal a_d mechanical disturbances and the variations therein due to aging do not exceed
the detectable level of about 0.25 inch.
Conformity of the reflector contour to thc prcscribcd valucs can be determined through
measurement of stresses by strain gauges, pressure transducers, etc. Such measure-
ments would be referenced to the equivalent measurements made during ground testing.
These comparisons would be complicated by the differences in gravitational fields. Meas-
urement devices must be calibrated over the entire temperature range which the antenna
is likely to encounter, and the temperature of each sensor must be known over the measure-
ment period.
8.3.4.3 Boresight
At 8 GHz, the antenna half-power beamwidth is approximately 0.3 degree. Figure 8.3-4
shows a plot of equal power contours for this antenna beam. From this figure we see that
a pointing error of + 0.1 degree (estimated 3_ error for the orientation control system)
would produce a gain change of approximately 1.5 dB. This may be acceptable as a system
error for a communication link. However, to evaluate the antenna itself we would like
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our measurement error significantly less than this. Again referring to Figure 8.3-4, it
is seen that a boresight error of 0.03 degree would produce approximately 0.1 dB gain
loss, and would also be a fairly small error term in a 0.1 degree pointing system. Thus
we will proceed here with a nominal specification for boresight measurement accuracy of
0.03 degree rms. Accuracies better than this (down to about 0.01 degree) would be de-
sirable but not essential. The following is a proposed technique for measuring the antenna
boresight axis without a monopulse feed available.
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Figure 8.3-4. Large Aperture Antenna Equal Power Contours at 8.0 GHz Frequency
An error analysis is presented which indicates an accuracy of 0.03 to 0.05 degree could
be achieved. (To improve this measurement accuracy a monopulse feed would be required.
The monopulse approach would improve the measurement accuracy (± 0.01 degree rms),
plus simplifying the measurement procedures and reducing the measurement time).
Basically it is desired to measure the position of the large antenna beam rf axis (defined
here as a line drawn from the phase center of the dish through the maximum gain point in
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the antennafor field pattern), with respect to the spacecraft axis (as measured by either
the interferometer or OC sensor}. To do this the spacecraft canbe rotated so as to move
the antennarf axis away from the main ground station in one axis only. The beam can then
be moved so as to slowly swing the antennabeam across the ground station. It will be
assumedfor this analysis that this pass may be made to cut through at least the 3 dB
points on the pattern (-+0.12 degree off boresight at 8 GHz). As the main lobe of the antenna
is approaching the station, the spacecraft orientation control will be set so as to maintain
constant angular velocity on the pass. The angular rate will be kept to 0.01 deg/sec or
less which, with an interferometer measurement rate of 1/sec, will provide spacecraft angular
position data at intervals of 0.01 degreeor less.
Figure 8.3-4 shows equal power contours of the antennamain beam, and Figure 8.3-5
shows the beampattern for off boresight slices. Inspection of Figures 8.3-4 and 8.3-5
show that for any slice through the main beam, a line constructed perpendicular to the
line of the slice, and passing through thepoint on this line where the maximum signal is
observed, will pass through the beam center (Figure 8.3-6). Thus, by making two perpen-
dicular slices through the beam, the beamcenter can be found from the intersection of
the constructed perpendiculars (Figure 8.3-6).
It may also be seen from inspection of Figure 8.3-6 that the two pattern slices need not be
exactly perpendicular although the measurement accuracy degrades somewhat if the slices
are not approximately so.
There will be two error sources in our location at the rf boresight using this technique.
First will be the errors in location of the point along the slice where the maximum signal
power was received. This will be a function of our signal level measurement resolution,
and equipment power drifts over the measurement interval. The former (resolution) will
depend primarily on signal-to-noise ratio in the measurement channel. A S/N of 20 dB
would provide a resolution capability of about 0.1 dB or an angular error of less than 0.03
degree rms. A more complete analysis of equipment errors would be required, but there
appears to be no reason a measurement of 0.03 degree rms cannot be made.
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The secondsource of error is anuncertainty of the slope of the slice taken through the
beam, resulting in a slope uncertainty of the constructed perpendicular. This slope un-
certainty results from the errors in our attitude sensing system (+ 0.01 degree rms for
the interferometer). As shownin Figure 8.3-7 our measured datawill be a set of angle
data points spaced approximately 0.01 degree apart, with a onect error of 0.01 degree
(lcr = 0.01). The problem then is to curve fit a straight line to this set of data points so as
to minimize the mean square errors. Wc would here like to "know what the error is in the
slope of the fitted straight line as a flmction of the errors in the measured data points.
A A
F1T'IF, I) I1%1': _ ,, * .i X
//7 ./] ME.,\,_I Ill:[J I).,\ I'A I'()lN I'S
X 1 X X X X X X X X X X" !i lit I I
2 :; I t; "_ _ I1.111 I.']A,III K
Figure _.;{-7. Curve Fitl,ingAn_le Data
For the ease sht_,n here with 1 1 data points, X6 i'; thc mean (i. e., X -- X_i)
• -_0 6
.- :: +2AX -tAX )
1
= (. 01) 2 (2) (55) ::: 0. 011 (for AX = 0.01 deg)
2 __(0.01) 2
_'fl - (o. o11) 0. Ol
vfi :_ 0. l deg/deg
Thus, if the slice is 0 degrees off boresight, the boresight measurement error resulting
from the slope error will be:
cs _- (gfi)(0) : 0.1 (0)degree
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Thus, if our slice is always within the 2 dBpoint (0.12 ° = 0 ) the maximum boresight
error due to slope errors will be.
_S = (0.1) (0.12) = 0. 012 degree
max
\
Thus, if the slope and displacement errors are combined as shown in Figure 8.3-8, our
approximate rms boresight measurement error becomes:
2 2 2
_BS = _D +_S = (0.03) 2 +(0.012) 2
max
= (0. 032) 2
BS 0.032 degree
AREA OF
U NC E R TAI NTY
I)ISPLACEMENT
ERROR
Figure 8.3-8. Boresight Error Combination Illustration
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This has been worked out in the literature("Introduction to the Theory of Statistics,"
Mood & Graybill, pp. 329-333) and gives:
2
2
qfl = (xi_x-3 2
The analysis and description presented here de_zribes a graphical technique for reduction
of data. In the actual experiment it is expected that the data would be reduced by a com-
puter program, which could perform the optimum curve fitting, and compute the rf bore-
sight from the raw data. It would also be possible to make gain measurements on each
pattern slice (at the peaks) using the gain standard horn. By feeding this maximum gain
figure to the computer it would be possible to compensate for the fact that the slice was
not through the true beam peak and compute the maximum lobe gain. Thus, if properly
instrumented, it appears that one set of data would permit the antenna gain and boresight
to be accurately computed. Also resulting from the data is a set of patterns for the main
lobe in the major planes.
8.3.5 EXPERIMENTS
8.3.5.1 Listing of Experiments
Table 8.3-1 is a list of experiments whichi s recommended for evaluation of the parabolic
antenna. These experiments range in importance from crucial (e. g., gain, basic geometric
configuration) to merely convenient or "nice to have, " such as very wideband transmission
experiments. The more important of these are described in some detail in the remainder
of this section.
Where additional technical discussion is necessary to make the physical and electrical
basis of a measurement clear, this discussion is either included or referenced in the
experiment description.
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The experiments in Table 8.3-1 are divided into the following types:
a. Crucial - Necessary to attainment of mission objectives, Type 1.
b. Important - Contributes substantially to fulfillment of mission objectives_ Type 2.
c. Useful - Contributes in a minor way to fulfillment of mission objectives_ Type 3,
d. Process - Not useful or only incidentally useful in itself, but necessary or desirable
in preparing for the performance of useful experiments_ Type 4.
The type of each experiment is indicated in Table 8.3-1 by the number after the title; i. e.,
A-1 Verification of Deployment - 1
Table 8.3-1. Individual Experiments - Parabolic Antenna
A-1
PARABOLIC ANTENNA
Verification of Deployment - 1
To verify that deployment occurred and that there is no major malfunction.
A-2 Verification of Equipment Operation - 4
To verify that the equipment associated with the antenna (transmitters, receivers,
switching, etc. ) is working.
A-3 Measurement of Internal Parameters - 4
To verify that the internal system parameters (transmitter power, receiver sensi-
tivity, frequency stability, etc.) are within design tolerances.
A-4 Verification of Operational Characteristics - 4
To verify that the operational characteristics of the parabolic antenna system (ability
to transmit and receive high-quality signals, and antenna performance characteristics)
are qualitatively correct.
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Table 8.3-1. Individual Experiments - Parabolic Antenna{Coat)
Gain Measurement Experiments
A-5-1 Gain Measurement Experiments without High Accuracy Pointing Devices - 1
A-5-l-a To measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the absolute
gain of the parabolic antenna, using the technique of comparison
with standard gain horns, and assuming that the interferometer or
other high-accuracy pointing sensor is not available.
A-5-1-b Gain Measurement - High Accuracy - 2
To measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the absolute
gain of the parabolic antenna, using the technique of measuring
transmitted and received power, and assuming that a high-accuracy
pointing sensor (e. g., the interferometer) is not available.
A-5-1-c Gain Measurement - High Accuracy - 3
To measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the absolute
gain of the parabolic antenna, using the technique of passive
reflectivity measurement, without a high-accuracy pointing
sensor.
A-5-2 Gain Measurement Experiments with High Accuracy Pointing Devices
A-5-2-a Gain Measurement - High Accuracy - 1
To measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the absolute
gain of the parabolic antenna, using the technique of comparison
with standard gain horns, and assuming that the interferometer
or other high-accuracy pointing sensor is available.
A-5-2-b Gain Measurement - High Accuracy - 2
To measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the absolute
gain of the parabolic antenna, using the technique of measuring
transmitted and received power, and assuming that a high-
accuracy pointing sensor (e. g. the interferometer) is available.
A-5-2-c Gain Measurement - High Accuracy - 3
To measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the absolute
gain of the parabolic antenna, using the technique of passive
reflectivity measurement, with a high-accuracy pointing sensor.
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Table 8.3-1. Individual Experiments - Parabolic Antenna (Cont)
A-6 Boresight Measurement
A-6-1 Boresight Measurement - High Accuracy - 1
To measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the electrical/mechanical
boresight of the parabolic antenna, without a high-accuracy pointing sensor.
A-6-2 Boresight Measurement - High Accuracy - 1
To measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the electrical/mechanical
boresight of the parabolic antenna, using a high-accuracy pointing sensor.
A-7 Pattern Measurement
A-7-1 Pattern Measurement - 2
To measure, to the highest accuracy attainable, the main lobe pattern
and the accessible side lobes of the parabolic antenna, without a high-
accuracy pointing sensor.
A-7-2 Pattern Measurement - 2
To measure, to the highest accuracy attainable, the main lobe pattern
and the accessible side lobes of the parabolic antenna, using a high-
accuracy pointing sensor.
A-8 Verification of Signal Transmission - 4
To verify that transmission of intelligible signals through the parabolic antenna
can be performed.
A-9 Verification of Signal Reception - 4
To verify that reception of intelligible signals through the parabolic antenna can
be performed.
A-10 Verification of Signal Switching Operation - 4
To verify that the designed signal switching operations of the parabolic antenna
system can be performed.
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Table 8.3-1. Individual Experiments - Parabolic Antenna (Coat)
A-11 Measurement of Low Data Rate Performance - 4
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the parabolic antenna
In transmitting and receiving digital data at low (10 to 10 3 bps) data rates.
A-12 Measurement of Medium Data Rate Perforn_ance - 4
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the parabolic antenna
in transmitting and receiving digital data at medium (10 3 to 10 5 bps) data rates.
A-13 Measurement of High Data Rate Performance - 2
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the parabolic antenna in
transmitUng and receiving digital data at high (10 5 to 10 7 bps) data rates.
A-14 Measurement of Audio AM Performance - 3
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the parabolic antenna
in transmitting and receiving audio signals, AM.
A-15 Measurement of Audio FM Performance - 3
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the parabolic antenna
in transmitting and receiving audio signals, wide band FM.
A-16 Measurement of Video SSB AM Performance - 3
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the parabolic antenna
in transmitting and receiving video signals, vestigal sideband (commercial
standards) AM.
A-17 Measurement of Video Wideband FM Performance - 2
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the parabolic antenna
in transmitting and receiving video signals, wideband FM.
A-18 Measurement of Signal Amplitude Fluctuations - 3
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the fluctuations in signal amplitude
(1 cps to 107 cps) caused by atmospheric propagation and/or antenna vibration effects
A-19 Measurement of Signal Phase Fluctuations - 3
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the fluctuations In signal phase caused
by atmospheric propagation and/or antenna vibration effects.
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Table 8.3-1. Individual Experiments - Parabolic Antenna (Cont)
A-20 Measurement of Signal Phase Dlstm-tions - 3
To measure to'the highest accuracy attaInable the distortion in signal phase caused
by atmospheric propagation and/or antenna vibration effects.
A-21 Measurement of Polarization Effects - 3
To measure to the highest accuracy attaInable the fluctuations and bias In polariza-
tion caused by atmospheric propagation and/or antenna vibration effects and to
investigate the use of polarization in measuring spacecraft attitudes.
A-22 Measurement of Surface Contours - Medium Accuracy - 4
To determine to a reasonable approximation the contours which the parabolic
antenna has assumed upon deployment.
• A-23 Measurement of Surface Contours - High Accuracy - 1
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the contours which the parabolic
antenna has assumed.
A-24 Measurement of Mechanical Vibration Effects - High Accuracy - 1
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the distortions of the antenna basic
contours caused by mechanical disturbances.
A-25 Measurement of Thermal Contours - 1
To measure the thermal patterns of the antenna at all sun angles.
A-26 Measurement of Tracking Performance - 1
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the performance of the parabolic
antenna system while tracking.
A-27 Measurement of Slew Performance - 1
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the performance of the parabolic
antenna system during slew.
A-28 Incremental Angle Measurement - 3
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the relative electrical performance
and antenna system performance of the parabolic antenna with respect to two
ground stations at known locations.
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Table 8.3-1. Individual Experiments - Parabolic Antenna (Cont)
A-29 Band Limitation Measurements - 1
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the performance of the parabolic
antenna system in transmitting and receiving signals at the edges of the prescribed
frequency bands.
A-30 Thermal Cycle Electrical Effects - 1
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the effects of thermal distortion
upon the electrical characteristics of the antenna.
A-31 Mechanical Disturbance Electrical Effects - 1
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the effects of mechanical disturbances
upon the electrical characteristics of the antenna.
A-32 System Life Characteristics - 1
To measure to the highest accuracy atLainable the degradations in the electrical,
thermal, and mechanical characteristics of the parabolic antenna with time.
8.3.5.2 Basic Electrical Measurements
8.3.5.2.1 Experiment Formulation
The crucial electrical measurements for evaluation of the parabolic antenna are absolute
gain, electrical/mechanical borewight, and VSWR. Of very great importance in support
of these is a pattern analysis of the main lobe and the first few side lobes of the high end
of the frequency spectrum.
The procedures for making these measurements overlap a great deal, and a considerable
portion of the measurement data obtained in each measurement can be used in each of the
others. However, there are important differences also, and each measurement is con-
ceptually distinct. For these reasons it is necessary to consider each of them as a separate
experiment.
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The remaining important electr/cal exper/ments are, the communlcatlone experiments,
and the antenna llfe experhuent_.
8.3.5.2.2 Experiment A-5 - Absolute Galn
a, Purpose
To measure the gala of the 30-foot-parabollo antenna at all specified frequencies.
b. Teghnical DesorAptlon
In order to/nsur# i good measurement accuracy, pin will be checked using a standard
|_n reference Miens, Two modes will be useds tr_smlssion _om the spacocra|t for
the tranemisslon h'#quanolos and transmission h'om the fround for the reception frequencies.
Confi_ratlons for use of these toohnlquoe are illustrated in Fibres $, 5-9 and 5, 5-I0,
rempectlvely,
Ogtn meMug'omonte will be mad@ in all _equenoy bendm, but i/_o@ the upper (7-8 GH,_)
range_ are most o_'tt_A;, meuuromento o_ _at _requency w|l] be described tn th|s Meotton,
The transmission mode technique is to radiate _'om the matellLto throu|h a stgndard Lntonna
of known gain, ntnbllmhlng a mtlInal level at the ipeound reoeiver, The ipaceorafl trans-
mitter is then mvltehed to the 30-foot antenna, and a precision attenuator on the lp'ound
is ch_pd until the sgme slKnal level is indicated by the ground receiver, The 50-foot
_ntonna gain la thu_ equal to tl_ standard gntonna _in plui the chan|e in attenugion tn-
serLed in the ground equipment, The accuracy of thim measurement will depend upon the
accuracy of the precision variable attenuator, the accuracy of the gain flSure for the
standard horn, and the changes in line rf losses between the transmitter output and input
to the antennas.
Provision Is made for the insertion of a calibrate signal at the ground receiver. This
calibrate signal has two purposes. First, using a calibrated power source to establish
the same detector output as obta/ne d in the gain measurement, the actual signal power
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level received can be determined, providing all the data necessary to accurately check
the link loss calculation. Second, by varying the calibrate signal a known amount, the
sensitivityof the detector circuit can be checked, to assure adequate sensitivityfor the
measurementa
The reception mode, using transmission from the ground as shown in Figure 8.3-10,
involves varying the transmitted power in precisely controlled fashion, so that the signal
level at the spacecraft on-board receiver does not change when the standard gain horn is
substituted for the 30-foot paraboloid. Gain at the 30-foot paraboloid is then derived
from the change in radiated power level required.
c. Background Information Required
Large antenna design specification.
•Results of antenna ground testing.
d. Position in Operational Sequence
After deployment and preliminary evaluation.
e. Procedures
Satellite Transmission Mode
.
2.
.
.
.
Command the satellite to point the large antenna at the ground station.
Command the 30-foot antenna into a configuration for X-band gain checks,
mode (see Figure 8.3-9) and turn on the spacecraft X-band transmitters.
transmitter for a frequency of 7300 MHz.
transmit
Set the
Calibrate the ground receiver equipment to assure that adequate detector sensi-
tivity is available at the designed operating level.
Manually dither the 30-foot antenna pointing to find maximum received signal.
By recording received signal level and spacecraft angular position (from OC
sensor or interferometer) the position of this maximum can be located to better
than 0.1 degree.
Set the precision variable attenuator for a suitable reading at the receiver detector
output. Record several minutes of data (i. e., detector output, spacecraft power
level, pitch and yaw angles, and time).
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6. Switch the spacecraft transmitter to the X-band gain standard horn. Remove
attenuation from the precision variable attenuator until the detector output is the
same as the maximum values in Step 5.
7. Compute the 30-foot-antenna gain.
= + + LRF 1 LRF2Gr G s Lat t
where
.
.
i0.
11.
G
r
is the gain at the 30-foot paraboloidal antenna.
G
S
is the gain of the standard gain antenna.
Latt is the change in setting of the calibrated precision attenuator
in Figure 8.3-9.
is the loss in the RF linkbetween the on-board transmitter and
_F1 the parabolic antenna.
LRF 2 is the loss in the RF link between the on-board transmitter andthe standard gain antenna.
Use the calibrate signal to determine accurately the received power level. Using
this and the measured spacecraft antenna gain and power level, check the path
loss calculation.
Repeat Step 4 to assure that the antenna boresight has not shifted.
Repeat for all other transmission frequencies: 2300, 800, and 100 MHz.
Gain measurements will be repeated sufficiently often to evaluate long term
(daily and longer} gain variation.
Satellite Reception Mode
lo
2.
m
Command the satellite to point the large antenna to the ground station.
Command the parabolic antenna into the configuration for X-band gain checks,
receive mode (Figure 8.3-10} and turn on the spacecraft X-band receiver.
Turn on and calibrate the ground transmitter, and establish that adequate signal
levels are available at the spacecraft receiver.
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o5.
o
e
8.
9.
Manually dither the 30-foot antenna pointing to find maximum received signal.
Switch the spacecraft on-board receiver to the X-band standard gain horn, set the
transmitter power level for a suitable reading of the on-board receiver output and
record several minutes of data.
Switch the spacecraft on-board receiver to the 30-foot antenna. Turn off the trans-
mitter, switch in the coupler and turn the transmitter back on. Adjust the trans-
mitter power until the reading of the on-board receiver output is the same as with
the X-band standard gain horn.
Compute the gain of the 30-foot antenna.
Repeat Step 4 to verify that the antenna boresight has not shifted.
Repeat for all other reception frequencies.
f. Data Produced
Antenna gain factor
Received power level
Transmitted power level
g. On-Board Equipment
Reference transmitters
Forward and reverse power monitors
T/M sensors
TT&C systems
Interferometer (or OC sensor) for attitude data
OC Subsystem.
h. Special Ground Facilities
Receiving configuration as shown in Figure 8.3-9
Transmitting configuration.
i. Time Required
One-half to 1 hour
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8.3.5.2.3 Experiment A-6 andA-7 - Boresight and Pattern
a. Purpose
To measure the bias and long term variation of the large antenna rf axis with respect to the
lnterferometer rf axis or attenuation control.
b. Technical Description
The boresight accuracy test described here assumes the following conditions:
0
.
The interferometer is on board, has been checked out, and performs to
specification.
The antenna system has been gain tested at X-band and performs within expected
design range.
3. All deployment and contour checks have been made and are within tolerance.
Since the angular accuracy with which the 30-foot antenna rf axes can be located is a
function of the beam width, this test will be performed at X-band to provide the narrowest
beamwidth, thus the greatest measurement accuracy.
The technique to be employed is to make two mutually perpendicular slices through the
main lobe (within 2 dBpoints). The interferometer data will be used to locate these slices
accurately with respect to the spacecraft axes. By correlating this angle data with the
recorded signal level vs. time an accurate (± 0.05 degree RMS) estimate of rf boresight
axis location can be made. A description of this approach along with a preliminary error
analysis was described in Section 8.3.4.3.
c. Background Information Required
Large Antenna Design Specification
Results of Antenna ground testing
Results of interferometer accuracy tests.
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d. Position in Operational Sequence
ARer deployment and contour evaluation
After interferometer evaluation.
e. Procedures
.
.
o
4.
5.
.
.
8.
Set up equipment as shown in Figure 8.3-10. Using a known calibrationreference
signal calibrate the detector and recorder circuits.
Command the spacecraft attitude to point the large antenna rf axis at the ground
station.
Manually dither the 30-foot antenna pointing to locate the approximate rf boresight.
Offset pitch axis by approximately one degree.
Command pitch axis back to the approximate boresight. As antenna main lobe
approaches ground site, open OC loops to allow constant angular rates as pattern
slice is taken. Ifcare is taken, the pattern slice should come within 0.1 to 0.15
degree of a beam center slice.
Record angle data (from interferometer) and received signal amplitude versus
time.
Repeat steps 4, 5, and 6 with a roll axis offset.
Reduce data with computer program to find antenna rf boresight with respect to
the interferometer axis. If first slices were not within 0.15 degree of boreslght
repeat experiment.
f. Data Produced
Measured: Antenna main lobe patterns, transmitted and received power.
Computed: Antenna rf boresight.
g. On-Board Equipment
Large Antenna and Feed System
Reference Transmitter
Forward & Reverse Power Monitors
Interferometer Subsystem
T/M Sensors
TT&C System
OC Subsystem
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ih. Special Ground Facilities
Equipment
Receiving and recording equipment as shown in Figure 8.3-11.
Software
Computer programming to process measured data to obtain boresight angles.
i. Time Recluired
One-half to 1 Hour
8.3.5.3 Basic Geometric Measurements
8.3.5.3.1 Experiment Formulation
The crucial geometric measurements for evaluation of the parabolic antenna are, verifica-
tion of deployment, measurement of significant static deformations, verification that
thermal deformation is below the allowable threshold, and verification that no mechanical
vibrations occur which significantly affect performance.
8.3.5.3.2 Experiment A-1 - Deployment Monitoring and Verification
a. Purpose
To verify that deployment has occurred without major malfunction.
b. Technical Description
Deployment can be assumed to have occurred when all members of the deployment mechanism
and all movable parts of the antenna have reached and remained in their final positions.
It will be defined as successful if no major deformation in any member is present, and if
stresses, etc. go through a normal sequence as the deployment process occurs.
Deployment is to some extent unique. It cannot be scheduled as an experiment, but must
be monitored as it occurs, and the timing may be forced by overall system considerations
rather than being chosen for its experimental convenience. It may cv may not be possible
to make more than one attempt at deployment in the event of a failure on a first attempt.
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The final achievement of deployment will be monitored by microswitches or their functional
equivalents to verify that relative positions of structural members is correct, and by strain
gauges that verify that no abnormal stresses exist. Normality of deployment during the
process will be indicated by measurements of stress versus time in the key structural
members of the antenna, and by the fact that no abnormal mechanical vibrations occur as
a result of the deployment impulses.
c. Background Information Required
Extensive evaluation of characteristics of instrumentation -- strain gauges, microswitches,
voltage and current measuring devices, and temperature indicators for both normal and
abnormal deployment possibilities.
d. position in Operational Sequence
Deployment
e. Procedures
Verify that instrumentation is operating and that temperatures are recorded. Monitor
microswitches, strain gauges, temperature readings, and voltage and current reading
devices during deployment.
Analyze results to determine that proper deployment has occurred.
f. Data Produced
Verification that deployment has occurred, or any gross malfunction.
Monitoring of stresses, and accelerometers during deployment to verify that sequence was
not grossly wrong.
g. On, Board Equipment
Strain gauges
Microswitches
Voltage and current measuring davices
TT&C System
Accelerometers
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h. Special Ground Facilities
Software - SubrcuUne for reconstructing structural configuration from mtcroswitch readings.
Subroutine for analyzing strain gauge readings as functions of time and reconstructing
dynamic structural behavior from these readings.
Personnel - Experts in the spacecraft and antenna structure to verify deployment.
i. Time Required
Two minutes
8.3.5.3.3 Experiment A-2 - Thermal Contours
Monitoring of the temperature contours will be continuous, and the temperature data will
be a part of the inputs of boresight measurements, antenna gain and pattern measurements
and other crucial measurement experiments.
In addition, experiments will be performed to verify the behavior of the temperature con-
tours as a function of the solar aspect. These will take the form of deliberately rotating
the satellite to control within the limits of feasibility the direction and rate of change of
the sun angle. They will include:
.
_e
3.
Holding the sun at selected definiteangles with respect to the antenna (possibly
for a matter of two hours or so). This will be repeated for a number of selected
solar aspect angles.
Holding the sun angle at a definite rate of change.
Rotating the satelliteto approximate a uniform illumination.
8.3.5.3.4 Experiment A-22 and A-23: Static and Thermal Deformations
These will be measured by configurations ot temperature-compensated strain gauges.
These gauges will verify that the static deformations from deployment are below the
allowable threshold which would seriously degrade the electrical performance of the antenna,
and that thermally induced deformations are not significantly greater than predicted.
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8.3.5.3.5 Experiments A-24, A-26 andA-27 - Dynamic Analysis
The dynamic behavior of the antennastructure will be monitored by accelerometers which
will verify that no mechanical vibrations exist of such amplitude as to degrade the per-
formance of the antennaor the Orientation Control system.
8.3.5.4 Supporting Electrical Measurements
8.3.5.4.1 Nature of Measurements
A set of measurements is desirable to verify the quality of communications required of
the system, i.e., that the system be able to transmit and receive in specified frequency
ranges over a 10% bandwidth. These include in particular two classes of experiments;
communications quality measurements and tuning range performance measurements.
8.3.5.4.2 Experiments A-8 through A-22 - Communications Quality Measurements
a. Purpose
To verify that the system can effectively transmit and receive at the frequencies specified
and to measure the performance while so doing.
b. Technical .Description
It is required that the capability of the parabolic antenna system to transmit and receive
at the specified frequencies be established. As a strong corollary to this requirement, it
is appropriate to verify the quality of such transmissions. In addition, properly selected
signals, especially video signals, constitute one of the most sensitive diagnostic tools
in determining whether the amplitude and phase behavior of the system, including the
antenna/feed complex, is correct. By varying the bandwidths, power levels, and types of
modulation as well as the constitution of the test signals, and by permitting the intercon-
nections of on-board receivers and transmitters in the transmission links, it is possible
to establish quite a good diagnosis of antenna system behavior.
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The types of test signals used would include simple sine waves, audio and video test
messages, PCM and special waveforms, all of varying information bandwidths. These
signals would be transmitted via amplitude, frequency and phase modulation as appropriate.
c. Background Informatior. Required
Antenna system design specifications and the results of ground performance tests.
of approximate measurements of antenna gain.
Results
d. Position in Operating Sequence
After initialcheckout of parabolic antenna system and preliminary gain measurements.
e. Procedures
I. Command the Orientation Control system to point the antenna at the ground station.
2. Establish communications on one complete link from ground to satelliteto ground,
vla the parabolic antenna system, and transmit a simple test message, for 2 minutes.
3. Methodically substitute on-board receivers and transmitters until allusable
combinations have been exercised, repeating the same test message each time.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for each test message in the set.
f. Data Produced
Transmission qualityof all possible transmit-receive links in the parabolic antenna system.
g, On-Board Equipment
Parabolic antenna system
Orientation Control system
TT&C system
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h. Special Ground Facilities
Transmitting and receiving equipment for all frequencies and bandwidths
Test message transmission devices
Signal analysis soil-ware
i. Time Recluired
Four hours
8.3.5.4.3 Experiment A-29 - Tuning Range Performance Measurements
a. Purpose
To verify the performance of the antenna system across the required 10 percent bandwidths.
b. Technical Description
This experiment is essentially a measurement of communications quality across the re-
quired 10 percent bandwidths; of necessity with particular attention to performance near
the edges of the bands. It consists of repeating selected portions of the performance
measurements near the band edges, in sufficient detail to verify that significant degrada-
tion does not begin within tile prescribed regions. The performance measurements will
include gain, boresight, and communications quality measurements.
c. Background Information Required
Results of gain, boresight, and communications quality measurements near the band
centers.
d. Position in Operating Sequence
After band-center performance of the antenna system has been established.
e. Procedures
This experiment will not be performed as a separate measurement entity. Rather, after
each major measurement of gain, boresight and communications quality, the frequencies
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will be shifted in steps to the edges of the band s and the frequencies at which significant
degradations begin will be monitored. The degradations as functions of frequency will be
measured, out to the point at which performance becomes unacceptable.
£ Data Produced
Parabolic antenna system operation as a function of frequency near the edges of the 10 percent
frequency bands.
g. On-Board Equipment
Parabolic antenna system
Orientation Control system
TT&C system
h. Special Ground Facilities
All facilities required for gain, boresight, and communications performance experiments.
i. Time Required
Slight additions to experiment times of each experiment involved.
8.3.6 DERIVATION OF EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
8.3.6.1 Electrical Measurements Experiment s Equipment
The parabolic antenna/feed combination is considered as a separate major system, and
its electrical characteristics are discussed in detail in Sections 5 and 6. The experiment
equipment discussed in this section will be that necessary to the parabolic antenna measure-
ments, e.g., ground-satellite transmission links, on- board interconnections and on-board
measurements equipment.
The prime requirement of the transmission links will be to provide for the flow of signals
between the ATS-4 spacecraft and other (mostly ground) stations, with appropriate band-
widths, data rates and signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios to make the necessary measurements.
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For most of the experiment configurations, a major consideration will be to obtain a large
enoughsignal-to-noise ratio and bandwidthat minimum cost in on-board weight and power.
In general, once it has beenestablished that certain values of signal-to-noise ratio and
bandwidthwill be required for a given measurement sequence, certain key parameters
must be manipulated to obtain them at minimum cost. Usually these parameters will be:
antennagains, frequencies, transmitter powers, link sensitivities (commonly in terms
of noise figures or noise temperatures), modulation techniques, and rf bandwidths. In
the ATS-4 experiments, however, a number of these parameters will be constrained, e.g.,
the gain of the standard gain antennasand the large parabolic antenna, and the frequencies
required. The results required must thenbe achieved by appropriate selections of the
remaining parameters.
The measurements required for evaluation of the parabolic antennawill include, as dis-
cussed in previous sections:
Gain
Boresight
Antenna Patterns
Communications analyses
These measurements must cover the fl'equencies listed in the work statement, i.e.,
Transmission Reception
(Mfiz) (MHz)
100 1700
800 2100
2300 8000
7300
The link must be so constructed as to provide signals appropriate for the measurements
listed above.
The key signal parameters from the link viewpoint will be bandwidth and signal-to-noise
ratio. These describe the "payload" of the link and other parameters being equal, the
power required will vary directly with each of them.
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Some of the measurements, such as gain and b0resight, will require quite high signal-to-
noise ratios. Bandwidths required will vary widely; from very low (about 1 kHz assumed)
values in measuring to perhaps 30 MHz for communications measurements.
A tentativelistof bandwidth and S/N ratio requirements for the limiting measurements
is shown in Table 8.3-2.
Table 8.3-2. Required Signal Characteristics - Parabolic Antenna Measurements
Measurement
Gain, boresight and
Pattern
Video, SSB, AM
Video, wldeboard FM
Signal-to- Bandwidth
Noise (dB) (MHz)
40 0. 001
32 4- 6
16 30
Comments
BW limited by equipment
stabilization
Commercial standards
Modulation index 2.5 - 3.0
The highest signal-to-noise ratio, for precision measurements, will be about 40 dB; however,
the bandwidth for these measurements can be very small. The larger bandwidths, for
video transmitted using wideband FM, will be about 30 MHz, but the signal-to-noise ratio
can be as low as 16 dB. {Actually, 12 dB could be used, but some margin is desirable. )
The characteristics of the on-board antenna will, of course, be fixed; the aperture will be
30 feet, and the gain at all frequencies up to and including 10 GHz will be that dictated by
the aperture, less system efficiency. These values are readily available from tables, or
calculated from standard formulas. They are reproduced for convenience in Table 8.3-3.
The ground antenna can be assumed to have a gain of at least 17 dB at the lowest frequency
and to have at least a 30-foot aperture at the higher frequencies. Larger apertures can be
obtained if required; as a rule of thumb, gains of 46 to 60 dB can be obtained without undue
difficulty at any frequency in the 1.5 GHz to 10 GHz range. However, small mobile terminals
may be more limited.
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Table 8.3-3. Gains and Beamwidths - Perfect 30-Foot Parabolic Antenna
Frequency
(MHz)
100
800
1700
2100
2300
73O0
8000
10,000
Gain
(db)
17
35
41.6
43.3
44.2
54.2
55
57
Beamwidth
(deg)
23
2.85
1.35
1.1
1.0
0.31
0.29
0.23
The receivers in the spacecraft will have noise figures somewhere between 4.5 and 8.5 dtL
In the Operational Control Center (OCC) or any other large ground station considerably
higher performance levels can be obtained. ATS stations have system noise temperatures of
the order of 60°K at frequencies up to 6 Gttz. Small mobile terminals will have somewhat
lower performance capability, but should be able to maintain noise figures of 4 to 7 riB.
i
The 100 MHz frequency will be a special case. Background noise levels at this frequency
can be quite high (equivalent noise temperatures may be as great as 4000°K). This is
shown in the Link Calculations, Table 8.3-4.
Transmitters in large ground stations can be very large if desired. In the ATS installations,
radiated powers of about a kilowatt are available at some frequencies. In small mobile
terminals, powers available will be somewhat lower, as will also be the case for aircraft
and spacecraft.
Modulations required will depend upon the tests being made. For transmitting and receiving
tests, a number of different modulations will probably be used; AM, PM and FM, at various
bandwidths, special test waveforms and pulse trains. Various messages, audio, video,
digital, etc., may be transmitted by any of the above modulation techniques which are
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The basic system performance is shown in Tables 8.3-4, 8. 3-5 and 8. 3-6. The Tables
illustrate operation with a highly equipped ground station, so the on-board and ground
transmission powers required will be small. They also ignore the degradations in on-
board antenna gain caused by aperture blockage. These are discussed in Sections 5 and 6.
From Tables 8. 3-4 through 8. 3-6 it is possible by scaling to obtain some idea of the
requirements of the limiting measurements listed in Table 8. 3-2.
From Table 8. 3-5 it can be seen that gain measurement using the gain standard antennas
require by far the most transmitter power on the spacecraft. This is a result of requiring
a good signal-to-noise ratio (_ + 40 dB) for measurement accuracy while using the low
gain standard antenna. From these calculations it appears that if a transmitter is provided
which will permit accurate gain measurements there is more than enough power for any
necessary wide band communication test using the large antenna.
For video SSB AM tests, the bandwidths are increased by approximately (4 x 103 = 36 dB).
However, the signal-to-noise ratio can be permitted to decrease by (41 - 32 = 9) dB, leaving
a net increase of 27 dB. For the two higher frequencies (2.3 GHz and 7. 3 GHz) the re-
sulting power requirements are manageable. For 800 MHz, the power requirements will
be difficult (8 watts without margin and 32 watts with a reasonable margin) for 100 MHz,
power requirements will be prohibitive. If the video measurements are required at these
frequencies, it will be necessary to use special ground equipment. For example, an
additional 10 dB on the ground antenna-receiver system would place the 800 MHz region
within easy reach {3.2 watts radiated, with margin).
The video measurements with wideband FM will require an increase in rf bandwidth of
about (4 x 104 = 46 dt_) but the signal-to-noise ratio can be permitted to decrease by
(41 - 16 -- 25 dB} leaving a net increase of 21 dB. In this measurement, the powers at
2.3 and 7.3 GHz will be easily manageable. That at 800 MHz will also be comparatively
modest - a nominal 3 dBw, or 2 watts without margin and about 9 dBw (8 watts} with 6 dB
margin.
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Table S. 3-4. System Performance Parabolic Antenna Transmissior_ Measurements :
p out
Transmitter Antenna ',
Ga in (d B)
ERP (dBw)
Pattern Factor (riB)
Net ERP (dBw)
Path Loss (dB)
Power Density at
Beceiving Antenna (dBw)
Reeei_4ng Antenna
Gain (riB)
Power At Receiver
Terminal (dBw)
Line Losses (dB)
Converter Input (dBw)
Receiver Noise Figure (dB)
Reference (dB_)
KTB (dBw)
C/N (dB)
Modulation Gain (dB)
S/N (d B)
i00 MHz
-8 dBw (160 mw_
*17
9
3
6
164
-15g
+ 20
-138
l
-139
3
-142
-162
20
20
0. 8 GHz
+17
1
181
-165
437
-12_
-129.5
3
- 132.5
-174
_4l. 5
0
415
"2, 3 GHz
*17
- I
416
190
-174
*46
-128
2
-130
3
-t33
-174
-41
0
tl
7. 3 GHz
-38 dBw (. 16 row), :
+55
-17
1
2OO
}
-184
_56 " :_
-128
4
-132
3
-135
-174
+39 ,:
0
39 ..
- "_: _
j- yj"
Table 8.3-5. System Performance Gain Standard Antenna Transmission Measurement_
P out (dB_x)
Transmitter Antenna
Gain (dB)
ERP (dBw)
Yransmitter rf Loss (dB)
Net ERP (dBw)
Path I.oss (dB)
Power Density at
l_eceix-ing Antenna (dBw)
R ec ei_4mg Antenna
Gain
Pouer at Recei__ng
Terminal (dB_)
Line I,o_s('s (dig)
Converter Input (dBw)
I_eeeiver Noise Figure (dB)
Reference (dB)
KTB (2KCBW) (dBw)
C/N (d B)
Moduhltion Gain
S/N (dB)
100 MEtz
4-L0
5
15
3
12
-164
-152
+ 20
-132
t
-t33
3
-136
-162
* 26
0
+ 26
0. 8 GHz
410
I0
20
- 1
19
-181
-162
_37
-125
2. 3 Gtlz
+10
I0
20
1
19
-190
-171
-16
-125
1.5
-126.5
3
-129.5
-171
41.5
o
41.5
- 2
-127
3
-130
-171
+41
0
+41
7. 3 GHz
*10
tO
20
1
+19
-200
-181
56
-125
- 4
-129
3
-132
-171
+39
0
+39
I. 3-
-7'
Table 8.3-_;. System Performance Parabolic Antenna Receiving Measurements
P out
Transmitter Antenna
Gain (dB)
ERP (dBw)
Pattern Factor (dB)
Net EI_P (dBw)
Path l,oss (dB)
Power Density at
Receiving Antenna (dBw)
13ecei%ng Antenna
Gain (dBw)
Power at Receiving
Terminal (dBw)
Line Losses (dB)
Converter Input
l_eceivcr Noise Figure (dB)
Reference ¢dB,&)
1.7 GHz
-17 dI_, (20 row)
+42
*25
- I
+24
1_7
-163
4-42
-121
t
-[25
Io
-I :}5
2.1 GHz
-19 dBw {12.6 mw)
+44
+25
- I
+24
189
-165
+44
-121
4
-125
I0
-135
KTB (dBw)
C/N (dB)
Modulation Gain
S/N (dB)
-176
÷41
0
+41
-176
+39
0
39
8 GHz
-80 dBw (lmw)
+55
+25
- 1
+24
2O0
-176
+55
-121
4
-125
I0
-135
-176
+39
0
39
A list of limiting requirements for the various transmitting measurements is sho_aa in
Table 8. 3-7. These are the measurements for each frequency, requiring the highest
power level recommended, and also those requiring the highest bandwidth. Thus for
2300 and 7300 MHz the limiting measurement with regard to power will be the video
SSB AM, while at 100 MHz, it will be the high-speed data transmission. In each case,
all Other experiments recommended using the parabolic antenna will require less
radiated power and/or bandwidth.
Going through an identical procedure for the receiving measurements the ground trans-
mitters power requirements are shown in the lower half of Table 8. 3-7. As sho_n, no
serious difficulties are anticipated. Receiver noise figures on-board are assumed to
be 10 dB, as shown in Table 8.3-6.
Maximum bandwidths are also sho_nl in Table 8. 3-7. These are instantaneous signal
bandwidths. For' measurement purposes,a 10 percent bandwidth capability will be required
at each frequency; these are also listed in Table 8. 3-7.
From the above analysis, it is now possible to abstract eertah_ basic requirements for
the on-board equipment l or the parabolic antenna measurements. These are summarized
in Table 8.3-8.
(h_ the basis of the above calculations and the system l_)wer considerations, it was
decided to standardize on 10 watts radiated power for all transmitters.
To monitor the signal performance of the receivers and transmitters and verify that
effective commlmications have been achieved, it was considered necessary to transmit
test sigaals from the ground, receive them in the satellite through one of the receivers,
then retransmit to the ground by one of the transmitters. The received signal can then
be quantitatively compared with the signal originally transmitted, to determine the
behavior of the link. In order to facilitate isolation of possible deficiencies, i.e.,
whether a transmitter or receiver was less than adequate in operation, it was decided
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to provide for switching the output of each receiver to any of the transmitters. By suc-
cessive permutations, the performances of the various electronic components can be
fairly well isolated and compensated for, thus arriving at the performance of the antenna
system.
8.3. 6. 1.1 Communication Subsystem
The communication subsystem required for the Large Parabolic Antenna Experiment is
illustrated in Figure 8. 3-11. It depicts the satellite-located equipment.
The subsystem employs three receivers and four transmitters capable of receiving and/or
transmitting at the specified frequencies tunable over a 10 percent frequency range and at a
minimum bandwidth of 6 to 30 MHz from VHF through X-band, respectively. Any one of
the receivers may either operate by itself with its output telemetered to ground or may
feed any one of the transmitters for transmission to ground (over a wider bandwidth).
Any one of the transmitters may also operate separately or in combination with a receiver.
The connections between receivers and transmitters are accomplished by two multi-
position, command-controlled coaxial switches. Each switch position will be tele-
metered for command verification.
In order to provide verification of a received signal each receiver will be associated
with a power detector that will pick up a signal from one of the front-end stages of the
receiver.
To measure forward and reflected power in the transmit channels, a directional coupler in
combination with two power detectors will be placed in the transmission line between
transmitter and antenna feed. Also in series with the directional couplers will be
remotely controlled coaxial switches that will connect the transmitters either to the
parabolic antenna feeds or to the standard gain antennas in order to measure antenna
gain. One standard gain horn will handle L - or S-band frequencies and one will operate
on X-band frequencies. A standard gain dipole will be utilized for 800 Mttz, and one
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of the solar panels will be excited as a standard gain antenna at 100 MI-IL The power
detectors will be utilized in the gain measurements for measuring power flow either to
the large antenna or to the standard gain antennas. The power detector outputs will be
telemetered to ground.
All switching functions required during the measurements will be initiated by command
signals from ground. The TT&C subsystem operates independently of the communications
subsystem for the large antenna experiment and is not shown in Figure 8. 3-11. However,
a transponder combination of the communication subsystem may be used as a back up for
ranging information.
All significant functions in the subsystem components will be telemetered as diagnostic
data for evaluation on the ground.
The objectives of receiver design are to obtain the best available noise figures and
other performance parameters at the lowest weight and power cost. This indicates a
tunnel diode amplifier (TDA) input stage, and solid-state components.
Since it is desired to be able to retransmit the signals receiver, it is necessary to
provide for this; but also to provide a method of at least crudely verifying that the
receiver is operating properly. It is also necessary, of course, to provide tuning
across the 10-percent tuning range required.
It was decided for retransmission to convert down only to the intermediate frequency (IF).
Demodulation on-board is used only to measure received signal levels to verify receiver
operation.
Figure 8. 3-12 illustrates in detail a typical receiver for L-, S-, or X-band. The received
signal from the horn feed is pre-amplified in a TDA after it has passed a diode limiter
to prevent diode burnout of the TDA. Since the TDA is a wideband amplifier that covers
the whole 10 percent tuning range, a tunable YIG filter acts as a preselector filter that
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is tuned by the tuning _C_tr6I: ti_'_A _ pr_dlect'dd _nu_nber of receive frequencies may b!e
tuned bycomm_nd. _ The Si_/a_ 'is: then !d_cn_C_e_cl tO an intermediate frequency (IF)
by a'm_r-'p_i_iplfft_i_!_ss6ctated'_th _i__e d oscillator, which in turn is tuned
by a tuning control unit tha_ is actuated by commands. The coax isolator prevents
spurious frequencies from entering the YIG filter. The IF signal is further amplified in
the _iF amplifler,wh6se output is either coupled out to the multiposition coax switch, to
enter a transmitter, or applxed to a mgnal demodulator. The demodulator Consists
of a limiter and discrimhmt6r-ampliher.' _im demodulated signal is then telemetered to
grotmd.
The objectives in transmitter design are to obtain the required power" outputs, tuning
ranges, bandwidthS and other parameters with the minimum Weight and power requirements.
• Reliability will also be an important consideration. It is possibie to pro_de :the required
performance at 100 and 800 MHz using all solid-state circuitry; but at the S-band and X-band
_u_ed." The,_;e tubes have excellent performancefrequencies, traveling_Wav_Jlt_i_e_s'_ust ........ : _ _ . ..: ,,_,:_ :...... ,: . _ ;
and reliability reco s.
The details of a typical transmitter are illustrated in Figure 8.3-13o The 100-MHz and
800- Mnz tran Smitters :will _p_ovide 'ap_i_bxlh_ately: :10 O_watt 5utpu:t _ they _will c on sistconi-
pletely of solid- state: c'ircuits._ Thei_ cir6uitry and espec_ially the packaging will deviate
somewhat' from the L-,' S%_and 'X_lhanl) _:transr_iitterS; :hgweve_'; _l_eir building b10cks _vilI
essentially be identical with the exception of the_wer arnihlifier, containing a travelfng"
wave tube (TWT) of approximately 10-watt output. The transmitter may operate in either
ofltwo modes. Either an IF si_nai ':_" _": _ ..... _ ": :' :_............ _froma receiver will be up-Converted in frequency _y a
mt_er _/nd VTO; _whibh _i_ _ed i by cl"rem"0te]5_' C_nt'r01ied t_itxig control, or a :fixed _ '
frequency from a local oscillator will substitute for the IF signal. The signal froi_ _tfie _tii>-
converter will then be filtered by an electronically controlled YIG filter, similar to the
One used in the re_eiW_r; ariel will then be prean_plified after pa'ssing through a coupler,
• ' Ievel'ina power _ah_plifier:" Th_ _;0utput signal of the -and amplified t6 its prbpel_ rl_0wer "_ ,. i. , ,:i
power amplifier :will: :_s_ 'bandp_ss _'iit_r -t_d' :i-g_lator before it' feeds the large: antenna
for transmission t6 gro_d, pr0vfsidn :_ill be _'d_ to Coupie: a :se_0nd' signal With_ .........
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to provide for switching the output of each receiver to any of the transmitters. By suc-
cessive permutations, the performances of the various electronic components can be
fairly well isolated and compensated for, thus arriving at the performance of the antenna
system.
8.3.6.1.1 Communication Subsystem
The communication subsystem required for the Large Parabolic Antenna Experiment is
illustrated in Figure 8. 3-11. It depicts the satellite-located equipment.
The subsystem employs three receivers and four transmitters capable of receiving and/or
transmitting at the specified frequencies tunable over a 10 percent frequency range and at a
minimum bandwidth of 6 to 30 MHz from VItF through X-band, respectively. Any one of
the receivers may either operate by itself with its output telemetered to ground or may
feed any one of the transmitters for transmission to ground (over a wider bandwidth).
Any one of the transmitters may also operate separately or in combination with a receiver.
The connections between receivers and transmitters are accomplished by two multi-
position, command-controlled coaxial switches. Each switch position will be tele-
metered for command verification.
In order to provide verification of a received signal each receiver will be associated
with a power detector that will pick up a signal from one of the front-end stages of the
receiver.
To measure forward and reflected power in the transmit channels, a directional coupler in
combination with two power detectors will be placed in the trans mission line between
transmitter and antenna feed. Also in series with the directional couplers will be
remotely controlled coaxial switches that will connect the transmitters either to the
parabolic antenna feeds or to the standard gain antennas in order to measure antenna
gain. One standard gain horn will handle L - or S-band frequencies and one will operate
on X-band frequencies. A standard gain dipole will be utilized for 800 Mttz, and one
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8.3.6.3 Summary of Required Equipment
The equipment required for the parabolic antenna experiment is shown in summary form iN
Table 8.3-9.
Table 8.3-9. Experiment Equipment Summary
Prime
Experiment
Parabolic
Antenna
Orientation
Control System
Interferometer
Phase-Steered
Array Antenna
Experiment
Equipment
Instrumentation to measure geo-
metric configuration and dynamic
behavior. RF equipment for
measurements
Electronics - transmitters re-
ceivers, electronic switches,
etc. - for measurements, std.
gain az_tennas
Incorporated in orientation
control system
Interferometer antennas and
electronics. Instrumentation
to measure geometric dis-
tortion. Instrumentation to
monitor dynamic behavior
Weight
(lb)
86.6
NA
35
Antenna elements and electronics.
Internal monitoring equipment for
measuring
100
Power
(Watts)
8O
NA
39.2
-i20
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8.4 ORIENTATION CONTROL SYSTEM
8.4.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION
The purpose of the Orientation Control experiment is to verify that the Orientation Control
system fulfills the requirements of the Work Statement; the relevant paragraph is repro-
duced below for reference:
The Orien "ration Control system shall be capable of directing the main beam of the
parabolic antenna to any point on the visible earth's surface to an accuracy consistent
with the antenna beamwidth for the frequencies of interest (when used at 10 GHz, the
Orientation Control system must be capable of a pointing accuracy of 0.1 degree). The
time required to change the direction of the main beam from a terminal on one horizon
to a terminal on the opposite horizon and stabilize within the required accuracy (i. e.,
plus or minus 0.1 degree) for a worst case nmneuver will be no longer than thirty
minutes. At a rate of 10 milliradians per minute, it shall be capable of tracking in
response to ground commands with a pointing error nbt exceeding 0.5 degrees. The
O_'ientation Control system shall demonstrate the specified performance during station-
keeping operations.
The conceptual design of this system was a major task in the present study and is descril,cd
in detail in Section 5 and 6 of Lhis report.
The most troublesome technical problem in the Orientation Control experiment is the vali-
dation of the pointing accuracy; i. e., the question of how one verifies that the ()rient:,ti¢>n
Control system has pointed the parabolic antenna, or any other system on board the satellite.
where it has been commanded to point within the required 0.1 degree error.
This problem is somewhat complicated by the fact that the Orientation Control system is
required not only to point the antenna to within 0.1 degree, but also to maintain a pointing
error within 0.5 degree during tracking; and this accuracy too must be verified.
The problem divides, then, into boresight or pointing accuracy, and angle measurement
accuracy. Operationally one wishes to be able to command the OC system to point the
antenna to a station and maintain the direction, and to repeat this as many times as desired;
and also to command the satellite to swing along some required arc within the required
accuracy.
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The boresight problem is somewhat simplified by the _ct that absolute alignment is not
required, so long as the relative misalignments can be detected and measured. Thus,if it
is determined that in order to point the parabolic antenna at a station, the OC system must
be commanded to point to a slightly different angle because of misalignments between the
OC sensors and the antenna; this difference can be subtracted and the desired pointing
accuracy achieved.
The measurement of angles of the OC system can be calibrated by commanding the OC
system to swing between two stations at known locations, and measuring the error.
The standards by which the boresight alignment and angular measurement accuracy can be
calibrated are the parabolic antenna and the radio interferometer. The parabolic antenna
would of course be ideal, since the major accuracy requirement is in pointing the main beam
of the parabolic antenna. However, the beamwidth of the parabolic antenna is only barely
small enough (about 0.3 degree) to permit verification of the required accuracy. This
problem was discussed in Section 8.3.4.3 in connection with the parabolic antenna boresight
problem. A lobe comparison (monopulse) installation on the parabolic antenna would pro-
vide more than ample measurement of pointing accuracy (of the order of 0.01 degree
estimated) but the feasibility of the incorporation of monopulse within the constraints of the
present satellite has not yet been established. Therefore, the pointing accuracy must be
established by a combination of the OC sensors, the radio interferometer, and the parabolic
antenna beam in the 7-8 Gttz region.
The accuracy of the OC measurement of angle can be verified by commanding the OC
system to swing between two stations of known locations as described above, and checking
the error by the same comparisons with the radio interferometer and the parabolic antenna.
In particular, the readings of the earth tracking sensors would be compared with those of
the interferometer and the parabolic antenna beam. Once the reliability of these sensors
has been established, they can be used if desired in monitoring the tracking experiments.
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8.4.2 LISTING OF EXPERIMENTS
Table 8.4-1 lists individual experiments which should be performed in the evaluation of the
•OC system. It is intendedto include nearly all measurements which might be useful. Ti_e
measurements which are considered crucial are described in the following sections.
Table 8.4-1. Individual Experiments - Orientation Control System
0-1 Verification of Equipment Operation -4
To verify that the equipment associated with the Orientation Control (OC) system
(wheels, mass-expulsion devices, etc.) is working.
0-2 Measurement of Internal Parameters -4
To verify that the internal system parameters (sensor outputs, processing transfer
functions, and component characteristics) are within design tolerances.
0-3 Verification of Operational Characteristics -4
To verify that the operational characteristics of the OC system (station acquisition
and pointing characteristics, slew capabili%,, etc.) are qualitatively correct.
0-4 Pointing Performance -1
To measure to the highest attainable accuracy and completeness of the pcrform,r_,:c of
the OC system in pointing the spacecraft and/or antenna toward a selected grc_und
station.
0-5 Slew CapabilRy -1
To measure to the highest attainable accuracy and completeness of the performance of
the OC system in accomplishing the required slew maneuvers.
0- 6 T racking
0-6-1 Tracking -3
To measure the performance of the OC system while tracking at the ma×imum
rate, using a low-orbit satellite.
0-6-2 Tracking -1
To measure the performance of the OC system in tracking with a simulated
low-orbit satellite.
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Table 8.4-1. Individual Experiments - Orientation Control System (Cont'd)
0-7
0-8
Use of Interferometer
0-7-1 Use of Interferometer -2
To measure the performance of the OC system while using the interferometer
as a pointing sensor.
0-7-2 Use of Interferometer -2
To measure the performance of the OC system while using the interferometer
as a tracking sensor.
Station Keeping
0-8-1 Station Keeping -1
0-8-2
To measure the pointing performance of the OC system during station keeping
maneuvers, real and simulated.
Station Keeping -1
To measure the tracking performance of the OC system during station keeping
maneuvers, real and simulated.
0-9 System Life Characteristics
0-9-1
0-9-2
0-9-3
0-9-4
System Life Characteristics -1
To measure the pointing performance of the OC system as a function of system
life.
System Life Characteristics -1
To measure the slew performance of the OC system as a function of system
life.
System Life Characteristics -1
To measure the tracking performance of the OC system as a function of system
life.
System Life Characteristics -4
To measure the internal system parameters as a function of system life.
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Table 8.4-1. Individual Experiments -Orientation Control System (Cont'd)
0-10 Thermal Cycle Characteristics
0-10-1 Thermal Cycle Characteristics -1
To measure the pointing performance of the OC system as a function of the
thermal cycle.
0-10-2 Thermal Cycle Characteristics -1
To measure the slew performance of the OC system as a function of the
thermal cycle.
0-10-:_ Thermal Cycle Characteristics -1
To measure the tracking performance of the OC system as a function of the
thermal cycle.
0-10-4 Thermal Cycle Characteristics -4
To measure the internal system parameters as a function of the thermal
cycle.
8.4.3 BASIC F_PERIMENTS
8.4.3.1 General
The crucial measurements for evaluation of the OC system are, station l)ointing_acc_lracy,
tracking accuracy, and slewing performance. The most important supporting experiment is
the use of other sensors.
8.4.3.2 Pointing Performance
a. Purpose
To verify the capabili .ty of the OC system to point the antenna to a station within the required
accuracy.
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b. Technical Description
The capability of the OC system to point to a station within the required accuracy will be
verified by the parabolic antenna and by the radio interferometer. The procedure would be,
to command the point, then to command limited swings across the station to find the peak of
the parabolic antenna beam, while at the same time taking readings with both the earth track-
ing sensors and the radio interferometer. By comparing the nulls of these instruments, the
boresight alignments can be determined, while a comparison of their distributions will com-
pare the angle measurement output characteristics of the three instruments. (These com-
parisons involve relatively elementary, statistical processing.)
It will be necessary to repeat these measurements at intervals to determine the effects of
thermal environment (especially the 24-hour cycle) upon boresight alighnment. Because of
the spacecraft structure, it may be anticipated that the relative alignment of the interfero-
meter, and the earth tracking sensors will remain relatively constant with the thermal cycle,
but the boresight of the antenna could vary. somewhat due to thermal distortions.
The accuracy with which the OC system can maintain its direction will be measured I)y
attempting to hold a given direction for a relatively prolonged period and measuring the
error continuously with the interferometer, the earth tracking sensors, and the parabolic
antenna. The distribution of error signals will directly verify the accuracy of the OC system
in this mode.
c. Background Information Required
OC system ground performance test results.
Interferometer performance verification.
Verification that the parabolic antenna system is operating correctly, and an approximate
verification of the main lobe pattern.
d. Position in Operational Sequence
After initial interferometer calibration.
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e. Procedure
1. Command the satellite to point to the ground station.
2. Obtain initial interferometer and OC (earth tracker) sensor comparison.
3. Command small-angle sweeps across the station, monitoring relative parabolic
antenna gain, to find boresight, continuing to monitor interferometer and earth
tracker error signals.
4. Command pointing to parabolic antenna boresight and record all sensor outputs.
5. Repeat Step 4 for commanded pointing to OC system null and interferometer null.
f. Data Produced
Boresight alignments among the OC system, the interferometer, and the parabolic antcmm.
Accuracy of the OC system in holding a direction.
Accuracy of the OC system in repeating a commanded direction.
g. On-Board Equipment
OC system
Parabolic antenna
Interferometer
TT&C system
h. Special Ground Facilities
1. Equipment
Interferometer beacon
2. Software
Programs for statistical processing of pointing sensor outputs.
i. Time Required
Two hours
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8.4.3.3 Tracking Performance
a. Purpose
To verify the capability of the OC system to point the antenna in response to tracking
commands at the requires ra_es within the required accuracies (not greater than a 0.5-
degree error at rates of 10 milliradians per minute).
b. Technical Description
The two parameters which must be measured in this experiment are the tracking rate and
error, i.e., the error between commanded angle and actual angle as a function of time,
within the constraint of the maximum required tracking rate (i. e., a lag would not be an
error if due entirely to the fact that commanded maneuvers would have reqired tracking
rates greater than lO milliradians per minute).
The procedure would be to use one ground station as a reference, commanding the OC system
to rotate the satellite across it. Angles and rates will be measured and compared with
commanded angles and rates. Measurement techniques will include:
o
Angles - Direct measurements with the interferometer, the OC sensors and the
parabolic antenna (relative antenna gain). Integration of the rate gyro readh_gs,
measurements of wheel speeds.
Rates - Direct measurements witb the rate gyros. Derivation o[ rates front the
interferometer and OC sensors, by finding the slopes of the curves of angle versus
time.
c. Background Information Required
OC system results of ground tests and the results of pointing performance measurements.
Interferometer performance verification.
Parabolic antenna main lobe pattern.
d. Position in Operational Sequence
After OC pointing accuracy initial measurements.
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e. Procedures
It
.
Command the satellite to point to the ground station and verify proper operation of
all systems.
Command rotation at maximum rate of 10 milliradians per minute about one axis to
the horizon. Reverse direction and sweep to other horizon. Monitor angles and
rates with OC sensors, interferometer, rate gyros, and momentum wheel rates.
3. Sweep from horizon to horizon across the station at maximum slew rate.
the horizon and settle to within 0.1 degree.
>
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 with both axes.
Stop at
f. Data Produced
Tracking performance in rate and angular error as monitored by all available sensors.
Slewing performance from horizon to horizon, and settling time.
g. On-t_oard Equipment
OC system
Parabolic antenna
Interferometer
TT&C system
h. Special Ground Facilities
Equipment
Interferometer beacon
Software
Programs for statistical processing of sensor outputs
i. Time Required
Three hours.
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8.4.4 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
No equipment requirements other than telemetry signal processors are required on board
the spacecraft for these experiments. The telemetered signals are discussed in Section
5.5.4.
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8.5 INTERFEROMETER
8.5.1 GENERAL
The radio interferometer is a system intended to provide high-accuracy determination of
spacecraft attitude with respect to a specific point on the ground by tracking a radio beacon
at that point. The interferorneter is the most accurate pointing sensor specified in the
present ATS-4 configuration.
The design of the interferometer is described in some detail in GE 'FIS R66ELS-89, "ATS-4
Satellite Interferometer Design Study", August, 1966. A stmm_ary of the interferomcter
design is given in Section 5.6.5.
The purpose of the interferometer experiment is to verify that the interferometer fulfills the
requirements of the Work Statement; the relevant paragraph is reproduced below for reference.
An interferometer system configuration, geometry and electmcal/m(chamcal design
will be selected so as to fully demonstrate the capabilities and limitations of an
on-board interferometer, as a spacecraft attitude determination device.
The interferometer antenna system will operate in a frequency range consistent with
the attainment of the maximum resolution and accuracy perfonnanee characteristics
required for the spacecraft attitude control system,
The most troublesome technical problem in the interferometer experiment is in the validation
of the interferometer angle measurement accuracy; i. e., the question of how the basic
accuracy of the interferometer is verified. This problem is especially difficult because the
interferometer is the most accurate pointing sensor specified.
There are two general problems; the boresight measurement and the angle measurement
accuracy.
The boresight of the interferometer is of primary importance only in relation to other systems,
i. e., the OC system and the parabolic antenna. The major problem is to verify that any
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interferometer null shifts with time are small by comparison withOC system errors and
other measurement accuracy requirements. This is done by comparison of boresight
alignments among the interferometcr, the OC system, and the parabolic antenna.
The angle measurement accuracy must be confirmed directly by measurement of the angles
subtended by a number of ground stations whose locations are accurately known. These
can consist of the two ATS stations at Rosman and Mojave, and placing beacons at a number
of other stations, with locations ranging from about 5 miles from the reference station to
about 250 miles. This wolfld establish the accuracy of the interferometer in making off-
axis angle measurements.
8.5.2 LISTING OF EXPERIMENTS
The following Table 8.5-1 is _ tabulation of individual experiments which can be performed
in the evaluation of the interferometer system. The measurements which are considered
crucial are described in the following sections.
Table 8.5-1. Individual ExperLments-Interfe_ometer
I-1
I-2
I-3
I-4
Verification of Operation - 4
To verify that the interferometer is working.
Internal Parameter Measurements - 4
To verify that the internal system parameters are within design tolerances, e.g.,
gain, receiver noise figures, and frequency stability.
Verification of Operational Characteristics - 4
To verify that the interferometer qualitatively responds to errors and performs
its designed functions.
An_'le Error Measurement - Medium Accuracy - 4
To verify that the interferometer angle measurement is accurate within the limits
of the orientation control system.
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D Table 8. 5-1. Individual Experiments - Interferometer (Cont'd)
I-5
I-6
I-7
I-9
l- 1.(_
1-11
1-12
1-13
Angle Error Measurement - High Accuracy - 1
To determine with maximum precision the angle measurement accuracy of the
interferometer.
Field of View Verification - 1
To measure the performance of the interferometer in working with stations of
considerable angular displacements.
Small Angl e Signal Characteristics - 1
To measure the output si_mal characteristics of the interferometcr when nomin'_iiv
pointed at a beacon.
Angle Difference Measurement - 1
To compare the interferometer-measured angle between two stations with lhc _(_\_.,-
angle, as a verification of accuracy.
[.L)W_i_)al-to-Noise l(atio Performance Measuren_ent - 3
2'o measure the interferometer perlbnuanee as a function of si_mal-to-noi,_e rati¢_.
Atmospheric Propagation Monitoring - 3
To measure the effects of al_nospheric prt>pagation characteristics upon interfero-
meter perform ance.
Spacecraft Pointing -2
To measure the performance of the interferometer in a closed-loop with ()rict_tatio_
Control system, the interferometer being used in place of the earth sensor.
Antenna Pointing - 2
To measure the performance of the interferometer in pointing and holding the
parabolic and phased array antenna.
System Life Verification - 1
To measure the degradation of performance, if any, with time.
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Table 8.5-1. Individual Experiments - Interferometer (Cont'd)
1-14
1-15
1-16
1-17
1-18
1-19
Yaw Axis Stabilization - 3
To establish the feasibility of using the interferometer for this purpose, and measure
the performance.
TracMng - 3
To verify the feasibility and measure the performance of the interferometer in
tracMng mobile stations.
Position Location - 3
To investigate the feasibility of interferometer navigation schemes.
Thermal Cycle Monitoring - 1
To measure the effects of the thermal environment upon interferometer
pe rformanc e.
Station Keeping Effects - 1
To measure the effects of station keeping impulses upon interferometer per[,,r_n_nc_..
Small Terminal Operation - 3
To meas_re the performance of the interfer(m,etec in working with small mobil(.
terminals.
8.5.3 BASIC EXPERIMENTS
8.5.3.1 General
The crucial measurements for evaluation of the interferometer system are pointing bore-
sight accuracy and repeatibility, angle measurement accuracy, field of view, and target
acquisition performance. The most important supporting experiment is the attitude control
experiment, in wMch the interferometer functions as the pointhag sensor in the OC loop.
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8.5.3.2 Experiment I-1 - Verification of Operation
a. Purpose
To verify that the interferometer is working.
b. Technical Description
Before measurements of interferometer performance can begin, it will be necessary to verify
that the interferometer is working properly. This experiment is designed to be the first
step in this verification. In this experiment, the interferometer will be turned on, its internal
voltages and currents will be checked and the interferometer will be "exercised." The
objective will be to verify that the interferometer does qualitatively what it is supposed to do.
The present experiment is described on the assumption that the initial exercise will be
successful, i.e., that the interferometer will prove to be in operating condition. In case of
significant malfunction, the experiment will be completed if possible, and the data subjected
to analysis in an attempt at a diagnosis.
c. Background Information Required
Interferometer design and performance specifications.
Results of interferometer preflight testing.
d. Position in Operational Sequence
After deployment evaluation.
e. Procedures
1. Verify power is available.
2. Point interferometer toward OCC, and command interferometer on.
3. Check T/M monitors (see Table 8.5-2) to see that all supply voltages are within
predetermined limits.
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.o
6.
Activate ground transmitter. Check for proper acquisition of interferometer phase
lock loop via T/M monitors.
Check interferometer output signals (digital data).
Calibrate interferometer and check accuracy of angle read outs. (Should be
accurate to within OC system pointing accuracy; + 0.1 degree)
f. Data Produced
Internal voltages, currents and temperatures
Receiver outputs
Angle Readouts
These data, if in the nolTnal range, cumulatively demonstrate that the intcrferomcter is
operating and indicate that there is no gross malfunction.
g. (}n-Board Equipment
Intcrferomete r
Telcmetry Sensors
Support from TT&C and OC Systems
h. Special Ground Facilities
E quipm ent
Interferometer beacon
Software
Processing subroutine
i. Time Required
8 hours
8.5.3.3 Experiments I-2 and I-3 - Internal Parameter Measurement
a. Purpose
To measure the significant internal characteristics of the interferometer.
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b. Technical Description
Once the interferometer has been demonstrated to be working, the next logical step is to
verify that it is operating correctly. This can be accomplished by determining that its
internal response to signals is correct, then by determining that its angle measurement
outputs are correct.
The measurement of internal parameters is necessary because, since the interferometer is
to a certain extent self-compensating, significant deviations in for example, antenna gain,
could not be detected by merely monitoring the interferometer output signals. However,
such deviations would be important in indicating the ability of the instrument to survive
launch environments and hence the probability of failure in future operational missions.
c. Background Information Required
Interferometer design and performance specifications.
Verification that the interferometer is operating.
Results of interferometer pre-flight testing.
d. Position in Operational Sequence
After verification that the interferometer is operating.
After verification that the OC System is qualitatively correct.
e. Procedures
Activate the interferometer link and point toward the OCC.
Make gain measurements as outlined below:
1. Calibrate ground transmitted signal.
2. Lock interferometer receiver.
3. Compute receiver input signal power. Using data from interferometer final testing,
determine AGC voltage corresponding to computed input signal power.
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6.
Compare computed and monitored AGC voltages.
monitored input signal powers.
Compare computed and
Repeat for several signal levels.
Determine difference between measured and computed system gain. See if this is
within measurement tolerances (± 1.5 to 2.0 db).
Pattern Measurement - Rotate the spacecraft slowly about the pitch and yaw axes (one at a
time), over the entire field of view. Record the signal level in all eight receiver ch_nnel,;
(normal T/M monitored functions) and the fine and coarse error signals in both channol,_.
This data will provide the following information:
a. Pattern checks on all eight antennas.
b. Linearity checks on the fine and coarse error signa]s over the lieht of view.
c. By comparing the number of fine ambigxtities in one cycle _t the coarse system,
the relative antenna spacing may be checked.
Doppler Checks - Offset the ground transmitter freq_ency in increments providing at l[::t._t
l0 frequency steps over the doppler range. At each of these frequencies do the foll()wi;_,::
_o
b.
By repeated trials determine the average lock time at each frequency.
Record the phase and lock detector outputs, and the VC(_ i_put voltage for each
acquisition. Compare this data with calculated Phase Lock I,oop re.._ponse clJr_,,'_
to determine Phase Lock Loop performance.
Threshold Checks - Starting at maximum signal level (on frequency) reduce the transmitter
power in increments until the Phase Lock Loop shows unlock approximately 50 percent of the
time. Using data from fine counters, the phase detector and lock detector outputs, compr'.ro
the threshoht performance with system test data from interferometer acceptance tests.
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f. Data Produced
Antenna gains
Antenna patterns
Error signal linearity
Receiver acquisition, threshold perforn_ance, and Doppler capability.
g. On-board Equipment
Interferometer
Signal monitor and conditioner circuits
T/M and command links
h. Special Ground Facilities
E quipm ent
Interferometer beacon (with Doppler offset capability)
Support from TT&C and display
Software
Proce s sing s_broutine
Personnel
Interferometer engineers (data analysis)
i. Time Required
Three hours
8.5.3.4 Experiment I-4 - Angle Error Measurement - Medium Accuracy
a. Purpose
To verify that the interferometer angle measurement is accurate within the limits of the
orientation control system.
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Ib. Technical Desc]
This will be a preli:ninary angular accuracy d, termination, intended to ver.fy that the
accuracy and preci_ ion of the interferomcter _ re at le:lst as good as that of the OC System.
this will be accom_)lished by comparing in detail the interferometer output ;ignals with those
_f the attitude control sensors, for at least two ground station locations. L ,ng data runs
will be recorded tc provide both short term accuracy comparison and long t,_rm variations.
A run of at least 24 hours on one station is planned witmut recalibration of the interfero-
meter subsystem. This will provide a check on long term thermal cyclic effects.
c. Baqkground Inform atio _ Required
Verification that the interf,_rometer internal operation is correct.
Results from interferometer preflight testing.
Results from OC subsystem preflight testing.
d. P__osition in Operating Sequence
OC subsystem operation tests successfully completed.
e. Procedures
lo
2.
3.
.
6.
Activate interferomete • and point towar, Ground Station. Use strong signal level.
Calibrate interferometer subsystem.
Record interferometer tracking data, and OC sensor error signals for a period of
24 hours. Record Power Supply voltages;, and temperature. Continuous data will
not be taken over this interval but a suitable sampling time and frequency will be
determined.
Compute and plot the average and RMS value of the above data sets. Compare these
values between the interferometer and OC sensor data to establish any long term or
cyclic errors between the t_vo systems.
After 24 hours, recalibrate the interferometer and record the change in calibration.
Repeat (for shorter time - _ 8 hours) on second station offset in angle by sevcra]
degrees from the first.
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f. Data Produced
Long and short term variations between the OC sensor and the interferometer subsystems.
g. On-Board Equipment
Interferometer and OC subsystems
Regular T/M and command equipment
h. Special Ground Facilities
Software computer equipment and data analysis subroutine s.
i. Time Required
F o rty-eight hour s
8. 5.3.5 Experiment I-5 - Angle Error Measurement - High Accuracy
a. Purpose
To determine the accuracy of the interferometer with the most precise measurement
available.
b. Technical Description
The accuracy of the interferometer, as discussed before in this section, is composed of alignment
accuracy and angle measurement accuracy, i.e., the accuracy with which angles off bore-
sight are measured.
The absolute geometric boresight accuracy is the accuracy with which it can be confirmed
that a signal whose direction angles are read as zero, really comes from a direction
orthogonally respective to the lines connecting the two antennas of each pair. This parameter
is carefully measured on the ground before launch, but cannot be directly verified in space.
The related quantities which can be measured are the relatix e boresight alignment_ of the
interferometer and the other precision pointing sensors (earth trackers and the parabolic
antenna X-band electrical axes) the variation of these aligrm,ents with time, and isolation of
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any interferometer errors to actual geometric distortion of the rf section. The latter
procedure makes it highly unlikely that any significant interferometer absolute boresight
errors will occur, because significant thermal deformations of a type to affect the boresight
are unlikely.
The angle measurement accuracy will be obtained in I-8, repeated as appropriate.
c. Background Information Required
Verification that interferometer measurements are roughly correct.
Verification that operations of the OC and parabolic systems are roughly correct.
d. Position in Operating Sequence
After rough evaluation of interferometer, OC system and parabolic antenna system.
e. Procedures
1. Activate interferometer, and point toward ground station. Use maximum feasible
signal levels.
2. Calibrate interferometer system.
3. Activate parabolic antenna 7 300 MHz transmitter.
4. Dither antenna as in boresight measurements to locate approximate center of
antenna beam. Repeat at intervals over 48 hours.
5. In intervals between dither measurement, point to ground station.
6. Record interferometer tracking data, parabolic antenna relative gain, OC pointing
and earth sensor data, and relevent diagnostic data.
7. Re-calibrate" the interferometer at intervals not greater than 24 hours.
8. Repeat using two other ground stations.
9. Repeat I-8 is required to obtain angle measurements accuracy.
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f. Data Produced
Precise long and short term variations in axes alingments between the interferometer,
the OC sensors and the large parabolic antenna.
Absolute boresight alignment of the interferometer up to the antenna waveguide sections.
Absolute calibration of interferometer angle measurement accuracy.
g. On-Board Equipment
Interferometer
OC system
Parabolic antenna system
TT&C system
h. Special Ground Facilities
Software
Data analysis subroutines
i. Time Required
One hundred and forty-four hours
8.5.3.6 Experiment I-6 - Field of View
a. Purpose
To verify that the interferometer will resolve all ambiguities within a +_ 11.5 degree field of
view.
b. Technical Description
The OC system will be used to point the interferometer about 11 degrees away from the
activated ground station. The angular displacement of the ground station will be measured
by the interferometer to see that ambiguities are properly accounted for. The spacecraft will be
allowed to slowly drift (or be commanded) toward the ground station. The interferometer
output will be recorded to assure all ambiguities are properly resolved.
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c. Background Information Required
Verification of correct operation of interferometer and OC
Preflight test results
d. Position in Operating Sequence
OC subsystem tests successfully completed
e. Procedures
lJ
2.
3.
,
Energize the central ground station and interferometer subsystem.
Using the OC system offset the interferometer from the ground site by 11 degrees.
Record the interferometer angle output readings as the interferometer axis is
allowed to slowly swing through the ground station and off 11 degrees in the opposite
direction.
Plot the recorded angle data versus time to assure smooth angle data readout
without discontinuities due to ambigxdty errors.
5. Repeat for the other interferometer axis.
f. Data Produced
Angle readings over entire field of view. Verifies ambiguity resolution capability of system.
g. On-Board Equipment
Interferometer and OC subsystem
Regular T/M monitor and command equipment
h. Special Ground Equipment
No special equipment
i. Time Required
Approximately 3 hours
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8.5.3.7 Experiment I-8 - Angle Difference Measurement
a. Purpose
To verify that the interferometer can determine relative station location over the field of
view to within the specification accuracies. This verifies tnterferometer measurement
accuracy or discrete angular difference values, independent of other pointing sensors.
b. Technical Description
Keeping the spacecraft orientation as constant as possible the interferometer will be used
to measure the angular position of several stations (sequentially). These stations will be
selected to exercise the interferometer over the field of view (to the greatest extent
practical). By computing angular differences of these stations from the measured data
and comparing with accurately computed angle differences based on known locations of the
sites and spacecraft, a relative measuring accuracy of the interferometer can be determined
over the field of view. It is estimated that computed angle differences will be at least one
order of magnitude more accurate than the interferometer measurements.
c. Background Information Required
Verification that the interferometer internal operation is correct
Results of interferometer preflight testing
Precise location of grotmd stations
Precise location (,f spacecraft
d. Position In Operating Sequence
Requires operational OC system
Requires operational interferometer
e. Procedures
1. Activate and calibrate the interferometer link and point toward OCC.
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o With the spacecraft orientation held as constant as possible, record short periods
of tracking data from all available ground sites (sequentially). Also record
all regular interferometer T/M data plus the Orientation Control system sensor error
voltage s.
. Using the collected data, compute the angles to each site. Using angle data as
close together in time as possible (to eliminate variations in spacecraft attitude)
compute station separations.
. Compare station separations computed above with known station location to determine
relative accuracy of the interferometer system. Station location accuracies should
be good enough to evaluate interferometer relative errors in the order of 0.001
degree.
f. Data Produced
Angle measurement data over interferometer field of view
T/M data for all tracks
Orientation Control system error voltages
g. On-Board Equipment
Interferometer
Support from TT&C and OC systems
h. Special Ground Facilities
Interferometer beacons and antennas located at several widely scattered locations (over the
field of view)
TT&C equipment, monitor and display equipment
Computer facilities for data reduction
i. Time Required
Two to 4 hours
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8.5.3.8 Experiment 1-11 - Spacecraft Pointing
a. Purpose
To measure the performance of the interferometer in a closed-loop situation,
Orientation Control system with the interferometer as a pointer.
and of the
b. Technical Description
The analysis of the interferometer performance in previous experiments (I-1 through 1-10)
will provide the basis for an evaluation of the interferometer transfer characteristics.
In turn, this evaluation will (in principle) permit a theoretical prediction of the performance
of the Orientation Control system with the interferometer substituted for the earth sensors.
This experiment is designed to verify the predicted performance. The interferometer will be
placed in the loop and caused to point the spacecraft toward selected ground stations, slew
from one station to another and maintain commanded angular offsets with respect to stations.
The performance of the Orientation Control system in the interferometer mode will be monitored
by the standard internal checks of the Orientation Control system, the earth sensors in an open
loop mode and the interferometer error signals in the closed loop mode. These signals
will be analyzed to verify performance characteristics.
c. Background Information Required
Verification that interferometer open loop operation is within tolerances
d. Position in Operating Sequence
After OC subsystem and interferometer open loop tests successfully completed.
e. Procedures
1. Activate interferometer, point toward OCC and verify that the interferometer is
operating properly.
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2. Switch the interferometer into the OC system of the pointing sensor.
3. Verify gross system stability.
4. Monitor the system performance over a 24-hour period.
5. Command slewing from one station to another, both with the command link and by
the interferometer.
6. Command tracking of hypothetical moving target and verification of errors,
f. Data Produced
Performance of the OC system with the interferometer as the pointing system.
g. On-Board Equipment
Interferometer, OC subsystem
T/M and command equipment
h. Special Ground Facilities
Ground beacons for interferometer
Data recording equipment
Computer and data analysis subroutines
On-IAne displays of system performance
i. Time Required
Thirty-six hours
8.5.3.9 Experiment 1-13 - System Life Verification
a. Purpose
To measure the degradation of performance with time.
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b. Technical Descriptio n
This experiment consists of repeating the performance evaluation experiments I-1 through
1-11 at intervals of a few days over the life of the system, and comparing results over this
interval. Most of these repetitions would be necessary in any event in the course of using
the interferometer to support antenna tests, accumulating statistical data on performance,
etc. However, additional replications may be necessary to obtain data at appropriate
intervals.
c. Background Information Required
Initial performance data on the OC system and all precision pointing systems.
Data on degradation, if any, of the OC system and the other precision pointing systems.
d. Position In Operating Sequence
Begins with initial perf,ormance evaluation tests, continues through the life of the satellite.
e. Procedures
1. Repeat performance tests, especially I-5, I-6 and I-8, at intervals of not more than
one week.
2. Compute the major performance parameters as functions of time, and maintain a
cumulative plot.
f. Data Produced
Performance data - error signals, AGC voltages, etc., over the life of the satellite.
g. On-Board Equipment
Interferometer
Pointing System
TT&C system
OC system
h. Special Ground Facilities
Ground beacons for interferometer
Data recording equipment
Computer and data analysis subroutines
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i. Time Required
At appropriate intervals, over the life of the satellite.
8.5.3.10 Experiment 1-18 - Thermal Cycle Monitoring
a. Pur op_9__
To measure the effects of the thermal environment upon interf'erometer performance.
b. Technical Description
Most of the data for determining the effects of the thermal environment will be obtained in
other interferometer experiments, especially those connected with basic performance
evaluation, since these experiments will be scheduled so as to operate across the thermal
cycle. However, it will be necessary to take additional measurements at points in the thermal
cycle which may not be covered by other experiments.
The major thermal effects which must be investigated are, dimensional stability of the
interfcrometer antem_a system, variations in antenna path length, and thermally induced
electronic processing errors.
Antem_a system deformations can cause bias errors and orthogonality errors from changes
in base line orientation, and angle errors due to changes in base line length. Bias errors
can be detected by checldng the agreement between the interferometer, the earth sensors
and other precision pointing sensors across the thermal cycle. Negligible changes indicate
negligible bias errors. *
*Disagreements in boresighting (i. e., variation in angle reading differences) across the
thermal cycle will require complex comparison techniques to determine which pointing
sensors have been affected in what manner.
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Orthogonality errors can be checked by use of the Polaris sensor and by the yaw axis
stabilization experiment (I-14).
Angle errors can be measured by performing the angle difference measurement (I-8).
c. Background Information Required
Basic performance evaluation of interferometer and other precision pointing sensors.
d. Position in Operational Sequence
After initial evaluation experiments have provided material to begin evaluation. Continue
experiment until thermal effects are satisfactorily determined; repeat at intervals over the
life of the satellite.
e. Procedures
1. Repeat error measurement, angle difference measurement, spacecraft pointing,
and yaw axis stabilization experiments as required to provide adequate data.
2. Process on the ground to derive thermal effects.
f. Data Produced
Data appropriate to experiments !isted in e.
g. On-Board Eq_pment
Interferometer
TT&C system
OC system
h. Special Ground Facilities
Ground station having standard interferometer beacon
Data analysis subroutines
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i. Time Required
Experiments listed a_ intervals over the life of the satellite
8.5.4 DERIVATION OF EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT
The interferometer experiment equipment is essentially self-contained and consists of the
interferometer itself. Derivation of interferometer equipment requirements was discussed
in detail in General Electric Technical Information Series (TIS) Report R66ELS-89, August
1966: "The ATS-4 Satellite Interferometer Design Study". The only special feature required
is a shaping and matching network to insure that the electrical characteristics of the inter-
ferometer output signal meet the requirenmnts of the Orientation Control system. Whether
this should take the form of a separate network or should be designed into the output circuits
of the jnterferometer is a designer's choice.
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8. 6 PHASE-STEERED ARRAY ANTENNA
8.6.1 GENERAL
One of the major objectives of the ATS-4 program will be to demonstrate pointing and
utilization of the phase-steered array antenna. The requirements for the antenna evaluation
experiments for this antenna are reproduced below for reference.
The phase-steered array experiment shall be capable of simultaneous transmit and
receive, multibeam operation in the 7-8 GHz frequency band. Phase steering of this
array may be accomplished either by means of a phasing network and discrete command
or by means of pilot signals from the surface stations or some equivalent capability.
The array shall be capable of providing four beams {two for transmitting, and two for
receiving) each with a minimum gain_ including antenna network losses, of 30 dB with
an objective goal of 45 riB. Each beam shall be pointed with an accuracy consistent
with the beam width at 7 and 8 GHz.
The purpose of the phase-steered array antenna evaluation experiment will be to demon-
strate adequate performance of the phase-steered array antenna in meeting the above
requirements. This will require measurement of the major antenna performance parameters
while transmitting and receiving as specified, and of performance in acquiring and steering
the beam to a station.
The phase-steered array antenna is assumed to be the redirective array des_ed by the
Itughes Aircraft Company on NASA GFSC Contract No: NAS5-10101, and described in their
Report No. P66-68, released in March, 1966.
8.6.2 TECItNICAL BACKGROUND OF MEASUREMENTS
8.6.2.1 General
The problem of evaluating the phase-steered array is considerably different from that of the
parabolic antenna. This section will discuss parameters which could be measured as a
part of the evaluation experiment and the technical bases for parameter selection.
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8.6.2.2 Component Similarity
Proper operation of both the transmit and receive modes is predicated on proper mainten-
ance of the radiating phases and amplitude of a large number of elements. The phasing
must be maintained throughout the signal processing system. This requires that a large
number of components (the 128 high-level mixers, for example) have the same character-
istics throughout the life of the mission.
Provision of the proper amplitude relationships is a less severe problem because it is
easier to design and fabricate components with small amplitude errors; also because
amplitude errors will cause less degradation in antenna performance.
Changes in component performance caused by the space environment or by aging could be
essentially random (as might be caused by differential changes in the individual mixers) or
essentially systematic (which might be caused by changes in the power dividers or summers).
Small random phase errors would cause pattern distortion. Systematic phase errors would
cause boresight error and, when in combination with random errors, would amplify their
effect.
Measurement of the phase performance of such a large number of components appears
unreasonable. The selection of critical stages at which to measure component performance
should be based on a detailed failure mode analysis of the flight hardware.
In summary, proper operation of the electronic components may be verified by measure-
ment of the radiating characteristics of the antenna systems. Measurement of the perfor-
mance of individual components in space appears very costly in terms of weight and
volume of test equipment.
8.6.2.3 Impedance Match
Proper impedance matching of all components and especially the radiating elements must
be maintained for all operating conditions. The problematical conditions include environ-
ment effects such as thermal gradients which might cause differential impedance changes
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in the elements, and operational effects suchas impedance changesdue to mutual coupling
changes with varying scan angles. Impedance irregularities and the attendant reflections
can cause generation of false error signals and hence formation of spurious beams.
Measurement of impedance match throughout the system circuitry appears far beyond the
scope of the in-space evaluation experiment. Ground testing and failure mode analysis
may identify selected impedance measurements which may be valuable as diagnostic aids
and these measurements can be made in a straightforward manner. Large-scale impedance
measurements, however, appear to have little value as evaluation aids.
8.6.2.4 I)hysical Geometry
The transmit and receive aperture:_ are to be flat and coplanar. Maintenance of the proper
geometry should pose no problem and measurement of the geometry would be trivial.
8.6.2.5 Radiation Characteristics
Iteceipt of a pilot signal at the array causes a beam to be formed in the direction from
which the pilot was received. This process is most easily discussed hi terms of the trans-
mit niodt_. The receive mode is analogous.
Proper beam formation is the result of correct operation of all component parts, and the
measurement of the radiation pattern stimulated by a pilot signal from a given direction
is a measurement, in varying degrees, of the performance of all component parts.
Measurement of null depths would be an excellent measure of small phase errors in the
system. Comparison of measured beamwidths and sidelobe levels with ground test data
would further verify proper operation.
As mentioned previously, a beam is formed in the direction from which the pilot was
received. To measure radiation pattern of the antenna with the beam in that orientation
requires either a moving receiver or many stationary receivers which have been cross-
calibrated. Even at that, earth-based or low-orbit stations could measure only a small
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portion of the pattern. The alternative of using a moving pilot source and fixed receiver
requires less ground support but, since the array is continuously changing beam-pointing
directions, would not yield a true pattern measurement. The moving pilot technique would
detect gross deviations such as grating lobe formation or spurious beam generation. Pat-
terns could be reconstructed by correlation with extensive ground test data taken in a
similar manner.
The main beam of the array will be in a direction such that the individual elements are in
)
phase. Proper operation of the baseline design array includes the formation of a beam
in the direction of the pilot signal. Measurement of the beam-pointing direction for an
array with predominmltely random phase errors could be performed with a single ground
station. It" appreciable correlated phase errors are expected, multiple or moving stations
would be required to determine the beam peak, but the search area would be smaller
(probably less than 50-mile radius) than that required for pattern measurements.
The gain of the array when responding to a given pilot signal is a function of the operation
of the entire antenna system. At broadside, the gain of the array is simply the sum of the
element gains. The amplitude and phase errors which affect the array gain represent an
accumulation of errors in components and processing in the system. The measurement
of absohlte gain is thus one of the most powerful evaluation parameters.
8.6.3 PARAMETER SELECTION
8.6o3o 1 General
Parameters must be measured which permit evaluation of the self-steering phased array
and provide guidance for the selection and design of future phased array antennas for
specific operational missions. Due to the high cost (in terms of dollars, on-board weight,
volume and power, mission time, and ground support) of any measurement in space,
heavy reliance will be placed upon correlation of space measurement with extensive
ground test data.
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The attitude of the array should he known before operational functional measurements are
started. Proper operation of the attitude measurement system should be determined and
the indicated attitude should agree with indications from other attitude sensors. This
gross check requires measurement accuracies on the order of a few degrees.
8.6.3.2 Internal Parameters
The first operational test should include verification that all active components are
properly enabled or operating. Proper operation of the components will be verified by
measuring selected critical parameters (i.e., local oscillator frequencies, amplifier
gains, etc.). Other parameters such as effective transmitter power and receiver sensitivity
may be measured for other purposes (such as gain measurement) and will corroborate the
critical component tests.
8.6.3.3 Gain
The measurement of the gain of the array will constitute one of the principal evaluation
experiments. The ability to deduce system operational parameters from the gain is
dependent, to some extent, on the accuracy of the gain measurement. Absolute gain
measurement accuracies of _0o 5 dB can be expected.
8 o 6.3.4 Beam-Pointing Direction
Grossly proper beam direction will be determined by comparison of measured gain with
anticipated gain. Measurement of pointing direction independent of the absolute gain
measurement would require multiple or moving sensing or pilot stations, Measurement
accuracies of about 0.5 degrees are probably sufficient for operational evaluation of the
array. Higher accuracies might be required if beam direction is to be used for other
purposes, such as attitude cross check.
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8.6.4 EXPERIMENTS
8.6.4.1 List of Experiments
Table 8.6-1 is a tabulation of individual experiments which can be performed in the
evaulation of the phase-steered array antenna.
The measurements which are considered crucial are described in the following section.
Table 8.6-1. Individual Experiments - Phased Array Antenna
2-1
_-2
2-4
2-5
Verification of Equipment Operation - 4
To verify that the equipment associated with the antenna (transmitters, receivers,
switching, etc.) is working.
Measurement of Internal Parameters - 4
To verify that the internal system parameters (transmitter power, receiver
sensitivity, frequency stability, etc.) are within design tolerances.
Verification of Operational Characteristics - 4
To verify that the operational characteristics of the phased array antenna system
(ability to transmit and receive high-quality signals, and antenna performance
characteristics) are qualitatively correct,
Gain Measurements - Medium Accurac E - 4
To measure the approximate gain characteristics of the phased array.
Gain Measurement Experiment
-5-1 Gain Measurement Experiments Without High Accuracy Pointing Devices - 1
-5-1-a The measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the absolute
gain of the phased array antenna, using the technique of compari-
son with standard gain horns, and assuming that the interferometer
or other high-accuracy pointing sensor is no__ttavailable.
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2-6
_-7
_-8
Table 8.6-1. Individual Experiments - Phased Array Antenna (Cont'd)
-5-2
-5-1-b Gain Measurement - High Accuracy - 1
To measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the absolute
gain of the phased array antenna, using the technique of meas-
uring transmitted and received power, and assuming that a high-
accuracy pointing sensor (e. g., the interferometer) is no.__t
available.
Gain Measurement Experiments with High Accuracy Pointing Devices
-5-2-a Gain Measurement - High Accuracy - 1
To measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the absolute
gain of the phased array antenna, using the technique of com-
parison with standard gain horns, and assuming that the inter-
ferometer or other high-accuracy pointing sensor is available.
-5-2-b Gain Measurement - High Accuracy
To measure, with the highest accuracy attainable, the absolute
gain of the phased array antenna, using the technique of meas-
uring transmitted and received power, and assuming that a high-
accuracy pointing sensor (e. g., the interferometer) is available.
Pattern Measurement
-6-1 Pattern Measurement - 1
To measure, to the highest accuracy attainable, the main ]:obe pattern and
the accessible side lobes of the phased array antenna.
-6-2 Gain vs Attitude - 1
To measure as accurately as possible the gain of the antenna as a function
of its geometric attitude.
Verification of Signal Transmission - 4
To verify that transmission of intelligible signals through the phased array antenna
can be performed.
Verification of Signal Reception - 4
To verify that reception of intelligible signals through the phased array antenna can
be performed.
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_-9
_-10
_-11
_-12
_-13
_-14
d-15
_-16
_-17
Table 8.6-1. Individual Experiments - Phased Array Antenna (Cont'd)
Verification of Signal Switching Operation - 4
To verify that the designed signal switching operations of the phased array antenna
system can be performed.
Measurement of Low Data Rate Performance - 4
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the phased array antenna
in transmitting and receiving digital data at low (10 to 10 3 bps) data rates.
Measurement of Medium Data Rate Performance - 4
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the phased array antenna
in transmitting and receiving digital data at medium (10 3 to 10 _ bps) data rates.
Measurement of tligh Data Rate Performance - 2
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the phased array antenna
in transmitting and receiving digital data at high (10 5 to 10 7 bps) data rates.
Measurement of Audio AM Performance - 4
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the phased array antetma
in transmitting mid receiving audio signals, AM.
Measurement of Audio FM Performance - 4
To measure as accurately as possible the performmlce of the phased array antenna
in transmitting and receiving audio signals, wide band FM.
Measurement of Video SSB AM Performance - 2
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the phased array antenna
in transmitting and receiving video signals, vestigal sideband (commercial standards)
AM.
Measurement ofVideo Widebmnd FM Performance - 1
To measure as accurately as possible the performance of the phased array antenna
in transmitting and receiving video signals, wideband FM.
Measurement of Extreme Bandwidth Performance - 2
To measure an accurately as possible the performance of the phased array antenna
in transmitting m_d receiving selected signals at very large rf bandwidths.
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Table 8.6-1. Individual Experiments - Phased Array Antenna (ConUd)
_-18
d-19
_-20
_-21
Measurement of Signal Amplitude Fluctations- 3
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the fluctuations in signal amplitude
(1 Hz to 10 7 Hz) caused by atmospheric propagation and/or antenna vibration, effects.
Measurement of Signal Phase Fluctuations - 3
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the fluctuations in signal phase
caused by atmospheric propagation and/or antenna vibration effects.
Measurement of Signal Phase Distortions - 3
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the distortion in signal phase caused
by atmospheric propagation and/or antenna vibration effects.
Measurement of Polarization Effects - 3
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the fluctuations and bias in polarization
caused by atmospheric propagation and/or antenna vibration effects and to investi-
gate the use of polarization in measuring spacecraft attitudes.
_-22 Two-Beam Performance - 1
To measure to the highest attainable accuracy the performance of the antenna
system in the complete single-channel operation.
d-23 Four-Beam Performance - 1
Tomeasureto the highest attainable accuracy the performance of the antenna system
in a complete two-channel operation.
¢i-24 Measurement of Tracking Performance - 3
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the performance of the phased array
antenna system while tracking.
_-25 Measurement of Slew Performance - 3
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the performance of the phased array
antenna system during slew.
d-26 Incremental Angle Measurement - 2
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the relative electrical performance
and antenna system performance of the phased array antenna with respect to two
ground stations at known locations.
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_-27
_-28
d-29
fl-30
Table 8.6-1. Individual Experiments - Phased Array Antenna (Cont'd)
Band Limitation Measurements - 2
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the performance of the phased array
antenna system in transmitting and receiving signals at the edges of the prescribed
frequency bands.
Thermal Cycle Electrical Effects
d-28-1 Thermal Cycle Electrical Effects - 2
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the effects of thermal
distortion upon the electrical characteristics of the antenna.
d-28-2 Thermal Cycle Electrical Effects - 2
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the effects of thermal dis-
tortion upon the transmission and reception performance of the antenna
system.
Mechanical Disturbance Electrical Effects
_-29-1 Mechanical Disturbance Electrical Effects - 2
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the effects of mechanical
disturaances upon the electrical characteristics of the antenna.
d-29-2 Mechanical Disturbance Electrical Effects - 2
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the effects of mechanical
disturbances upon the transmission and reception performance of the
antem_a system.
System Life Characteristics - 1
To measure to the highest accuracy attainable the degradation of system performance
with time.
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D 8.6.4.2 Basic Electrical Measurements
8.6.4.2.1 Experiment Formulation
The crucial electrical measurements for evaluation of the phase-steered array antenna
are, absolute gain, gain as a function of antenna attitude, and verification of bandwidth
and multibeam operation. The more important supporting measurements include the
analysis of the primary lobe pattern.
All in-space measurements will rely heavily upon the fact that thorough and extensive
ground evaluation will have been performed upon the phase-steered array, both during the
development and testing of the array and upon flight hardware before launch.
8.6.4.2.2 Experiments _-4 and _-5 - Gain
a. Purpose
To measure the gain of the phase-steered array antenna system and the gains of the
transmitting and receiving arrays.
b. Teclmical Description
The antenna gain of the phase-steered array should be approximately 30 dB each for the
transmitting and receivi,_g array. Measurement of the gain is by two methods; substitutiou
m_d power level measurements.
In the substitution technique, the overall gain of the phase-steered array receiving system
is compared with that of a receiving system involving the standard gain antenna or the
large parabolic antenna, after the gain of the latter has been evaluated. Gain of the
receiving array is determined by comparing the signal-to-noise ratios, and adjusting
the power changes in the ground transmitter unitl there is no change in signal-to-noise
ratios when the power is changed as the systems are substituted. The gain of the
transmitting array is measured by changing the attenuation in the ground receiver so
that the power levels do not change when tl_e attenuation is switched in synchronization
with substitution Of the standard system with the phase-steered array system.
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If the design of the phase-steered array in its space-rated configuration permits, this
measurement will be supplemented by substitution of major elements of the systems;
feeding the output of the phase-steered array receiving system to a standard transmitter,
feeding th_ output of the phase-steered array TWT alternately to the phase-steered array
transmitting array and a standard gain ar_enna,
The backup mode is simply to measure the power transmitted from the ground and the
power and signal-to-noise ratio of _he signals received. Since the space losses will be
known fairly well, the total antenna gain can be de_rmined to a moderate accuracy.
c. Background Information Required
Results of phase-steered array ground tests
Verification that phase-steered array is functioning
Verification that standard gain and parabolic antenna equipments are operating correctly.
Verification that the Orientation Control and TT&C systems are operating correctly.
d. Position in Operational Sequence
After initial gain measurements of parabolic antenna system have been completed.
e. Procedures
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1. Command the satellite to point directly toward the ground station.
2. Establish contact with the phase-steered array, on one channel.
3. Transmit a test signal; verify that it is received and measure received power
and signal-to-noise ratio.
4. Substitute standard reference system on board, and adjust transmitter power
and receiver attenuator setting on the ground until there are no changes in
received power or signal-to-noise ratio when the substitution is made.
5. Repeat, substituting transmitting and receiving arrays with their standard
counterparts on board, if design of the phase-steered array permits.
6. Repeat for a period of approximately one hour, continually monitoring transmitted
and received power both on board and on the ground.
r
f. Data Produced
Measurements of phase-steered transmitter and receiver array gains and overall system
gains by two independent methods.
g. On-Board Equipmen t
Phase- steered array
TT&C System
Orientation control system
Standard gain antennas
Parabolic antenna system
Power measuring sensors
h. Special Ground Facilities
1. Equipment
Transmitter and receiver equipment at specified frequencies in the 8 Gtlz band.
Precision control of ground transmitter radiated power and ground receiver
attenuation.
Power measurement equipment for transmitter and receiver.
Signal-to-noise ratio measuring equipment.
Display and plotting equipment.
2. Software
Subroutines for computing gains and statistical analyses of data.
3. Personnel
Analyst to evaluated system behavior to guide experiment.
i. Time Require d
Two hours
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8.6.4.2.3 Experiment d. 6-2 Gain Versus Array Attitude
a. Purpose
To measure the effect of array attitude upon the system gain. Secondarily, to measure
the effect of array attitude upon the gains of each array: transmitter and receiver.
b. Technical Description
The overall system gain, as well as the gain of each array, transmitter and receiver,
will vary with system attitude, being of course greatest at boresight if the system is
operating properly.
The measurement is made by pointing both arrays at the same ground station and swinging
the satellite across the ground station by command, measuring the changes in gains as
a function of angle. A convenient test signal is transmitted from the ground and returned.
In order to cover the beamwidth, the satellite will be scanned in a raster fashion. Because
of the relatively large beamwidth, the 0.1 degree accuracy of the Orientation Control system
will be quite adequate for the scan.
The measurement procedure is to vary the setting of an attenuator in a ground-based
receiver in such a fashion as to keep the output from the receiver constant with change in
angle as the satellite swings. Since the IF amplifiers will keep the receiver output and
hence the input to the transmitter in the phase-steered array constant for small changes
in input signal, the output of the transmitter will be nearly constant, and the variations
in attenuation with angle will measure the changes in the gain of the transmitter array.
The measurement will then be repeated, varying the power output of the ground-based
transmitter to keep the signal-to-noise ratio of the signal received on the ground constant.
Since the transmitted power from the satellite is essentially constant, the signal-to-noise
ratio with angle will measure directly the changes in gain of the receiver antenna. The
scan can then be repeated, performing both measurements at once.
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These measurements should be accurate within 1 to 2 dB. Since the results of each scan
arc e_sentlally statistically independent, a considerable improvement (..an be obtained if
desired by repeating the measurements a number of times.
c. Backhq-ound Information Require d
Results of gTOund tests on phase-steered array
Verification that phase-steered array equipment is functioning
Verification that the Orientation Control system and/or other precision pointing sensors
will provide pointing data to at least 0.1 degree.
d. Position in Operational Sequence
After depldyment and initial checkout of all major systems.
e. ])1" oc(_,du iotas
'.).°
3.
.
(,( rumand the satellite to point directly toward the ground statl(m.
li:_tal)lish contact with the phase-steered nreay, using the test signal, and verify
that the :ti'l'ny 0nt'ameters a_'(', appro.,:imate]y correct.
(-'¢,t_ma_.l :_ r_:_.ot'-t.ypc senti of the satellite, ma_ntail_ing the output of th(:
gr(,und receiver" constant by operution of the attenuator; record continuously the:
s(:tting o1: the attenuator.
Repeat, wlrying the output of the ground-based transmitter to keep the signal-to-
noise ratio constant :_'. the ground receiver' input.
5. R(,peat, p,,rforming ))oth measurements at the same time.
f. Data Produced
Gain cha.nges of tt'ansmitter array with array attitude.
Gain changes of receiver array with nrray attitude.
g. On-Board Equipment
Phase-ste, ered array _'mtenna
Orientation Control system
TT&C syste, m 8.6-15
h. Special Ground Facilities
1. Equipment
Precision control of transmitter radiated power (e. g., by attenuator)
Precision attenuator at receiver Input
Signal-to-noise ratio measurement equipment
2. Softw_u'e
Subroutines for statistical analyses of measured data.
I. Time Required
l\vo hours.
8.6.4.2.4 Experiments d-13, d-15, d-16, d-:'2, and d-23 Bandwidth and Multibettn_
Ope r at ion
a. Purpose
To v(,rify that both two-beam and four-beam operations are feasible m_d measure the
performance o1" the _nt(:nna svstem in these modes.
b. Technical Description
The phase-steered array is designed to operate using four beams in a configuration
gt_nerating ta_,o complete channels. It is necessary to verify that these channels can
indeed operate successfully, without undue interference, by transmitting signals from
the ground to the satellite ,_nd back again in these modes. It is useful to operate first
with two-be,_m, one-channel operation, then with two channels, to verify that mutual
interference is _1()( :_ I)roh)(,m. In order to verify t.h:_t beam steering is as specifi(-d,
i). is desirable (hl)'i)_.,4 the l:)tter stages of the me_lsurcm(:nt to use two separated gv,)u)_(I
stations.
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c. Background Information Required
Results of ground tests on phase-steered array
Verification that the phase-steered array has roughly the correct gain and beam character-
istics.
Verification that orientation system operation is approximately correct.
d. Position in Operational Sequence
After deployment and initial checkout of all major systems.
e. Procedures
1. Command the satellite to point toward the ground station.
2. Establish contact with the phase-steered array, by sending a simple signal up
and back.
3. Transmit the test signals; this will include at least video pictures and test charts,
high-speed data, multiplexed data special test waveforms.
4. Switch to the other channel and repeat Step 3.
5. Switch on both channels mid repeat Steps 3 and 4.
6. Command the satellite to point to a point halfway between two grotmd stations,
e. g., Rosman and Mojave.
7. Repeat Step 5 from each of the ground stations in turn.
8. Repeat Step 5 using Rosman and Mojave as terminals of the two channels.
9. Command the satellite to point to each station in turn and repeat Step 8.
10. Command the satellite to rotate slowly and repeat Step 8.
f. Data Produced
Verification that the phased array can perform two-channel, four-beam operation, with
a single ground station and between two ground stations, in any reasonable attitude and
with moderate rotation rates.
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g. On-Board Equipment
Phase-steered array antenna
Orientation Control system
TT &C system
h. Special Ground Facilities
1. Software
Subroutines for signal phase and amplitude analysis.
Subroutines to facilitate analysis of video waveforms and special test waveforms.
2. Personnel
Analyst at each station to perform on-line analyses sufiicient to guide procedures
during measurement operations.
i. Time lte__quired
'l'|m:e and one-half to 4 hours.
8.6.4.2.5 Primary Lobe Pattern Analysis
a. Purpose
To measure the structure of the phase-steered array main lobe.
b. Technical Description
The analysis of the primary lobe of the phase-steered array is complicated by the fact
that the beam is designed to point directly at the station with which it is communicating,
regardless of the geometric attitude of the array.
One procedure for circumventing this problem is to place the necessary test equipment
in an aircraft which works with the ground station. While the ground station and aircraft
alternately cause the beams to be pointed, the aircraft flies a course which takes it
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across the beam, measuring signal strength as a function of distance, for both the transmit
and receive beams. The total flight path of the aircraft is approximately 2500-3000 miles
in order to cross the 3 dB points of the beam. Signal strength changes at both the aircraft
and ground station are measured for each switch. In this way, a fairly detailed measure-
ment of the main lobe structure of all four beams can be obtained.
This is a fairly prolonged and expensive measurement, involving a 2500 to 3000-mile flight
for each measurement run, and requires a number of runs per experiment.
c. Backgromld Information Required
Results of ground tests on phase-steered array.
Verification that phase-steered array equipment is functioning.
Verification that the Orientation Control system will provide pointing data to at least 0.1
degree.
d. Position in Operational Sequence
After deployment and initial checkout of all systems.
e. Procedures
Get the aircraft into position to begin measurements, orbiting over the ground station.
Command the satellite to point directly to the ground station.
Verify that link operates correctly with both ground and airborne stations and that all
airborne instrumentation operates correctly.
Fly the aircraft radially from station, measuring relative gains in both channels, alternating
between the ground station and the aircraft. Continue until the aircraft reaches a geographic
location which is at the 3 dB point when the beam is pointing at the ground station.
Repeat with a return flight across the beam to the opposite 3 dB location.
f. Data Produced
Detailed measurement of main lobe pattern.
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g. On-Board Equipment
Phase-steered array antenna
Orientation Control system
TT &C system
h. Special Ground Facilities
1. Equipment
Instrument aircraft
Equipment for relative gain measurement
2. Software
Subroutines for statistical analyses of measurement data
i. Time Required
Eighteen hours.
8.6.5 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
No additional spacecraft equipment is required other than standard telemetry signal
processers.
Link calculations indicating ground transmitter and receiver requirements are shown in
Table 8.6-2.
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Table 8.6-2. System Performance Steered Phase Array Antenna - Transmission and
Reception Measurements (rf Bandwidth: 30 MHz)
Pout
Transmitter Antenna Gain (dB)
ERP (dBw)
Pattern Factor (dB)
Net ERP (dBw)
Path Loss (dB)
Power Density at Receiver Antenna (dBw)
Receiver Antenna Gain (dB)
Power at Receiver Terminal (dBw)
Line Losses (dB)
Converter Input (dBw)
Receiver Noise Figure (riB)
Reference (dBw)
KTB (dBw)
s/N
Transmission
-6 dBw 1/4 watt*
Reception
+15.3 dBw 20 watt
+30 +60
+24 +75.3
-1 -0
+23 +75.3
201 201
-178 -125.8
+60 +30
-118 -95.8
I
0 2
-118 -97.8
3 15.2
-121 -113
-133 -133
+12 +20
* Power available is -5 dBw
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8.7 SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIMENTS
8, 7.1 GENERAL
It is of interest to consider experiments which might be performed in the ATS-4 program or
immediate outgrowths, beyond those required for evaluation of the prime experiments. Some
of these experiments would require additional equipment on-board, or modifications to exist-
ing on-board experiment equipment.
These experiments are discussed in the following categories:
ae
b.
Co
Augmentations of prime experiments, to provide additional information which
might be of interest.
Applications of prime experiments; e. g., experiments which would take
advantage of the high data rate capability or the precision pointing capability.
Passenger experiments, which merely take advantage of the existence of a
synchronous satellite.
8.7.2 PRIME EXPERIMENT AUGMENTATION
8.7.2.1 Parabolic Antenna Geometric Instrumentation
Vibration - Detailed analysis of the dynamic behavior of the parabolic antenna/satellite
structure system would be of considerable value in the design of future large structures in
space. It would be interesting to measure amplitudes, frequencies, damping factors, coupling
coefficients, etc. Instrumentation to make such measurements in space would require a
fairly substantial development program. A number of approaches have been suggested,
including the use of phase and/or doppler shift measurements at millimeter and optical wave-
lengths, sensitive crystal pickups, accelerometers, etc. The initial step in a proper develop-
ment program would be consideration of all promising approaches in order to select one or
more for further investigation.
Static Configuration - The static configuration of the paraboloidal antenna is quite complex,
i. e., the paraboloid can deform in a number of ways, the feed structure can displace or
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rotate about any axis with respect to the focus, and the internal configuration of the feed
structure can be distorted in each of a number of ways. Investigation of very small changes
would begin with consideration of appropriate reference points and/or planes for measure-
ments and would consider ways of measuring the very small deflections. Approaches which
have been suggested include use of phase comparisons at millimeter and optical frequencies
to measure distances, measuring distortions of geometric designs as seen by a television
camera, optical measurements of angular deflections, and improved strain gauges.
8.7.2.2 Parabolic Antenna Ultra Wide Band Communications
This experiment in principle would consist of transmitting and/or receiving through the para-
bolic antenna at each frequency the widest bandwidth signal which reasonable equipment
limitations permit, up to the 10 percent bandwidth of the antenna system. This will verify
performance of the antenna system in this mode, and also indicate whether any type of atmos-
pheric interference is significant.
8.7.2.3 Parabolic Antenna Side Lobe Measurement
This experiment is an investigation of the side lobe structure of the parabolic antenna, pro-
bably in the X-band and S-band ranges. It would require permitting the spacecraft to rotate
far enough to obtain a good idea of the side lobe structure in the S-band, and perhaps some
idea of the structure in the 800 MHz region, and to provide sufficient power to investigate
the nulls. This does not appear to impose any particular difficulty.
8.7.2.4 Polarization Measurements from the Parabolic Antenna
The availability of a high signal-to-noise ratio X-band signal from the parabolic antenna,
together with the highly accurate Polaris tracker in the orientation control system, provide
an excellent background for investigating the utility of polarization measurement for deter-
mining spacecraft attitude; in this case, yaw. The polarization presently used in the para-
bolic antenna is circular, but a very minor modification would permit generation of linear
polarization at will.
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8.7.2.5 Monopulse Installation
Analysis of experiment requirements indicates that incorporation of a simultaneous lobe
comparison (monopulse) installation in the parabolic antenna at the upper end of its frequency
range (about 8 GHz) would add considerably to the effectiveness and convenience of the
pointing measurements.
This analysis was not carried to the point at which a definite recommendation is possible;
however, it definitely merits further detailed consideration.
The more important advantages of the monopulse are:
a. High-accuracy measurement of electrical boresight*
b. High-accuracy measurement of antenna-interferometer boresight*
c. Verification of interferometer accuracy*
d. Supporting verification of orientation control system performance*
e. Simplification of tracking problem*
f. Reduction in small-station beacon ERP for some measurements
g. Slight improvement in accuracy (pointing)
h. Alternate pointing technique in case of interferometer malfunction
i. Feasibility demonstration of boLh interferometer and monopulse
j. Possible direct comparison of propagation effects on precision
tracking systems at 8 GHz and 10 Gttz.
As can be seen, the first four entries in the above list will contribute heavily to the solution
of the precision pointing calibrating problem. The effect of the first entry is that the experi-
menters will know directly, unequivocally and to a very high accuracy, when the electrical
boresight of the parabolic antenna is pointed at the ground station. This makes measurement
*Considered to be important
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of gain, electrical boresight and main lobe pattern more simple, direct, accurate and reli-
able. The next three entries, as listed, indicate support for evaluation of the interferometer,
the orientation control system, and the structural alignment measurements. The remaining
entries are self-explanatory.
The costs of the monopulse installation are:
a. Requirement for minor revision of feed system design
b. Moderate increase in rf complexity
c. Additional weight - about 12 pounds
d. Additional power - about 10 watts during some experiments
e. Moderate additional system complexity
f. Slight additional ground processing requirements
g. Additional ground beacons
Perhaps the most important cost is that first listed: the necessity for revising the feed sys-
tem design of the parabolic antenna. This should not be excessively difficult.
It involves loading the X-band horn _lth a dielectric to permit excitation for multimode opera-
tion, which of necessity makes the horn slightly larger. Since the three horns are coaxial
and carefully matched, the size of the other two horns, S-band and L-band, must be corre-
spondingly increased, with the result that the entire installation becomes somewhat larger
and more bulky.
I
It was decided that a complete design of a monopulse installation, including as it nmst,
revision of feed system design, would absorb excessive amounts of man-hours if done within
the scope of the present study. Therefore, work was limited to a preliminary study, sufficient
to obtain a first estimate of the performance and cost factors involved. (See Appendix L)
A small development program culminating in a detailed design is suggested for the next phase
of the study. Such a program might well be included in the antenna development program.
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8.7.2.6 Phase-Steered Array Monitoring
It would be of interest to measure the internal operation of the phase-steered array, to
monitor the effects of individual channels, the various antenna, and electronic devices, etc.
The major parameters which it would be interesting to measure include:
a. Gain of each array, measured directly
b. Gain of each element
c. Gain of each channel
d. Phase relationships in each channel
Gains of the arrays would involve comparing the arrays with standard gain horns. Gains of
each element could be obtained by disabling all other channels and measuring the gain of a
single channel. Phase relationships can be determined by using the attitude determination
systems already incorporated in the phase-steered array system, together with switches
to connect these systems to various combinations of channels.
The equipments required, even though consisting mostly of switching equipment, would
require some redesign and re-packaging of the phase-steered array, and addition of consid-
erable telemetry capability.
8.7.2.7 Interferometer Yaw Axis Stabilization
The ability to provide roll-axis stabilizat ion may be added to the interferometer with a
negligible increase in onboard weight and power, ttowever, on the ground, it would be neces-
sary to have two transmit stations. These stations would be required to have a separation
of between 50 and 300 miles and to have facilities for switching between them at about a
3-kl [z rate.
With the transmitted signal being switched at 3-kHz between two stations of about equal power,
the error signal produced on the satellite-borne interferometer (which is essentially dc) will
be modulated at this rate. Roll axis stabilization can now be accomplished in two steps.
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First the yaw-axis error signal is driven to a constant zero output. This places the yaw
axis perpendicular to an imaginary line AB passing through the two transmit antennas and
perpendicular to a line CD from the midpoint of AB. This situation is illustrated in Figure
8.7-1. The orientation of the pitch axis is still arbitrary at this point and may be at any
angle in the plane on Figure 8.7-1 (a).
Now the pitch axis error signal is driven so that it switches between a positive value and an
equal negative value. This is accomplished by integrating the pitch axis perpendicular to
line CD. The satellite's attitude is now exactly as pictured in Figure 8.7-1 and is fixed with
respect to the yaw, pitch, and roll axes. The accuracy attainable about the roll axis is com-
parable to that of the basic interferometer system.
8.7.2.8 Synthetic Angle Generation
A possibility exists of using an angle synthetically generated on the ground to calibrate the
interferometer over its entire field of view.
S._11thetic angle generation requires the transmission of both a right and a left circularly
polarized wave from the ground. One of the p_ir of interferometer channels to be calibrated
would be switched to receive left circular polarization. The other channel will receive right
circular, as usual. Thus, by accurately adjusting on the ground, the phase difference between
the right and left circular waves, a synthetic angle may be generated to be measured by the
interferometer. In this manner, the angle measurement made by the interferometer may be
compared to a very accurate phase difference adjusted on the ground. It should be noted
that propagation effects through the earth's atmosphere are different, in general, for right
and left circularly polarized waves. However, at 10 GHz this effect is never more than a
ph_,:;t.,litference of 0.03 electrical degree, or about 10 -4 degree in actual angle for a 39k
antenna spacing. At the ground station it is necessary to employ two feeds on the transmit-
ting dish used for this experiment, one for each polarization. It is estimated that with some
care the phase between the circularly polarized waves introduced at the two antenna feeds
may be controlled to 0.5 electrical degree. This corresponds to an overall accuracy of 0. 002
degree in actual angle for a 39)_ antenna spacing.
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Figure 8.7-1. Yaw Axis Stabilization Geometry
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8.7.2.9 Interferometer Transmit Mode
It is possible to perform an experiment that tests the feasibility of transmitting from the
satellite to a single ground station, for the purpose of attitude determination. This is equi-
valent to operating the interferometer in reverse, as a transmitter instead of a receiver.
The onboard system necessary to do this is shown in Figure 8.7-2. It is necessary to time
multiplex the transmitter betweenE, A 1 and A 2 transmissions. First, the coarse system
operates until a minimum error signal is determined on the ground, and then the fine system
is switched in to achieve full accuracy.
The ground station would require extra processing equipment, as shown in Figure 8.7-3.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the system would be degraded by the duty factor of the time-
multiplexing circuit, which would be about 5dB in this case. However, this might be easily
compensated on the ground by using a better receiver than is possible on the spacecraft.
Thus, for a 60-foot ground receiving antenna and a ground receiver with 5dB noise figure,
the necessary power radiation from the satellite, for this experiment is 12 watts, q%is
requires about 90 watts prime power aborad the spacecraft. However, by reducing the
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Figure 8.7-2. Spacecraft Transmit System
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angular accuracy required for this mode of operation to O. 03 degree, the prime power required
aboard the spacecraft may be reduced to 20 watts.
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8.7.3 PRIME EXPERIMENT APPLICATIONS
A number of potential applications for the
ATS-4 prime experiments are discussed
here. All of these in one way or another
are intended to take advantage of the data
rate, precision pointing, or electronic
beam steering capabilities of the ATS-4
system. The specific applications
discussed are:
\ 7
MIXER
NARROW BAND
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a. Meteorology
b. Satellite direct broadcast
Figure 8.7-3. Ground Station Circuitry
for Transmit Experiment
c. Navigation and air and ship traffic control
d. Communications with low-orbit spacecraft
e. Multiple access communications
8.7.3.1 High Data Rate Meteorological Sensor
8.7.3.1.1 Nature and Purpose
Ever since the first satellite meteorological pictures were obtained, the questions of the
value of such pictures as a function of the various major parameters has existed. These
parameters include:
a. Coverage
b. Continuity
eo
c. Resolution
d. Dynamic Range
Color (or spectral response)
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The synchronous satellite is ideally located for tests of coverage and continuity. In principle,
it is possible for such a satellite to observe over one-quarter of the earth's surface with a
television camera during the entire daylight hours, and to systematically vary:
a. Frame
b. Resolution
c. Dynamic Range
d. Spectral Response
Analysis of the data from such observations will permit determination of the relative value to
meteorologists of the various observational parameters.
8.7.3.1.2 Value
It has been estimated that improvement of weather forecasting to permit highly reliable
five-day forecasts would save several billion dollars per year in property damage. Intensive
efforts to that effect have been recommended. It is also possible that within a few years a
beginning may be made on weather modification, e.g., in decreasing the intensity or influencing
the course of hurricanes by cloud seeding and related techniques. Observations from weather
satellites is a matter of extreme importance.
A corresponding need exists for weather forecasting and if possible control, in support of
military operations. Air strikes, refueling, amphibious operations, ground combat, sub-
marine and surface naval operations are crucially dependent on weather. It is of course
obvious that if any influence could be exerted on hurricanes in a military theater, the tactical
and strategic advantages could be enormous.
8.7.3.1.3 Equipment and Procedures
Adequate empirical investigations of high data rate sensors have previously been deterred
m:_iJ_ly by the high costs of placing the necessary communications facilities in orbit. However,
since the large antenna is already available, the prorated costs of using it for this experiment
bec_m_e more manageable.
As can be seen from the margin calculations of Table 8.7-1, it is quite feasible to transmit
television bandwidth data from synchronous altitude. This data rate capability can be used
to permit a number of different types of observations; one possibility is described below:
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Table 8.7-1. System Performance (High Data Rate Meteorological Sensors - Satellite
Surface, 10 GHz TV Data Rates)
Pout
Transmitter Antenna Gain (dB)
ERP (dBw)
Pattern Factor (dB)
Net ERP (dBw)
Path Loss (dB)
Power Density at Receiver Antenna (dBw)
Receiver Antenna Gain (dB)
Power at Receiver Terminal (dBw)
Line Losses (dB)
Converter Input (dBw)
Receiver Noise Figure (dB)
Reference (dBw)
KTB (dBw)
C/N (riB)
Modulation Gain (dB)
Signal to Noise out
+4 dBw 3 watts
+54
+58
-3
+55
-204
-149
+44
-105
3
-108
3
-111
-127
+16
+25
+41
Suppose that itis desired to scan the entire earth, in sunlight only, with a resolution of i
statute mile at the subsatellltepoint. The projected area of the earth is approximated by a
circle 8000 statute miles in diameter requiring at least 80002 or 64 x 106 TV resolution
elements. This is equivalent to 64 frames at 1000 lines per frame. In order to make these
same observations in color, 4 x 64 = 256 1000-1ine frames will be required. A standard 4 to 5
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MHz video channel will transmit 30/4 ! 7.5 frames/see; therefore, under these conditions
256
the earth can be observed once in u.--"z7 = 34. 133 seconds.
The scanning can be accomplished by some combination of rotating mirrors, multiple lenses,
moving camera, and "rocking" the satellites.
For these sunlight observations, the required camera apertures will be relatively modest.
Also, the 1000-line vidicon weighing less than 10 pounds will be suitable.
If desired, scanning can be stopped and the entire 7.5 frames/sec devoted to one area.
is also feasible, as can be seen in Table 8.7-1, to transmit the 1000-line pictures at 30
frames/see; however, such a requirement appears unlikely.
It
If very high resolutions are desired, say, down to 0.1 nautical mile or 600 feet, an aperture
of about 20 cm (roughly 8 inches) will be required. _.'or testing purposes, such a lens might
be held stationary, pointing vertically downward. Detailed observations (to 0.1 nautical
mile) would then be possible over an area at approximately 100 x 100 nautical miles directly
beneath the satellite.
For observations at night, preliminary calculations indicate that an aperture of at least 6
inches and an image orthicon camera will be required.
Observations into part, but possibly not all, of the terminator can be made by using an
extended image orthicon (EIO) and an occulting disc or other techniques to block out inter-
ferencc from the sunlite areas.
It is also possible to observe the earth with IR sensors, e.g., the Nimbus HRIR subsystem
or an IR vidicon. However, from synchronous altitudes both resolution and signal strength
will pose problems. The availability of these devices for the ATS Program has not yet been
established.
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8.7.3.1.4 Feasibility and Costs
The feasibility of daylight observations from space with vidicon cameras has been very well
established. Color observations can be done with filters, either mechanically inserted or
switched-in by opening and closing alternate shutters. Color transmission will be frame-
sequential. Scanning appears to offer no serious technical problems, nor does incorporation
of a large stationary aperture. The EIO suggested for night observations has not yet been
space qualified, but should offer no serious difficulty.
The increasing cost of the experiment to the satellite is essentially the weight and power
requirement of the sensors and optics. (The antennas, transmitter, and orientation control
are not charged to the experiment. ) These are summarized below in Table 8.7-2.
Table 8.7-2. Weight and Power Requirements of Sensors and Optics
Item
Vidicon
Vidicon Optics*
EIO
EIO Optics
*Includes color filters
Weight
(15)
._ --.
10
10
30
20
PO we r
(watts)
10
5
40
10
8.7.3.2 FM and TV Direct Broadcast
General - A limited augmentation of the on-board equipment required in the parabolic
antenna system is permissible to support design and development of a satellite system for
direct broadcast of radio and television programs to the home by demonstration, by dis-
covering and/or helping to solve technical problems, and by investigating audience reaction
s
as a function of the quality of programs and any special expenses.
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8.7.3.2.1 Specific Objectives
In support of the general purposes, the following specific objectives are sought:
ao
b.
co
d.
To transmit high-quality audio program material, e.g., music - directly from
the ATS-4 satellite to home television sets, audio sections only, without any
requirement for the listeners to buy special equipment. Modulation is FM.
To transmit the same type of material to home television sets whose owners
have low-gain antennas (8 dB or so).
To transmit the same type of material to home television sets whose owners
have high-gain antennas (about 18 dB) and to properly equipped monitoring
stations.
To transmit high-quality television signals to educational and distribution
stations on the ground.
8.7, 3.2.2 Technical Discussion
Objective a, above, would be quite useful, because of the substantial audience participation.
Objective b would be still fairly useful, while c would be merely incidental. Objective d will
be discussed at the end of this paragraph. As will be seen, little additional onboard equipment
will be required if Objective a is achieved.
The discussion in the present section will suggest that with a modest addition of on-board
transmitter capability, involving an additional 15 pounds or so, Objective a can be achieved
over selected areas.
The tr,_nsmission link considered would involve UHF channels 70 to 83, in the frequency
range of 806-890 MHz. Ordinary receivers having noise figures of the order of 10 dB are
assumed. The parabolic antenna has a gain of about 35 to 36 dB in this range.
The transmission link considerations for such a link are shown in Table 8.7-3. As can be
seen from this table, accomplishment of purpose No. 1 with 10 watts radiated power is
quite marginal. Either the power must be increased by several dB, or the listeners must be
asked to buy a more expensive antenna. Such an antenna would cost not less than $10.00 nor
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Table 8.7-3. Transmission Link Characteristics Audio FM Broadcast
to Home TV Receiving Sets
P
out
Transmitter Antenna Gain (dB)
ERP (dBw)
Path Loss (dB)
Power Density at
Receiver Antenna (dBw)
Receiver Antenna Gain (dB)
Power at Receiver Terminals (dBw)
Line Losses at Receiver (dB)
Converter Input (dBw)
Receiver Noise Figure (dB)
Reference (dBw)
KTB (dBw)
C/N (dB)
S/N (dB)
+ 17 dBw,
35
+52
-184
-132
3
-129
2
-131
10
-141
-153
12
50
50 watts
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more than$35.00, including installation charges. This agrees approximately with available
data, which estimates the field strength requirements for FM broadcasts for various receiver,
antenna and location configurations as shown in Table 8.7-4.
The conversion between on-beard transmitter power and field strength of the antenna is
given by the following expression:
whe re
PTGT E 2
27rd 2 1207r
PT = Transmitter power, in watts
G T = Antenna power gain (about 35 dB)
d = Transmission distance, in meters
E = Field strength, in volts per meter
Field strength for various on-board transmitter powers are given in Table _. 7-5.
The field strength uses shown in Table 8.7-5 allow the station types specified to be spaced
across the antenna beam between the 3 dB points. Since the beam is approximately 2.6
degrees wide, these points are about 1100 miles apart. By restricting the station locations
to a small area near the center of the beam (say, a city and an adjacent rural area), the
power requirements for a given performance level can be reduced by a factor of about two.
']'his _11 permit reaching with 10 watts radiated power any listener, rural or urban, who
i_ willing to buy a low-gain ,antenna (_ $ 35.00). At the other end of the power scale, a
radiated power of 65 watts would permit the satellite to reach any station in this limited
area without any special antenna. These options can be summarized, as shown in Table
8.7-6.
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Table 8.7-4. User Accessibility versus Field Strength
Antenna
Loop
Loop
Loop
Low Gain
Loop
Low Gain
Low Gain
Low Gain
High Gain
High Gain
High Gain
High Gain
Location
Urban
Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural
Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural
Output
S/N (db)
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
37.5
Preamplifier
Noise Figure Gain
No
8 17
No
No
8 17
No
8 17
8 17
No
No
8 17
8 17
Field Strength,
Microvolts/Meter
100
97
61
50
50
45
35
25
15
15
10
10
Table 8.7-5. Field Strength versus On-Board Radiated Power
Radiated Power
(watts)
Field Strength
Microvolts/Meter
Lowest Receiver Performance
Level at Which Usable
10 28
20 40
50 63
100 89
126 100
250 140
(1) Loop antenna is the internal antenna furnished with
Rural with low-gain antenna
Any with high-gain (3) antenna
Any with low-gain (2) antenna
Rural with loop (1) antenna
Urban with low-gain antenna
Rural with loop antenna
Urban with low-gain antenna _,
Any
Any
a home television receiver.
(2) Low-gain antenna is the approximately 8 dB simple antenna, e.g., an 8 element Yagi,
costing somewhere between $10.00 and $ 35.00 installed.
(3) High-gain is about an 18 dB gain installation, probably something like a 4 foot paraboloid
or a helix about 6 feet long and 2 feet in diameter. Cost installed is estimated to be of
the order of _75.00 to $125.00
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Table 8.7-6. Limited Area Audience Experiment
Audience
Any with low-gain
antenna($35.00) in
area
Any set in area
Radiated Power
(watts)
10
Prime Power
(watts)
3O
65
Modificatiom s to
On-Board Equipmen
Required
None
165 I_arger 800 Mllz po,
amplifier, about 15
pounds weight incre
It Kill be assumed in the present section that both types of experiments will be c,onducted at
the higher power level (65-75 watts radiated) involving a relatively large audience participa-
tion in each of anumber of major metropolitan areas. Longer term programs will be con-
ducted at the low power level (10-20 watts radiated); these can be heard via any TV set having
a low-gain antenna available.
The power levels discussed above include the requirements for transmitting the video cqrrier.
This is required for demodulation (demodulators in use operate on the intercarrier frequent\
relationships rather than on the absolute frequency of the audio carrier).
Transmitting high-quality TV program material to a central ground station for re-broadcasting
will demonstrate the capability of a broadcast satellite to broadcast to education stations,
distribution stations, etc., and by scaling, will verify the power required to broadcast to
home television sets.
Two alternate modulation techniques appear plausible: the conventional vestigal sideband AM
and wideband FM. Both are shown in the link calculations of Table 8.7-7. The VSB trans-
mission requires more satellite power, but the FM requires transformation from FM to VSB
and is hence somewhat less realistic, as an investigation tool, for later direct broadcast.
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Table 8.7-7. TV Broadcast Configurations Link Calculations
Pout
Transmitter Antenna Gain (dB)
ERP (dBw)
Path Loss (dB)
Power Density at
Receiver Antenna (dBw)
Receiver Antenna Gain (dB)
Power at Receiver
Terminals (dBw)
Line Losses at Receiver (dB)
Converter Input (dBw)
Receiver Noise Figure (dB)
Reference (dB)
KTB (dBw)
S/N (dB)
Modulation Gain
C/N (dB)
+16 dBw
+35
+51
-184
-133
+36
-97
2
-99
6
-105
-137
32
0
32
40w +8 dBw
+35
+43
-184
-141
+36
-105
2
-107
6
-113
-128
32
17
15
6.3w
t
The ground system _411 be identical in each case; a 30-foot paraboloid to provide about 36 dB
gain, and a 6 dB receiver.
It will be assumed in this paragraph that both types of experiments will be performed,
and comparisons of quality made. The necessary transmitter power for the VSB AM mode
will already be available if the FM broadcast experiment is performed. The material can be
re-broadcast by local TV stations if station time is made available.
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a. Background Information Required
Parabolic antenna system performance.
b. Position in Operational Sequence
After initial checkouts of all systems.
c. Procedures
1. Point parabolic antenna toward selected area.
2. Activate transmitter and selected receivers and verify operation and
establishment of link.
FM Broadcasts
3. Transmit test message and verify quality
4. Transmit progrm_ at high power, monitoring continuously
5. Transmit program at low power, also monitoring
6. Gauge audience reaction as a function of technical quality
TV Broadcasts
7. Verify operation and establishment of link
8. Transmit test message and verify quality
9. Transmit program on VSB AM, monitoring continuously
10. Transmit program on FM, also monitoring continuously
11. Evaluate quality and gauge audience reaction if re-broadcast is available
d. Data Produced
FM
Audience reaction as a function of technical quality and signal levels
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Verification that the technical performance with various power levels, antenna gains and
receiver noise levels is as predicted
TV
Signal quality as a function of modulation, verification that technical relationships are as
predicted
Limited audience reaction if re-broadcast is available.
e. On-Board Equipment
Parabolic antenna with 800 MHz transmitter augmented for 65 watts radiated power.
f. Special Ground Equipment
Monitoring station, incorporating various antennas, receivers and signal recording and
monitoring equipment, at each test area, together with SSB AM and FM reception for TV.
Transmission facility, to transmit program material to satellite.
g. Time Required
Six hours.
8.7.3.3 Navigation and Air and Ship Traffic Control
8.7.3.3.1 Nature and Purpose
As intercontinental air use increases, the need for effective traffic control and efficient utili-
zation of the air routes increases. Additionally, in emergency situations both ships at sea
and aircraft need more effective and reliable techniques to determine their position in order
to notify rescue services.
To assist in fulfilling these navigational and control needs, various navigational satellite sys-
tems have been proposed. These satellite systems consist of a number of satellites in orbit
together with a control station and several reference stations. By measuring distances
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from three reference stations the satellite position is determined. Measurement of the
direction of several reference stations in relation to the satellite axes determines the satel-
lite attitude. Similar measurements of distance and directions are made to the ship or air-
craft. These measurements completely determine the ship or aircraft position.
8.7.3.3.2 Procedures and Equipment
In order to determine the ship or aircraft direction, an experiment to determine the per--
formance of the interferometcr is indicated. The interferometer is essentially two satellite
antennas separated by a known distance. The ground transmitted wavefront exhibits a phase
difference because of the difference in path lengths to the two antennas. This pemnits the
calculations of the bearing angle.
S. 7.3.4 Communications With Low-Orbit Spacecraft
8.7.3.4.1 Nature and Purpose
Use of a satellite link to the Manned Space Center bypassing the ground link network could I)e
tested [or further Apollo and MOL flights. Four equatorial synchronous satellites sp:)ced
at 90 degrees apart with one above the NASA Manned Space Center wouhl permit direct c_m_--
municalion from the Spacecraft to the Manned Space C enter without the use of grc, und links.
If successiu[, such an installation might reduce considerabl.y the number of ground sta_i,_,_
needed, and provide continuous high data rate comnmnications between the spacecra[t and
Manned Space Center.
The problem of satellite-Co-satellite transfer of inform ation where large dishes and narrow
beams are used implies sophisticated pointing capabilities. Systematic pointing experiments
using mechanical steering, electronic steering and control oil vehicle attitude are indicated.
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8.7.3.4.2 Value
An operational synchronous communication relay and tracking system would provide con-
tinuous very high data rate communications with the Manned Space Center, as well as con-
tinuous, high-accuracy tracking. In addition, a military version, by using frequencies to
which the atmosphere is virtually opaque, could provide near-complete immunity to inter-
cept or jamming by enemy surface installations.
The same installations, either civilian or military, can provide range, range rate and angle
data on the spacecraft, essentially continuously.
A successful installation may then provide:
a. More reliable, continuous, higher data rate communication
b. Better communications security
c. More continuous tracking data
d. Continuing, high data rate communications between widely separate surface
range installations
e. Removal of requirements for a number of surface range installations, including
ships, thereby reducing the overall cost of the world_tde range installations.
8.7.3.4.3 Equipment and Procedures
The experiment objectives will be to demonstrate feasibility, estimate attainable performance
and costs of an operating system and evaluate the major problems. As in most of the com-
munications experiments, a major part of the experimental work will consist of measuring
signal strength (or signal-to-noise ratios) antenna patterns, and scan rates, which can best
be done at a properly equipped surface station. In addition, it will be useful, if scheduling
problems can be solved, to actually relay data from a low-orbit spacecraft - Apollo, MOL,
etc.
As can be seen from Table 8.7-8, to relay video information would require an antenna of con-
siderable gain on the low-orbit spacecraft. However, for test purposes the data rate can be
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reduced, say, to that of an audio channel, permitting voice communication, data to above
40, 000 bits per second (bps), etc., so that the high gain antenna will not be necessary.
Tracking of the h)w-orbit spacecraft by the large antenna will be required. Normally, the
spacecraft will move across the earth, crossing an angle of about 17 degrees in approximately
45 minutes, or at a rate of about 17 _ 0.38 degree/rain. This rate is highly predictable and
45
requires no high accelerations.
'Fable 8.7-8. System Performance Spacecraft Relay - Spacecraft to Satellite - TV Bandwidths
Pout
Transmitter Antenna Gain (dB)
ERP (dBw)
Pattern F:mtor (dB)
Net ERP (dBw)
Path Loss ((Ill)
Power Density on Receiving Antenna (dBw)
Receiver Antenna Gain (dB)
Power at Receiver Terminal (dBw)
lane Losses
Converter Input (dBw)
Receiver Noise Figure (dB)
Reference (dBw)
KTB (dBw)
C/N (dB)
Modulation Gain (dB)
S/N (dB)
+11 dbw 12.6 watts
+34 (2- foot parabaloid)
+45
-:3
+42
-204
-162
+54
-10g
0
-108
3
-111
-127
+16
+25
+41
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8.7.3.4.4 Costs
Costs, in terms of weights and power requirements, will be quite small.
8.7.3.5 Multiple Access Communications Satellite
Work is underway toward the development of a "multiple access" communications satellite,
i. e., a satellite which can accept signals simultaneously from a number of transmitting
stations and relay each signal to its designated recipient. Such a satellite must of course
allocate its frequency and power among its users and must respond in some acceptable
fashion to overloads and interference (in the case of the enemy, purposeful interference).
Basically, the allocation of the satellite's resources may be made by:
a. Frequency division multiplexing
b. Time division multiplexing
c. Spread spectrum techniques (noise modulation)
d. Combinations and special cases of the above
The proposed experiment will, among other things, compare these techniques in terms of
traffic handling capability, error rate, susceptibility to jamming, etc.
8.7.3.5.1 Value
The multiple access capability will provide the most flexible and useful general purpose
communications relay satellite for either civilian or military use.
8.7.3.5.2 Equipment and Procedures
It should be pointed out that the proposed experiment will be only a small part of the process
of developing an operational multiple access satellite. Most of the work will consist of
theoretical analysis, ground-based experiments, etc.
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2_e tests will consist essentially of transmitting data to the satellite andmeasuring perfor-
mance while the major parameters are systematically varied over their ranges. These
parameters will include:
a. Total data rate
b. Number of channels
e.
c. Noise
d. Modulation techniques
Acquisition techniques
The performance parameters will include:
a. Achieved data rates
b. Error rates or distortion
c. Time to establish contact
d. Reliability (i. e., probability of completing a call or data transmission as a
function of elapsed time)
Probably most the the experimental work will be done using a single ground station for both
transmission and reception, as well as command and control, ins(,rtion of interferet_co, etc.
it nlay also be advisable to make measurements of such physical parameters as time delay,
differential phase delay, polarization, effects of weather, etc., during the experiment.
8.7.3.5.3 Costs
The experiment will require, in addition to the antennas, approximately 50 pounds of
electronics to investigate the various techniques, having a power drain of perhaps 25 watts.
The duration of the experiment will be determined by the experiment design.
8.7.4 PASSENGER EXPERIMENTS
There is an extremely large number of possible experiments of scientific interest which
might be flown as passengers aboard a stabilized satellite at synchronous altitude. Some oi
the more interesting ones are discussed briefly, below.
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8.7.4.1 Millimeter Communications and Transmission
It presently appears probable that millimeter waves will become increasingly important in
communications in space, complementing the later development of laser communications.
Millimeter waves may also be expected to be important in space in radiometry, radio
astronomy, and active radar-type sensing.
A relatively small antenna operating at 35 Gltz _,l_)ard the ATS-4 would permit interesting
initial investigations, supplementing those proposed for the other ATS programs, into atmos-
pheric transmission, pointing, radiometry, etc. If feasible, a small phase-steered array
should be considered; however, the small sizes and severe tolerances impose difficult pro-
blems. A paraboloid, independently steered, would have to be only some I to 2 feet in dia-
meter to achieve reasonable gain.
8.7.4.2 Laser Communications and Transmission
Development of a laser suitable for initial experiments from the ATS-4 system should be
seriously considered. Initial studies would include atmospheric effects, acquisition pro-
blems, beam breakup problems, and overall link gain measurements. If both a laser and
millimeter system can be afforded, direct comparisons should be most illuminating.
8.7.4..3 Earth Radiation Measurements
Measurements of the characteristics of radiation from the earth in the visual and IR are
useful for scientific studies of the planet. These could be usefully performed from a stabil-
ized satellite. Optical instrumentation could also be readily swept across the terminator,
synchronized with it, etc., to observe the behavior of earth, clouds, atmosphere, etc.,
between day and night.
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8.8 OPERATIONAL SYSTEM FOR EXPERIMENTS
8.8.1 GENERAL
In order to achieve maximum value from the four major experiments, an integrated opera-
tional system must be carefully designed and thoroughly tested prior to flight. The system
would have the following objectives:
a. Maximum experiment data collection
b. Efficient coordination and control of experiments
c. Coordination of facilities with other NASA programs
d. Accurate measurements and efficient data processing
e. Timely analysis of experiment results
f. Meaningful documentation and adequate reporting procedures
The primary task required to assure the most efficient operational system is that of detailed
planning. The priority of tile experiments has been assumed to be Parabolic Antenna,
Orientation Control, Interferometer, and Phased Array in sequence. Although this sequence
_il! be generally followed in carrying out the experiment plan, it nmst be recognized that
all experiments must be operationally interlaced, ,)articularly during the first few months
of flight, to assure the following:
a. Maintenance of m_ optimum power profile
b. Efficient utilization of ground stations
c.. Completion of the basic goals of all experiments during the early flight phase
d. Attainment of the most accurate data possible through a deliberate, well-planned
sequence of measurements
e. Feedback of experimental data into planning throughout the flight
The recommended experiment plan, broadly outlined in this section, is therefore based on
the following general sequence:
a. Verification of spacecraft operational/functional status
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k.
b. Verification of operational/functional status of each experiment
c. Checkout and accurate calibration of the Orientation Cc, ntrol system functional
characte ristic s
d. Calibration of the high accuracy sensors
e. Determination of the operational capability of high accuracy sensors for
Oricntation Control
f. Accurate determination of boresights and reference axes of each system relative
to a selected reference system
g. Pattern measurements of each antenna
h. Signal transmission and receiving characteristics of the communications
experiments
Thermal characteristic s determination
Determination of the effects of mechanical and electrical influences
Reliability and long life characteristics
8.8.2 EXPERIMENT OPERATIONAL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
A simplified functional flow diagram of the total operational system is presented in Figure
8.8-1. This diagram is intended to demonstrate the operational and/or decision making
control between each segment of the system.
8.8.2.1 Operational blow
Detailed experiment procedures, adequately developed and tested prior to launch, would be
implemented under direction of the ATS-40CC at GSI,'C throughoul the flight. ('ommand
loads, generated at the center, would be transmitted to the designmted tracking station via
SCAMA lines along with operational instructions, experiment schedules, and information.
Each tracking station would be prescheduled for ATS-4 operations in a manner consistent
with its overall scheduling of other programs, such as ATS and Nimbus. It is considered
extremely important that a "fit" of ATS-4 activities and schedule with those of other programs
be attempted very early in the progrmn, and iterateO frequently until all aspects of experi-
ment design and nominal operational plans are resolved. ATS-4 spacecraft and experiment
activity will be primarily dictated by power profile and by time of day. Some experimental
measurements will require short durations of spacecraft/ground station operation with short
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intervals (e. g., 15 minutes of operation/hour for 24 hours). Other experiments will require
a long, continuous operation at a pre-_stablished time of day and/or year (i. e., for several
hours). Still others can be implemented on a "when available" basis.
It is recognized that contingencies or the requirements for gaining increased experimental
data may dictate a change in schedule for the ATS-4 satellite or for other programs. There-
fore the same effective planning and control flexibility presently exhibited must remain
available.
D:_t,_ from beth the spacecraft telemetry system and communications experiment evaluation
c(}n:_oles would be c,ollected at tlle tracking stations, annotated with system time and pre-
p_oc(:ssed in the follo-_ing ways:
a. Telemetry Data
1. Demodulation
2. Recording of total wavetrain on magnetic tapes and shipment to ATS-40CC
3. Selected data reduction conversion to engineering units
4. Selected data converted to compatible format for transmission to the ATS-4
OCC via microwave link and/or phone lines.
b. Experiment Measurements
1. Recording and display at communications test and evaluation console
2. Tape recording with time annotation and shipment to ATS-4 OCC of all data
possible to record
3. Readout of selected critical measurements via voice net(s) and TWX
4. Transmittal of selected measurements by microwave link simultaneously
with TLM data
l)at;i arriving zt GSFC would be processed in the following ways:
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b.
On-line computer conversion printout, plot and display for near-real time
integrated control by ATS-4 OCC flight director and his team
Off-line computer conversion, printout plot and calculations necessary to verify
experimental data and spacecraft operational performance as required to per-
form detailed planning of subsequent operations and experimentation.
Data received at the integrating contractorVs facility would be processed through computers
which wo_,ld accomplish in part the following tasks:
a. Conversion to engineering units
b. Merging of telemetry, experiment and orbit data
c. Calculations involving 2 or more measured (telemetry and/or experiment)
parameters
d. Mean value and deviation (statistical) calculations
e. Printouts in data pack formats for experimeters
f. Automated plots
g. Geometrical transform calculations
h. Math model correlations
i. Antenna pattern mapping
j. Best fit calculations
8.8.2.2 ATS-4 Ground Station Operational and Experiment Capability Requirements
NASA publication $2-0000 (Section 5.0) for the ATS (A through E) program contains a detailed
summary and description of Ground Stations assigned to ATS program operations. The
stations will require similar control and data equipment and operating procedures for the
ATS-4 program. It is expected that some of the communications experiments test and eval-
uation consoles and equipment may serve both programs, providing the experiments are of
similar design and utilize similar frequencies. However, the wide range of frequencies
required for the ATS-4 experiments, particularly those for the parabolic antenna, require
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unique antenna feed and receiving/transmitting equipment. To define and estimate cost of
the equipment adequately requires resolution of the tradeoff criteria presented in Table 8.8-1.
Table 8.8-1. Experiment and Ground Station Capability Tradeoffs
Function or Alternatives and
Experiment Frequency Stations Reeomm. Remarks
Command and 1.7-1.85
Telemetry 2.2-2.3
Parabolic Antenna
Experiment
Transmitting
Exp. Receiving
Phased Array
Transmitting
and
Receiving
Interferometer
Transmit
1.7
2.1
8.0
0.1
0.8
2.3
7.3
3.0
10.0
1. One station R,
2. Two stations R, T
3. Two stations R, M
4. Three stations R, M,
T
5. Four stations R, M,
T, O
°
.
All frequency R
capability M
(2 or more T
feeds)
Frequencies R
compatability M
TLM & CMD T
only (single feed
system 1.7-
1.85/2.1-2.3)
1. One station R,
2. Two stations R, M
3. Three stations R, M,
T
4. Two stations R, M,
& A/C A
5. Three stations R, M,
&A/C T, h
6. Use experiment
stations (additional
to others)
1. One station R,
2. Two stations R, M
3. Three stations R, M,
T
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
R, M for experiments
T, O, for launch orbits
and contingencies
Requires feed channels
Allows simultaneous parah.
cxp & CMD/TLM
May require one station for
TLM/CMD, or multiply
Two fixed stations desired
for full exp. value and air-
craft transmitting and/or
receiving to determine
boresight and antenna
patterns
Combine with 7-8 GHz feeds
to allow simultaneous
phased array and/or highest
frequency parabolic exp
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The capability tradeoffs are based on the assumption that a) existing 40 and 85-foot dish
antennas will be used, with different multi-feeds installed for various experimental phases
or tasks, and b) a single multi-feed arrangement which can. cover all ATS-4 frequencies
with a single antenna is impractical from the standpoints of development cost and complexity.
Table 8.8-2 is a summary of recommended transmitting/receiving frequency capability with
a breakdown of minimal feed arrangements considered practical from the experimental point
of view.
The minimal system outlined results in the following criteria for experimental control:
ao
bo
co
do
e.
Command and telemetry capability can be maintained by any of the three ATS-4
stations while conducting parabolic antenna experiments involving 1.7, 2.1, or
2.3 GHz frequencies.
One station can conduct phased array and/or parabolic antenna (8.0-7.3 GHz)
simultaneously with interferometer control, but a second station would probably
be required for command and telemetry when any of these experiments were
in process.
Interferometer control would not be available for pointing to a station experi-
menting with parabolic antenna experimental frequencies other than 7.3 and
8.0 GHz.
Experiments involving large on-board step-down or step-up of frequencies
(i. e., from 8.0 GHz received by the spacecraft to 0.8 transmitted be the
spacecraft) could not be conducted except with one station on-boresight, and
another off-boresight. Furthermore, for the special case presented, command
and telemetry would either not he available or a third station would be
required.
Simultaneous coordinated experiments involving monopulse and interferometer
control modes could be conducted (monopulse at 8.0 GHz). A second station
is required for telemetry and command.
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Table 8.8-2. Required and RecommendedTransmitting/Receiving Frequencies
for Ground Stations
Rosman
Mojave
XPortable
Aircraft
Extra G/S
Transmitting Frequencies
CMD
1.7-
1.85
®
®
®
X
Parabolic Phased
Antenna
1.7 2.1 8.0
®®®
X X X
X X
Array
7
®
®
®
Interfere-
meter
10.0
®
X
TLM
2.2-
2.3
®
®
®
X
Receiving Frequencies
0.1
®
Parabolic
Antenna
0.8 2.3 7.3
®®®
X X
X
LEGEND: Required
X Desirable/Recommended
Phased
Array
8
®
®
X
NOTES
1. Antenna feeds required are unique to ATS-4
2. Minimal feed arrangements are diagrammed below (Aircraft excluded)
TRANSMITTER MULql- RECEWER STATION(S)
FEED
_ ROSMAN
CONFIG. [ PARAB. 1.7 PARAB. 2.3 ]_MOJAVE
A .... ] JXPORTABLE[PARAB. o 1 }-_o 1-2.3 ]--_TELEMETRY
REMARKS
A I,LOWS SIMI L-
"I'ANE(51S C MD TI.M
& SOME PARAP,.
EXPS. BY SINGI.E
STATION
CONFIG.
B
II_TERFE_OMET_Rb't0.0 J
CONFIG. _'_0.1/0. _ PARAB.
C H O. 1/0. _4 ]
ROSMAN
M('_JAVE
A} ALDOWS SIMUI,TANEOtS
PliASED ARRAY EXP.
& HIGItEST FREQI'ENCY
pARAB. ANT. EXPS.
COINCIDENT Wl'rll
INTERFEROMETER C()NF.
B) CONTROL REQI'IFtES
EITHER SEP. ANT.,
SEP. STA. OR EXt)TIC
FEEDS FOR S'[ ),II'I.T.
CMD TLM
I{OSMAN ONLY- INDEPENDENT EXP.
ONLY
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It is evident that the experiment criteria presented abovecan bemodified to produce far
more flexibility in all experiments by either:
a. Further combining feeds
b. Installing an additional antenna at either Rosman or Mojave.
The second alternative is recommended (without having a detailed cost tradeoff comparison
between the two approaches) for the following reasons:
a.
bJ
c.
Use of the additional antenna continuously for ATS-4 with control of other
satellite programs from the existing antenna.
Use of both antennas at the chosen site when required for those experiments
which involve a wide range of frequencies handled by a single ground station.
This would make the other primary ground station independently available
for other programs.
The possibility exists that the use of a single feed for transmitting and receiving
similar frequencies simultaneously may jeopardize quality of the experimental
frequencies. For example, operating the phased array at 7-8 GHz and mono-
pulsing through the parabolic antenna at 7.3 GHz simultaneously from the same
feed and antenna dish could result in degradation of the transmitted signal which
would bias the monopulse lobes. Two separate antennas at the same location
would help assure against such supposed possibility of degradation should it
become a problem.
The capabilities of an operational system based on an additional antenna available for ATS-4
(assumed at Rosman) are illustrated in Figure 8.8-3. Each antenna is assumed to have
available feed configurations as previously shown in Table 8.8-2; these are shown in the
column in Table 8.8-3 labeled "Feed Configurations".
The bases for selection of these configurations were:
a. Feed configuration A (required for TLM, CMD capability) must be available at
all times at one station.
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Table 8.8-3. ATS-4 Operational Ground Station Configuration Matrix
Assuming Additional ATS-4 Antenna at Rosman
Station
Antenna Feed** System Configuration./ \
No. Configuration I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I 0 l I
_osm an I A,O A A O O O O O A
_osn%an 2 B,C B C B B C C C B
Molave i A, B, O O B A O A B O B
Transport
Aircraft
Command
1 A,O O O O A O A A Iq
l (_T/ll) 6 d _l _ C) 6 . () f)
R1 R1 M T M T T lit
Telemetry R1 II1 M T M T T Ill
A Transmitter 1.7
Transmitter 2. 1
Transmitter 8.0
b_
t_
9) A RCV 0.1
I/CV 0.
RCV 2.3
IICV 7. 3
t_ Transmitter 7-H
l "2 S'I'A (EI'I'IIF_R)
Oil A
¢ ItCV 7-_
interferometer
R 1 H 1 M T M T T It 1
R 1 It 1 M T M T T I11
I12 M 1t2 112 - M R2/M
- 1t2 -
- 112 -
Itl RI 1_1 T
II2 M 1t2 112
R2 M R2 112
A A A A
1t2 M It2 R2
R 2 M R 2 122
112 1/2 122
It2 R2 II2
.M T T
- M
M
M
M
Ill
II2'M
R2/M
(;.S. Avail. Other Prog. M/T T FII/T RI./M RI/'I' Ill Itl,M T
**See Configurations Diagrammed in Table 8. 8-2.
1"3 A A
B C
B O ()
A (3 (
() () ()
T I11 111
T Itl 1/1
T RI 1_1
T Ill II1
R2/M
T
I{2/,M
112'31
il 2' M
It2/M
Ill
112
Ill Itl
LEGENI): A,ILC - Selected ATS-4 antenna feed configurations
O - Configurations required for other NASA programs
R1,R2 - Rosman antennas
M - Mojave
T - Transportable
A - Aircraft
¢i - Phased arra._ experiment Transmitter/lICV
9
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System configurations which resulted in redundant A feed configurations were
deleted because they merely represent combinations.
Because Rosman was considered the primary station only those system config-
urations which included Rosman in some capacity were listed (e. g., configuration
9 could be used for single A & B feeds without Rosman B feed, but most likely
configuration 1, 2 or 3 would be selected for this purpose).
Aircraft utilizationis shown only when operating with a single B feed configura-
tion (primarily for use with phased array experiments). The aircraft is optional
in each configuration listed and not necessarily required.
Eleven different ground system configurations are therefore considered available.
These ground system configurations are shown in Table 8.8-3, and represent stations which
are used, and the feed configuration used at each station as the basis for operational planning.
In configuration 1 of Table 8.8-3, for example, both Rosman antennas (and if required the
aircraft) are used, but Mojave and the Transportable Station are not. Rosman Antenna No. 1
will be in Feed Configuration A, No. 2 in Feed Configuration B, and the Aircraft in its sole
available Configuration, d. Mojave and the Transportable Station, not being used, will be in
Confguration O, for "other," which merely means that they are available for other programs.
Below the line in Table 8.8-4, the remainder of the Configuration I Column 1 summarizes
the allocations of the various functions in this particular ground system configuration. As
can be seen, these are:
Command - Rosman Antenna No. 1
Telemetry - Rosman Antenna No. 1
Transmission at 1.7 and 2.1 GHz -(Rosman Antenna No. 1)
Transmission at 8.0 GHz - Rosman Antenna No, 2
Receptio n at 0, 1 and 0.8 GHz - No capability in this configuration
Reception at 2.3 GHz - Rosrnan Antenna No. 2
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Reception at 7.3 GHz - Rosman Antenna NO. 2
Transmission and reception with the phase - steered array antenna - Rosman
Antenna No. 2 and the Aircraft
Available for other Programs - Mojave and the Transportable Station
As can be seen from the above explanation, the material below the line in Table 8.8-3 is
redundant, i.e., it is merely an expansion of station assignments already indicated by the
Feed Configurations shown above the line. This material is included here to reduce the
necessity for referring to Table 8.8-2 and make Table 8.8-3 more nearly self contained.
_I_is ground operational system will be flexible enough to conduct virtually every possible
experiment without impeding other programs or requiring frequent antenna reconfiguration.
This is partially confirmed in the last line of Table 8.8-3, in which it can be seen that for
all ground operational system configurations at least one antenna is available for other pro-
grams, and for most configurations two antennas are available.
An operational system without the extra antenna at Rosman is shown in "Fable 8.8-4. As can
be seen this is much less flexible. Some configurations are not available at all, and in others
no antennas are available for other programs. In only one configuration are two antennas
available for other programs.
In the discussion of experiment control in the next section, it will be assumed that the addi-
tional antenna is available.
8.8.3 EXPERIMENT CONTROL
In conducting the experiments planned for the ATS-4 satellite, it is necessary to utilize all
the systems involved in ATS-4 operations in a manner which is efficient and which results
in maximum experimental value. Therefore, it appears that for most efficient use of experi-
mentation time, the experiments should be interlaced as much as possible and in a manner
that would optimize data collection for all experiments involved.
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Table 8.8-4. ATS-4 Operational Ground Station Configuration Matrix
Assuming One Antenna Per Station with Interchangeable Feods
Station
Feed** System Configuration (2)
Configuration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Rosman A, B, C, O A B B C C C
Mojave A, B, O B A O __ A B O .
Transport. A, O O O A ._ O A A ._
Aircraft _T/R/ _ _ _ < O _ O <
GS Avail. T T M _ T O M
Other Prog.
B A
B 0
A 0 "'
>
0 0 <
O M/T
NOTE: (1) Configuration numbers and experiment coverage correspond to
those presented in Table 8.8-3.
**See configurations diagrammed in Table 8.8-2.
LEGEND: A, B, C - Selected ATS-4 antenna feed configurations
O - configurations required for other NASA programs
R1, R2 - Rosman antennas
M - Mojave
T - Transportable
A - Aircraft
- Phased array experiment
To accomplish this, integrated tasks should be defined so that measurements and operational
criteria allow efficient detailed and independent procedures to be written for each. This has
been accomplished on a preliminary basis and is presented in Table 8.8-5.
Individual experimental measurements were defined and coded in Sections 8.3 5, 1, 8.4.2,
8.5.2, and 8.6.4 1. These were studied and combined into the 35 integrated tasks presented
in the table. These tasks, in the order shown in the table, were sequenced for the initial
experiment phase, which is expected to last" about 80 days and which would accomplish most
of the ATS-4 experimental goals, except those involving long term trends or characteristics.
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INTEG.
TASK BASIC EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVE(S) PARABOLIC ANTENNA
NO. EXPERIMENT
l Dcployment Verification A-I
2 Health Check A-2
3 Functional Check A-3 A-4
4 Inter ferometer Operation
5 Preliminary Exp. Calibrations
6 Slewing and Tracking
7 Interferometer Calibration
8 Inter ferometer Control
9 A, _ Pointing, Gain (OC) A-5-1 A-6-1
I0 A, _ Pointing, Gain (Int.) A-5-2 A-6-2
Antenna Pattern Measurements A-7-1 A-7-2 A-2211
12 Monopulse Characteristics* Optional
13 Mnnopulse Accuracy, Cal. * Optional
14 Signal Char. Parabolic A-8 A-9 A-10
15 Signal Char., Phased Array
16 Data Rate Capability A-11 A-12 A-13
17 AM Performance A-14[-
18 Audio PM Performance A-15
,_. 19 Video SSB AM Performance A-16
20 Video WB FM Performance A-17
21 Extreme BW Performance
22 Signal Anomalies A-18 A-19
u; 23 Surface Contours A-23
•_ 24 Phased Array 2 and 4 Beam
25 Thermal Distortions A-25
Z 26 Mechanical Effects A-24
27 Slew and Tracking Effects A-26 A-27 A-28
28 Band Limitations A-29
29 Electrical Effects (Therm, Mech) A-31 A-32
30 Combined PerL - Data Rate*
31 Combined Modulation Characteristics*
32 Point-to-Point Relay - Data*
33 Point-to-Point Relay - Mod. Sigs. *
34 Combined Accuracy Measurements*
35 Interferometer Tracking, Nay.
A Routine Functional Check A-2 A-3 A-4
_ B Stationkeeping Effects
_ C Reliability Checks
D
•These tasks are considered optional.
INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENT TASKS -- SEE NOTE Ill BELOW
PHASED ARRAY" ORIENTATION 1NTERFEROMETER
ANTENNA EXPERIMENT CONTROL EXPERIMENT
_-i O-I 0-2 I-1 I-2
_-2 _-3
_-4
A-20 A-21
_-5-I
_-5-:
d-6-] _-6-2
_°29
_-24
_-27
_-28
_-25 _-26
d-1 _-2 _-3
Thermal Cycle Effects A-25 A-31 6-28
Combined experiment tasks are described in Table 8, 8-6.
0-3 I-3 I-4
0-4 I-5
0-5 0-6 I_6 I-7
1-8 I-9
0-7 1-11 1-14
1-12
-10
1-15 1-16 1-19
0-1 0-2 I-1 I-2
0-8 1-18
0-9 1-13
0-10 1-17
NOTES: (1) Coded experiment numbers correspond to
for each experiment (8.3.5.1, 8.4.2, 8.5
(2) Additional configurations (5, 6, 7, 9, 11) are
(3) See text (criteria item No. 5).
Table 8.8-5. Operational Integration of
Experimental Tasks, Facilities and Schedule
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Routine tasks, which will be performed when required (e. g., during stationkeeping) or to
obtain survey information (e. g., yearly thermal cycle effects} are shown separately. These
must be flexibily scheduled throughout the entire flight, and cannot be realistically pre-
planned at this point.
It is recognized that many of the experimental tasks are of such a nature that they will require
periodic repetition to gain maximum experimental value (e. g., to establish a yearly profile
for solar effect on bore sight} . However, since the performance of the first cycle of experi-
mentation will, to a large extent, act as a determinant with respect to which experiments
will be chosen for repetition, it appears that broad flexible planning for this effort should be
accomplished prior to flight. The detailed procedures for each task which will be developed
for the initial experimental period would be made compatible for the long term repetitive
experimentation schedules.
Experiments which involved combinations of various ATS-4 systems (primarily phased array
and parabolic antenna systems} have not been previously discussed in detail within this
study. The experimental value of these is questionable; however, the demonstration of their
usefulness for military and commercial purposes can be important. They have therefore
been included as optional tasks 30-34 in the table. Summary descriptions of the individual
measurements and corresponding codes are presented for reference in Table 8.8-6.
Likewise, monpulse experiments (tasks 12, 13) are listed as options without having been pre-
viously considered in the study as a prime experimental objective.
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Table 8.8-6. Experiment Combinations
C-1 Comparison of Performance Characteristics
C-1-1 Comparison of Low Data Rate Performance, Parabolic and Array Antennas
To compare the transmission and reception performance of the parabolic antenna _rith that
of the phased array at low data rates, by receiving test messages with one antenna and
transmitting them back to the ground with the other.
C-1-2 Comparison of Low Data Rate Performance, Parabolic and Array Antennas
To compare the transmission and reception performance of the parabolic antenna with that
of the phased array atlow data rates, by using test messages sent over the TT&C Link.
C-2 Comparison of Medium Data Rate Performance/Parabolic and Array Antennas
To compare the transmission and reception performance of the parabolic antenna with that
of the phased array at medium data rates, by receiving testmessages with one antenna and
transmitting them back to the ground with the other.
C-3 Comparison of High Data Rate Performance, Parabolic and Array Antennas
To compare the transmission and reception performance of the parabolic antenna with that
of the phased array at high data rates, by receiving test messages with one antenna and
transmitting them back to the ground with the other.
C-4 Comparison of Audio AM Performance, Parabolic and Array Antennas
To compare the transmission and reception performance of the parabolic antenna with that
of the phased array with Audio AM, by receiving test messages with one antenna and trans-.
mitting them back to the ground with the other.
C-5 Comparison of Audio FM Performance, Parabolic and Array Antenna
To compare the transmission and reception performance of the parabolic antenna with that
of the phased array with Audio FM, by receiving test messages with one antenna and trans-
mitting them back to the ground with the other.
i |m
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Table 8.8-6. Experiment Combinations (Cont'd)
C-6 Comparison of Video $SB AM Performance/Parabolic and Array Antennas
1_o compare the transmission and reception performance of the parabolic antenna with that
of the phased array with Video SSB AM, by receiving test messages with one antenna and
transmitting them back to the ground with the other.
C-7 Comparison of Wideband FM Performance, Parabolic and Array Antennas
To compare the transmission and reception performance of the parabolic antenna with that
of the phased array with Wideband FM, by receiving test messages with one antenna and
transmitting them back to the ground with the other.
C-8 Verification of Point-to-Point Transmission Using Both Antennas
To verify that ATS-4 relay from one point to another on the ground is feasible using one
antenna for reception and the other for transmission.
C-9 Measurement of Point-to-Point Relay Performance at Low Data Rates Using Both
Antennas
To measure low data rate relay performance while relaying from one point to another on the
ground using one antenna for reception and the other for transmission.
C-10 Measurement of Point-to-Point Relay Performance at Medium Data Rates Using Both
Antennas
To measure medium data rate relay performance while relaying from one point to another
on the ground using one antenna for reception and the other for transmission.
C-11 Measurement of Point-to-Point Relay Performance at High Data Rates Using Both
Antennas
To measure high data rate relay performance while relaying from one point to another on
the ground using one antenna for reception and the other for transmission.
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Table 8.8-6. Experiment Combinations (Cont'd)
C-12 Measurement of Point-to-Point Relay Performance with Audio AM Using Both Antennas
To measure audio AM performance while relaying from one point to another on the ground
using one antenna for reception and the other for transmission.
C-13 Measurement of Point-to-Point Relay Performance with Audio FM Using Both Antennas
To measure audio FM performance while relaying from one point to another on the ground
using one antenna for reception and the other for transmission.
C-14 Measurement of Point-to-Point Relay Performance with Video SSB AM Using Both
Antennas
To measure Video SSB AM performance while relaying from one point to another on the
ground using one antenna for reception and the other for transmission.
C-15 Measurement of Point-to-Point Relay Performance with Wideband FM Using Both
Antennas
To measure Wideband FM performance while relaying from one point to another on the
ground using one antenna for reception and the other for transmission.
C-16 Pointing System Comparison
To compare the error angle outputs of all precision pointing systems.
C-17 Pointing System Boresight
To measure the boresight misalignments of all precision pointing systems.
C-18 Pointing System Thermal Effects
Repeat C-16 and C-17 across the thermal cycle.
C-19 Pointing System Vibration Effects
Repeat C-16 and C-17 during stationkeeping, real or simulated.
C-20 Gain Measurement Comparison
To compare the antenna gains by simultaneous measurements using all available techniques.
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Table 8.8-5 is intended to provide an operational planning basis within the scope of program
to definition now available. In addition, it shows the criteria by which the integrated tasks
were initially selected these criteria are:
31
b.
C.
d.
eo
Objectives - The basic experimental objectives of each integrated task.
Operational Confi_ration - The best possible operational configurations required
to handle the functions involved in the execution of a given task. That is, the
number of antennas and the command/telemetry capability at a ground station or
at several ground stations needed to perform each task. Obviously, other con-
figurations could be substituted for the configurations used, but these configura-
tions would be less efficient or not as desirable from the standpoint of operational
control (See Section 8.8.2, 2).
Ground Stations Required - Identification of ground stations utilized at least part
time during each task, consistent with the operational configuration selected.
This assumes two antennas available at Rosman, as discussed in Section 8.8.3.
Pointing Requirements - Whether or not the spacecraft will be pointing to:
local vertical; b) a specific station or stations,or whether c) the pointing is
variable in character, during task performance.
a)
Time Schedule Criteria - The schedule criteria required to perform each task
are: a) Some tasks will require short durations of spacecraft/ground station
operations with repeated short time intervals throughout the monitoring period
labeled in the table (X); b) Other experimental tasks will be conducted on a
"when available" basis (Y); c) Still other tasks _ll require long, continuous
operations at preestablished times of the day or year, e.g., 4 hours a day at
noon on Day 1 and Day 80, etc, (Z). A "fallout" of the table was a preliminary
schedule for the initial experiment phase. Days required for each task were
estimated and listed in the table. The accummulation of these resulted in defi-
nition of an 80 day period during which all the basic objectives (except those
requiring a repetition to measure long term trends) would be completed.
8.8.4 DATA ACQUISITION, PROCESSING AND DISPLAY
Each experiment task (preliminarily defined in 8.8.3) will require a detailed procedure which
involves not only experiment command and control tasks, but also those tasks which assure
optimum spacecraft and experiment data acquisition.
Data Acquisition Ground Rules
The general ground rules for collecting telemetry data are:
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ao
b°
c°
Collect a telemetry data burst of at least three main frames immediately prior
to and immediately following all experimeflt tasks and if possible, at intervals
between significant functions during each task.
If practicable, consistent with power and ground station transmit/receive capa-
bility, collect telemetry data continuously during significant experimental
measurements of 5 minutes or less or a burst of at least three telemetry main
frames every 10 minutes during longer experiments.
Conduct a routine health check during any day when experiments are not
scheduled (reference Task A, 8.8-3) or at least once per week. The health
check procedure will exercise all systems and collect basic measurements
under controlled conditions. This will hopefully result in earliest possible
identification of hardware trends and appropriate contingency planning and may
affect experiment schedules.
d. Collect telemetry data continuously throughout stationkeeping maneuvers.
e° Collect data during initiation of all experiments, during turn-on of any space-
craft transmitter or receiver, during initiation and completion of slewing and
throughout any re-acquisition of Polaris or earth horizon reference.
It is recognized that many experiment measurements will most efficiently be made and/or
recorded manually. The format of this data must be designed to facilitate conversion for
merging with telemetry, data, _ith other experimental data, and with reference data, such as
earth and solar ephemerides. Some data must be merged within computers both at the ATS-4
OCC for experiment control and in detailed experiment analysis at integration contractor or
experiment contractor facilities. No computer merging is seen necessary at the tracking
stations or for on-line processing and analysis at GSFC.
Telemetry data reduction at the ground stations and at GSFC should be routine and will involve
computers and procedures very similar to those developed for Nimbus, Syncom and ATS {A-E).
S-band receivers and demodulators at the various ground stations will convert the raw tele-
metry signal to a digital wave train which will be recorded on magnetic tape. Some data will
be reduced to engineering unit reference and displayed ("quick look") at the tracking station
to permit verification of spacecraft command and general health status. Selected reduced
scientific and telemetry data will be sent via teletype and phone lines to the ATS-40CC and,
when scheduled (Rosman only), wave trains will be transmitted via the microwave link to GSFC.
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At GSFC, selected segments of the wave train data arriving via the microwave link will be
fed directly (on-line) to computer facilities for additional near-real time analysis and dis-
play for purposes of experiment control and spacecraft housekeeping (e. g., power status,
thermal control and control gas management).
All other data received, either via microwave or on magnetic tapes, will be available for
additional (off-line) processing, merging with experiment data, printed and plotted as
required to qualitatively analyze experiment results and to evaluate spacecraft performance.
This wavetrain data must also be merged with ground station data, scientific data and orbit
information (orbit and sun ephemerides) on magnetic tapes which would be sent to the experi-
ment integration contractor where a detailed quantitative experiment data reduction and
analysis will be centered. At the integration contractor's facility, computer programs (which
will have been designed and checked out) would be utilized to perform the following tasks:
a. Axes systems transforms
b. Statistical determination of,experimental means and deviations (e. g., mean
boresight axes, etc. )
c. Cross-plots of related performance and experiment parameters
d. Correlation of experimental and spacecraft performance parameters with
math models
e. Prediction programs
Data requiring more detailed analysis by an experimenter at the experimenter's own facility
would be provided by the integration contractor in the form of a "data pack", containing all
experiment parameters and derived spacecraft and orbit performance parameters necessary
to determine experiment results. These results would be submitted to both the NASA ATS-4
Program Director and the integration contractor for utilization in integration and comparison
with other experimental and operational results.
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8.8.5 CONTINGENCY PLANNING
Some possible flight anomalies which can result in either catastrophic or partial degradation
of some experiments may have no effect on others. Table 8.8-7 is a matrix of some of the
more significant of these anomalies, effect on the experiments, and contingency planning
which can be implemented to gain maximum value.
8.8.6 REPORTING
Timely, efficient reporting is required throughout the flight in order to assure:
a. Optimum feed-back into planning and implementation of follow-up experiments
b. Earliest possible utilization of data in design of other NASA satellite programs
c. Determination of any operational problem areas and implementation of
corrective action
It is assumed that routine progress reporting of general spacecraft and experiment perfor-
mance will be accomplished in a manner similar to other programs by NASA ATS-40CC with
the assistance of experimenter and experiment integration contractor personnel comprising
the OCC team. Reporting of detailed experiment analysis results and recommendations to
NASA by the experiment integration contractor and by various individual experiment contractors
must also be accomplished in an integrated manner which will result in a concise summary of
total accomplishment. The following procedure is recommended:
In conjunction with the recommendations presented in Section 8.8.4, the integration contractor
will supply processed correlated data-packs to each experimenter. The experimenters will
thoroughly analyze their experiments, with additional support as required from the integrating
contractor. The results of analyses will be published in draft form by the individual experi-
menters on a monthly basis with copies to the NASA ATS-4 Program Manager and to the inte-
gration contractor.
The integration contractor will study the individual reports, determine all significant experi-
ment and spacecraft performance interfaces and inter-effects, and determine integrated
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Table 8.8-7. Contingency Matrix
Single *Effects on
Anomaly Experiments
Description A d O I C
Basic
Contingency Planning
Elements
Inclined Orbit U U U U U
(< I0°)
1A-Increased complexity
in tracking, data process-
ing, experiment planning
(increased operational
cost)
Nonsynchronous P U U U U 2A-More tracking stations
Orbit 2B-Same as IA
Eccentric Orbit With P U U U U 3A-Same as 1A
24 Hour Period - 3B-If eccentricity is large,
Near Nora. Asc./Dec. 2A also required; deter-
nodes ruination of solar effects of
all experiments difficult
No Earth Sensors U U P U P 4A-Use interferometer for
station pointing
No Polaris Sensor U U P U P 5A-Try interferometer for
yaw control when yaw
required
No Pitch or No Roll P P L P P 6A-Same as IA
Momentum Control
No Parabolic Antenna L P U U L 7A-Revise experiments for
Deployment (Solar power available
Paddles also Affected) 7B-Delete A experiment
7C-Checkout nozzle effects
(planning) on stationkeeping
and orientation control
Inoperative A Command L P U U L
Inoperative ¢_ Command U L U U L
Partial Solar Paddle U P U U P
Deployment
8A-Delete A experiments
9A-Delete d experiments
10A-Determine power profile
10B-Stretch out schedule
accordingly
LEGEND: L - Lost
P - Partial Loss
U - Essentially Unaffected
A - Parabolic Antenna
d - Phased Array
O - Orientation Control
I - Interferometer
C - Combined experiments
if contingency plan implemented*
*It is assumed that if any experimental value can be gained, all efforts _III be initiated
regardless of cost or schedule to gain the maximum available.
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experiment and operational planning criteria. The results of this effort will be published in
a formal document to the NASA ATS-4 Program Manager monthly, 2 weeks after receipt of
the individual experiment reports. Figure 8.8-2 diagrams the approximate schedule required
to implement this procedure in a timely manner.
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Figure 8.8-2. Experiment Analysis Reporting Schedule
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SECTION 9
SUPPORT OPERATIONS
9.I INTRODUCTION
This section presents the overall support equipment required for completion of the ATS-4
experimental mission. Both new and existing equipment and facilitiesfor development,
fabrication, launch and operation are identified. Unique ground support equipment is
stressed.
9.2 SUMMARY
Based on the preliminary Integrated Test Plan and the Operational Plan, support equipment
necessary for the ATS-4 mission has been identified. In general, equipment that must be
procured is within the present state-of-the-art. Equipment support relatingto the large
antenna presents several problems, especially dynamic and rf testing. Facilities for test-
ing and launch support operations are generally satisfactory. For orbital support, existing
ground stations must be supplemented with auxiliary equipment to support the experiments.
A Ground Support Summary Matrix is shown as Table 9.2-1.
9.3 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
The support equipment requirements for the ATS-4 Program up to launch were determined
from the Integrated Test Plan. Figure 9.3-1 is repeated from the Program Plan and shows
the significant steps in the test program.
Requirements for orbital support equipment were taken from the Operational Plan as des-
cribed in Sections 7 and 8.
9.4 MECHANICAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (MSE)
9, 4.1 SCOPE
The Mechanical Support Equipment encompasses all mechanical support equipment, except
that which is facility oriented, necessary for engineering testing, handling, transportation,
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servicing, checkout, packaging and maintenance of the spacecraft during its complete
ground mission profile including factory, _re.note test facility and field operations.
i.
9.4.2 STUDY APPROACH
The MSE approach to this study is to adequately satisfy ground mission requirements with
a minimum cost effort and within the constraints of accepted design practices. In pursuit
of this objective, the following characteristics will be significant factors:
a°
bo
Equipment concepts include time sharing from manufacturing through field
support and adapting existing support and servicing equipment, existing
inventory equipment and off-the-shelf and standard commercial equipment
whenever applicable.
Shipment of the complete spacecraft to the field or remote test sites will
be based on a fully assembled configuration less explosive.
In order to ensure multiple use of support equipment, the re, tuirements for the various
tests included in the ground mission have been grouped into common operation for which
identical or adapted support equipment may be used. Variations in instrumentation and
vehicle model will in most cases account for differences in test scope, level of input and
required results.
9.4.3 MECHANICAL SUPPORT CONCEPTS
9.4.3.1 Vehicle Assembly and Handling
An analysis of the preliminary integrated test flow indicates that the vehicle will generally
be tested in a consistent yaw-axis-vertical attitude except for Mass Property determina-
tion and Shipping. The turnover capacity required for these operations will be incorporated
into the Mass Property and Shipping Equipment. Itowever, yaw-axis-horizontal attitude is
feasible for much of the assembly and testing. A tr:_deoff study to identify the optimum
approach is recommended for e:lrly in Phase C.
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The assembly and handling equipment ranges from the Spacecraft Assembly Fixture, which
is the central assembly and test station, through the fixtures required to support each
removable subassembly, including the large antenna and solar panels.
The spacecraft will be assembled and aligned with the yaw axis vertical in the assembly
flRture. Access platforms will be required for the convenience of servicing the test per-
sonnel. Spacecraft movement into and out of the assembly fixture will be by overhead crane.
Antenna handling will always be accomplished in the yaw-axis vertical attitude during factory
operations. A handling ring will be applied to the baseplate and will remain on the base-
plate during all handling and shipping operations. During lifting operations {by overhead
crane) a girth ring will be utilized at the upper portion of the antenna to stabilize it.
The assembly procedure requires that the center portion of the antenna surface, which could
either be an rf absorber or a reflector, be pre-installed. The antenna petals and hub
assembly, partially opened but still restrained radially, is lowered over the spacecraft and
bolted to the aft module flange. The petals are then fully cinched up against the stowage
ring provided in the support trusses, and the outer band tensioned to the specified value.
The shipping container will also be coordinated to expedite handling by using the container
to rotate the antenna from the horizontal to vertical position prior to removing it from the
container. The apogee motor shipping container will be arranged to present its mounting
interface with the nozzle facing down.
The Spacecraft Assembly Fixture will be the most complex item of the group. It is the
heart of the assembly and handling group and the remaining item s of assembly equipment will
support its function. However, the assembly fixture will be well within the state-of-the-art
and is not considered a program critical development item.
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9.4.3.2 Alignment E0uipment and Deployment Antenna Measurements
To the greatest extent possible, alignment of critical surfaces and orientation will be con-
trolled by manufacturing tolerances and coordinate tooling. However, all critical align-
ments will be checked at the final assembly level and the Spacecraft Assembly Fixture will
be utilized for alignment.
The basic design approach is to use gravity as the common reference between items being
aligned and the optical tooling equipment being used. Since the spacecraft orientation for
assembly purposes is with the yaw axis vertical, the first step in alignment will be to verti-
calize the yaw axis. This will be accomplished by leveling the separation plane between the
Flight Spacecraft and the Adapter. Spacecraft manufacturing tooling will be used to
establish the pitch axis. Through this axis a vertical reference plane will be erected by
optical tooling. Individual component mounting surfaces will be checked for parallelism,
perpendicularity and pointing relative to spacecraft axes by normal optical tooling procedures.
Alignment equipment is not program critical and is within the state-of-the-art.
Apogee motor thrust vector alignment is discussed in the next subsection.
The support equipment required to check compliance of the deployed antenna with required
parabolic configuration tolerances in its operational gravity field is undetermined at this
phase and the concept development should be designated as a major study effort during the
program development phase.
9.4.3.3 Mass Properties, Spin Balance and Apogee Thrust Vector Alignment
The following schedule of mass property measurement is planned in order to establish a
base from which the Orientation Control subsystem requirements may be checked against
analytics. These measurements as well as dynamic balancing can be conveniently accom-
plished, with a minimum of effort in the field.
D
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So
Configuration
Spacecraft with Dummy
Rocket less Antenna,
Solar Panels, Adapter
and fuel
b. Antenna (Folded)
C. Complete Spacecraft,
Launch Configuration
less adapter
Measui-ement
Weight
Center of Gravity
Ip
(ZY Plane-Null)
(XZ Plane-Null)
(XY Plane-Meas. )
Im
(3 axes)
Wei_t
Ip
(ZY & XZ Planes)
(Null)
Im
(Yaw Axis Only)
Dynamic
Balance
(Yaw Axis Only)
Equipment
Mechanical Scale
Pelton Model 10A
or equivalent
Pelton Model 10A
or equivalent
Bifllar Pendulum
Mechanical Scale
Pelton Model 10
or equivalent
Bifilar Pendulum
Gisholt Machine
or equivalent
Remaining mass property information for the operational mode may be obtained by supple-
menting the above measurements by calculations. The measurements of configuration a, above,
will require one fixture which will incorporate turnover capability. The measurements of
configuration b will require a lightweight fixture with a central core to support the hub of
the folded antenna. The same fixture may be used for all measurements and turnover capa-
bility will not be required.
Dynamic balancing will require an explosive safe facility at the launch site, which includes
a spin balance machine identical (except for size) to the 80.5-inch Gishold currently in use
at the AMR NASA (Douglas) Project DELTA facility. The existing electronic readout equip-
ment from the DELTA operation could be utilized without change for ATS-4 dynamic balancing.
Apogee motor mate to the spacecraft and its thrust vector alignment with the spacecraft will
also occur at this same explosive safe facilityand adequate floor space for both operations
is required.
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Thrust vector alignment with the spacecraft principal spin axis will be accomplished as
follows:
at
bJ
ce
The 0.1-inch allowable radial deviation will be controlled by use of matched
and coordinated tooling during the manufacturing process. The apogee motor
interface on the spacecraft willbe match drilled to closely controlled con-
Centricitytolerance with the separation interface of the spacecraft. The coni-
cal interface adapter for the Girth Ring on the apogee motor will be match
drilled while mounted to the motor to closely controlled concentricity with
the centerline of the motor thrust nozzle. Thus the total 0.1-inch allowable
concentricity deviation is well within controlled tolerances when divided
between the two coordinated drilljigs.
The 0.1° allowable angular deviation will be controlled by orienting the center-
line of the apogee motor thrust nozzle and the spacecraft separation interface
normal to local gravity during the assembly of the apogee motor to the space-
craft. The apogee motor is transferred to the assembly stand, which is equipped
with adjustable legs. The adjustable legs of the stand are used to level two
sensitive bubble levels, at right angles to each other, mounted on a concentric
plug in the thrust nozzle of the motor. When the thrust vector is vertical, the
spacecraft, less adapter, is lowered over the apogee motor and interface bolts
torqued.
With the spacecraft mated to the apogee motor, whose thrust vector is vertical,
the spacecraft separation interface is opticallymeasured for deviation from the
horizontal plane on two or more sightings. The spacecraft separation interface
is then brought intohorizontal by shimming at the apogee motor interface bolts.
With the spacecraft aligned to the apogee motor thrust vector, the complete spacecraft is
transferred to the spin balance machine whose spin axis is also controlled concentric to
the spacecraft separation interface. The spin balance operation then brings the CG to the
superimposed thrust and spin axes. The balance operation at this point should be minimal
because of the nulling of products inertia accomplished at the factory. The relative flex-
ibility of the spacecraft is not expected to pose any major problems for the balancing
operation. All operations and equipment indicated above are well within the state-of-the-art.
9.4.3.4 Deployment
The 30-foot antenna and the solar panels will be deployed in a lg field. The antenna and
solar panel designs are such that they can support their own weight in the lg field, therefore
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the deployment portion ofthe test will not require additional support equipment. However,
after deployment the antenna must be folded back into the stowed position. Itis anticipated
that some type of external mechanical application will be required to perform this opera-
tion. This equipment willbe developed in parallel with antenna detaildesign.
9.4.3.5 Pneumatic and Fuel Servicing and Leak Testing
9.4.3.5.1 Orbit Adjust and Precession Control
This is a hot gas propulsion system with a monopropellant (Hydrazine). The system
requires servicing with 75 pounds of hydrazine and N 2 at 300 psi on the launch pad. Servicing
equipment will be conventional andcould utilize Martin Marietta's Propulsion Servicing
Unit #40904, which can be placed next to the satellite in the gantry.
9.4.3.5.2 Attitude Control and Stationkeeping
This system will use vapor ammonia as a propellant and will require servicing with 95
pounds of ammonia. Servicing equipment will consist of a storage tank type loading unit
which utilizesthe vapor pressure of the ammonia for liquidtransfer. A vacuum pump will
also be included on the unit for evacuating the spacecraft system prior to loading.
9.4.3.5.3 Leak Test
Leak testing can be accomplished using a calibrated mass spectrometer and standard pro-
cedures. Accuracies of 60 scc/hr can be determined while the sensitivity is within 2 scc/hr.
Another method of leak testing using Kr-85, should be investigated during Phase B. This
method shows much promise for system leak tests and allows sensitive testing even when
the propellant is loaded.
9.4.3.6 Vibration
The structural dynamics model, in the complete launch configuration, and the prototype and
flight spacecraft earth viewing equipment module, aft equipment module and antenna assembly
will be subjected to vibration testing.
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In order to perform these tests satisfactorily, .the testing should be accomplished in a vib-
ration facility. The facility crane hook height must be approximately 35 feet in order to
handle the Structural Dynamics Model on the vibration exciters. Also, the area of the
facility must be large enough for antenna deployment during the low frequency torsional test.
Support equipment for thrust axis vibration will include fixtures, to adapt the vehicle inter-
face to vibration heads, and load balancing equipment consisting of either elastic suspen-
sions or pneumatic supports. For lateral and torsional vibration, hydraulic Teem bearings
and adapting fixtures are required. Adaption for multiple use of fixtures will be included
in design concepts. Support equipment for vibration testing will be conventional and within
the state-of-the-art.
9.4.3.7 Structural Static Test
The structural dynamics model will be subjected to two static tests in which combined
thrust and lateral loads of 10.2 g will be applied to the Booster Interface and 11.25 g to the
apogee motor interface. The static test arrangement will support the model in a yaw axis
vertical attitude on a rugged fixture representative of the booster or apogee motor inter-
faces, depending upon the specific test. The same fixture will be adapted for both inter-
faces and the fixture will be structurally anchored to react lateral loads.
9.4.3.8 Spin Test
The structural dynamics model will be subjected to a controlled spin test with yaw axis
vertical to establish structural integrity relating to the applied centrifugal forces.
The support equipment required will comprise a stabilized spin table, series motor drive
and remote control and a vehicle adapter fitting to adapt the spacecraft interface to the spin
table.
The spin table, drive and control, and the fixture will be conventional equipment. However,
facility and/or machine size limitations indicate that new equipment will probably be
required. During test the spinning vehicle must be enclosed by protective curtains or walls
to eliminate personnel hazards.
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9.4.3.9 Acoustics Test
The support equipment required to accommodate this test will include transport equipment,
erection and transfer equipment and an acoustic test dolly that will accept the vehicle in
the yaw-axis-vertical attitude, roll it into the acoustic chamber and by-pass wheel contact
with the floor of the chamber during the test. The dolly structure must also be capable of
withstanding the acoustic test levels.
The large antenna and the solar panels will also be subjected to acoustic environments in
the powered flight attitude. Support fixtures that simulate the vehicle interface will be
required for these tests.
9.4.3.10 Rf Compatibility Tests
Rf compatibility tests willbe performed on the assembled spacecraft in an area that pro-
vides no rf interference in the area of the radiation cone of the parabolic reflector. In order
to accommodate this requirement itmay be necessary to conduct the compatibility test
outdoors. If such is the case, the spacecraft will be protected by an rf transparent enclo-
sure large enough to accommodate the deployed antenna and solar panels.
The spacecraft will be supported on the acoustic test dolly at the booster interface to insure
that no rf interference is present in the operational area of the spacecraft. Mechanical
support equipment for this test will be within the scope of conventional equipment.
9.4.3.11 Thermal-Vacuum Tests
The prototype and flight vehicles will be subjected to the following thermal-vacuum environ-
ment:
Heat Flux
Pressure
Wall Temperature
Rotation Rate
1 solar constant
10-6
liquid nitrogen cooled
1 revolution per day
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The spacecraft will be placed in a vacuum chamber that will include a lamp array to provide
the heat flux. The rotational rates may be achieved by either rotating the vehicle by means
of a drive or preferably by rotating the heat flux relative to the spacecraft. This test seems
to present no significant problems and could be performed in available facilities.
9.4.3.12 Orientation Control Demonstration
Tests will be conducted on the boiler plate Orientation Control Engineering Model to demon-
strate the ability of the control system to correct for precession (coning) during the spin
mode and the capability of the control system to point the vehicle about a single axis.
For both tests the mechanical support equipment envisioned will comprise a suspension
wire connecting the orientation control model at its cg to an overhead thrust bearing end
of the wire, a selsyn motor and drive will rotate the bearing at a near synchronous speed
with the rotating orientation control to minimize the torsional effect of the wire. The
selsyn motor speed will be controlled by a photoelectric cell that rotates with the wire
and is sensitive to a beam of light from the rotating model.
9.4.3.13 Transportation and Shipping
The spacecraft shipping configuration will be without the solid rocket motors. These items
will be installed in the SAB. For all major or over-the-road movements, the spacecraft
will be shipped horizontally. It will be supported at each end: the booster interface ring
and the earth viewing equipment module support structure. The spacecraft will be mounted
on a Transportation Handling Dolly. This dolly will have limited mobility (Type I per Mil
M 008090) and be provided with a tow bar. The dolly will be equipped with a lightweight
cover that will provide weather protection, dirt control and condensation protection and it
will also be equipped with frame-mounted trunnions to rotate the spacecraft to vertical for
installation and removal. The dolly and spacecraft assembly will be transported to the
nearest airport mounted on a commercial air-suspension fiat bed trailer.
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The above arrangement will present an oversize 10ad since the width of the spacecraft with
protective cover is approximately 10 feet. The overall height will be within legal limits.
This movement will require coordination with the local authorities but no problems are
anticipated.
Upon arrival at the airport, the dolly and spacecraft will be lifted off the fiat bed trailer and
shipped by an Air Force C133 aircraft or the NASA Pregnant Guppy or Super Guppy aircraft.
It is doubtful that an Air Force C124 aircraft can be used but further detailed study will be
necessary for confirmation.
Upon arrival at ETR, the dolly and spacecraft is unloaded from the aircraft and the same
fiat bed trailer transportation method will be utilized to transfer the spacecraft to the SAB.
9.4.4 EQUIPMENT AND COMPLEXITY APPRAISAL
The equipment required for mechanical support of the ground mission indicated in Sections
9.3 and 9.4.3 is categorically identified in Table 9.4-1 and appraised as to development
complexity. Complexity ratings are assigned each category of equipment in accordance with
the following key:
A,
B,
Co
D.
Little or no development required - existing equipment can be modified or
similar equipment designed, or off-the-shelf items provided from com-
mercial stock.
Conventional equipment but new custom design required - within the state-
of-the -art.
Complex and major custom design - still within the state-of-the-art.
Complex and requires state-of-the-art development.
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Table 9.4-1. Equipment List (MSE)
Equipment Identification Complexity Rating
A
Spacecraft Assembly
Spacecraft Handling
Space Transportation
Antenna Handling
Adapter Handling
Protective Covers
Apogee Motor Handling
Orientation Control and Spin-Up Demonstration
High Pressure He/N_ Supply Unit
Leak Test
Ammonia Servicing Unit
Propellant Servicing Unit
Solar Array Handling
Deployment Support
Access Stands
Alignment
Mass Property and Spin Balance
Antenna Configuration Checkout
Thermal-Vacuum Support
Vibration Support
Environmental Control (Cleanliness)
Structural Spin Test Support
Acoustic Test Support
Separation Test Support
-
... X
X
X
X
X
X
X
B C
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
D
X
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9.5 ELECTRICAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (ESE)
9.5.1 SCOPE
This section describes all electrical support equipment rec_ired to checkout each subsystem
of the vehicle, to support system testing of the vehicle, and to support prelaunch and launch
activities at ETR.
9.5.2 APPROACH
9.5.2.1 General
In general, the approach to the Electrical Support Equipment should be to provide equipment
to adequately satisfy ground mission requirements at a minimum cost, consistant with good
design practice.
9.5.2.2 Fail Safe
The Electrical Support Equipment should be designed so that the failure of any part of the
equipment will not cause damage to the spacecraft. Where the failure of any part of the
Electrical Support Equipment would cause a criticaldelay to the mission, (e.g., launch),
the equipment will use high reliabilityparts or redundancy.
9.5.2.3 Human Factors
The Electrical Support Equipment should be designed to minimize the chance of human
error during testing.
9.5.2.4 Isolation
The Electrical Support Equipment should not introduce any ground loops into the test setup.
All signals coming from the spacecraft should be isolated to prevent damage to the space-
craft and to minimize loading effects.
9.5.2.5 Accuracy
Equipment accuracies should be no greater than those required to adequately demonstrate
system performance. Accuracies greater than ten times the flight equipment accuracies
should be avoided in order to avoid excessive cost. A minimum of three times the flight
accuracy would be acceptable.
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9.5.2.6 Parts
Special circuits should be kept to a minimum, with extensive use of commercial test equip-
ment preferred.
Where possible, commercial grade parts should be used in preference to MIL or space
qualified parts, with the exception of connectors which mate to the spacecraft. These should
be flight hardware where commercial equivalents differ in critical parameters, e. g.,
contact material.
9.5.2.7 Use of Telemetry Subsystems for Testing
Use of the on-board telemetry subsystems is the preferred measurement technique. This
avoids duplication of measurement circuits and minimizes the number of breaks in the
vehicle harness.
9.5.3 ELECTRICAL SUPPORT CONCEPTS
9.5.3.1 General
Electrical tests on the spacecraft, above the component level, fall into four categories;
Subsystem Tests, Earth Viewing Equipment Module Tests, Aft Equipment Module Tests,
and System Tests. In addition there are three special test areas affecting ESE design:
thermal-vacuum, rf, and pad tests.
The equipment required for each of these seven areas is discussed below.
9.5.3.2 Subsystem Tests
Subsystems may be broken up into two categories: experiments, which are mainly in the
Earth Viewing Equipment Module, and non-experiments, which are basically in the Aft
Equipment Module. Each Experiment Subsystem should be serviced by a test set which is
capable of supplying power, monitoring test points and exercising input and output functions.
Non-experiment Subsystems (Guidance and Control, TT and C, and Power) should be serviced
by one basic test set since these subsystems are, in general, tested together. The Test
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Set should include the TT and C Ground Station and a console capable of mtpplying power,
monitoring test points, exercising input and output functions, and controlling Guidance and
Control sensor stimulators.
9.5.3.3 Earth Viewing Equipment Module Tests
The equipment required to run tests on the Earth Viewing Equipment Module would consist
of the Input/Output sections of each Experiment Subsystem Test Set. In addition, a console
would be required, which would be capable of supplying power to the module, stimulating
and monitoring the Guidance and Control sensors, and in general simulating the interface with
the Aft Equipment Module.
9.5.3.4 Aft Equipment Module Testing
The equipment required to run tests on the Aft Equipment Module would be essentially the
same equipment used to test the three non-experiment subsystems. Additional equipment
would be required to provide for those portions of the experiment subsystems that are
housed in the Aft Equipment Module, to simulate the Guidance and Control sensors which
are in the Earth Viewing Equipment Module, and in general simulate the interface with the
Earth Viewing Equipment Module.
9.5.3.5 System Tests
System tests are actually a combination of the Earth Viewing and Aft Equipment Module
Tests. The equipment required would consist of:
a. TT and C Ground Station
b. Input/Output Sections of Experiment Subsystem Test Sets
c. Guidance and Control Sensor Stimulation Section of Earth Viewing Equipment
Module _rest Set
d. Aft Equipment Module Test Set
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9.5.3.6 Thermal-Vacuum Tests
These tests would require special equipment, in addition to the test sets discussed in Sections
9.5.3.2 through 9.5.3.5 (as applicable), to support the special environmental requirements.
Guidance and Control Sensor stimulators would require changes to adapt them to the thermal-
vacuum environment. Heaters for temperature control of the spacecraft would be needed,
as well as temperature monitoring equipment.
9.5.3.7 Rf
Test equipment to conduct rf measurements on the spacecraft would be basically commercial
rf test equipment.
9.5.3.8 Pad
The equipment required at ETR, to conduct prelaunch tests and to support launch, would
consist of the System Test equipment, discussed in Section 9.5.3.5, plus special equipment
needed to checkout the pad wiring. This last would consist of an AGE simulator and a
Spacecraft and Adapter simulator, which would allow verification of cabling interface between
the spacecraft and the AGE, (the only "new" link at launch}, without tieing up or endangering
the actual units.
9.5.4 EQUIPMENT LIST
Table 9.5-1 is a list of the Electrical _pport Equipment (ESE), by functional group. The
Use heading refers to those areas discussed in Section 9.5.3 and the Complexity heading is
based on the following key:
A°
B*
C.
Little or No Development Required - Existing equipment can be modified,
similar equipment designed or off-the-shelf commercial items used.
New Desij_l - Within the State-of-the-Art - Equipment would require design,
but no major development would be required.
New Design - State-of-the-Art Development - Equipment would require a
significant development program.
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Table 9:-5-1. Equipment List (ESE)
_ 7
I.
ianle
9.5.4.1 Phased Array Test Set
9.5.4.1.1 Subsystem Console
Description Sub- "Mod.
Sys.
Supply power to subsystem, monitor test
points, and provide troubleshooting
capability.
x
Use Area
Sys. T/V RF
9.5.4.1.2 Input/Output Console
9.5.4.2 Interferometer Test Set
9.5.4.2.1 Subsystem Console
9.5.4.2.2 Input/Output Console
9.5.4.3 Parabolic Antenna Test Set
9.5.4.3.1 Subsystem Console
9.5.4.3.2 Input/Output Console
Earth Viewing Equipment
Module Test Set
G&C Sensor Stimulators &
Controls
2.5. :L 4.2 Aft Eclui_n_iit "* ":-"IvLUu_L_
Simulator
9.5.4.5 Aft Equipment Module Test
Set
9.5.4.6 TT &C Ground Station
9.5.4.7 RF Test Set
9.5.4.7.1 RF Test Console
9.5.4.7.2 RF Dummy Load Box
9.5.4.8 Spacecraft/Adapter
Simulator
9.5.4.9 Pad AGE Simulator
9.5.4.10 Launch Cable Config-
uration Simulator
9.5.4.11 Thermal-Vacuum Test
Equipment
9.5.4.. 11.1 Temperature Control &
Readout
9.5.4.11.2 G&C Sensor Stimulators
Capable of end-to-end check of subsystem,
provide verification of input/output
functions.
X
Supply power tu subsystem, monitor test
points, and provide troubleshooting
capability.
Capable of end-to-end check of subsystem,
provide verification of input/output
functions.
X
X
Supply power to subsystem, monitor test
points, and provide troubleshooting
capability.
Capable of end-to-end check of subsystem,
provide verification of input/output
functions.
X
X
Provide controlled stimulation to G&C 1
sensors.
test points, and sinmlate electrical
interface with Aft Equipment Module.
Provide power to the module, simulate
G&C Sensors, monitor test points, and
simulate Earth Viewing Equipment,Module
interface.
Receive rf Telemetry signal, record,
process and display information in us-
able form. Supply rf signal to enter
commands into the spacecraft.
X
Commercial equipment required to perform
VSWR, power measurements, antenna tuning
etc. on the spacecraft.
Provide isolation to protect spacecraft
transmitters against open circuits during
hardwire test s.
Unit will contain spacecraft and adapter
electrical loads and will be used to
verify pad wiring prior to mating with
spacecraft.
Unit will contain equipment to simulate
the bower supplied by the AGE & the
load_ _t_4 by the ACE, to the pad
wiring. Used in conjunction with 9.5.4.8.
Unit will contain components to simulate
loading effects of cables used in the
launch configuration, for mock count-
down test_.
Equipment required to _atrol the space-
craft temperature and monitor this temper-
ature while the spacecraft is in the thermal °
vacuum environment.
Provide stimulation to G&C sensors in the
thermal vacuum environment. Must be
compatible with the controls of item
9.5.4.4.1.
1 Used for testing of G&C Subsystem
2 Used to control item 9.5.4.11.2.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Pad
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Complexity
A B C
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
X
X D, X
X X
X
X
9.6 TEST FACILITIES
9.6.1 TEST FACILITY SUPPORT
A review of the Major Article Test Flow, Figure 9.3-1, shows major test facility require-
ments. In the main, presently available commercial or government facilities will meet the
program needs. _ The Facility column in the Support Equipment Matrix, Table 9.2-1, pre-
sents an overall view of these facilities for subsystem and system requirements. Facilities
for component testing have not been presented, since these are generally available to any
large spacecraft contractor. The several problem areas are further discussed below.
9.6.2 TEST FACILITY PROBLEM AREAS
9.6.2.1 Vibration_ Deployed
While vibration testing of the spacecraft in the launch configuration is possible at several
existing locations, testing the deployed configuration is unique. The large area, lightweight
construction and low resonant frequencies must be considered. Sine surveys at the required
0.01 to 20 cps range generally have not been necessary for spacecraft. This, coupled with
the necessity to evaluate antenna and spacecraft with space simulated damping, dictates
vibration testing in a large low pressure (10 -1 torr) enclosure.
The present deployed configuration with solar panels would then require a facility with a 45
to 50 foot diameter. The solar panels could be simulated dynamically and the facility dimen-
sions would then be constrained only by the antenna 30-foot diameter. This allows the use
of several vacuum chambers throughout the country.
The low frequency requirement can be met by commercially available hydraulic exciters.
The remaining problem is then integrating the exciters and the chamber. Since the vacuum
requirement is not severe, and the force level not high, this integration is not a state-of-
the-art extension.
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9.6.2.2 Large Antenna RF Testing
As far as can be determined, no present antenna range can adequately evaluate the large
antenna. The high gain, narrow-beam antenna presents a pattern measurement and evalua-
tion problem. This is further complicated by the antenna 1-g sag. Additional study is
required before an adequate solution can be found.
9.7 LAUNCH FACILITIES
9.7.1 MECHANICAL SUPPORT OPERATIONS
The field operations are based on the least amount of assembly while establishing the maxi-
mum of confidence in the vehicle systems. The Mechanical Support Equipment (MSE) for
the field operations utilizes the same equipment used during the factory operations and will
be in most cases that equipment previously used for support of the Prototype Spacecraft.
The necessary field operations are:
a. Transportation between remote facilities, e.g., Missile Assemble Building
and Explosive Safe Area and Launch Pad.
b. Support the spacecraft during checkout system and validation tests. (9.4.3.1)*
e. Alignment and Alignment checks of subsystem, components, and Apogee
motor. (9.4.3.2)
d. Mating operations of
1. Apogee motor and spin motors to the spacecraft
2. Spacecraft to the booster (9.4.3.1 and 9.4.3.3)
e. Spin balancing of spacecraft with the Apogee motor. (9.4.3.3)
f. Leak checking of the pneumatic systems. (9.4.3.5)
g. Loading of consumables. (9.4.3.5)
h. Arming
*Refer to previous sections describing the equipment and operations
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This MSE will have been checked out during thei dry run of the prototype vehicle, thus it
will be ready for use when the flight vehicle arrives at E TR.
9.7.2 EXISTING LAUNCH FACILITIES
The facilities currently available at AFETR appear adequate to support the receiving inspec-
tion, checkout, test and launch of the ATS-4. Existing clean rooms, assembly areas and
launch pad facilities and cranes can easily be adapted with a minimum amount of modifica-
tion and expenditure for this program. NASA Merritt Island Launch Area (MILA) facilities
were not considered in this study because of the Apollo Launch schedules planned.
If the clean room area in hanger AE proves to be too small in future evaluations, hanger
AM could be utilized with a minimum amount of modifications.
Transportation of the spacecraft with its yaw-axis vertical, assuming a total height of 35
inches above the road surface, would not present a problem.
The current configuration of Launch Complex 36B Gantry Service Tower is satisfactory for
installation of the payload. Some modification of the existing tower environmental enclosure
may be required and _ny required access platforms must be provided.
Other services available should not present a problem. The proposed propellant, ammonia
and gas servicing units c_-m be lifted to the payload gantry level by crane or elevator, thus
eliminating servicing units.
The launch facilities at the AFETR are shown in Figure 9.7-1. Indicated on the sketch is a
10,000 foot skid strip capable of handling lightly loaded turbine aircraft. The strip is
currently used by NASA to receive C-130 and modified B-377 aircraft carrying Apollo capsular
and S-IVB Saturn V stages. This strip is available to receive daylight landings of aircraft
capable of operation from a 10,000 ft. runway length. An additional landing area is avail-
able at Patrick Air Force Base.
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D Several hangers located in the industrial area at AFETR are of sufficient size for the
receiving inspection, checkout and preassembly operations required to support an ATS pro-
gram. Currently hangers AE and AM are assigned to the NASA Unmanned Launch Opera-
tions Group. Hanger AE indicated in Figure 9.7-1, is equipped with a 40 foot wide x 40 foot
long x 40 foot high laminar flow clean room. Hanger AM is not equipped with a clean room
but is environmently controlled. Humidity levels in this hanger can be maintained at 50 to
60% relative humidity. Operation of the air-conditioning system for 1 to 1 1/2 days after
closing the hanger will provide 100, 000 class clean room conditions. The high bay dimen-
sions of hanger AM are approximately 70 feet wide x 120 feet long x 35 feet high.
The handling of the proposed apogee rocket motor, a Class IH explosive, in the assembly
area would be restricted by the AFETR range safety office. The rocket motor could be
stored in the range solid propellant storage area. This facility is equipped with radiation
equipment capable of cehcking the rocket motor grade. Installation of the rocket motor to
the spacecraft can be accomplished at the Unmanned Spacecraft Spin Test Facility. This
facility, currently under construction, will be available in 1967. Spin testing of the space-
craft can also bc accomplished in this facility, which is approved for hazardous operations.
The launch area equipped to handle Atlas-Centaur launch vehicles is Launch Complex 36.
Two pads, A and B, are located in this comple.x. Their positions are indicated in Figure
9.7-1. Two land roadways approximately 18 feet wide connect the launch complex _th the
industrial area. Suitable routing along these roadways can provide a route clear of over-
head obstacles. Missile grade liquids available at the launch complex are:
a. tlF-1 (kerosene)
b. Liquid Oxygen, LO 2
c. Helium, H 2
d. Nitrogen, N 2
e. Liquid Nitrogen, LN 2
f. Liquid Hydrogen., LH 2
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A side elevator sketch of the Launch Complex 36B Gantry Service Tower is shown in Figure
9.7-2. This tower, equipped with a bridge crane, has a clearance from payload-Centaur
mating plane to top hook height of approximately 48 feet. It is designed to allow a future
height extension of 30 feet. The tower is divided into 22 levels of which the lower eight are
8 feet 6 inches high and upper 14 are 10 feet high. All levels from the launch vehicle base
to the top of the tower may be enclosed by closing sliding panels and their respective win-
dows. An environmental enclosure is currently installed in the tower. It is located approx-
imately 90 feet 6 inches above the Atlas base, and it extends 30 feet. An elevator approxi-
mately 4 feet x 5 feet is included that extends to the level immediately below the bridge
crane. A stair case of equal length is included on the opposite side of the structure.
9.8 ORBITAL SUPPORT
The facilities required to support the ATS-4 operational program during launch and during
orbital experiments have been broadly discussed in Sections 7 and _. The identification of
exact facilities required involve a complex tradeoff of cost, experiment design, and opera-
tional considerations but assume a necessity for the following:
a. Command Generation Computers (GSFC)
b. On-line computers for Data Processing (GSFC) (7094 or equivalent)
c. Off-line computers (GSFC and Initial Contractors) (7094 or equivalent)
d. Rosman II, Mojave and Transportable (Towoomba) Ground Stations and
all existing equipment and capability.
e. Aircraft (or other transportable facility) equipped for Phased Array
•Experiments
f. Supplemental Ground Station Equipment
Facilities listed in items a through e are assumed to exist and available for ATS-4 operations.
The Supplemental Ground Station Equipment (f) required to implement the desirable ATS-4
experiments as outlined arid discussed in Section 8 are shown in Table 9.8-1.
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Figure 9.7-2. Launch Complex 36B Gantry Service Towel
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Table 9.8-1. Ground Station Equipment Requirements Summary
Item No.
A1
A2
A3
A4
$1
$2
$3
$4
$5
$7
$8
$9
$10
Description
Additional reflector
(40 foot Dia. or larger,
Parab, Casseg. feed)
Cc/x band Cassegrain
feed assy. 7-8 GHz
Xmit/RCV; 2.2-2.3 I_CV
Xc/f band Cassegrain
feed assy. 1.7-2.1 GHz
Xmit/RCV; 2.2-2.3 RCV
L T band Cassegrain Assy.
0.8 and 0.1 GIIz receive
only
AM transmitter modulator
and control
Video WB FM transmitter
modulator and control
AM power amplifier
Video WB FM power
amplifier
Power supplies and heat
exchangers, AM and
video WB FM
SSB receiver
Video WB FM receiver
AM receiver
Spacecraft polarization
E-vector sensing and
orientation measurement
console
Stations
R
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
(x)
M
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
T
X
X
Requirements
(Total)
2
2
2
2
2
2
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Table 9.8-1. Ground Station Equipment Requirements Summary (Cont'd)
Item No.
Sll
E2
T1
T2
A1
A2
Description
7-10 GHz frequency gen.
osc. stage *(2 ea. )
Driver stage *(2 ea. )
Power amplifier *(2 ea. )
Comm. test & eval.
consoles
a) Parabolic antenna
b) Phased array
c) Interferometer
Ground station - comm.
exp. interface and
test consoles and equip-
ment
a) All experiments
b) Para_olic antenna
Otll_;
Test set AM Xmit/RCV
Test set video WB FM
Xmit/RCV
Aircraft controlling
comnmnications net
Aircraft (or other
transportable ground
station) Equipped
with phased array
challenge or receiving
capability
tt
X*
X
X
X
X
X
X
Stations
M
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
T
X
X
X
X
Requirements
(Total}
3
3
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9.9 SOFTWARE
The various computer programs necessary to implement ATS operations involve three geNral
categories:
a. Orbit
b. Command and control
c. Data handling and processing.
Of these, only the last will involve design, development and implementation problems signi-
ficantly different fr_m previott_ NASA programs.
"l_he v:lrious computer progr:lms, their design and development problems are oathned in
table 9.9-1.
Item
C1
C2
C3
C4
T1
T2
E1
E3
E4
DS1
DS2
!DS3
Table 9.9-1. ATS-4 Computer Program Requirements
Description
Command generation
software
Command initiation
software
Precession
control S.W.
Precession control
initiation S.W.
Range/range
rate system
Syncronou s orbit
tracking system
Orbit determ ination
software
Stati or_keeping
parameter determ.
prog.
Sun ephemeris
det.
Sun-to-satellite
oreintation prog.
G/S on-line S/C status
data display
G/S command verif.
prog.
G/S off-line data
reduction/display
Similar
Program
Complexity
,,, ,, ,
Syncom
II
Syncom
II
ATSB
ATSC
ATSB
ATSC
GSFC
X
X
Location
X X X
X X
X X X X
X X X X
X
X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X
Integration
Contractor
X
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Item
DG1
DG2
DG3
DG4
DG5
DG6
DI1
DI2
DI3
DI4
DI5
Table 9.9-1. ATS-4 Computer Program Requirements (Cont'd)
De scription
GSFC on-line data
red and status
Experiment param.
data red and display
Data merging program
(TLM, Exp., Ephem)
Off-line data reduction
program
Quick look attitude
determination program
Spin axis attitude deter-
mination program
Attitude determination
and geometrical trans-
forms program
Data pack generation
program
Math model correlation
program
Statistical parameter
program (S)
Antenna pattern
mapping
Similar
Program
Complexity
Location
G/S
GSFC R M T
X
X
X
X
X
X
Integration
Contractor
X
X
X
X
X
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TECHNICAL APPENDIXES
A PPE NDIX A
PARABOLIC REFLECTOR FEED SELECTION CHARTS
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TYPE
1. Conical spiral
2, Con/cal spiral
4. DIelg_Ide
5. Dipole
6. Dipole
7. Dipole
8. Helix
9. Helix
10. Horn
I i. tlorn
12. Log periodic
13. Log periodic
14. Planar spiral
15. Planar spiral
16. Slot
17. Slot
t?-/
L,
X
X
r ,
X; _ "':;
t
X X
x X
X X
X X
x X
x X
x X
X X
X X
X X
X X
x [x
X X
Exoessiv_
Excessix_
i 60ip.. 60 in,
a
q -!,
]20 ft
" . . ,
WEIGHT
12 Ib
12 Ib
26 lb
3O lb
Lo_'
Low
Low
• _l'd N_ne req'd Almost open
None req'd None req'd Ahnost open
None req'd None req'd Half open Not req'd
|1 , ,, , , , •
: AU_I_s¥ EQ'_PMENT
Not
req'd
/q-Z-3
ANE TO INTERFACE
'SIZE
H'_: WD IJP WC
'* ' F
MECIIA_CAL EQ_' ',P.MENT
SIZE
F T WD ?]
L.
T TYPE
FEED MOVEMENT ....
SIZE
/
H r WD DP g_l"
PER FOR MA N("t_
LIMITATIONS
Feeding proble_
None
None None
Meohanically_(_,
No suitable feed
aw_llable for rims
q_q_cy & 30 ft dish,
No suitablo feed .]
available for tht-,
quency & 30 ft di_ _
No advantage (x_x*_
slot) over circ. _:
dipole ar ra_,
Proper uper_urv
illumination
Insufficient gai;,
Too much feed
blockage
'I'_ ml_ch feed
blockage
Too much feed
blockage
Too much feed
blockage
Proper aperturc
illumination
Insufficient gain
Insufficient gain
..; REQUIREMEN'I_
D_VELOPMENT +
itlBK
|
, , • . . _ ... .
FREDCOMPATImLITY "
WITH OTHER FEEDS AT
o'r_ER FR_,UENe_S
z_oto_liaxdJblow_ other'_ls.
©mTemel _m_
po_ oe_
Not eomZmtlble with other
Must be used with slot for cir-
cular polarization
Possibility of using sub-dish
splitinto dipole sections
Too much feed blockage for
othe r feeds
Too much feed blockage for
other feeds
Too much feed blockage for
other feeds
Too much feed blockage for
other feeds
Possibility of winding spiral
beh/nd sub-dish of Cassegrain
Must be located in ground plane
structure not compatible
• REMAR]_
Un_Rable
U_table
u_m,_e
U_e
Unsuitable
Conditional
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Conditional
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
__j.j--
A-1/2
i__•
l
i
6. Dipole
7. Dipole
S. Helix
9. Helix
lO. IIorn
1I. Horn
12. Log periodic
13. Log periodic
14. Planar spiral
15. Planar spiral
16. Slot
17. Slot
X
X
X
X
x
X
x
X
X
X
x
X
X 8 in.
X
X 12 in,
dia
X 12 in,
dis
X 14 in.
i
X 27 in.]
l
I
x
X
X
I0 in.
9 in.
dis
8in.
//-J
I"RI'X_UENCY 800 MHz (Transmit)
,IE C ItAN'I CA L COMPLEXITY
IGIIT
tl
lb
lb
tb
lb
PRECISION
Some detail of
wtndmg
Little
Little
Some detail of
winding
S_,me detail of
winding
Some detail
Some detail
Some layout
detail
Some detail
Some detail of
cavity
PACKAGING
Not req'd
Not package,-
able
Not package-
able
Not req'd
Not req'd
Not req'd
Not req'd
Not req'd
Not roq'd
Not re<I'd
Flat disc
DE PLOYME NT
Itixed
Fixed
l
Fixed
Fixed
Eixed
L)ixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Not req'd Fixed
TIIERMAI,
Almost opaque
Almost open
Almost ()pen
Almost open
Almost open
Almost opaque
Almost opaque
Almost open
Half open
Almost opaque
TYPE
coupled
Not req'd
Not req'd
Phase net
work with
dipole
POLARIZERS
SIZE
Ill" Wl) I)P WT AVAIL.
Yes
_l'es
In ht)rn
i
In horn
l)_veltq)
r)e_ el Op
Yes
TYI'E
)
[Not
I req'd
I Not
I req'd
]Not
req 'd
Not
req'd
i
Not
rvq' d
Space
filters
for
cavity
band-
width
Not
req'd
AUXqL1AR Y EQtqPMENT
E LECTItI('._I. ('IR(TI I'IiY
It "(B R1 I)S
SI Z E
HT WD DP WT AVAI L.
INTERCONNECTING TITANS LINE
SIZE
TY I'E HT WD DP WT
Balun-
coax
Strip line
power spilt
& phase
shifter
Strip line
power split
& phase
shifters
TIL\ NS i
Coax
/F 9"Z
" MEcIIANICA L' EQUIt)MENT
tE TO INTERI.ACE
SIZE
liT WD DP WT TYI)E
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
pEpI, OYMENT
SlZE
liT WD PD WT TYPE
None
None
None
None
None
None
Axial
Axial
None
FEED MOVEMENT
tIT [ DP WT
PERFORMANCE
Id MI TATIONS
Efficiency, match
at all frequencies
Effieien_,, match
at all frequencies
Gain questionable
Cain questionable
Insufficient gain
Circularity question-
able
;None noted
None noted
None noted
None noted
'Gain for antenna of
ipractical length
iNone noted
Insufficient gain
Gain questionable
Insufficient gain
A'Y'3
[)EVE LOPMENT
F
_;QH REMENTS
_mpatible with
•quency end
_. amplitude con-
:h probe, exter-
,rents
i
lind_,mplitude con-
_.h probe
m constant beam-
RISK
Medium
High
nigh
Little
Little
Medium
Little
Medium
I,ittle
L Rtle
Medium
Li_le
FEED COMPATIBILITY
WITH OTHER FEEDS #T
OTHER FREQUENCIES
(except 100 Mliz)
Too long to be compatible with
other feeds
Must be used for all feeds
Must be used for all feeds
Must be used with slot for cir-
cular polarization
Coupling with external members
Coupling with external members
Coupling with external members
External currents disturb small
horn, coaxial modes possible
with internal feeds
External members have little
effect. Coaxial modes possible
with antenna feeds
Not compatible with other feeds
External members have little
effect
},lust be used with linear dipole
for circular polarization
REMARI_
Conditional
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Conditional
Conditional
Unsuitable
Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
Acceptable
Conditional
Unsuitable
Condttional
Unsuitable
Conditi_al
Unsuitable
A"
PARABOLIC REFLE('TOR FEEl) SELECTION CItAI_
TYPE
i
1. Conical Spiral
2, Conical Spiral
3. Dielguide
4. l)ielguide
5. Dilmle
6. Dipole
7. Dipole
t_. llelix
9. Helix
10. Horn
11. Horn
12. [,o_ periodic
13. i,og Periodic
'14. Planar Spiral
115. Planar Spiral
!16. Slot
17. Slot
F()CUS
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
P( _L
xIX
X
X
X
11_. ]
a.
n.
a.
ttorn
ltorn
X
X
X m.
a.
X m.
a.
X 6 in. [(; in.
I N II in, II _.
X 10 in. 10 in.
X l,lxcc_siv{_ '
X 9 m.
Dta.
X 3
3 in. in.
;a2
m.
4 in.
II. 5 in.
in.
I'I(EQUENCY 1.7'and 2.1 Gllz (Receive), 2.3 (,llz (Transmit)
FEEl)
MEC IL*\NICAL COMPLEXITY
i
WEIGIIT
1 lb.
4 lb.
More than
Cassegrair
500 ll).
3500 lb.
PllECrSI(3N
Some detail of
winding
0.2 lb.
0.3 lb.
3.5 lb.
1 lb.
1. -'._ lb.
lb.
.5 lb.
SOme detail of
winding
Some detail of
winding
_;me detail
Some detail
,detail
_)n_e detail
I_.C KAGI Nt,
None req'd Fixed
N(,_ packageable
}
,",o_packageabl¢
None rt_l'd Fixed
None req'd F|xed
None req'd Fixed
t
N_Ile rt'q'd [ Fixed
Notle ret(d I Vixed
I
I)E P I,( }Y ME N T "I'll E lIMA L
Almost open
Ahnost open
,\lmost open
Almost opaque
I
t
&lmost opaque
%l most _pen
I
Nooe req'd 7ixed taif olx?n
I'YPE ]
Rot req'd
_;ot req'd
Notoreq'd [
Not req'd
l)robe
c, mpled
Prob('
etmple,t ]
Not req'd
Not req'd
P()IARIZEIIS
SIZE
HI I WD DP
1
]11 I 1¢_111
!
In }h_rn
WT I AVAIl,
l )eveh)l)
I
q
l_,'veh)l)
AU X] LIAItY EQLq PMENT
E t.E( ['IiICA 1, CI|{('IIT}'C_
FI LTE IL_<
SIZE
WI) ] I)P . TYPE
HYBIUDS
SIZE
HT I WD DI )
WT
INT .EI(C¢_NNE('TING
AVAIl,. TYPE
3alun-co_
s,_,-_SI,I._: i
I
tl -_- ¢.,
IL,\NS LINE "1"0 INTEIH:AC
Y'_ I'E IIF WI) I)P
I
E
WT "FYPE
None
None
None
None
_one
None
None
t
MEC IIA,NJ('A 1, EQUIPM'EN'['
DEPLOYMENT
1)D WT TYPE
&xial
0Lxlal
None
None
None
None
Axial
None
FEED M()VEMENT
SIZE
tiT Wi) I)P WT
PE RFtlI4MAN( I-
IAMI TA TI( )NS
Lossy conductor.'-
Efficiency, match _:
all frequencies
Efficiency, match :
all frequencies
Dipole is bandwldtt
limited
Dipole and C-P eir
cuitry are bandwLd
limited
Insufficient gain
CI reularit 5 questl,
able
None noted
None noted
None noted
Dish illumination
trequeney
Gain: for antenna
practical length
Lossy cunductors
Insult icienI gain
No dipole availab:
for C.P. combinat
Insufficient gain
W'&'2
DEVELOPMENT
RE(_UI REMENTS
Balun compatible with
high frequency end
Some
Some
Phage _, amplitude contro
with prf*bes, external
currents
Phase 4 amplitude control
with prt_bes
Feod detail, suitable
l_ ,
Maintain constant beam-
Iwidth
W
RISK
Medium
High
High
Medimn
Little
Medium
Little
Me(llul_
FEE D COMPATI BI LIT Y
WITIi OTHER FEED AT
OTIIER FREQVENCIES
(except 100 Mtlz)
Not compatible with other feeds
Too long to be compatible with
other feed
Must be used for all feeds
Must be used for all feeds
Coupling with external members
Coupling with external members
External currents disturb small
horn, coaxial modes possible
with internal feeds
No problems with e×tcrnal mem-
bers, coaxial modes possible
REMARKS
Conditional
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Conditional
Acceptable
Conditional
Acceptable
Conditional
Medium
with internal feeds
Not compatible with other feeds
Not eornpatiblv with other feeds
Unsuitable
Conditional
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
PAF,.ABOLIC REFLECT(')R 1-'I_:I-.'I)SEI,ECTI(IN Clb%l_
Fh t)E
I. Conical Spiral
2. Conical Spiral
3. Dielguide
4. Diclguide
5. Dipole
+;. Dipole
7. Dipole
_. tfelix
9. Helix
10. tlorn
13. la)g Periodic
14. Pl:mar Spiral
15. Planar Spiral
16. Slot
17. Slot
FOCt:S
x
x
X
x
X
X
x
x
x
x
x
X
x
x
x
x
P()
2
x ;in.
I)ia.
X
X _in.
Dia,
X
X
X
X
N 1.5 in.
l)ia.
X 1.5 in,
v_;p
X l(i its.
X
X 9 tn.
Dia.
X
t, , i11,
3 in.
l 0 in. I
i
t
_xcessI"' t
T FI{EQIENCY 7.3 (]Hz (Transmit), 8.0 fritz (Receive)
FEED
MF+C ttA N1 CA L C( }M PLI_2xITY
i-
131n.
ii
19 ft.
'2 in.
4m.
WEIGWI'
0.75 lb.
More than
assegratn
gO0 lb
:_500 lb
0.1 ll),
0. I lb.
o,._t_. 0. I lb.
3in. 0. } lb.
l0 in. 1.25 lb.
Sin. lib.
PR i.:CISI¢)N
X,tail{,d
DetaiIcd
Detailed
i)etailed
Detailed
Deta i led
Detailed
PA(" bg\ GI NG
i
,None req'd
Wire-mesh
grm_nd plane
_,ire-m(,sh
ground plum'
!'ixr{d :-;t r uCl ttr,.'
I)E P I,{ IyM E NT
Fixed
Fixed structure
radiala)r
Fixed structure
radiator
Fixed st i u('ttlre'
l-'ix{_d stl'tlCttll'e Fi×+'(t _,tructul'c
None req'd ! !.'i×e,!
I
TIII':I{ MA 1.
Almost open
Nont, req'd Eixcd
Almost open
Almasl {}pen
.,\lm '>:" _p;.lque [
A 1t_l{,'_t ,q,aqll_'
Aim, >st ',pt'tl
ltall (Hum
Not r{'{| Ic]
_l}t I'('{ I It]
i)l ,lilt ,
L
Cr }tll,]{.{!
p 1+,}l)t
J+t)t+l,i(+'q!
N,+t i t'qLi
I
Not i f(i'd
P< _I_I_I7 I,:I(.<
S I7 F:
U l
I
IP !t. l'h
t
1
In I!+,t :.
WI" ] \',All
--+
Ih\_ I, ;
Dcv+ l, ;
AIX.I1IAt{YEQU'lP_ENT
1II.:(TI{If,\ (711{(11 lt{Y
! YI'F tl I I V,'D
Vii .IEH, _
,'-;l / f: 'I)_P " ' l_"1 AVAIl.. "]'Yt't'_ It'l"
tl Yl_l_d I)S
,\\',\1 1,. I'YPE
tBalun_coax
IN I I.:R('(}NNFX2TIN(3 "I'!_N8 I.INE 1
SIZ I'2
liT WI_ I)P \V[
0
SIZE
, ._TE{'}tA:,IC.\I. YJ?! I P?,II.:N ] ,,
.I'JF\NS IJNE 1'o I*TE RFACE
,VR - 112
Vn 112
AI{ ] 12
WR- 1 12
-r ypl_2
Non{,
None
None
Nr_n_'
None
None
None
1) E P LOYM E NT
Hr Pi) WT TYPE
_n_
None
No_e
None
IAxial
Non e
]PEEl) M( )\'ESIE NF
SIZF
UT WD 1 r}P
WT
PERFf)RMANCI
LII%[I 'I'A'I i{)N, v
Lossy_con(|uctors
ttigh toss{,s in 8pl_
w mding
l tficieney, mat(,b
all fre{tuenei('s
Efficiency, mai('_
Dipole is band;_.*¢
1 im ited
l)it_ole and circuit
ban _vidth limited
Insufficient gain
High line losse,_,
axial ratio
High line lr_ss{'s
NDne notc,t
Non(, noted
Lossy con(]LICtt) 1",_
fc_ed line, illumi_:;,
change with freq,.
Gain: for antenna
practical length
Lossy conductor -_
Inaufficient gain
No dipole availatA
for C.P. eombina
Insufficient ffain
DEVELNPMI'NT
i( EQI'I ItE'%IE N'[,'S RiSK
I"e, dpoint detail nunrad- Medium
latm_ balm]
Jhl_h
tligh
Some Medium
Some Little
t; h _s:[l_ :,e; l} l it;_l_SrlT(: n t r o 1 Mediu,n
ctlrr@nts I
Phasl, _, amplitude control I.ittle
with ilrobe_l
Feed point detail suitabl(. M_dium
t>a_lm
l"i.] i.7 D ('t)hl PA H BI 1,1 I'Y
WI'HI OTliEi_. FEEI)S ,al'
()TILER F'R EQUI-: NC lI:.S
(except I00 Mtlz)
_ot compatible with other leeds
Fo,, hm_ to be compatible _ith
)ther t<eds
Must be used for all feeds
Must be used f,Jr all feeds
Exlelmal _M internal fields near
Maintain constant beam-.
width, feedpoint detail,
suitable balun
51edlttrn
h(" helix
xternal anti internal fields near
e helix
xter/ml currents disturb small
.erll
No problem s
Not compatible _ith other feeds
got compatible with other feeds
REMARKS
Uscd only if conical spiral
is used lot' lower frcquen-
cic_ --Conditional- -
Unsu liable
Unsuitable
(i_u itahle
l't:suitablc
Unsuitable
Un s uitab It,
Co:_.dit renal
Condil lanai
'onditton a I
Acceptable
Used only lI log-per|odic
is used for lower frequon-
ci_,s --C, mditimml -
Unsuitable
Used only If planar ._piral
.is used for l¢)wer frequen-
cies --Con,lit ional - -
Unsuitablc
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
/#- 1"o '
I)ARAI3OLIC REFLECTOR FEEl)SELE('TION
TYPE
1. Conical _plral
2. Conical spiral
3. Dielgulde
,l. l)ielgui(h,
5. Dipole
6. I)ipole
7. Dip¢,le
_. Helix
9. Helix
I0. lh,rn
1 If Ilorn
1 2. Log perl,)dl_
l._. l,¢)g poriodic
14. PIarmr spiral
i5. Planar spiral
t6. Slot
17. Slot
FOCUS
' ]x
x
x
x
x
X
x
x
x
x
x
N
X
X
X
X
X
POT.
5
Z _
2 cs
x
x
x
x
x I
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
N
x
X
x
X
k
10 in.{ tl.
12 in.{ n.
Drll
fl_fl
14 in. 14 in.
6 _.n. 6 in.
11 in. 11 in.
2.t ft J-t in.
')-t in.! ?4 in.
IY in. ls in.
lSin. IS in.
9 in.] 9 in.
9 in. 9 in.
FREQUENCY 1.7 .rod 2.1 GIlz (Receive) Monopulse
FEEl)
MEC HAN1CA 1, C()MPLEXFI'Y
1 in.
5 in.
i11.
WEIGtl F
3.51b
6 lb
More t|mn
C a s segr air
5o0 [b
3.-,00 Ih
0.41b
2 It)
3, 5 lh
8 lb
8 Ib
I lb
•I lb
41b
4 lb
Pt{I':('ISI(iN PACKAGING
Some detail
Some detail
S,)me detail
!to_l _-(H/;tb, l(!
lien sonlilJle
,_ome det:/il
Stone det:lil
Some detail
None req'd
None req'd
Not package-
aide
Nnt paekage-
ahh,
None re(i'd
N_r_e re+i'd
N(mc req'd
N, _li(' req'd
None req'd
None req'd
N,,ne req'd
1)t7 PL( )YME NT
F L_e(l
Fixed
P t\e(I
:ixed
:ixed
FLxed
Fixed
F ixed
TIIEIIMAI,
Some detail Fixed
Almost open
AlmoM open
TYPE
Not req'd i
Not req'd
Not req'd
open ' Not req'd
Almost Not rc(t'd
)l]inost ooitque 1 Pl.oi_,-
eOUl)led
Almost OpmlUe lirohc -
coupled
Almost ()pen Not req'd
Almost open Not req ,l
Half open Not req'd
Half open Not re(i'd
Not req'd
Not req'd
P( II_\ RIZ E RS
In itorn
In [[,tvn
liT DI' AVAIl
AUX'ILIAllYEQLqI:_MENI"
E I.E(TR[CA I. ('III('I']TH_
TYPE
FI I.TI "2IIS
SIZE
lIT WD , DP
AVAIL. 'l'_lq-]
lt'YBI_I DN
t.
SIZE
lvr wD WT A VA I L.
I.N T ER('t ) N N Et' FIN(; "I"lle'k NS I,l N 1";
SIZE
['YPF, tIT WD I)P W'I"
I
!
I
: MEC tiA N-I('A I, EQI'IPMENT
I'It.AN_ 14N_; "I() INTERFACE
_IZE
TYPE lit WI)I DP WT
i)Ep [,(,YME NT .FEED 5,!.(IV E ME NT
SIZE SiZE
.i
TYPE HT WI) PD WT TYPE ttT '4,'I) DP WT
None
None
None
None
None
N_ _ne
None
None
None
Nolle
N<+nc
Axi:d
Axial
None
None
PER FO|t MAN('[
1,I MI TA T I ONb
Efficiency, I_>,,r
illumination
Efficienc/
Efficicncx, mate
all frequencw '_
Efficiency, mate
ali frequencies
Efficiency. Dii'_ !
bandwidth lining-
Efficiency. DIp.
circuit is ban,_,,
limited
Efficiency. I)Ip, .1
circuit is hand_,.'
limited
Efficiency poor
Illumination & _,
ratio
Efficiency
E fficiency
Efficiency
Efficiency, p,_,
i!lumiw_tion
Efficicncy
Efficiency, p(,,
Illumination ar_
spacing
Efficiency, art
spacing suitat,!,
frequency limit
Efficiency. p_-
Illumination, m,
pole availabh' h
C P combination.
Efficiency, pc,,,
Illumination, n,
pr,h: availabh !,
CP cor_lhinali_ n
J
DE VE LOPMENT
I<EQI_I REM ENT'S
Balun compatible with
high frequency end.
Bahm compatible _lth
high frequency end
om e
Isolation bet_veen horns
Phase & amplitude con-
trol _*ith isolation
Feed detail, suitable
b:llun
Fced detail, suitable
i)a Iu u
Maintain constant
t_ a ill w i dth
Maintain constant
b(,amx_ idth
RISK
Medium
Medium
ttigh
High
Little
Medium
Medium
M editm_
Medium
High
Iligh
FEED COMPATIBILITY
_,q'l'll OTttER FEED AT
OTHER FREQUENCIES
(except 100 Mllz)
Must be used for all frequencies
(monopulse array not compatible'
Must.be used for all freqtmncies
(monopuise array not compatible
Must be used for all feeds
Must be used for all feeds
Coupling with external members
Coupling with external members
External currents distort small
horns
External members have little
effect
Must be used for all frequencies
(l_lont)pulsearray notcnmpatibte'
Must be mc.ed for all frequencies
_n_nopulse ari'av not c.ompatible
Must be used for all frequencies
Ononopulse array not compatible'
Must be used for all frequencies
(monopulse array not compatible:
REMARKS
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
I'nsultable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable due to perfor-
mance limitations
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
Unsuitable
UnsuiLable
Unsuitable
PAR.ABOLICREFLE{'T()I;tFEEl}SELE{'TI( }N ('tIART
TYPE
1. Conical spiral
2. Conical spiral
3. Dielguide
4. Dtelgulde
5. Dipole
6. Dtimle
7. Dipole
8. ltelix
9. tlelix
10. ltorn
11. ilorn
12. Log periodic
13. Log periodic
14. Planar spiral
15. Planar spiral
lC_. Slt_t
17. Slot
F()CUS poI.
_., <
X
X
X
X
X
x
X
X
X
X
x
x
x
X
x
x
X
x 1
X
x
x
'_ in
tin.
1.5 in[
t in.
FREQI;EN('Y 8.0 GHz Receive) Monopulse
FEED
ME('HANICA L COMPLEXYFY
WE1GIIT
(;. 0 lb
3,5 lb
More than
CassegrMr
500 lb
3500 lb
0.5 Ib
0.5 lb
0.5 lb
0.3 IF)
O.-t lb
0. _ lb
Ib
lb
4 lb
41b
0.7 lb
0.7 Ib
PRECISION
l)etailed
Detailed
1)ctaih,d
I)etailed
PACKAGING
None r_iq'd
TIIERMAI,
Detailed
Detailed
Detailed
Detailed
Detailcd
I)etailed
DEPLOYMENT
FLxed
None req'd Fixed
Not p_ ckage-
able
Not package-
able
None req'd
None rOq'd
None req'd
Non(, roq'd
None req'd
Fixed structure
VLxed structure
Fixed structure
['ixed structure
[: txed structure
Non(, req'd Fixed
None req'd Fixed
None req'd I'ixcd
Almost ol_0n
Almost open
TYPE
Not req'd
Not req'(l
Not req'(I
Almost ,,)wn Dipole
eng_hs
Almi)st olx'n [)il)()]c
lengths
Not rt'q'd
AIm()st open Not req'd
Almost opnquc l-)r()F_-
ct,u[)lt'd
Almost opa(lue IProbe-
coupled
Almost open [Not veq'd
1
Almost op('n JNot req'd
Not req'd
ltalf open Not rcq'd
1
iNot req'd
Not req'd
P()I_\IIIZ I': t(S
SIZE
tIT WD I)P
In l)ip ,h
In Dipole
1
i
]11 [ It)l'ln
!
W'f AVAIl,.
I)evul, ,p
l)e_ (i,, I)
I ;px't'] ,,p
1 )m el <)l)
.p
AUXqI.IAHYEQUIPMENT
EI,Et"IItI('AI,('IR(TITI_.Y
FI I.T E RS
SIZE
'E I11' WD ] I)I )1WT] A VAI I.. "I'Y PF:
IIYB I_ D_'_
WT
INTERC{ _NNE{"I'_[N{, 'I'IL_NN [.I_xll .11
AVAIl,. "I'YI'I':
SI Z E
liT WI) I}1' \VT
l
A-lZ'&
_ LjNE J'¢) JNTLJ,LFA(.'t_
1 ,_lZl I)t, t
X()ne
XiHle
N:(HI('
None
(_lle
N<)ne
None
_'onc
M}]( IIA._I('A I. I':(_LqPMEN I"
1
)E P L(,)'_'ME NT i
FEE1) .M( )VI:MF NT
I'YI)E
Axi:ll
Axi:d
None
N( )nc
._olli,
Nt)ne
None
Axial
Axial
None
SIZE;
, HT I WI) DI'
/
WT
PER I"_ )ll MA NC E
IJMI FAI'I()NF
Efficiency, p,,or
Illuminati_m, 1,_s q_
circuit
Efficiency, lossv eir
cult, l,_s_sy spirnl
winding
Efficiency, match at
all frequencies
Eflicleney, match at
[all fre(luencie:.
Efficiency poor
Illmninaii{,n, l,,s_v
circuitry
E fficienc} poor
llluminati,)n, los>_
circuitry
Efficiency poor
Illumination, Iossy
circuitr_
Effieicncy poor
Illumination & axi:d
rati,,, l_.by circuitrY,
Efficiene 3, los_ 5
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DEPLOY- TRANS LINE COMPATIBIIJTYSKETCH
MENT TO INTERFACE LIMITATIONS
_HEME A
SCIIE.\IE B
SCHEME C
None
Required
N on e
Required
None
Requ Wed
l
COAX
COAX
COAX
COAX
(( >AX
WAVEGU g)E
WAVEGUIDE
i
COAX
C OAX
C OAX
(70A X
(()AX
WA VEtILIDI:;
WAVEGUIDE
Must be developed with other nearby
structure in position
Some development will be required to
insure compatibility of coaxial horns
Some development will be required to
insure compatibility of eoaxial horns
Some development will be required to
insure eompatibilit) of coaxial horns
Some development will be required to
Insure compatibility of coaxial horns
Some dewqopnwnt will be required to
insure compatibility of coaxial horns
Some development will be required to
insure compatibility of coaxial horns
Must be displaced from focal tx)int in
order not to interfere _ith h,_rns
e
Small Semis and their exterual fietd_
will require significant multlho_ n development
Small horns and their external fields
will require significant multihorn development
Small horns and their external fields
_ill require significant multihorn dewqopment
Small horns and their external fielda
will require significant multihorn development
Small horns and their external hold<
will require significant multihorn development
Small horns and their external fields
will require significant multihorn development
(' OAX Must be displaced from focal point in order
not to interfere with spiral
C OAX
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COAX
( 'OAX
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C OA X T( )
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No Significant [Amitations
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No Significant Limitations
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requit,
Efficw:,,
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frequen,
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PERFORMANCE ACCEPTABILITY REASON FEED
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Unacceptable
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Movement Req'd During Mission
Movement Req'd During Mission
M,,vement Rt'q'd During Mission
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M_,vement Re(i'd During Mission
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_th Lossy Conductors
Marginal
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with Ioss)--fe_,d and multiple outputs
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Movement Req'd I)urlng Mission
Movement Req'd During Mission
Movement Req'd During Mission
Movement Req'd During Mission
,Movement Req'd During Mission
Loss should be too great for
sO:l bandwidth spiral
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•_O:1 bandwidth spiral
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uO:l bandwidth spiral
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Planar Spiral
Planar Spiral
Planar Spiral
Planar Spiral
Planar Spiral
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APPENDIX B
LAUNCH 'WINDOW RESTRICTION DUE TO PRECESSION CONTROL SUN SENSORS
In this appendix the launch window restriction due to the field of view of the precession con-
trol sun sensors is discussed.
The sun line is defined with respect to inertial frame X1YIZ 1 by the Right Ascension,RA, and
declination,6 s. It is assumed that RA and 6 s do not change during the period of the launch
window, so that the sun line is fixed in inertial space. The direction cosines of the sun line
with respect to XIY1Z 1 are
(cos RAcos 6s, - sin5 s, sin RA sinbs) (1)
Tile spacecraft spin axis at apogee burn must be normal to the local vertical and rotated by
an angle ai out of the equatorial plane. If the injection point is at longitude -h (how) and the
latitude 0°, the direction cosines of the local vertical witlI respect to X Y Z are (Figure B-l)1 1 1
- sin(W t-h), O, cos (W t-h))
• e e
(2)
where W is the earth rate and t is G_'eenwich
e
Mean Time. The correct apogee burn attitude
is then given by the direction cosines:
(-sin (Wet-h) cos a.,1 sin a.,1
t - h) cos (3)cos (W e a i)
The assumption is now made that, prior to
booster separation, the booster is oriented
to the attitude indicated by direction cosines
in Equation (3) above; that is, the booster
1 ATTITUDE
S['NLINE (]{A, 'S )
Figure B-1. Apogee Burn Coordinates
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orientation is modified to take account of launch time variation. Iferrors A 1 and A 2 occur
respectively out of, and in, the horizontal plane at apogee due toprecession during the trans-
fer orbit, the real spacecraft spin-axis direction cosines at the time when attitudecorrection
is made will be
-sin (W t - k + cos + sin + cos (W t -_,+ cos + A2) ) (4)e AI) (ai A 2) ' (c_i A2)' e A!) (c_i
and the cosine of the angle _ between the sun line and the spacecraft spin axis is given by the
cross product of the sun line and the spin axis,
cos _ = -sin (Wet -k +A1) cos (c_i+ A2) cos IRA cos 6
- S
-sin (c_i+ A2) sin 5s + cos (Wet-k +AI) cos (c_i +A2) sin RA cos 6 s
which reduces to
cos _ = -sin (We t -X-RA +A1) cos (_i + A2) cos 5 s -sin (_i+A2) sin 6s (5)
It is further assumed that the center of the launch window is chosen at a time t such that
o
as defined by Equation (5) above, with A 1 = A 2 = 0, is equal to u/2. Thus _ at a time A t
from the launch window center (At negative for early launch) is given by the relations
cos _ = -sin (We to + WeAt -X -RA + A1) cos (_i + A2) cos 6 s
-sin (_i + _2 ) sin 5s (6)
0 = -sin (Wet ° -k-RA) cos _. cos 5 s - sin _i sin 5s1
Relations expressed in Equations (6) enable the field of view requirement for the sun sensors
to bc determined. The field of view for the tOSensor is given by
F¢ = (_-2_)
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The field of view for the 9 2 sun sensor is given by.
= 2 sin-1 (cos _/cos 35 ° ) = 2 sin -1 (1. 220 cos _)F¢2
F$ and F$2 = 2 may be calculated by the following process:
aJ
bo
Insert values of _., 5s in the second relation of Equations (6) and determine
1
(Wet o -), -RA)
Insert _.,
the wors_
and F_ 2.
6 s , (Wet o -)_-RA) in the first relation of Equations (6), determine
case combination of A 1 and A2, inse_ values of At and caleule F_
In the case where A 1 and A 2 are circularly distributed, that is,
2 2 1/2
+ ) =
then Equations (6) may be rewritten
cos (_+ A) = -shl (Wet o -_ -HA + WeAt ) cos _. cos _ + sin _. sin 61 1 S
0 =-sin (Wet o- X-RA) cos_. cos 5 --sin_isin5 s
l S
(7)
which reduce to
cos (_+ A) = -sin _. sin 5 s (1 -cos (WetA t))1
+ sin(Wc-_t ) (cos (_i + 5s ) cos (c_i - 5 )) 1/2 (8)
For the ATS-4, the precessim_ error distribution is nearly circular (A 1 = 9.6 degrees,
A 2 = 9.3 degrees) 'and a circular distribution with A = 13.4 degrees has been assumed for
x
the calculation of F$ and F¢2. Inserting _i = 19.4 degrees and 5 s = +_23.5 degrees
(solstice) or 0 degree (equinox) in Equation (8) the following relations are obtained.
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-1
Solstice : _ = -13. 4 degrees + cos
-1
Equinox: _ = -13.4 degrees + cos
I
0.1324 + 0.7425 sin (WetAt - 10. 2 degrees) t
I O. 9432 sin (We_t) j
The variation of F_ and F_2 with launch window duration (2At) is shown in Figure B-2.
For instance, for a launch window of four hours,
F_b = 84 de_ees, Ft_2 = 110 degrees. Note
that the ideal l_nuh time is approximately at the
center of the launch window. Providing that
the spacecraft is not in the earth shadow, two
launch windows occur each day.
140
120
100
8(I
0
al 6o
z 40
2o
1 2 3 4 5
I,AIJN('H WINDOW, I[OURS
Figure B-2. Variation of Launch Window
With Sun Sensor Field of View
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D APPENDIX C
TRANSFER ORBIT DISTURBANCE TORQUES
Presented here is the analysis of the distrubance torques acting on the ATS-4 spacecraft
during its transfer orbit. The disturbances include gravity gradient, solar radiation
pressure, aerodynamic pressure, and magnetic torques.
The analysis of disturbance torques assumes that the orientation of the spin axis is in-
ertially fixed. As a consequence of this assumption, the use of an inertial reference frame,
with one axis aligned with the spacecraft spin axis, is convenient for the torque computations.
The transfer orbit consists of one and one-half revolutions about the earth, from booster
separation at perigee to injection at apogee.
Near perigee, certain of the orbital variables change rapidly. These include altitude, orbit
angle, latitude, and longitude. Other variables such as the flight path angle and the magni-
tude of the velocity, vary more slowly. Values near perigee were obtained from a computer
run with closely spaced time intervals.
N{ )H T }[
Two inertial reference frames and an
orbital reference frame were used. One
inertial frame is X1Y1Z 1 (ref. NASA-
GSFC Drawing GCl183111) shown in
Figure C-la. The second inertial reference
frame {body inertial frame XBYBZB ) is
determined by the spacecraft orientation
at perigee. This frame is illustrated In
Figure C-lb. Z B lies along the longitudinal
axis at perigee and is negative toward the
apogee motor. The XB axis coincides with
<:he local vertical at perigee, and is posi-
tive upward. _, forms a right-handed
jJ
xi.m_
_J
1
l
(_l) (;cograplli(' lnt:rti_ll F'ranl_,
J
_I_ , APCR_EE
"_k_^ f]SPACECRAFT /'MOTOR
_ DIRECTI( IN
OJ) Bod_ Iner$ial Frame
Figure C-1. Reference Frames
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system. At the autumnal equinox, XB
XB coincides with -_1"
coincides with X 1, and at the summer solstice,
At the autumnal equinox, the body inertial frame is produced from the geographic inertial
frame by a single rotation of 199.4 degrees about the X 1 axis. At the summer solstice,
two rotations are required. The first is a rotation of 90 degrees about the Y1 axis, and
the second is a rotation of 199.4 degrees about the XB axis.
The orbital reference frame is described by the triad R P Q. R is along the local vertical
and positive upward. Q is along the orbital angular velocity vector. P forms a right-
handed system and lies along the flight direction at perigee and at apogee. The orbital
reference frame is produced from the inertial reference frame by three rotations: (1) a N
-about the axis, (2) _ about the line of nodes, and {3) _7 about the Q axis. _N is the
right ascension of the ascending node, _ is the orbital inclination, and 7} is the orbital
position angle, relative to the ascending node. The inclination is 20.45 degrees. At the
fall equinox, _N is 180 degrees, and at the summer solstice, a N is 90 degrees. In both
cases the initial value ofT/ is 180 degrees.
It should be noted that an observer stationed in space above the perigee point would see
the same profile of events at any time of year. However, the orientation of the earth-
spacecraft'observer system, relative to inertial space, would vary with the time of year.
The four primary sources of disturbance torque are discussed below.
C. 1 SOLAR RADIATION PRESSURE TORQUE
The solar radiation pressure torque is a constant, during any transfer orbit, because of
the assumption of the fixed inertial attitude of the spin axis and because of the symmetry
of the spacecraft about the axis. The magnitude of the torque, on a cylindrical surface,
aligned as the spacecraft, is
TS = PsAL(2C Z L) (I + I Ds +Tr
- pd) (1)
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where Ps is the solar constant, 9. 537 X 10 -8 pounds per square foot, A is the radius of
the cylinder, L is its length, 0 s is the specular reflectance of the surface, Pd is its
diffuse reflectance, and C Z is the center of mass coordinate relative to the -_B end of
the cylinder.
At the autumnal equinox, the solar unit vector, S, along the direction of the solar flux at the
spacecraft, lies along X B and the solar torque is
T S = Sx Z B T s = -YB TS (2a)
At the summer solstice, the solar" unit vector is
= _ cos 23.45 ° + sin 2.'_. 45 ° (-YB cos 19.4 ° + Z B sin 19.4 °) (2b)
and the solar torque is
T-_ = T S (-XBSin 23-i5° cos ]9.4 ° -_B• -- cos 23.45 °) (2c)
When tile spacecraft con" _'st_,l,, of a mmaber of cylindrical sections, the value'of T to be
b
used in the above equations i,_ the algebraic sum of the values for each section.
C. 2 AERODYNAMIC PRE_S'SIII{E TORQUES
The aerodynamic pressure torques acting on the spacecraft are assumed to be due to l[ree
molecular flow. It is further assumed that the molecules are diffusely reflected in arc:or-
dance with the Lambert Law, that all of the momentum of the incident particles is imparted
to the spacecraft and that the momentum imparted by the rc-(lected particles corresponds
to a velocity which is a fraction, AVC, of the velocity of the incident particles.
For the purpose of computing aerodynamic torques, the ATS-4 spacecraft is taken as a
cylinder with AVC equal to 0.5.
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The aerodynamic torque on such a cylinder, about axes passing through a center of mass
on the axis, may be expressed as
T A = 2P A (Vx ZB) AL (2Cz-L) AVc+(Vx_ + VyB ) -_ AVzB J
where A is the radius and L is the length of the cylinder, C Z is the coordinate of the
center of mass, relative to the -Z B end of the cylinder, V is a unit vector in the direction
of the relative wind, having direction cosines in the body inertial frame defined by
= X VXB ÷_B VyB + _B VZB' (4)
is the aerodynamic pressure,
2
PA VREL
PA = 2 ' (5)
and VRE L is the magnitude of the relative wind velocity. This velocity is computed under
the assumption that the earth's atmosphere rotates with the earth. This assumption yields
-_REL = _ VRELR + _ VRELP + _ VRELQ ' (6)
where
VRELR = _ 1tC
VRELP = - R C (cos _ wES-_)
VRELQ = - R C sin_ cosWwES
R C is the geocentric altitude, and WE S
V in the orbital frame are
is the earth's spin rate. The direction cosines of
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VRELR
V R -
VREL
VRE LP
Vp =
VREL
and
VRELQ
VQ - VRE L
where
VRE L = l_ + _2_ 2 cosL V/_,;ES +wES t sin 277)
The direction cosines of V, in the body inertial reference frame are Kiven by
(7)
.VzB
(8)
where C 1 and A! are the matrices relating the body and the orbital reference frames
r/ at th_ summer solstice
respectively to the inertial (X 1 Y["I ) frame. It can be shown that VyB
is equal to -VxB at the ,t(_tmnna] equinox, that VXB at the summer solstice is equal to VyB
at the autumnal equinox, and that VZB at the summer solstice is the stone as at the autumnal
equinox. Therefore, the flmction in braces in Equation (3) has the same time profile at
both seasons. This is designated f(t).
Then, at the autumnal equinox, the components of the aerodynamic torque, in the body
inertial frame, are
TAX = VyB PA f(t) (9)
D TAy = -VxB PA f(t)
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The componentsat the summer solstice are easily found from those at the autumnal
equinox,
TAX = -VxBE PA f(t) (10)
TAy = -VyBE PA f(t)
where the additional subscript E designates the value at the autumnal equinox.
C. 3 MAGNETIC TORQUES
The magnetic disturbances may include the effects of hysteretic material in the spacecraft,
eddy currents induced by the spin motion of the spacecraft in lhe geomagnetic field, and
interaction of the residual magnetic dipole of the spacecraft with the earth's magnetic fieht.
The magnetic hysteresis torque depends upon the amount of ferromagnetic or other hysteretic
material present and upon its characteristics. It is best to avoid tl_e use of such material
as much as possible. If such material is used, the hysteresis torque may be evaluated by
empirical methods. If only small quantities of hysteretic material are present, the
hysteresis torque is usually small in comparison with other disturbances.
The eddy-current torque on a thin-walled cylinder spinning about its axis is (ref. G.L. Smith
"A Theoretical Study of the Torques Induced by a Magnetic Field on Rotating Cylinders, "
NASA Technical Report R-129, 1962).
2h23 ( 2r L)( - tTEC = _ c_ C w r L t 1 - _ taah _r i sin k cos X - k sin 2 X (11)
where _ is the conductivity of the shell, C is the velocity of light, h is the magnitude of
the ambient magnetic field, w is the spin rate, r is the radius of the cylinder, L is its
length, t is the thickness of the shell, and X is the angle between the magnetic field and the
cylinder axis. k is a unit vector along the cylinder axis and'i is the transverse unit vector
in the plane containing the magnetic field vector and the cylinder axis.
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The magnetic dipole torque is
TMD = MS x HE (12)
where MS is the magnetic moment of the spacecraft and HE is the geomagnetic field.
The MX and My torque componentscontribute only a sinusoidal ripple, which has no
secular effect, andwhose torque impulse during any half-cycle is negligibly small.
Therefore, the orlly appreciable torque impulse arises from the MZ component. The
resulting torque componentsin the bodyinertial frame are
TMX = - HCZ Hy (13)
TMy = +HCZ HX
where H x and Hy are the components of the geomagnetic field in the body inertial frame.
C 4 GRAVII _ GRADII,N'[ TORQUE
The gravity g_:adient torques, about principal axes oi' inertia, m'c
3K
_GX - 3 RyR Z (I Z -Iy)
R
c.
3K
TGy - 3 RxRz (Ix-Iz)
R
C
3K
T - R X Ry - IX)GZ 3 (Iy
R
C
(14)
where K is the product of the earth's mass and the universal gTavitational constant, R
c
is the geocentric altitude, IX, Iy, I Z are the principal moments of inertia, and RX, Ry,
R Z are the direction cosines of the local vertical unit vector in the body reference fl'ame.
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For the ATS transfer orbit, the local vertical unit vector is
= -XBC°S_7 +'YB cos _sin17 +_Bsin_ sin17 (15)
where 17 is the orbital position angle, measured from the ascending node (apogee) and
is the complement of the angle between the Z axis and the orbit plane.
B
,)
The axial moment of inertia of the ATS-4 spacecraft was assumed to be 533 slug-feet-,
and the average transverse moment of inertia 4523 slug-feet 2. The spacecraft w_ls
assumed to have cylindrical mass symmetry, and so the Z B component of the torque is
zero. The other two components are
3K
TGX - 3
R
C
sin _ cos _ sin2 17(Iz-Ix) (1(;)
3K
TGy - 3
R
C
sin _ sin 17cos 17(Iz-Ix)
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APPENDIX D
ON-STATION DISTURBANCETORQUES
D. 1 INTRODUCTION
The on-station disturbance torques are primarily determined by solar pressure and gravity
gradient effects. Discussed herein is the analysis of the gravity gradient and solar radiation
pressure torques on the A'FS-4 spacecraft. The equations were programmed for the IBM
7094 computer, and the re,,_ults are disturbance torque profiles. These profiles provide
design information for the nLomentum wheels and pneumatic system, as well as inputs for
the analog computer simulation of the spacecraft orientation dynamics.
The a_lalysis assumes constant pointing orientation of the spacecraft, relative to the local
vertical reference frame, throughout an orbit. The deviations from such an orientation
allowed by the active control system are too small to have any appreciable effect on the
disturbance torques. The computations are performed at equally spaced time intervals for
a 24-hour period. The desired spacecraft pointing c)ricntation is included in the initial
conditions for the computer run.
Because the final confignration was not chosen before the an'_lysis was be_nan, considerable
flexibility was provided. This takes the form of optional inclusion of various geometrical
components, such as cylinders, spheres, cones, flat plates, etco The details are given
in the discussion of solar radiation pressure torques. Because of the complexity which
would have been involved, the effects of parts of the spacecraft shading other parts were
neglected, as well as rell¢_ctions between parts. The program included the simplified
earth shadow effects.
D. 2 PHYSICAL PARAMETERS REQUII_ED FOR COMPUTATION OF
DISTUR BANCE TORQUES
D. 2.1 ORBIT COMPUTATIONS
The earth's orbit about the sun is assumed to be circular, and the orbital angular rate is
considered constant. This affects only the apparent stm angle, and only one-orbit computer
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runs were anticipated, sothat errors arising from this assumption are negligible. A run
may be started at any time of year. The spacecraft's orbit is also assumedto be circular,
but precession of right ascensionof the ascendingnode may be included, if desired. Any
altitude, inclination, initial orbital position of the spacecraft, and initial position of the
right ascension of the ascendingnode may be chosen. For anorbit which is equatorial,
the equinoxline is usedas a reference in lieu of the line of nodes.
The orbital and related inputs required for the program are
a. FKK, the product of the earth's mass and the uniwtrsal gravity constant.
b. _tE, the earth's average orbital angular rate.
c. PO' the solar radiation pressure constant.
d. RE, the earth's radius.
the initial value of the earth's celestial longitudc, measured from the
e. it EO'
autumnal equinox.
f. A t, the time interval between torque computations.
g" _ NO' the initial value of the right ascension of the ascending node.
h. _N' the nodal precession rate.
i. _ , the orbital inclination.
J. T o' the initial orbital position angle.
k. v, the orbital period.
1. RC, the orbit geocentric altitude.
The local vertical reference frame is described by the R P Q triad of unit vectors. R is in
the direction from the geoeenter to the spacecraft. P is in the direction of the spacecraft
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velocity. Q is in the direction of the orbital angula r velocity vector.
The inertial refeI'ence frame is described by the X I YI ZI triad of unit vectors. X I points to
the first point of Aries, and ZI points to the north geographic pole. YI forms a right-handed
system.
D. 2, 2 SPACECRAFT Ot_IENTATION
The spacecraft orientatioil is expressed in terms of three Euler rotations: (1) 0p
positive YI axis, (2) OR about the po::dtive XI axis, and (3) ey about the positive Z I
The subscripts stand for pitch, roll, and yaw, respectively.
about the
axis.
D. 2.3 MASS MOMENTS
Flexibility is provided in the computation of the spacecraft center of mass and its moments
and products of inertia. The moments mid products of inertia of the entire spacecraft are
computed about the prescribed spacecraft geometrical axes, translated without rotation to
the overall center of mass. The inputs include the following mass characteristics of the
main (rodless) body:
a° MRS, the mass of the r()dle,_s body°
Do
Co
YMC'XMC , and ZMC , the c()rr(iiuates of the rodless tx)dy center of mass, relative
to a prescribed reference point on the longitudinal axis°
VXXM, VyyM, VZZM, VXYM, VXZM, and VyZM, the moments and product_ of
inertia of the rodless body, about geometric axes translated without rotation to
the rodless body center of mass.
A gravity gradient rod and its tip weight may be included b_ the simulation or not. If they
are not included, an i_put indicator, NRO D, is set equal to zero, and the inputs listed
above are used as the spacecraft mass characteristics.
spacecraft center of mass are XCM, _'CM' and ZCM.
inertia are IXX , etco
The computed coordinates of the
The moments and products of
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D. 3 DERIVATION OF RELATIONS FOR COMPUTATION OF DISTURBAI_CE TORQUES
D. 3.1 GRAVITY GRADIENT TORQUES
The gravity gradient torques on the spacecraft are computed for a perfectly spherical
gravity field. The torque then depends upon the geocentric altitude, RC, the spacecraft
moments and products of inertia, and the direction cosines of the local vertical in the
spacecraft reference frame.
The inertia matrix is
[i]
kx
= -Ixy
Ixz
%
Iyy -Iyz
-Iyz IZZ
(i)
The direction cosines relate the local vertical unit vector, ]_, to unit vectors along the
spacecraft reference axes.
- = + 2 (2)R :_1 Ell + _'1 E21 1 E31
Where the E's are elements of the rotational transformation matrix from the P Q R frame
to the X 1 Y1 Z1 frame. The gravity gradient torques are computed from the matrix equation.
m
TGX
TGy
TGZ
3F
KK
3R
C
E31
-E21
-E31
0
Ell
E21
-Ell
0
E 1
[I] E21 I (3)
l
_E31]
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D. 3.2 SOLAR RADIATION PRESSURE TORQUES
The differential force on a differentiaI element, dA, of the spacecraft surface area may be
expressed as
2 - (s" 4)d2F = PodA I_(1-Ds)(_'N) + 21_Ps (S'N)2 + --NP3 d (
where S is the unit vector along the sun's rays, ]_ is the unit vector perpendicular to and
positive toward the sm'fac(_ element, Os is the specular ret'lectanc(" of the surface, and Dd
is the diffuse reflectance. These are related to the absorptance, (_, by
(t + Os + Pd = 1 (5)
Equation (4) is based on the assumption that the absorptanee and reflectance characteristics
are constant with angle of incidence, and on tne assumption that all or tile solar rays at the
spacecraft a_'e parallel.
The solar radiation pressure torque on the area element is the vector cross-product of the
moment arm al_.d the force. The torque is to be computed alx)u/axes through the space-
craft _2,21).te}" of l_a_;s, _ncl so the mol-nt-mt :_F[n iS tile vector" f_om tile center of mass to the
area element. TI)(_ torque is the integral of the elementary expression ov(:r tne illuminated
portion of the surface area, T/)e torque on individual components of the spacecraft is com-
puted, as explained in the f(,llowing subsections. These contributions are adch:d, to obtain
the total solar torque on tne spacecraft° By the inclusion or omission of components, any
of the required spacecraft configurations may be simulated.
D. 3.2.1 Solar Cell Panels
.amy number of solar pencils from one to/'our may be accommodated. The number is
specified as an input index, NSp. The analysis for the Jth panel is presented. The
equations for any panel are obt, aincd by changing the subscript J.
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The following inputs are prescribed for each panel:
am XSpJ' YSPJ' and ZSpj, the coordinates of the centroid of the Jth panel, relative
to the prescribed reference point.
b. PSPXJ' PSPYJ' and PSPZJ' the direction cosines, in the X 1 Y1 Z1 spacecraft
reference frame, of the unit vector perpendicular to and pointing .toward the front
surface of the Jth panel.
c. RSpj, and RDpj, the specular and diffuse reflectances of the front surface of the
Jth panel.
dJ
e,
RSR J and RDRJ, the specular and diffuse reflectances of the reverse side of the
Jth panel.
ASp J, the area of the Jth panel.
The cosine of the angle of incidence of radiation of the front surface of the Jth panel is
+ s p (6)s. N = SDNJ = SXI PSPXJ + Sy1 PSPYJ ZI SPZJ
where SXI, Syl, and Szl are the direction cosines of S in the spacecraft reference frame.
If SDN J is positive, the front surface is illuminated, and the components of the solar force
on this surface are.
FSPXJ =
Fspyj =
FSpZj =
SDNJ Po ASpJ ISxI (I-RspJ)
SDNJ PO ASpJ ISy1 (1-RspJ)
SDNJ PO ASpj ISzI (I-RspJ)
+ 2/3 RDpj) I+ PSPXJ (2 RSp J SDN J
+ PSPYJ (2 RSp J SDN J +2/3RDpj) 1 , (7)
+ 2/3 RDpj) I+ PSPZJ (2 RSp J SDN J
The components of the moment arm, from the spacecraft center of mass to the panel
centroid, are
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RSPXJ = Xsp J
RSpYJ = YSPJ
RSpZj = Zsp J
- X
CM
- YCM
- ZCM
(s)
The solar torque eomlxments are
(9)
If S is negative, the reverse surface is illuminated, and the comI×ments of the solar
DNJ
force on this surface are
FSPXJ = SDNJ Po ASpJ
FSpYJ = SDNJ PO ASpJ
FSpZJ = SDNJ PO ASpJ
-_2/3
SXI (RsR J - 1% + PSPXJ (-2 RSR J SDN J RI_)Rj) I
Syj - (RsR J -1) _ D (-2 R S + 2/3 (10)SPYJ SRJ DNJ RDI_3) I
SZ1 (RSR J -- 1) -_..PSPZJ (-2 T-dSRJ SI)NJ + 2,/3 IIDRI} )
The equations for the comp(ments of tile moment arm and l!or those of the torques are the
same as before. If S is ze_:'o, the torques are zero. The comi×ments (ff the sum of the
DNJ
soiar torques on all of the paddles arc
NSp
TSp X = _ TSPXj
J=l
N
SP
TSp Y = _ TSpyj
J=l
NSp
TSp z = J=I TSpZJ
(11)
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D. 3.2.2 Box-Shaped Phased Array
The solar radiation pressure torques on the box-shaped phased array may be included as
an option. If included, the input index NBA is set equal to one. If not included, the index is
set equal to zero. If the array is included, the following inputs are specified:
a. XBAC' YBAC' and ZBAC, the coorinates of the geometric center of the array.
b. XBAD' YBAD' and ZBAD, the dimension of the array, parallel to the respective
satellite axes.
c. RSB A and RDBA, the specular and diffuse reflectances of the surface which
nominally faces the earth.
d. RSB B and RDBB, the specular and diffuse reflectances of the other surfaces.
If SZ1 is negative, tne surface which nominally faces downward is illuminated. The corn-
ponents of the solar force on this surface are
FBZX
FBZ Y
FBZZ
= -SzI SXI PO XBAD YBAD (I - RSBA)
- SZI S PO (iX  YBAD - SBA)
= -Sz1 PO XBAD YBAD ]Sz1 (1 + RSBA) - 2/3 RDBA]
(12)
The components of the moment arm from the spacecraft center of mass to the centroid of
the surface are
RBZ x = XBA C - XCM
RBZy = YBAC - YCM
RBZ z = ZBA C ZCM + 1/2z BAD
(13)
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The componentsof the solar torque on the surface are computed from
TsBzx = [ 0 -RBz Z RBZ Y/RBZ Z 0 .-RBZ X
[-RBz Y RBZ X 0
FBZX 1
FBZ Y
FBZZ
(14)
ff SZ 1 is positive, the surface which nominally faces upward is illuminated. Tile components
of the solar force on this surfac, e are
BZX
BZY
tq_ .:z
BZ Z
SZ1 SX1 PO XBAD YBAD (1 - RSBB)
v (1SZ1 SyI l'o XBAD BAD -RSBB)
S P X Y i , (1 + [(SBB) + ,,_,, I{SB B'ZI O BAD BAD !Sz1 ,)/,.
(_5)
Equations (13) and (14) hold, but tile siKn of the Zt3AD teem in equation (13) is minus.
It 8Z1 is zero, n(_it!l(...r of these two sarlaces is illun_inated, and so the solar torques on
[,|_(_111 lift? Zel'(),
The other pairs ol _tlrfa(:ck_ :il'e similarly treated. 'i't_e torques on the surfaces norn_.:tl to
the X 1 axis are designated T ...." SBXX' ISBXY, and ISBXZ. The torques on the surfaces
normal to the _>1 axis are designated TSBYX , TSBYY , and TSBYZ.
Tim total solar torques on the box-shaped phased array are
+
TSB x = TSBXX TSBYX TSBZX
"' = T + T + TSBI SBY SILKY SBYY ZY
• = + T +rSBZ TSlaXZ 8BYZ TSBZZ
(16)
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D. 3.2.3 Cone Frustum
The inclusion of a cone-shaped component in the simulation is optional. If it is included, the
input index NCF O is set equal to one. If not, the index is set equal to zero.
D. 3.2.4 Rod and Tip Weight
The computation of the solar radiation pressure torques on the rod and tip weight may be
included as an option. If included,, the input index NRO D is set equal to one. If not included,
the index is set equal to zero.
D. 3.2.5 Cylindrical Body Sections
The solar radiation pressure torque on one or more cylindrical body sections is included.
The input index NCy L indicates the number of such sections which have both flat ends
exposed. In the present program, NCy L is limited to two. If one cylinder with one flat end
exposed is included, another index, NCZ , is set equal to one. If no such cylinder is included,
NCZ is set equal to zero. In the present program the exposed end must be the one which
nominally faces downward.
The analysis of only one cylinder is h_eluded here, because they are all similar. The inputs
required for the Kth cylinder are
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a° XCYK' YCYK' and ZCYK, the coordinates of the center of the end facing the -Z1
direction.
b. LCy K, the length of the cylinder.
c. RCy K, the radius of the cylinder.
d. RSCYK and RDCYK , the specular and diffuse reflectances of the cylindrical surface.
e. RSA K and RDA K, the specular and diffuse reflectances of the fiat end facing the
-Z direction.
1
f. RSB K and HDB K, the specular and diffuse reflectances of the flat end facing the
+2 direction.
1
D 2 2
If CSS A = SX1 + Syl (17)
is very small, the sun is nearly parallel to the axis of the cylinder and the solar torque on
the cylindrical surface is zero. Otherwise, the torque is computed.
It is convenient to use the sire-spacecraft reference frame for the analysis. This frame is
defined by the triad I J K, with K coinciding with ZI' and I-and _koriented such thal, g has a
positive 3 component and no i-component. The matrix of the rotational transformation from
the spacecraft frame to the sun-spacecraft frame is the IS] matrix,
I !
i-]
J
R
iX1
Yl
Z
. I
(18)
The elements of the Is] matrix are computed from
CSA = (CssA) 1/2
$11 = Sy1/CSA
812 = -SX1/CSA
= -S$21 _12
$22 = Sll
833 = 1
$13 = $23 = $31 = $32 = 0
n
J
(19)
An ang_alar coordinate, _, is defined as illus-
trated in Fi.g_re D-1. The components in
Figure D-1. Spaceer_fft
Cross Section
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the sun-spacecraft frame of the vector from the spacecraft center of mass to the center
of the base (at the -Zl end) are computed from
CDI
;oi
:(Xc -
[S] (YCYK-
(Zcy K -
XCM)
YCM )
ZCM)
(20)
The moment arm from the spacecraft center of mass to an element of area on the cylindrical
surface is
R = I(CDI + RCy K sin _#) + J (CDj - RCy K cos _) + I_(CDK + 2) (21)
where £ is the length coordinate.
The unit vector perepndicular to and positive toward the surface is given by
= -I sin_# _ J cos (22)
The solar unit vector is
= J CSA _ I_ SZ1 (23)
The cosine of the ang'le of incidence is
S" N = CSA cos _# (24)
The element of area is
dA = RC_2< dt d_ (25)
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The element of solar force on the element of area is
d2F 00 R-Cy K d_ d_ Ir(-CsA FC sin _cos _)) (26)
( )+-J CSA F C cos _ + CSS Acos_ (1- RSCYK )
+_:CsA SzlCos_ (1-RscYK) }
where F C = 2RscYK CSA cos _ + 2/3 RDCYK (27)
The element of torque is given by d2T = R x d2F. This is integrated with respect to
between the limits of -rr/2 and +_/2, corresponding to the illuminated half of the cylinder.
The result is then integrated with respect to £ between the limits of zero and LCy K. It is
convenient to use two intermediate variables,
VSDA = PO RCYK LCy K SZ1 CSA (1 - RSCYK ) (28)
= P L i CSSA (1 - 1/3 RSCYK) + ///6 _ ]
[
VSDB O RCYK CYK CSA RDCYK
i !
The components of the _solar torque on the Kth cylindrical surlaec m the sm_-spacecraft
[_ alnC are
TSDIN = VSD A (2 CDj - _/2 RCYK)
-VsD B (2 CDK + LCYK)
TSDJK = -2 VSD A CDI
TSDKK = 2 VSD B CDI
(29)
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The corresponding components in the spacecraft reference frame are
TSCXK
TSCYK
TSCZK
= is]T
TSDIK
TSDJK
TSDKK
(30)
If Szl is positive, the flat end facing the -Zl
on this surface are
direction is illuminated. Then the solar forces
FSEXK
F
SEYK
FSEZK
= _PO "'CYK SX] SZ1 (1 - RSAK)
= _Po 2 (IRCy K Syl Szl - RSA K)
7rPo 2 (I+ +2/3= RCy K SZ1 ISz1 RSA K) RDA K
(31)
The components of the moment arm from the spacecraft center of mass to the center of the
flat end are
RSEXK = XCy K
RSEYK = YCYK
RSEZK = ZCy K
- XCM
- YCM
- ZCM
(32)
If SZ1 is negative, the flat end facing the +Z
forces on this surface are
direction is illuminated.
1
Then the solar
2 (i
FSEXK = - _ PoRcyK SXI SZ 1 - RSBK)
FSEYK = - _Po _-,_v,;,__,. Syl SZI (I - RSBK)
FSEZK = YPo .._,_,_,__, SZI I-SzI (I + RSBK) + 2/3 RDB K I
(33)
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In either case, the torque components are computed from
TSEXK
TSEYK
TSEZK
0 -RsEzK RSEYK
RSE ZK 0 -RsExK
-RsEYK RSEXK 0
-FsExK--
FSEYK
FSE ZK
If SZ1 is zero, neither of the flat (:rod surfaces is illuminated, and the torques are zero.
The total solar torques on the Kth cylinder are
(34)
TSDXK = TSCXK _ TSEXK
TSDYK = TSCYK + TSEYK
TSD ZK 1 SC ZK TSE ZK
(35)
I). 3.2.6 Parabolic Antenna
The solar radiation pressure torques oll the antenna are always included m the program.
The folh)wing inputs are specified:
a. RRIM,
b. RDE P,
Ca
d.
e_
fl
the radius :)[ the antenna rim.
the depth of the antenna°
XSAN' YSAN' and ZSAN, the coordinates of the center of the dish surface, relative
to the specified reference point.
RSO A and RDOA, the specular and diffuse reflectances of the convex surface of the
antelma.
RSI A and RDIA, the specular and diffuse reflectances of the co(mave surface of the
antenna.
RCA N, the fraction of the antenna surface area which is closed (fractional area
effective).
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The parabolic antenna is approximated as a spherica! cap. T_e geometric re!ations are
illustrated in Figure D-2. From this figure,
RDE P = RSp H (1 - cos Am)
RRDCl = RSp H sin ), m
(36)
Then
RDE P 1 - cos A m
= tan
RRI M sin k m
(37)
or
-1
k = 2 tan
m
R
RsPti = RIM
sin ),
m
sin k
rn
cos )k =
m tan k
m
-1
(38)
K
/ _ RI{IM
/ : RDE P
Figure D-2. Geometry of Spherical Cap
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Thus, all of the geometric parameters of the sphere are determined. Both sperical and
rectangular coQrdinates are used, as illustrated in Figure D-2. The rectangular system is
the same as that used for the cylinders. The element of area is
2
dA = RSp H sin AdA d_ (39)
"[he unit vector perpendicular to and positive toward the convex surface is
N O -I-sin X sin{) _ J sin kcos _ + Kcos X (40)
'lhc unit vector positive toward the concave surface is
_, = -N O ('i])
The solar unit vector is
J- cos o .i K sin (_ (4_)
ZI
:tll_] C:O_ (J ::
2 :)f/z
+ S
X1 Y1
The cosine of the angle of incidence is
S'N = cos(_sinX cos_ + sinacosX (43)
Fhe clement of force on the element of area on the concave or convex surface can be
expressed by a single equation, by using an index, NOlO This is equal to plus one for the
convex surface and minus one for the concave surface. Then the element of force is
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d2F
PO RSPH2 dA d@ li'(-F A sin 2 X sin q))
+ -5INoI (g. ) (1 -ps) X cos a +
+ _ (NoI (S" NO) (1 -lOs ) sin Xsin (y +
2
F Asin )t cos@)
I
F A sin )t cos X) i
(44)
2
where F A = -_- 0 d (S" NO) + 2 NOIOs (S" NO)2
Ds is the specular reflectance, and 0d is the diffuse reflectance of the surface under consid-
eration. In addition, the factors for the fractions of closed and open areas of the mesh
must be used, as described later.
The components of the moment arm from the satellite Center of mass to the base of the
antenna are computed from
CANI
CANJ
CANK
m
(XsA N
(ZsA N
XCM)
- YCM )
- ZCM)
(45)
The moment arm from the satellite center of mass to the base of the antenna is
R [-(CAN I _ RSPII sin X sin _P) + 3 (CAN J
+ i_ (CAN K _ RSp H - RsPileos A).
- RSPtl sin k cos _0)
(46)
The element of torque is given by equation (27). Because of the sjnnmetry about the J K
plane, the terms involving sin p contribute nothing to the final result, and will be dropped.
The results are expressed in terms of the differentials of intermediatevariables,
d2T = i-tlCAN J d2TsAA - (CAN K + RSPIt ) d2TsAB + RSPH d2TsAc I
_ j- CAN I d2TsAA + K CAN I d2TsAB (47)
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D where
d2TsAA
d2TsAB
21)O 2 dX d_ INoI (1 10s) {sin 2RSp H - a sin )_ cos )t
+sinacosffsin 2 Xcos_) + 2NOIP s (cos 2asin 3kcosXcos 2
2 2
+sin (_ sinX cos3k + 2sinacoso'sin kcos2h cos_)
+2/3p d (COSo-sin2X cosA cos_ + sin(_sinX cos 2A)I
2
21:)0 RSp H dX d_ ttNoi (1 0s ) (cos 2 2- o" sin )_ cos
+ sing coscrsin hcos A) +2NoI Os (cos 2(_sin 4 X cos 3
2 2 c°s 2 3 2+ sin 0 sin _ )_ cost_ + 2 sin (y cos ly sin A cos A cos
sin 3 2 2 I+2/3Dd (cos(_ k cos _5 + sincrsin A cos A cos _)
2
d TSA C
2
21)O R2SPH dA d_ NOI (l -Ps) Iicos asin 2 ;_ cos A cos
cos2 2+ sin (_cos 0"sin X X - sin _ cos (_sin3 X cos A
'2 2
- sin (rsin X cosk cos _t
These expressions have been multiplied by two, because of tile symrnetry about the J K
plane, mid all integrations ncx,d be, p,._rformed on only one side of tilts plane.
The expressions are integrated with respect to _2 and with respect to k. The limits of
integration depend upon the sun angle, (_. Six cases are distinguished.
ao Case I. The sun's rays make an angle with the +Z 1
than )t , or
nl
axis which is equal to or less
>
Sz = sin A. (48)1 m
In this case the convex surface is completely illuminated and the concave surface
is completely shaded. The reflectances of the convex surfaces are used in equations
(47) and all the expressions are multiplied by l_CA N, the fraction of the antenna
surface area which is closed. The integration with respect to _ is between the
limits of zero and _, and that with respect to A is between the limits of zero and )t
m
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b. axis which is greater than inCase II. The sun's rays make an angle with the +Z1
Case I, but equal to or less than 90 degrees,
0 < SZI= < sin _ (49)
m
This case is illustrated in Figure D-3. The shadow line shown is the locus of
points where the surface is tangent to the sun's rays. These points lie on an arc
which is a portion of a great circle of the sphere. Along this arc, the angle of
incidence is 90 degrees. The value of _b at which this occurs depends upon _,
and the relation is obtained by setting Equation (43) equal to zero, and solving for
-1
_S = cos (-tana cot X) (50)
On one side of this shadow line, the
convex surface is directly illuminated.
On the other side, the concave sur-
face is illuminated through the mesh,
The integrations are most easily
carried out over three separate
regions. The first region is directly
below the shadow line in Figure D-3.
The limits for _ are zero and _ S, and
those for k are (_and Xm. The arc _rr
for which X is equal to a is shown by
the dashed line in the figure, and the
second region of integration is to the
right of the dashed line. The limits
for _ are zero and _, and those for
X are zero ands. For both of these
regions, the reflectances for the
convex surface are used, and the
expressions are multiplied by
RCA N. The third region lies above
the shadow line in Figure D-3. The
limits for _ are _S and re, and those
for k are a and '_m. The reflectances
of the concave surface are used, and
the expressions are multiplied by
J
J
f
SttADOW LINE
I
I
Figure D-3. Case II
(1 - RCAN) _ the fraction of open area of the mesh, and also mt_ltiplied by RCAN, the
fraction of the closed area. The first factor accounts for the reduced intensity of
the solar flux coming through the mesh, and the second factor accounts for the
effective area of the concave surface.
The equations for Case I are obtained from those for Case II by setting _ S equal to
y. Therefore, separate equations for Case I were not programmed.
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Co Case III. The sun's rays make an angle with the +Z 1 axis which is greater than
90 degrees, but less them (90 degrees + 1/3 X m)
X
m ' < 0 (51)
-sin 3 " SZ1
This case is illustrated in Figure D-4.
The shadow line now appears in the
lower portion of the figure. The rim
shadow line is an are which is the
shadow cast by the antenna rim.
The relation between the #,-coordin-
ate, _RS, and ._ on Ufis arc is
derived as follows. 1:'(_- any point
along the arc, the vector ftooi the
center of the sphere to the point is
equal to the sum of two other vectors:
(I) a vector from the center of the
sphere to that point on the rim which
casts the shadow, such point being
located at an unlmown value of _,
designated _ R, and (2) a vector
along the shadow-casting solar ray,
of unknown magnitude, A. Setting
the respective rectangular compon-
ents of the one vcck)r equal t,, tim
surn of the c,-)mi:,),_.e,___ts ,,[ th:: ,,the:"
two yields
/
/
/
X --2/_ m V
)-SIIAI OW LINE
Figure 1)-4. Case lit
RSPtI sin X sin _ sin X sinrn t{ = tlSPtt
-RSPtlSin Am cos _lt -_ Acoscr = -RsPllsin A cos
-RsPiiCOSXm + A sin(_ = -RsPlt COS )t
RSp H, A and I_R are eliminated from these equal:ions, mid the result is
2 )tm)2 ')-1 _ cos a (cos X - cos - sin2(y (sin2)t "- sin'X)m
_RS ::: cos 2 sincycoscr sin X(cos _t- cos Xm)
(52)
(53)
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do
The angle u, shown in Figure D-4, is equal to the magnitude of the angle between
the solar unit vector _ and the _ axis, w_tch is parallel to the vertical in the figure.
This and was introduced in order to clarify the diagrams by u_ing a positive
acute angle.
Below the shadow line, the convex surface iS directly illuminated. For this
region, tibe factor RCA N is used, the limits for _b are 0 and _S' and those for
are v and _m" Between the shadow line and the rim shadow line, the concave
surface is illuminated through the me_, Therefore, the factors RCA N and (1 - RCAN)
are used. This region is divided into three subregions by the vertical dashed
lines in Figure 13-4. For the right-hand region, the limits for _ are zero and _,
and those for k are zero and v. For the _ddle region, the limits for _ and _ S
and lr, and those for k are v and (Xm - 2v). For the left-hand region, the limits
for _ are _bS and _RS, and those for k are (_m - 2 u ) and km"
Above the rim shadow line, the coneave surface is directly illuminated. Therefore,
in this region, the reflectances of the concave surface and the factor RCA N are
used. The limits for _ are _RS and _, and tltose for X are (km - 2_) and X m.
Case IV. The sun's rays make an angle with the +Z1 axis which is equal to or
greater than (90 degrees + 1/3 ),m),but less than (90 degrees + 1/2 ).m ).
k k
m < m
-sin _ < SZ1 = -sin 3 (54)
This case is illustrated in Figure D-5.
The shadow line and the rim shadow
line appear much the same as in
Figure D-4, but the distinction
between Cases HI and IV is that, in
the latter case, the minimum X-coor-
dinate of the shadow line is greater
than that of the rim shadow line.
Below the shadow line, the convex
surface is directly illuminated, and
this region is treated the same as in
Case III.
Between the shadow line and the rim
shadow line, the concave surface is
illuminated through the mesh. The
general treatment is the same as in
Case IH, but the three regions have
limits of integration different from
those of Case III. For the right-
hand region, the limits for _ are Figure D-5.
/
Case IV
LINE
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zero and _, and those for k are zero and (X m - 2_). For the middle region, the
limits for _ are zero and _RS, and those for X are uand km"
Above the rim shadow line, the concave surface is directly illuminated. This
region is treated the same as in Case III, and the limits of integration are the same.
Case V. The sun's rays make an angle with the +Z 1 axis which is equal to or
greater than (90 degrees + 1/2 km),but less than (90 degrees + Xm).
k
SZ1 < _2
-sin X m < =-sin (55)
This case is illustrated in Figure D-6.
The distinction between Cases IV
and V is that, in the latter case, the
apex of the rim shadow falls on the
-_ side of the lrK plane. Below the
shadow line, the convex surface is
directly illuminated, and this region
is treated the same as in Case III.
Between the shadow line and the rim
shadow line, the concave surface is
illuminated through the mesh. The
general treatment is the same as
in Case III, but there ale only two
regions, and the limits of integration
are different.
For the right-braid region, the limits
for _3 are zero and _RS, and those
for k are (2v - km) andu. For the
left-hand region, the limits are
the same as for Case IV. Above
the rim shadow line, the concave
surface is directly illuminated.
While the general treatment is the
same as in Case HI, there are nmv
two regions, and the limits of
integration are different. For
the right-hand region, the limits
for _b are zero and _, and those
SHADOW LINE
Figure D-6, Case V
for ), are zero and (2L)-_m ). For the left-hand region, the limits for _b and $ RS
and 7r, and those for )_ are (2u -;_m ) and )'m"
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In Cases HI, IV, and V, the first integration, with respect to _, was always done
in closed form. Some of the resulting expressions can be integrated with respect
to _. in closed form, while others can not. They were all integrated numerically
by the digital computer program.
Case VI. The sun's rays make an angle with the +Z 1 axis which is equal to or
greater than (90 degrees + )_m ),
<- sin ), (56)SZl m
In this case, the convex surface is completely shaded, and the entire concave
surface is directly illuminated. The limits of integration are the same as for
Case I. The equations are also the same, except that the reflectances of the
concave surface are used, and NOI is equal to minus one.
In all cases, the components of the solar torque in the spacecraft-sun frame
are computed first, and then transformed into the spacecraft frame by
m
TSA Y
TSAZ
T
SAI
TSAJ
TSAK
(57)
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APPENDIX E
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR ORIENTATION CONTROL SERVO ANALYSIS
Mathematical models of those components constituting the sun stabilization, earth stabili-
zation, star acquisition, and primary pointing systems are described in this appendix in
Sections E. 1 through E. 7 as follows: (1) Introduction, (2) Vehicle Dynamics, (3) Vehicle
Orientation, (4) Torquers, (5) Controllers, (6) Sensors, and (7) Sensor Signal Processing.
E. 1 INTRODUCTION
The block diagram of Figure E-1 applies to each of the above systems.
used throughout this appendix is described in Section 6.4.3.3.1.
The nomenclature
E. 2 VEHICLE DYNAMICS
The equations describing the angnlar velocity of a rigid vehicle with nonrigid appendages
are listed in this section. The derivation of these equations is outlined very briefly.
--_ Ptl()C ESSIN(;
ATTITUDE t
R A FE
S E NSOR S
.\ [ ill[l)l
Figure E-1. Control System Block Diagram
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E. 2.1 DE FINITIONS
a. Spacecraft - The spacecraft is the complete ATS-4 structure consisting of a rigid
vehicle and deployed, flexible appendages.
b. Vehicle - The vehicle is the rigid portion of the ATS-4 spacecraft and includes,
principally, the basic satellite and the subsatellite.
C. Flexible Appendages - The flexible appendages are those structures having suf-
ficient flexibility to significantly affect, at least potentially, the performance of
theOrientation Control system.
de Structural Admittance Matrix - The structural admittance matrix is a matrix of
transfer functions describing the mechanical admittance of the vehicle. For a vehicle
with rigid appendages the structural admittance matrix becomes the inverse of the
matrix of moments and products of inertia.
E. 2.2 COORDINATE SYSTEM
The ATS-4 vehicle dynamics are described in terms of the right hand body axis coordinate
system illustrated in Reference E. 8.1 and Figure E-2. The body axes are translated as
necessary to maintain coincidence of the spacecraft center of mass and the origin of the
coordinate system. The body axes coin-
cide with the spacecraft principal axes only
when the spacecraft instantaneous center of
mass coincides with the spacecraft nominal
center of mass (flexible appendages at rest).
E. 2.3 SIGN CONVENTION
Positive angular displacements, velocities,
and accelerations are counterclockwise when
viewed from the positive end of an axis.
E. 2.4 NOMENCLATURE
The nomenclature is described in Section
6.4.3.3.1.
f
z 5
YAW
Y5
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{SOUTtl)
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X5
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(OR BFFAL PATH)
Figure E-2. Body Axis
Coordinate System
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E. 2.5 EQUATIONS
Two equations are required: one of these describes the relationship between the external
torques applied to the vehicle and the resultant vehicle momentum; the other, describes
the relationship between the vehicle angular momentum and the vehicle angular velocity.
The effect of flexibleappendages is factored intothe latterof these relationships.
The torque/momentum equation for each axis is:
t
hvx = Hx(O)+f(Tjx
0
t
hvy = HylO) +f(Tjy
O
t
vz = HalO)
O
+ TDx- TGx_t- hwx (la)
+TDy-TGy) dt - % (lb)
+ TDz - TGz)dt- hwz (lc)
The momentum/velocity equation for each axis is expressed in terms of Laplace Transforms:
Wx = Y h + Y h + Y h (2a)
xx vx xy vy xz vz
Wy = Y h +Y h +Y h (2b)
yx vx yy v), yz vz
Wz = Y h +Y h +Y h (2c)
zx vx zy vy zz vz
The transfer functions Y.. (s) have the form,
1j
N S2 Aij k
(3)
Yij = Aij + _ 8 2 2
g=l +2jkco. kj S + Wjk
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and constitute the elements of the structural admittance matrix. The transfer function
description of flexible structure effects is dictated by the methods currently used to derive
numerical data for some given structure. In the absence of flexible appendages, the transt_ ,v
functions reduce to a constant
Y.. = A.. (4)1j D
Where the A..
D
are the elements of the inverse inertia tensor ; that is,
-1
If -I -I 1[[ ]]i iAij iI = _ xx IxY -IXZ
L;:X YY yz
- -Izy Izz
(5)
The components of total angular momentum (Hx, H , H ) and the components of they z
gyroscopic torque (TGx, "lGy, _[Gz) shown in equation (1) are as follows:
H = h + h (6a)
x vx Wx
H = h + h (6b)y vy Wy
H = h + h (6c)
z vz Wz
TGx = -w H +w tI (7a)z y y z
TGy = w z Hx-WxHz (7b)
TGz =-COy H +w [t (7c)x x y
E. 2.6 DERIVATION
Equation (i),the relationship between torque and momentum, follows from an expansion
of the equation of motion:
T E
• m
m •
= H =H +_xH (8)
Substituting into equation (8) the expressions:
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"TG -- _ x H (10)
"7" "T"
H =hv +l_w (11)
m
and solving for h yields:
V
or for each axis,
hvj " Tjj+TDj - TGj - hwj
j ="x, y, z
(13)
Integrating equation (13) from t = 0 to t=t yields equation (1). Note that
t
f l_dt =- (o) (14)h h
O
The derivation of equations (2) and (3) for flexible structures has been described in
Reference E. 8.2 and discussed in Reference E. 8.3.
E.2.7 NUMERICAL VALUES
The coefficients (Aijk), natural frequencies (Wjk), and damping factors (_ijk) for the
ATS-4 vehicle with and without deployed appendages are listed in Section 6.4. 3.3.1.
E.3 VEHICLE ORIENTATION
The equations describing the orientation of the ATS-4 body axes with respect to the sun, the
earth, and a star are described in this section. References detailing the derivation of these
equations are listed.
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E.3.1
a.
bl
C.
d°
DE FINI TIONS
Orientation Reference - An orientation reference is the line of sight between the
spacecraft center of mass and the sun, a star, or some point on the earth.
Vehicle Orientation - The orientation of the vehicle is the relationship between the
vehicle body axes and an orientation reference. This relationship is described
by direction cosines, Euler Angles or Euler Parameters.
Sunline - The sunline is the line of sight between the vehicle and the sun. The sun-
line is always assumed to be fixed in inertial space.
Local Vertical - The local vertical is the line of sight between the vehicle and the
center of the earth.
e. Star Line - A star line is the line of sight between the vehicle and a star.
E. 3.2 COORDINATE SYSTEMS
Two coordinate systems are required to describe the orientation of the vehicle: (1) the body
axis coordinate system; and (2) the geocentric coordinate system. The body axis coordinate
system has been described in Section E. 2 above. The geocentric coordinate system has
been illustrated in Reference E. 8.1.
The origin is attached to the vehicle instantaneous center of mass. The x axis coincides
with the orbital velocity vector; the z axis coincides with the local vertical. The y axis is
oriented as necessary to form a right-handed coordinate system.
E. 3.3 SIGN CONVENTION i
As in Section E. 2, positive angular displacements are counter-clockwise when the origin of
a coordinate system is observed from the positive end of an axis.
E.3.4 NOMENCLATURE
The nomenclature is described in Section 6.4.3.1.1.
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E. 3.5 DIRECTION COSINES
Direction cosines are used to describe the orientation of the vehicle bodyaxes relative to
some orientation reference as illustrated in Figure E-3. A matrix of nine direction cosines
is used to describe the t_ansformation from one coordinate system to another; that is,
i XB
YB
XA
m
YA
Z A
w
All A12 A13
A21 A22 A23
A31 A32 A33
or
All A21 A31
A12 A22 A32
713 A23 A33j
L
X B
YB
-5B
(15)
(16)
In general both of the coordinate systems are
rotating and the direction cosines A.. are
1j
described by a system of ordinary linear
differential equations with time varying
coefficients and several constraints. The
differential equations, derived in Ref-
erence E. 8.4, have been written in
matrix form for convenience:
I
II L :_ cos _x : ALj
m = cos _y A j
( n cos Sz - A3j
YB
ATTITIrDE
REFEBENCE
I_ X B
f "--. I
ZI_
Figure E-3. Direction Cosines
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0 w -w
z y
-_v 0 w
Z X
-co 0
y x
0
Z
Y
Z
o ft
X
-f_ 0
X
(17)
m
where _ is the angular velocity of coordinate system A and w is the angular velocity of
coordinate system B:
= 12x XA + _y YA + _z ZA (18)
_0 = _o X +w YB+W Z (19)x B Y z B
The constraint equations are those applicable to a transformation matrix between orthogonal
coordinate systems:
A211 + A212 + A213 = 1 (20a)
2 + A 2 A223A 21 22 + = 1 (20b)
A231 + A232 + A233 = 1 (20c)
A11 A21 + A12 A22 + A13 A23 = 0 (21a)
All A31 + A12 A32 + A13 A33 = 0 (2 lb)
A21 A31 + A22 A32 + A23 A33 = 0 (21c)
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E. 3.6 EULER PARAMETERS
Euler Parameters have been described in
Reference E. 8.4. These four quantities
(e I e 2 e 3 e4) describe the axis of rotation
of coordinate system B and angular dis-
placement about this axis as shown in YA
Figure E-4,specifically,
U
e I = b I sin-z (22a)
u
e = b,) sin- (22b)
Z _ Z
U
c 3 = b 3 sin--z (22e)
U
e 4 = cOS-z (22d)
where the direction cosines b l, b 2 and b 3,
illustrated in Figure E-4 represent the
...... J-) ", _1
_- \---_/"7_ .......
AXIS OF
R(YFATR)N
SYSTEM B
---- X A
Figure E-4. Euler Purameters
angular displacements between the axis
of rotation of coordinate system B and the axes of coordinate system A. The Euler
parameters are solutions to a system of ordinary linear differential equations with time
varying coefficients and a single constraint:
l l 1
el = 2 (COz+_z) c2 - _ (co3; +_,y) c3 + -_ (COx- _x) e 4 (23a)
1 1
• _ l(c0 + e I e (w +q) e3 + e 4 (23b)e2 -- 2 z _z ) 7_ x _(Wy-_y)
1 1 1
e3 = 72 (co +_ ) e - (co +_x) e + e 4 (23c)y y 1 x 2
1 1 1
5,1 = -2 (Wx -_Qx ) el - 2 (coy -Dy) e 2 - _ (coz -Qz ) ea (23d)
"), ')_ ,a'} 2
e I + e 2 +e 3 +e 4 = 1 (24)
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As shown in Reference E. 8.4, the direction cosines are related to the Euler Parameters as
follows:
2 2 2 2
A11 =e4 +el _e2 _e3 (25a)
A12 = 2 (ele 2 + e3e4) (25b)
A13 = 2 (ele 3 - e2e4) (25c)
A21 = 2 (ele 2 - e3e4) (25d)
" " 2 2
A22 =e 4 -e I +e 2 - e3 (25e)
A23 = 2 (e2e 3 + ele4) (25f)
A31 = '2 (ele 3 + e2e4) (25g)
A32 = 2 (e2e 3 -ele4) (25h)
2 2 '2 2
A33 =e 4 -e I -e 2 +e 3 (25i)
E.3.7 EULER ANGLES
If coordinate system B is subjected to sequential angular rotations about its axes, the
ultimate orientation of the coordinate system is a function of not only the magnitude of the
rotations, but also the sequence in which the rotations are carried out. Classical Euler
angles are distinguished from nonclassical Euler angles by the sequence in which the
rotations are completed. Classical Euler angles are generated whenever the first rotation
is about the z axis; the second, about the y axis; and the third, about the z axis once again.
This constitutes a z-y-z sequence. Nonclassical Euler angles result whenever some
sequence other than z-y-z is used.
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If, as shown in Figure E-5, coordinate system B is rotated first through an angle _about
the z axis; secondly, through an angle 0about the y axis; and finally, through an angle
about the x axis, the direction cosines for the orientation of the vehicle are determined
from the following:
[i°
-sin   nO:J1 • !}
cos sm 0 0 cosO / 0
(26)
Carrying out the indicated matrix multiplication:
All = cos _cos 0 (27a)
A12 = sin _cos 0 (27b)
_llk l
'l
X
/
_X
IH_
X
Xj_
\
©
\
R
1{I
_- _ -1[
Zll 1
Figure E-5. Nonclassical Euler Angles
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A13 =-sin0 (27c)
A21 =-sin q/cos f[ + cos @ sin0 sin ¢ (27d)
A22 = cos _/cos _ + sin_ sin 0 sin (27e)
A23 = cos 0 sin _ (27e)
A31 = sin q2 sin _ + cos • sin 0cos (27g)
A32 = -cos • sin _ + sin _Ysin 0 cos (27h)
A33 = cos 0 cos _ (27i)
E. 3.8 ORIENTATION REFERENCED TO TIlE SUNLINE
Let the sunline be coincident with the z axis of coordinate system A and the body axes coin-
cident with the axes of coordinate system B. Vehicle orientation relative to the sunline is
then described by the three direclion cosines A13, A2. 2 and A33 representing the angular
displacements between the sunline and each of the body axes.
Since the sunline is assumed [ixed in inertial space, the A coordinate system must have
zero ang_alar velocity about the x and y axes; that is,
= _ = 0 (28)
x y
From equation (17), the differential equations for the direction cosines A13, A23 and A33
become:
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A =_ =w m-w n (29a)
13 z y
A23 = m = -Wz _ + _0xn (29b)
A33 =n =w _-w m (29c)y x
The single applicable constraint is
2 2 2
_, +m +n =1 (30)
E. 3.9 ORIENTATION REFERENCED TO THE LOCAL VERTICAL
Let the A coordinate system coincide with the geocentric coordinate system and the B
coordinate system coincide with the body axes. Vehicle orientation relative to the local
vertical (the z axis in the geocentric coordinate system) is then des cribed by the three
direction cosines A13, A23, and A33 representing the angular displacement between the
local vertical and each of the body axes. The required direction cosines are most con-
veniently generated by first generating the Euler parameters per equations (23) and (24)
and then calculating the direction cosines per equations (25e), (25f) and (25i). Since the xz
plane of the geocentric coordinate system coincides, by definition, with the orbital plane,
the angular velocity of the geocentric coordinate system is simply,
If the orbit is synchronous, the angular velocity, 12,is equal to that of the earth about its
axis; that is,
-5
= 7.27 10 radians/second
E. 3.10 ORIENTATION REFERENCED TO A STARLINE
Let the starline be coincident with the y axis of coordinate system A and the body axes
coincident with the axes of coordinate system B. Vehicle orientation relative to the
starline is then described by the three direction cosines A12, A22 and A32 representing the
angular displacements between the starline and each of the body axes.
Since the starline is fixed in inertial space, the A coordinate system must have zero angular
velocity about the x and z axes, that is
= _ = 0 (32)
X z
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From equation (17), the differential equations for the direction cosines A12, A22 and A32
become:
A12
A22
=_ =w m -w n (33a)
s z s y s
=m =-w_ +w n (33b)
S ZS X S
A32 =n =co _, -co m (33c)S y S X S
The applicable constraint is
2 2 2
_ + m + n = I (34)
S S S
E. 3.11 ORIENTATION FOR SMALL ERRORS
If the body axes are very nearly aligned with the axes of some reference coordinate system,
the relationships between direction cosines and some set of nonclassical Euler Angles
reduces to:
1 ¢_' -0
-_I, 1 ¢
0 -O 1
(35)
This relation is valid if_, 0, and fl are small (less than five degrees)• Substituting
equation (28) into equation (17), the differential equations for direction cosines, yields
= co - i'i = {_ (36a)
X X X
0" = _ _ _'i =0 (36b)
Y Y Y
= co - _l =O (36c)
Z Z Z
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E. 4 VEHICLE TOR_UERS
E.4.1 JETS
The low thrust jets providing torque for rate stabilization and solar orientation as well as
flywheel unloading have been modeled simply as on-off torques of 1.5, 1.5, and 0.8 inch-
ounces for the vehicle roll, pitch, and yaw (X5, Y5' Z5) axes, respectively.
E. 4.2 MECHANICAL FLYWHEEL
The behavior of the flywheel providing control torque to the body axes can be described by
the nonlinear differential equation:
h = -alh + a2V -hV (a3h + a4V ) (37)
The coefficients Ai can be derived from torque speed curves in several ways. One of these
utilizes the maximum wheel momentum hm, the rated voltage VR, the stall torque at rated
voltage Ts, the ratio of momentum at rated voltage to momentum at one-half rated voltage
qw* and the ratio of peak torque to stall' torque at rated voltage qt" In terms of these
quantities,
al- hm qw- 3 qw 6 qt (38a)
a 2 = Ts/V R (3Sb)
Ts 2-qt)
a3- h2mVR (' 2
2Ts (q 2-qt)a4 -
3hmV R t-qW + 2 qw
(38c)
(38d)
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For some momentum and voltage, a wheel gain and time constant can be calculated:
a 4 a 3 h 21-2 _ hV---
a_12) a2 a 2
k = (39a)
m a 3 a 4 V21+2 -- hV+--
a I a I
1T = , (39b)m a a4 2
1+2 _ hV +-- V
al a I
The ATS-4 wheels are to be the same as the flywheels used on the Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory. For these wheels the following apply:
V R = 32 volts
h = 2.02 foot-pound-seconds
m
T = 2.46 inch-ounces
s
qw = 1.15
qt = 1.9
yielding coefficients of:
a 1 =
a 2 =
a 3 =
a 4 =
-3 -1
2.69 (10) (see)
0. 077 inch-ounces/volt
2.55 (10)-8(inch-ounce-sec2-volt) -1
3.26(I0) -6 o -1(sec_volt _)
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E. 5 CONTROLLERS
E. 5.1 STABILIZATION JET CONTROLLER
The threshold detector, valves and other hardware constituting the stabilization jet con-
troller have been modeled simply as a level detector as shown in the block diagram of
Figure 6.4-35. Equipment characteristics such as threshold detector hysteresis and
solenoid valve time delay have been neglected. The level detector and associated logic
actuate the jet required to apply a negative torque to the vehicle whenever the detector
input signal is greater than two degrees. The positive jet is fired whenever the detector
input signal is greater than two degrees in the negative direction. In equation form:
Tjx = -1.5 inch-ounces _ > 2 ° (40a)
X
Tjx 0 inch-ounces -2o< ex < 2o (40b)
Tjx = 1.5 inch-ounces Ex ": -2° (40c)
Tjy =-1.5 inch-ounces e _ 2 ° (41a)Y
Tjy 0 inch-ounces -2°< e < 2 ° (41b)Y
Tjy 1.5 inch-ounces ey ":-2 ° (41c)
Tjz -0.8 inch-ounces ez _ 2o (42a)
Tjz 0 inch-ounces -2 ° < ez < 20 (42b)
Tjz = 0.8 inch-ounces ez ":-20 (42c)
The solenoid valve time delay can be neglected so long as the jet on-time exceeds the delay
by a factor of one hundred as is frequently the case for sun stabilization of the ATS-4
vehicle with the relatively low control torques of 1.5, 1.5 and 0.8 inch-ounces. The
approximation is less satisfactory during sun pointing, since no more than short bursts of
thrust are required to maintain the rate and attitude deadband accuracy. Elimination of the
time delay during an examination of pointing accuracy results in an optimistic picture
of the system's capability.
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The hysteresis of the threshold detector is of considerably greater significance during sun
pointing than during sun stabilization; again, because the jet on-time is so great during
stabilization using low thrust jets. The period of time during which the hysteresis is
effective is much less than the time required for stabilization.
E. 5.2 FLYWHEEL UNLOADING JET CONTROLLER
The jet unloading controller is shown in Figure 6.4-48. The jet firings take place inde-
pendently on each axis whenever the wheel speed on the axis reaches 75 percent of its
maximum value. The jet is turned off as soon as the wheel speed drops to 5 percent of its
maximum value.
E. 5.3 FLYWHEEL CONTROLLER
The flywheel controller consists of a lead/lag network, amplifier, and an amplifier saturation
level as shown in Figure 6.4-43. The transfer function between error signal and wheel
voltage in the linear range of the controller is:
1 + sT 1
V(s) = A (43)
e(s) 1 + sT 2
T 1 = 10 T 2 (44)
The gain of 15 volts per arc-minute has been made as large as possible consistent with
the amplitude of sensor noise and the amplifier saturation level. As a rule of thumb, the
gain is adjusted such that the amplifier saturation level is at least three times the rms noise
level. The sensor rms noise level of 0.42 arc-minute for the earth sensor permits a
gain of approximately 20 volts per arc-minute. With the addition of a noise filter, it was
subsequently desirable to reduce the gain to 15 volts per arc-minute to achieve greater
phase margin. This gain was also satisfactory for the star sensor channel where the sensor
noise is 0.60 arc-minute rms. The lead and lag time constants were selected, of course,
to provide a maximum of phase margin. The open loop frequency response is shown in
Figure 6.4-50.
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E. 6 RATE AND ATTITUDE SENSORS
E.6.1 RATE GYRO
The rate gyro used on all three axes has been modeled as a rate gain of 100 seconds. The
gyro uncertainty, estimated to be 0. 003 degree/second, was neglected. The gyro saturation
has been assumed greater than the rates experienced by the vehicle during sun stabilization.
The gyro bandwidth has been assumed sufficient to eliminate any significant dynamic error.
The gyro uncertainty cannot be neglected when its important to accurately determine the
rate deadband of the stabilization system during sun pointing. The stability and settling
time of the sun stabilization system are not significantly affected by a gyro uncertainty of
0. 003 degree per second, however, since the vehicle rates are typically much greater
than this value.
E. 6.2 SUN SENSORS - SUN STABILIZATION
Eight sun sensors with 180-degree field of view are to be mounted on the ATS-4 vehicle as
• shown in Figure E-6 to provide spherical coverage and a suitable signal gradient when the
negative yaw axis is pointed to the sun(orientation null}. Each sensor generates a signal
proportional to the cosine of the angle 0 between the sensor axis and the sunline whenever
the sun is within the +90 degree field of view of the sensor; that is,
e = K cos _} ---_-_< 0 < -_ (45)
2 2
If n k is a unit vector along the axis of the kth sensor then
---- -u < 0 < -_ (46a)
e k=ks.n k=kcos0 _ 2
_k = 0 -3___ < 0 _ ---_ (46b)
2 2
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From Figure E-6,
n k = sin flk x"5 + cos flk sin c_k 75 + cos fik cos c_k z 5 (47)
If sun sensors 1, 2, 3, and 4 are mounted at angles of :_fll and + _1, and sensors
5, 6, 7, and8, atangles of+/32( 2 </32< _)and+_2thenn-kforeaehsensorbeeomes:
_1 = sin fll x5 + cos fll sin c_1 75 + cos fll cos _1 _5 (48a)
_2 = -sin fll x5 + cos fil sin c_1 Y5 + cos fll cos CVl_ 5 (48b)
_3 = -sin fll x5 - cos/31 sin cy1 Y5 + cos fll cos cv1 _5 (48c)
_4 = sin fll _5 - cos _1 sin o 1 _5 + cos fll cos c_1 _5 (48d)
n 5 = sin f12 _5 - cos f12 sin cv2 _5 + cos f12 cos c_2 _5 (48e)
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mn6 = -sin _2 x5 - cos f12 sin c_2 _5 + cos f12 Cos _2 z5 (48f)
_7 = -sin f12 x5 + cos f12 sin _2 _5 + cos f12 cos _2 z5 (48g)
_8 = sin f12 _5 + cos f_2 sin _2 _5 + cos fi2 cos _2 _5 (48h)
Evaluating the vector dot product-s, _k for each sensor yields the signals:
e I =k( &sin131 +m cos fll
_2 = k (-_sin/31 + m cos fll
e 3 = k (-_Jsin fll - m cos fll
e 4 =k( _jsinfll-m cosf_l
e 5 =k(_sinfl2- mcos f12
_6 = k (-Lsin f12 - m cos f12
e 7 = k (-¢sin f12 + m cos fi2
e 8 =k( Lsinfl2 +m cos B 2
sm al +nc°s _1
sm o' l+ncosfll
sm _1 +nc°sfll
sm _1 +nc°sfil
sin c_2 + n cos f12
sm _2 +nc°sfl2
sm (_2 + n cos f12
sin a2 + n cos f12
cos o'1) e I :> 0 (49a)
cos al) _2 > 0 (49b)
cos al) e.3 > 0 (49c)
cos c_1) ¢4 > 0 (49d)
cos _2) e 5 > 0 (49e)
cos _2) _6 > 0 (49f)
cos (_2) _7 > 0 (49g)
cos _2) c8 > 0 (49h)
where
m
(50a)
(50b)
m
n = s. z (50c)
5
Errors resulting from mechanical misalignment and sensor noise have been assumed to be
negligible.
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E. 6. $ SUN SENSORS - POLARIS STAR ACQUISITION
Four sun sensors with 180-degree field of view are to be mounted on the ATS-4 vehicle as
shown in Figure E-7 to provide a hemispherical field of view of the sun and a suitable
' axis shown is pointed to the sun (attitude null). Note the re-signal gradient when the x 5
I
lationship between the x 5 and x 5 axes. Each sensor generates a signal proportional to the
cosine of the angle 0between the sensor axis and the sunline whenever the sun is within
the +90-degree field of view of the sensor; that is,
E = k cos 0 -_Z < e < -_ (51)2 2
If n k is a unit vector along the axis of the kth sensor then
ek=ks'n k =kcosO --_2 <0<-_2 (52a)
-3_____< 0 < ---_ (52b)
ck =0 2 2
Y f,
#
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
Figure E-7.
\
\
\
Sun Sensor Mounting - Star Stabilization
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D
From Figure E-7
_k = sin flk x_ + cos flk sin _k y'5 + cos flk
a
cos _k Z5 (53)
Further,
m
' =cos_x 5+sinpy5x 5 (54a)
' =-sin _ _5 + cos _5Y5
Therefore,
m
_k = (sin flk cos p - cos flk sin _k sin #) x 5 (55)
+ (sin flk sin _ + cos flk sin _k cos _) _5
+ cos flk cos _k z5
Evaluating the vector dot product _'Kk for each sensor yields the signals:
c I = k (sin fl cos _ - cos p sin _ sin _)(4)
+ k (sin fl sin p + cos fi sin _ cos _)(m)
+ k (cos /3 cos _)(n)
(56a)
c2 = k (sin fl cos/_ + cos fl sin _ sin p) (-_.)
+ k (sin/3 sin # - cos/3 sin _ cos p) (-m)
+ k (cos fl cos _)(n)
(56b)
E3 = k (sin/3 cos _ - cos fl sin _ sin_) (-_)
+ k (Eiin/3 sin/_ + cos fl sin _ cos _) (-m)
+ k (cos fl cos _)(n)
(56c)
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E4 = k (sinflcos/_ + cos flsin c_sin #)(_)
+ k (sin flsin _t- cos flsin _ cos _)(m)
+ k (cos #9cos _)(n)
(56d)
Where
=-i. (57a)
m =T. _5 (57b)
- -- (57c)
n =s'z 5
Errors resulting from mechanical misalignment and sensor noise have been assumed to be
neglibible.
E. 6.4 EARTH SENSORS
The earth sensor measures the angles _/R andyp shown in Figure E-8. In terms of the
direction cosines LE' mE and n E describing displacements between the body axes and the
local vertical,
YR = tan-l| -'-_ | (58a)
'_E
),p= tan-1 (__-E t (58b)
These equations are valid as long as the displacement between the yaw body axis and the
local vertical does not exceed + 10 degrees, the sensor saturation level; that is,
> cos 31 ° (59a)
n E
nE > 0.855 (59b)
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TR = + 10° tan-1
WR = - 10° tan-1
imE__
\T!
10 °
_._i0°
(60a)
(60b)
The sensor field of view is +20 degrees.
yp=lO ° tan -1 t__E_ z 10 °
s -10 °
(61a)
(61b)
Y_
,)
i
(
/
z
5
l.()('A]_
VI. RTIC _.I
/[I
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/
\
Jt
£
\
\
Figure E-8. Earth Sensor Geometry
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/
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Sensor amplitude degradation and phase shift have been assumed negligible in the vicinity ol
the principal control system frequencies. Sensor noise has been specified as 0.42 arc-
minute rms. No information is yet available describing the spectral distribution of this
noise. For the purposes of an analog computer simulation the noise was modeled as white
noise bandlimited to 3.8 radians per second - the characteristics of the available noise
generator. The sensor supplier, ATD, specified the noise amplitude.
E. 6.5 POLARIS STAR SENSOR
The Polaris star sensor points to the star Polaris along the negative pitch axis. The single
electronic gimbal records angular displacement about the yaw axis as long as the negative
pitch axis is pointed to within the +2-degree square field of view of the sensor. The sensor
output is simply
= - KW (62)
SZ
where u,, is the angular displacement error about the yaw axis. The sensor break frequency
at two radians per second has been ignored, since it is an order of magnitude above the yaw
,axis control loop crossover frequency. The sensor noise level has been specified as 0.01
degree rms. The spectral distribution of this noise has not been described. For the
purpose of _m analog computer simulation, the noise was modeled as white noise band-
limited to 3.8 radians per second.
E. 7 S]_NSO.R SIGNAI, PROCESSING
E.7.1 fLUTE GYRO
In terms of the model the rate gyro signals are 'added to the sun sensor signals. The
amplified yaw axis gyro signal is applied directly to the threshold detector of the jet con-
troller.
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E. 7.2 SUNSENSOR- SUNSTABILIZATION
The signals from the eight sun sensors are added as follows to generate roll (x) and pitch
(y) axis error signals:
" f 1e = - ¢ 1 + - + + e 5 + - + c8) (63a)sx e2) (_3 e4) e6) (_7
e sy = - 2 + 23) - (_1 + _4 ) + (_6 + e7} - (e5 + e8 (63b)
Substituting equation (49) into equation (63) yields:
= - m4 (cos /31 sin (_1 - cos f12 sin _2) k (64a)SX
_T
c sy = _ 4 (sin Pl + sin /_2) k (64b)
The signs of the error signals are as required to point the negative yaw axis to the sun.
To point the positive yaw axis to the sun, the required error signals are:
IT
c = m 4 (cos /31 sin _1 - cos f12 sin n,2) k (65a)SX
IT
= f_le sy -_4 (sin + sin fi,2) k (65b)
When the pointing error is less than ten degrees,
IT !
c = 0 4 (-cos fi9 sin a2) k (66a)
SX X
tT T
• sy =0 4 (sinfl2) k (66b)Y
I !
Where 0 and0 are angular displacements about the roll and pitch axes, respectively,
x y
in radians. The error signals are amplified and then limited. In terms of the model,
D
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x Sx 4 k cos f12 sin x
' 57.3 '
0 =e = 0 4 (sinfl2) k (67b)
y sy 4 k sin f12 Y
Where 0 and0
x y
are now expressed in degrees. The approximations, again, are valid for
_0 2 +0 2 < 10 DEGREES (68)x y
The signals 0 and0
x y
that is,
are limited at 7 degrees before being added to the rate gyro signal;
• =0 -70<0 < 7 ° (69a)
SX X X
• =0 -7°<0 _ 7° (69b)
sy y y
= 7° (70a)• 0 >7 °
SX X
=7 ° 0 > 7 ° (71b)
sy y
O
• =-7 0 <-7 ° (72a)
SX X
= _7 ° _7 °
• 0 < (72b)
sy y
The total error signal is the sum of the rate gyro and sensor signals; that is,
• = _ + e (73a)
x g-x sx
E = • + E (73b)
y gy sy
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When the pointing error is less than 7 degrees on each axis,
• =100w +0 (74a)
X X X
• =100w 40 (74b)
Y Y Y
Note that
_o =0 (75a)
X X
w =0 (75b)
Y Y
E. 7.3 SUN SENSORS - POLARIS STAR ACQUISITION
The signals from tlae four sun sensors are added as follows to generate a yav¢ axis error
signal:
• sz =- 1 + ¢2- e3- ¢4 (76)
Substituting equation (56) into equation (76) yields:
II
= 4 cos t3 sin _ (sin g _- cos pm) k (77)
SZ
When the x 5 axis points in the required direction,
4_= cos/_ (78a)
m = sin _ (78b)
and
11
e = 0 (78c)
$7.
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In the vicinity (less than 5 degrees) of the attitude null, let
L = cos (p + d_) (79a)
m =sin 0t +d_) (79b)
Expanding the trigonometric functions above:
= cos /_- d_Y sin (80a)
m=sinp +d_cosp (80b)
Substituting Equations (80) into (77) yields
e = -d_ (81)
SZ
where dry is the attitude error about the yaw axis.
I?
SZ
is amplified by tile gain
??
57.3 e
SZ
sz 4k cos [_ sin (_
In terms of the model,
In the vicinity of the null, the error signal is therefore measured in degrees when added to
the rate gyro signal. The complete error signal applied to the jet controller is
E =£ +_
z sz gz
(82)
E. 7.4 EARTH SENSOR
The earth sensor signals, YR and_p are applied directly, in terms of the model, to the
flywheel controller input.
E. 7.5 POLARIS STAR SENSOR
The Polaris star sensor signals, in degrees, are applied directly, in terms of the model, to
the flywheel controller input.
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APPENDIX F
STABILITY INVESTIGATION AND POINTING ERROR ANALYSIS
OF THE THREE AXIS STAR TRACKEB SYSTEM
F. 1 INTRODUCTION
Several approaches are possible for achieving three-axis orientation control with star
trackers. The system utilizing two star trackers is investigated here. Once earth orienta-
tion has been acquired, it is maintained by continuously updating star tracker gimbal angles
by an onboard programmer updated by ground command signals. The star tracker approach
presents a condition where the accuracy is a function of earth pointing longitude and latitude
and spacecraft location in orbit. Selection of guide stars is critical to system stability and
accuracy. Several guide star combinations compatible with the gimbal travel of +43 degrees
for the OAO star trackers were studied. The most promising star combination was c_' Cru
with c UMa. The analysis indicates errors as large as 0.098 degrees; however, it is expected
that by proper signal processing and gain selection an accuracy of 0.07 degree could be rea-
lized. The nomenclature used in this analysis is defined in Table F-1.
AI,2
c_
1,2
d°Zl,2
dill,2
dYl, 2
dfl
do
d'b
E1,2
6
1,2
eX,l,2
ey, 1,2
ez, i,2
GHA
IG1,2
Table F-1. Nomenclature
Outer gimbal angle
Star right ascension
Infinitesimal optical axis rotation
Infinite simal
Infinitesimal
Infinitesimal
Infinitesimal
Infinite simal
inner gimbal rotation
outer gimbal rotation
roll axis rotation
pitch axis rotation
yaw axis rotation
Inner gimbal angle
Star declination
Attitude error for roll axis
Attitude error for pitch axis
Attitude error for yaw axis
Greenwich hour angle
Inner gimbal
is,1,2
iI' JI' kI
OA
1,2
0(31,2
0
C
0
C
Optical axis
Initial c ordinates
Optical axis
Outer gimbal
Rotation about vehicle pitch axis
Rotation about resolved vehicle
roll axis
0
S
0T
_T
Satellite longitude
Target longitude
Target latitude
r T Distance from earth center to target
rs Distance from earth center to satellite
RST Distance from target to satellite
XE' YE' ZE Earth equatorial reference system
XV' YV' ZV Satellite vehicle coordinate system
Note: 1, 2 subscripts refer to tracker numbers
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F. 2 STABILITY INVESTIGATION
F. 2.1 STABILITY CRITERION
The stability of the ATS-4 orientation control system will be determined by using the criterion
developed for the OAO system.
For a given system configuration, the roots of the system characteristic equations are func-
tions of two parameters A and B which are dependent o,,_'y on the star tracker gimbal (as many
as six trackers can be operative in the OAO system). Stability of the linear system is assured
if none of the characteristic equations have positive real parts. System performance may not
be satisfactory even though stability is apparent since pairs of complex zeros might be charac-
terized by low damping ratios. Loci of constant minimum damping ratio were thus derived as
a function of the parameters A and B and plotted in the AB plane as shown in Figure F-1. For
any AB point there will be one ])air of complex zeros that has the minimum damping ratio in-
dicated by the locus passing through the point.
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This linear criterion was found to be not entirely satisfactory as a result of the nonlineari-
ties in the control system. A new criterion was developed empirically from computer data
and can be stated as follows: Tile system is stable is all AB points lie within the trapezoidal
region in Figure F-1.
F. 2.2 DERIVATION OF AB ]?ARAMETERS
The AB parameters are defined as functions of the components of an error matrix.
components, in turn, are tr,'m,-:_cendental functions of the star tracker gimbal angles.
These
A system of two-pitch star trackers was selected to provide three-axis orientation control
of the satellite. Pitch trackers ,,_ere selected so as to avoid large gimbM angle excursions
due to relative motion of star lines during the orbit. Tracker orientation relative to the
vehicle is defined in Figure F-2.
Roll, pitch and yaw errors are generated bY each tracker as a function of attitude errors.
The errors generated by tracker 1 may be calculated with the aid of Figure F-3.
is1 [
i
IG1 ]
X
V
(1)
where,
_cos E 1 sin A 1 -cos E 1 cos A 1 -sin EI_[
A = I cos A 1 sin A 1 0 JL 0 0 1 (2)
Z (TAW)
$
57:'1/"
-x \ ql'-- ....... |_il
-3
V
Z
V
"_ (P!I ( III
\
if;
2
-z v C_'AW)
X dl()l L)
V
_,- _- X V (IlOL[.)
O(3,
2
Figure F-2. Gimbal Orientation
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Small gimbal errors occur due to small
attitude errors. The defining relationship
is related to matrix A as follows,
d= 1 -i
dil 1 = 8
d_ 1 (3)
Figure F-3.
Zv _'v fdO
('_l //_
Gimbal-Vehiele Orientation
for Tracker No. 1
The inverse of the transpose of A is not equal to A since the system defined by is1, IG 1,
and OG 1 is nonorthogonal.
Instead,
-1
IA TI =
sin A 1 sec E 1 - sec E 1 cos A 1 0]
cos A 1 sin A 1 0 ]
tan E 1 sin A 1 - tan E 1 cos A 1 1 (4)
Also,
- -]
elX [
ui
ely ]
ti
elZ
0
= 0
0
cos A 1 0
sin A 1 0
0 1
1 '
d_ (5)
since the inner gimbal error signal is resolved about the outer gimbal and lies in the pitch-
roll plane and the outer gimbal error lies along the yaw axis. The three error signals in
terms of attitude errors are readily obtained by combining these two matrices. The), are:
-elx?
ely ]
elZ I
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cos2Al cos A 1 sin A 1 0
sin A 1 cos A 1 sin2A 1 0
tan E1 sin A 1 -tan E 1 cos A 1
- 1 -
d
d (6)
The errors genereated by tracker No. 2 may be calculated with the aid of Figure F-4.
Figure F-4.
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Gimbal-Vehicle Orientation for Tracker No. 2
The following expressions can be derived for tracker 2.
iS2 I
-- !
IG
2-
OG2I
-sin E 2
= 0
1
-cos E 2 cos A2 -cos E 2 sin A21
sin A -cos A ,
0 0
r--
d_
2
d/3 2
d7
2
r'-
e2x- ]
e2y I =
e2z [
L
-sec E 2 cos A 2 -sec E 2 sin A 2
sin A. -cos A
z 2
-tan E 2 cos A 2 -tan E 2 sin A 2
0 0 1
0 sin A 0
2
0 -cos A 2 0
d_
2
dp
2
d_ 2
Combining the last two matrices,
e2y j
e2z I
1
0
-tan E 2 cos A 2
- s in 2A
2
-sin A 2 cos A 2
-tan E 2 sin A 2
-sin A 2 cos A 2
cos2A
2
i !
! I
YV
I
I
d01
d_l
w
i
, ,t_[
,i_l
(7)
(8)
(9)
(I0)
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The total error matrix is obtained by summing and averaging the error matrices defined
by Equation 6 and 9. Thus,
e X
ey =
La,_j
_11 el2 el3
e21 e22 e23
e31 e32 e33 9 _J (11)
where,
ell -- 1/2 (1 + cos2A1 ) (12)
e12 := 1/2 (cosA 1 sinA1. -tan E 2cosA2) (13)
e13 := -1/2 tan E 2 sin A 2 (14)
e21 --: 1/2 sinA 1 cos A 1 (15)
e22 == 1,/2 (sin2A1 + sin2Ag) (16)
e23 =: -!/2 sin A 2 cos A 2 (17)
e31 = 1/2 tan E 1 sinA 1 (18)
e32 =: -_/2 (tan E 1 cos A 1 + sin A 2 cos A2) (19)
e33 == 1/2 (1 + cos2A2) (20)
The A and B parameters are the following functions of the error parameters
A = ell e22 e33 + el3 e21 e32 + el2 e23 e31 - e13 e22 e31
- ell e23 e32 - e12 e21 e33 (21)
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B = ell e22 + e22 e33 + ell e33 - el2 e21 - e23 e32 - el3 e31 (22)
In terms of gimbal angles,
A = 1/4 I1 - (cosA 1 cosA 2-tanE 2sinA1)(cosA 1 cosA 2+tanE 1 sinA2) 1 (23)
B = A + 1 (24)
Rewriting this expression,
(_1 X2) (_2 " X1)
A = 1/4 1 - _ (25)
(_'2" X'2 ) (_1 Xl )
where, _ is a unit vector defined by the relation.
m _ m
:: _ x _ (26)
and X is a unit vector along the tracker optical axis. The vectors _ and _ are, respectively,
unit vectors along the tracker outer gimbal and inner gimbal axes.
Using Equations 1 and 2 and the fact that there is a 1:1 relationship between vectors X 1,
?)1 ' C1 and is1, IG 1, OG 1,
_'1 = cos E1 sin A1 _V - cos E1 cos A1 _VV - sin E1 _V
r/1 = cosA 1X V + sinA 1YV
w
I = ZV (27)
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From the definition of _1'
q= x l= ZvX(cos A I X-_ + sin A 1 Y--V} = cos A 1 YV - sin A 1 X V
so that,
_i Xl = -cos E I
(28)
Similarly, since,
_2 = -sin E 2 X-_ - cos E 2 cos A 2 YV - cos E 2
_-2 = sinA 2_ - cosA 2 Z V
sin A 2 Z V
(29)
we have,
and,
_2 = _2 x ?]2 = sin A 2 Z V + cos A 2YV
_2 _ = -cos E 2
(30)
Also,
_1 _2 -: -cos A 1 cosE 2cos A 2 + sinA 1 sin E 2
=-sine sin - cos E 1 cosA 1 cos A 2
_2 X1 1 A2
(32)
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Substituting Equations 28, 30, 31, and 32 in Equation 25, the parameter A becomes,
A = 1/4 [1 - (cosA 1 cosA 2-tanE 2 sinA1)(tanE 1 sinA 2 + cosA 1
is in agreement with Equation 23.
COS A2) ] which
F. 2.3 DERIVATION OF GIMBAL ANGLES
Star tracker gimbal angles are a function of the following:
a. The star position on the celestial sphere
b. The target pointing location on earth
c. The location-in-orbit of the satellite relative to inertial space.
They are:
cos (81 -8 +0c)-Sin51 sinsin E 1 = cos 51 cos ¢_c s c (33)
tan A 1
cos 51
cosS1 sin (_1 -8 +s 0c)
cos (g 2-@ + + sin 51 cossin d c s 0c) c
(34)
sin E 2 = -cos 5 2 sin (02-0s + {}c) (35)
tan A 2
cos (02-e +%)- sin 5 2 sindcos 52 cos d c s c
cos -_ +_c) +sin5 2 cosd
. cos 52 sin ¢_c (612 s c
(36)
where,
81 = _1 -GHAr
612 = _ 2 - GHAT
02 = {} = _s (_2 (Yl) + (Ol-S)S
(37)
(3s)
(39)
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The angles are defined in the nomenclature included with this appendix. Figure F-5 is
applicable for a synchronous orbit.
The angles 0c and dc are pitch and roll rotations required to point the vehicle yaw axis to
any target location from the local vertical. The sequence is illustrated in Figure F-6.
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Maximum angular rotations of 8.68 degrees are required to point the yaw axis at a target on
the horizon line. Target points may be defined in terms of (8T - _s ) and _T" Pairs of these
two angles may lie anywhere within the region in Figure F-7. The outer boundary corresponds
to the horizon line.
Two star combinations were selected for this stu2y:
a. The a' Cru and ¢ UMa stars
b. The c_' Cru and a UMi (Polaris) stars
The position of these stars on the celestial sphere is given in terms of their right ascension
(a) and declination (5).
Table F-2 gives these figures and the trackers which are used to track each star.
Table F-2. Magnitude and Equatorial Coordinates of Tracking Stars
Star Name
0_'Cru
c UMa
UMi
(Polaris)
Magnitude
1.0
1.7
2.1
Right Ascension
(Deg)
186.0
192.8
29.5
Declination
(Deg)
-62. 895
56.16
89. 093
Tracker No.
F. 2.4 STABILITY OF ATS-4 ORIENTATION CONTROL SYSTEM
F. 2.4.1 c_' Cru - e UMa Star Combination
A digital program was set up to compute parameters A and B for all target points on the grid
in Figure F-7. These include points on the horizon line and those whose latitude is 0 degTee.
F-f1
After data reduction, it was found that all
pairs of AB points lie within the shaded
rectangle on the AB plane in Figure F-8.
The system is stable since the rectangle lies
within the trapezoidal area which as mentioned
earlier was empirically determined from a
computer study on the similar OAO system.
The approximate effect of target location on
the magllitude of the gimbal angles can be
determined by simplifying equations (33)
through (36) with the aid of the assumption
that cos _ _1 and sind -_d since the range
C C C
ofd is -8.68 degrees_ _ _+ 8.68 degrees.
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D Then,
sin E 1 cos51 [co_(o l-_s tan 51] (40)
tan A 1 _-
si_(°1-os +ec)
dc cos (81 - @s + %) + tan 61
(41)
sinE 2 : -cos5 $ sin (82-0 +O )
s C (42)
tan A 2 --
cos (e2 - Os + %) - dc tan 62
d c cos ($2 - 8s + no) + tan 52
(43)
A]so,
_c cos 091-os +ec)
_os O2 _ +gc - $c )
0.152 (44)
and from Table F-2,
] 52[ I 1" 49 f°r c UMa startan = 63.2 o Polaris star
I tan51 I = 1.952 (45)
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so that the expressions for tan A 1 , and tan A 2 may be further simplified to the following:
tanA 1 _" cot 51 sin ($1 -°s +%) (46)
tanA 2 = cot 52 cos (0,).-0s +5 ) -dc (47)
Equations (40), (42), (46), and (47) reveal the following facts pertaining to the effect of the
target location on the gimbal angle variation:
a°
b.
C.
Gimbal angles A 1 and E 2 are essentially independent of target latitude.
The effect of changing the target latitude, on the gimba! angles Aoand E 1, is
to add a bias to each angle that varies proportionally _ith the latitude.
The effect of target longitude is to shift each gimbal angle, with respect to the
reference selected as per the sketch in Figure F-5, an equal amount and with
the same polarity.
Gimbal angle variations are plotted on Figures F-9, F-10, and F-11 for three target locations
selected to illustrate the above conclusions.
F. 2.4.2 c_' Cru - _ UMi Star Combination
'I_e parameters A and B were computed for the same target points used with the other
star combination. The shaded rectangular region on Figure F-12 illustrates the range over
which AB points may lie. Unsatisfactory. operation is indicated since the entire region lies
outside the trapezoidal area. Negative values for A parameter indicate an unstable linear
system for certain target locations based on the linear data presented in Figure F-1.
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Gimbal angle variations for the same target locations used in the previous section are
plotted on Figures F-13, F-14, and F-15. Again it is noticed that target latitude changes
affects only gimbal angles A 2 and E 1.
Gimbal angle E 2 varies through small amplitude excursions because of the high declination
of the Polaris star. Gimbal angle A 2 behaves in a similar manner for small target latitudes.
However, its magnitude increases and becomes essentially equal to the target latitude for
large latitudes as is evident from equation (47). This fact is significant in explaining why
maximum control system errors become less as the target latitude increases. (Control
system errors are discussed in Section F. 3.3.)
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F. 3 POI NTING ANGLE ERROR STUDY
The purpose of this section is to present and discuss the results of a pointing angle error
analysis. Also, control system errors due to momentum storage will be derived.
Three types of errors are considered.
a.
b.
c.
Attitude sensor errors. These includ_ measurement errors due to non-
orthogonality effects in the star trackers, misalignment, gimbal readout
error, drift, threshold, etc.
Errors due to uncertainties in knowledge of spacecraft and target locations.
Errors due to sensor output noise and control electronics noise.
The spacecraft is nominally in a synchronous equatorial orbit and it is required that the
antenna, assumed aligned with the vehicle yaw control axis, is to be capable of being pointed
to any specified point on the earth surface in view of the spacecraft, to within an accuracy
of 0.1 degrees.
F. 3.1 ATTI2_DE SENSOR ERRORS
2
The mean square pointing error (_ M) is the sum of the squares of pitch and roll errors, for
small errors. The pitch and roll errors, in turn, are functions of sensitivity coefficients
are partial derivatives of pitch and roll errors with respect to gimbal angles (such as the
partial derivative of pitch error with respect to the outer gimbal angle of tracker No. 1).
Gimbal measurement errors are a function of boresight error, sensor/control axis mis-
alignments (prior to launch, due to launch effects, and due to orbit environment}, drifts,
command angle resolution, gimbal angle pickoff resolution, and tracker threshold.
F. 3.2 POSITION ERROR EFFECTS
This error arises as a result of uncertainties in knowledge of satellite and target locations.
mean equare error (_z) is the sum of the squares of pitch and roll errors. The pitchThe
and roll errors, in turn, are functions of sensitivity coefficients and latitude and longitude
errors which are indicative of the deviation between the predicted or measured and desired
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location of the spacecraft and target. There can also be a timing lag error which occurs
when updating gimbal angles to keep the vehicle locked on target. The sensitivity coefficients
are partial derivatives of pitch and roll errors with respect to one of the following variables:
spacecraft latitude and longitude, target latitude and longitude, distance from earth
center to spacecraft and target, and timing lag error, e.g., the partial derivative pitch
error with respect to spacecraft latitude.
F. 3.3 CONTROL SYSTEM ERRORS
Control system errors will occur due to sensor output noise, control electronics noise,
and due to momentum storage in the finewheel. The mean square error due to the first
2 )
two effects (_csn is simply the sum of the individualmean square errors.
The fine wheel speed associated _xdth momentum storage is maintained by applying a certain
voltage to the motor terminals. _l_nere must then be a system error which is directly related
to the speed by the system gain. Star tracker data is summed and averaged by a star tracker
signal processor whose gain is a function of the number of trackers in operation, gimbal
angle magnitudes, and attitude errors. This gain comprises a portion of the total gain that
affects the system error and since it is not a constant, the system error can also vary.
For the two-tracker system under study, the gain associated with roll and yaw axes will
vary over the range from approximately 0.75 to 1.0 for any star combination so that system
error is essentially a constant for this case. The manner with which pitch information is
obtained, however, can be the cause of large gain fluctuations in the star tracker signal pro-
cessor (STSP) and requires a careful selection of the stars to be tracked by trackers No. 1
and No. 2. The STSP gain is equivalent to the e22 coefficientin the error matrix derived in
Section F. 2.2. Thus for pitch attitudeerrors only,
Kpitc h = 1/2(sin 2A 1 + sin 2A2)
System error varies inversely with this gain. Outer gimbal angles in this equation vary over
a range which is dependent on the star selection and on the target location. Choosing a star
F-20
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such as Polaris for one tracker leads to trouble since the outer gimbal of that tracker will
fluctuate through small angles (corresponding sin 2 magnitude will be small) and cause the
pitch gain to be very small when the outer gimbal angle corresponding to the other tracker
goes through zero.
The error in degrees using the OAO configuration and numbers (10 sec system) can be cal-
culated from the equation
_cs = 0. 00274/Kpitc h
F. 3.4 TOTAL I_INTING ERROR
The total pointing error _ is defined as the sum:
1
where
_T = _rss + $cs
1/2
The component _rss can be regarded as the sum of two orthogonal components, a pitch and
roll component. Both pitch and roll errors may be taken as approaching asymptotically to
normal distrubutions so that the square of the pointing error is the sum of the squares of the
two errors. The square root of the resultant is referred to as the rss value which is approx-
imately three times the rms value. On the basis of 3 _values used for random errors, the
probability must be at least 99 percent that the pointing error will at no time be greater than
the rss value.
F. 3.5 NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF TOTAL POINTING ERROR
An error budget listing numerical values for the error components is given in Table F-3. A
digital computer program was devised to compute the total and components of the total point-
ing error for the two star combinations selected for this study and for several target locations.
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Table F-3. Error Budget
The following are design tolerances and are limits of error unless otherwise specified.
Star ephemeris errors are neglected.
Boresight Error: Afl(AK) = Aft (IK) = 0.003 °
Drifts, 3rmp, all sources: A d = 0.007 °
Tracker threshold: A T = 0.001 °
Sensor/Control axis misalignments:
Prior to launch: _o = CVVo = AH = _ = 0° 003 °o Ho
(tracker/ sur face/control axis)
Due to launch effbcts: A == c_ --=-AHL =(bending, etc. ) VL YL
(_ :: 0.01 °
H L
:: _ = A = c_ = 0.01
Due to orbit enviromnent: zXVE VE HE HE
(temperature, vibration, etc.)
o
Command Angle Resolution: A := 0. 003
r
C
Gimbal Angle Piekoff Resolution: A - 0. 0015 °
r
P
Sensor Output Noise, 3_ : A = 0. 006o
n
Control Electronics Noise, 3g: A = 0. 006 °
c
Offset Due to Moment_im Storage Device: A = 0. 01 °
m
Time Error In Command: A t ,= 1.2 sects time (0. 005 ° )
Spacecraft Drift: A_ s A = _0 A -= 0. 02 °
S(stationkeeping deadband)
Uncertainty In Knowledge of
Spacecraft Location, Angular, 3a: ACs p = A0s p = 0. 03 °
(includes effects of tracking site
location and tracking system uncertainties, based on Minitrack net)
Radial Position Uncertainty
of Spacecraft, 3cT: /x = 2.0 k_
r S
Uncertainty of Target Location, Angular, 3_ : A_T = A0T cos d T =
Radial Position Uncertainty
of Earth Surface Target Point, 3_: /x = 0.1 35 km
r T
O. 0045 °
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F. 3.5.1 _' Cru and e UMa Star Combination
Plots of the three errors _cs' _rsa' and _T are drawn on Figures F-16, F-17, and F-18
for three target locations as a function of location-in-orbit. The error component _rss has
essentially a constant amplitude as it is mainly a function of position error effects (_c) which
are independent of the location-in-orbit of the spacecraft. The behavior of the control sys-
tem error _cs is predictable on the basis of the outer gimbal variations plotted on Figures
F-9, F-10, and F-11. Thus for any given target latitude the variation of _cs is essentially
independent of the relative target longitude. There is, however, a considerable change in
the variation of _cs as the larget latitude changes, since the angular variation of one of the
outer gimbals changes markedly from its variation at zero latitude (outer gimbal angle A 2
in Figure F-11 as compared to that in Figure F-9).
Maximum total and component errors are plotted on Figure F-19 versus target relative
longitude with target latitude as a parameter. The following information can be extracted
from these curves:
a_
b.
c.
_rss max occurs at zero target latitude and zero relative longitude, i.e. local
vertical pointing.
cs max
pointing.
occurs at zero relative longitude and maximum latitude, i.e. horizon
_T max occurs at zero target latitude and zero relative longitude, i.e., local
vertical pointing.
The maximum total pointing error lies within 0. 0895 °
target latitude and longitude.
< _T max < 0.098 ° for all values of
F. 3.5.2 _' Cru and _ UMi Star Combination
Curves of total and component pointing errors are plotted on Figures F-20, F-21, and F-22
for three target locations. Now, the error _rss is strongly dependent on attitude sensor
errors (_m) in contrast with its dependence on position error effects (_c) for the previous star
combination. There is a wide transition in waveshape for pointings away from the local
F-23
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/
vertical. The control system error _cs' however, has about the same waveshape for all
target pointings.
Peaks in the error _rss do not always occur at the same location-in-orbit for different tar-
get pointings. Also, the relative longitude at which (6 rss max ) niax occurs is a function of
the target latitude as is evident from the plot on Figure F-23. At low target latitudes,
(_rss max)max occurs at a longitude corresponding to the horizon line. As the latitude
increases the peak in _rss max now shifts towards zero longitude and again shifts to a longi-
tude approaching the horizon line for still further increases the latitude. At large latitudes
the variation of _rss max becomes essentially independent of longitude.
Curves of maximum control system error _cs max are drawn on Figure F-24 as a function
of relative longitude _4th target latitude as a parameter. Peaks of _c occur at zeros max
longitude for the low range of target latitude. This peak shifts towards small positive
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longitudes in the high range of target latitude. The variation of _ is essentially con-
CS max
stant with longitude (except for a small rise near the maximum) for large target latitudes.
Curves of total maximum pointing error _T max are plotted on Figure F-25. Peaks of
_T max occur at zero longitude for small target latitude, shift essentially in a symmetrical
s
manner towards positive and negative longitudes as the latitude is further increased, and
finally occur at a longitude corresponding to the horizon line for large latitudes. There is
also a small variation of _T max with longitude for large latitudes.
The large errors incurred with this star combination exceed the allowable level of 0.1 degree so
that this combination is completely unsatisfactory.
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Figure F-2:3.
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APPENDIX G
SOLARARRAYCOMPUTERPROGRAM
The computer program used to determine the ATS-4 array power output calculates the total
current and power output of a solar array taking into account the following parameters:
a. Solar intensity
b. Temperature
c. Angle of solar incidence
d. Number of cells in series in a series string
e. Number of cells in parailel in series string
f. Number of series strings
g. Basic cell characteristics (efficiency, base resistivity)
h. Losses and uncertainties
The output of the program is a listing, for each set of input parameters, of voltage versus
total current, and voltage versus power. The program calculates the array output based
on the characteristics of a single solar cell, multiplying the voltages and currents by the
number of cells in series and parallel, respectively, to obtain the voltage-current charac-
teristics of the total array.
The voltage-current characteristics of a single solar cell are represented by the following
relation:
V IK(V+RsI) 1I =I -_ - I e -1
sc Rp o
G-1
where the variables are:
I = Cell current output
V = Voltage on solar cell
and the coefficients are:
I = Illumination current (virtually equal to short circuit current)
sc
R :- Shunt resistance of the cell
P
I = Reverse saturation current of the ideal diode characteristic
o
K --- Coefficient of the exponential
R
s -- Series resistance of the cell
The coefficients are further treated as functions of cell temperature, using sixth degree
polynomial approximations, to more accurately reflect changes in cell characteristics with
temperature. The coefficients in the cell characteristic equation were derived from basic
cell V-I curves and arc adjusted by a computer input to represent the percent efficient cells
desired.
Correction coefficients are added to {_he above relation to account h)r various operating and
loss factors, and uncertainties. These coefficients are as follows:
and
CDEG
-= Short Circuit Current Degradation Factor
VDEG = Voltage Degradation Factor
The degradation factors making u0 the above correction coefficients are listed in detail in
Section 5.8.2.4 and are discussed in detail in Section 6.6.4.4.
• G-2
The resulting cell current-voltage equation appears as:
where
V
OC
= Open circuit voltage (also a sixth degree polynomial function of
temperature).
The computer program also takes into account the voltage drop due to the blocking diode
associated with each series string, and the effects of blocking diode temperature (assumed
to be the same as solar panel temperature).
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APPENDIX H
RADIATION EFFECTS ON SILICON SOLAR CELLS
H. 1 INTRODUCTION
The general effect of energetic particles in solar cells is to cause disordering of the atoms
in the crystal structure of the cells. The high efficiency silicon solar cell in use today is
made from single crystal material and its energy conversion capability is very dependent
on the highly ordered arrangement of the crystal lattice. The disordering caused by charged
particles, such as that found in space, creates defects in the crystal lattice which in turn
serve as trapping centers for the carriers (electrons or holes) created by the absorption of
light energy. Thus, these carriers are absorbed in the solar cell and never appear as
electrical output of the cell. The type of defect formed is very dependent upon the type and
energy of the incident radiation causing the damage.
However, insofar as the effect on the electrical output of a cell is concerned, the damage
caused by one type of monoenergetic particle (say 0.5 Mev electrons) differs from that
caused by another type of monoenergctic particle (say 20 Mev protons) by a constant factor
relating the total dose of each type of radiation that causes equal damage to the cell. This
has been shown by experiments conducted in many laboratories (H. 6.1, H. 6.2). This
implies that one can determine the flux of radiation of a given type and energy (here called
the equivalent flux) that will cause the same damage to the electrical output of a cell as that
due to a complex radiation environment. Also, for cell types that depend upon minority
carrier diffusion for the majority of their power output, this equivalence can be established
between different cell types. P/N and N/P silicon cells are of this type. An example of
this is shown in Figure H-1. Here the effects of one Mev electrons in N/P cells (the actual
data is given in Figure H-2) is multiplied by the specified constants and plotted over the
effects of 0.5 Mev electrons in P/N cells.
These curves show the decrease in cell short circuit current and open circuit voltage. This
cell data is representative of cell degradation under space sun illumination. The P/N data
was taken under a carbon arc solar simulator (H. 6.1). The N/P data was derived by a
It-1
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D
technique which is equivalent to solar illumination (H. 6.2). This is a very important point
to consider if one desires the absolute value of radiation flux for a given decrease in a cell
electrical parameter when the cell is to be used in space. The silicon cell is a selective
absorber of light energy. The power conversion capability of these cells for incident light
in the wavelength region from _-0.7 to 1.1 microns is affected more so by the radiation
encountered in space than the wavelength region below_ 0.7 micron. Therefore, the
degradation of the electrical output of the cell f_w a given dose of radiation will be dependent
upon the type of light source used to illuminate it for power output measurements. For
example, the radiation dose required to decrease the cell short circuit current by 25 per-
cent under space illumination is approximately twice that required under 2800°K tungsten
light (It. 6.3). Therefore, in order to calculate the effects of radiation on satellite photo-
voltaic power systems, all laboratory measurements must ultimately be referred back to
the measurement of the power output of the cell under space illumination.
It has further been shown by extensive laboratory work performed at General Electric
(H. 6.1) that the radiation efi ect on the voltage-current characteristic of a cell can be
defined by a degradation of the cell short circuit current and open circuit voltage, at least
for radiation doses up to where the cells are rendered useless for most applications. There-
fore, the essence of the radiation effects due to a complex radiation environment on the
electrical output nf a solar cell of a given type is to calculate the equivalent flux of a
reference radiation in some reference type cell. When this is done for both the short
circuit current and open circuit voltage, the entire voltage-current characteristic can be
defined. Here the equivalent flux is taken as 0.5 Mev electrons, the reference cell type is
the standard P/N silicon cell, one ohm-cm, space efficiency > 9 percent. The effect of
0.5 Mev electrons on P/N silicon cells is shown in Figure H-1 for a cell temperature of
8S°F. This is taken as the reference decay curve and all radiation effects data due to
electrons and protons in P/N and N/P silicon cells is referred to this curve.
The effect of temperature on the damage rate is not considered here, mainly due to lack of
data. Some work has been done at General Electric (H. 6.1) on the damage rate of electrons
in P/N cells as a function of temperature. This work indicates that over a temperature
H-3
range of + 150°F, the equivalent fluxes would not vary more than + 20 percent from that at
85°F. This variation would result in a very small error in the cell damage estimate.
}1.2 DEFINITION OF EQUIVALENT FLUXES - N/P CELLS
The equivalent fluxes can be stated mathematically as follows:
¢in =It fE _p(E,t)Dpi n (E)dEdt+ ft fl.,, ¢;e (E't) Dein (E)dEdt (1)
q_vn=_t mE ,,gl,(I,:,t) 1)pvn(i,:)dl,]dt+ _t_,. '," o' (E,t)De evn (E) dEdt (2'_
where the foregoing symt_ols have lhe f,_llowing meanings:
D o
pin
= short circuit current l)roton damage constant
D
ein = short circuit olet:tr(m daniage constant
D
pvn
= ol)encirc,uit voltage l)rotondamage constant
D
evn
= open circuit voltage eleetr(m damage constant
in = short circuit current equivalent flux
q,
vn
= open circuit voltage equivalent flux
2
The units of the equivalent fhtxes are electrons (0.5 Mev)/cm /unit time.
Once the equivalent fhixes are determined for eaet/ radiation con_ponent in the environment,
the total is found by tJle sumniation of the components:
cI, =_ ¢ij
i T otal j
= E Wvj
v Total j
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The damage is found by determining the decay of the short circuit current and open circuit
voltage from Figure H-l, based on the total equivalent fluxes. It can further be shown that
the maximum power point of the cell voltage-current curve is equal to: (H. 6.1)
P = I'V*
where:
P = fraction of original power remaining
I* = fraction of original short circuit current remaining
V* = fraction of original open circuit voltage remaining
The damage constants defined above are experimentally-determined functions and are
described in detail in Section It-3, below. The differential flux spectra are those incident
perpendicular on the cell surface. When a shield material is used, the effect of this shield
on the incident spectrum must be taken into account. Also, when the incident particle
spectrum is isotropic, the effect of the isotropy must be considered.
H.3 TIIE DAMAGE CONSTANTS
Specifically, the damage constants are defined as _ yz = Dx_ z (E) _x (E). That is, if _x(E)
is the incident dose of radiation X of energy E on cell type Z and ¢ is the dose of 0.5
yz
Mev electrons that will cause equal damage to cell parameter Y in P/N cells as dx(E) causes
in cell parameter Y in cell type Z, then Dxyz(E ) is the ratio of these two fluxes. The
following describes the damage constants for electrons and protons in N/P, 1 _-cm
silicon cells. All temperatures are 85°F.
H.3.1 PROTONS
The damage constants for protons are based on the decrease of the minority carrier diffusion
length (L) in the cell base region as a function of dose. This follows a well-established
relation:
1 1
L 2 L 2
O
L
+ K _ for monoenergetic particles. (3)
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or
1 1
L 2 L 2
0
+ K(E) _ (E) dE for a spectrum of energies. (4)
This relation holds as long as the fraction of the total collected current coming from the
cell surface layer is negligible since the diffusion leii_h, and therefore K, are determined
by measuring the current output of the cell under electron bombardment. (It. 6.4) The
collection of carriers from the surface layer is not primarily by diffusion, but rather due
to electric field considerations. The above relation holds for either electrons or protons.
10-10, (ll.6.2)For one Mev electrons in N/P cells the value of K is 1.7 x • therefore,
1 I -I o ,
- 2 + 1.7 x i0 m (5)
I, 2 L
0
9
where ¢ is the dose of 1 Mev _lec _ in el ' -: ':t'on_ ectrons/Clll .
Similarly, if the degradati(m of L is caused by a spect:'um of l_rolon;_,
equivalent 1 Mev electron flux from Equation 5 as
10
°(l mev) eq = L2 ], 2 x 1.7
o
one can define an
Using equation (4), this becomes
- I010 i(I mev) eq 1.7 K (E) ¢_ (E) dE (6)
The utility of these relations is the well-known fact that cells with equal diffusion lengths
will have the same output regardless of what type of radiation affected the diffusion length.
Therefore, if the incident radiation is a spectrum of protons, Equation (6) will define an
equivalent I Mev electron fltLx in N/P cells where K(E) is the proper function t or protons
tI-6
and d (E) is the incident proton spectrum.
The function K(E) for protons in N/I ) cells is
taken from Reference It. 6.2 and is given in
Figure H-3. This function is approximated
by the following equations for the specified
energy intervals: Figure tI-3.
j ' o ! :
! i\ L
I .... ] _ J
Degradation Constants for Protons
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K(E) = 3.53 x 10 , E <1 Mev (7)
K(E) 3.53 x 10 -6 E-0.778= , , 1 < E < 10 (8)
-7
K(E) = 5.8_ x 10 , 10< E< 50 (9)
K(E) = 2.25x 10-5E -0.914, 50< E (10)
The value below one Mev is assumed constant since there is no data below this point. It is
difficult to say how K(E) would vary. at these low energies since these particles are being
absorbed in the first few microns of the cell surface. Recent experiments with low energy
protons (E <- 1.0 Mev) indicate that the open circuit voltage is more drastically affected than
the short circuit current implying greater junction damage. This problem is somewhat
lessened as long as there is some shield material on the cell surface. This would tend to
harden the incident spectrum.
Equation 6 can be referred back to the reference decay curve by multiplying Equation 6 by
the previously determined constants relating one Mev N/I ) data to the reference curve.
These are 0. 077 for short circuit current and 0. 0902 for open circuit voltage.
the desired damage constants as defined in Equations 1 and 2 are:
D . = 1.6 x 103 , E<I h_ev
pm
103E-0.778
= 1.6x , I<E<10
= 2.67 x 102 , 10< E< 50
104E-0. 914
= 1.02 x , 50< E
Therefore,
(ii)
H-7
and
D
pvn
= 1.87x103, E< 1
10.0
i03E-0.778
= 1.87x , 1< E< 10 7°
6. O
= 3.12x102 , 10< E< 50
104E-0. 914 50< E _ .............= 1.19x
(12)
4. O
H. 3.2 ELECTRONS
The electron damage constants D
ein and D evil
are derived in a similar fashion as the proton
damage constants. Figure H-4 shows the
electron damage function versus energy.,
normalized to one Mev. This data is obtained
from References 5 and 6. The damage con-
stants D . and D are then obtained by
eln evn
referring this relative damage function back
to the reference decay curves of Figure H-1
by multiplying this function by the constant
0o 077 to obtain D . and by 0. 0902 to obtain
eln
D . The final values for D and D
evn em evn
are shown in Figure H-5.
H.4 SHIELDING EFFECTS
The previous section defined the damage rate
in silicon solar cells in terms of the dose of
radiation incident perpendicular to the cell
surface. When one has shield material
surrounding the solar cell, the change in the
radiation spectrum as it passes through the
shield and the effect of isotropy (as is
/
J
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usually assumed for space radiation) must be properly taken into account in order to apply
the previously derived equations. For a given incident isotropic spectrum, one must cal-
culate an equivalent normal spectrum incident on the cell surface that would cause the same
cell damage as the isotropic spectrum.
H. 4.1 ELECTRONS
Neglect, for the moment, the effect of isotropy and assume all particles are incident normal
to the cell and shield. The residual spectrum of electrons that emerges from the under
surface of the shield material can be estimated using range-energy data for aluminum. This
method is only an approximate method and ignores the straggling effect of the electrons.
However, for thin sheilds, the net effect of this will be quite small.
The range-energy data is taken from Katz and Pen/old (H. 6.7).
energies less than several Mev can be defined by
The range curve for
(gms/cm 2 1 4R ) = 0.412 E " (13)
O O
Now the residual range of an electron (i. e., its energy) after it traverses a given thickness
of material is
R = R - R (14)
r o s
Where
R
S
R = residual range of the electron corresponding to its residual energy, E
r r
R = initial range of the electron corresponding to its initial energy, E
O O
2
= thickness of shield in gms/cm
When applying range-energy data to a continuous spectrum, it is convenient to work in a
stepwise fashion. For instance, it is assumed that electrons having average intensity, do'
H-9
and average energy, E within an energy interval, AE will emerge (providing E is large_
O' 01 0
than the cutoff energy corresponding to ]_s) from the other side of the material with intensity,
_r' energy, Er, and contained within the energy interval, AEr.
Now assuming no absoI,ption of these paI_icles as they traverse the shield, then it follows
that:
@o AEo = _brAEr (15)
or
Or = _b° dEo/dEr (16)
o
where _) represents the electrons/cm_/Mev so that Equation 15 is the total electrons ill the
energy interval.
Using Equation 13 and 14, Equation 16 becomes
/ Ol
0.4
(17)
Now the energy that a particle loses in traversing a thickness i_
RoEloss = f dI1 ] dR
I1 - It
0 S
[
= E - 1.885 /0.412 E 1.4
o [ 0
-R
S
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The residual energy is then
_ 0. 714
2.43 R s
r o loss o l-.¥ (is)
0
Therefore, using Equations 17 and 18 in stepwise fashion from the maximum energy in the
spectrum to the cutoff energy, one can calculate the residual spectrum for a shield thickness
Rs, where
R = pT,
s
where
p = gm/cc
T = thickness (cm) (19)
The cutoff energy for electrons is
0.714
E = 1. 885 R (20)
C S
The above discussion does not take into account
the effect of isotropy. Consider the diagram
in Figure H-6. Here the number of electrons/
cm2/sec/Mev incident on the shield and con-
tained between the two cones of semi-aperture
OandO +dO is equal to Figure H-6. Geometry for Isotropic Flux
÷o (Eo)2_d_
D
H-I1
where d o_= 27r sin 0 d 0 is the solid angle and _o(E0) is equal to 1/4 the total isotropic flux.
The electrons contained in this cone _ill pass through a distance R /cos 0 in traveling
s
through the shield. Therefore, the energy loss for these particles, using equation (18) is
2.43R /cos0/ 0.714
"!
E (0) = E 1- s ] (21)r o E 1.4o
Similarly, these same particles will enter the cell at the same angle 0, assuming the
electron path has not deviated apprccial)ly from a straight line. If the particle range,
R (Er) , after it passes through the shield is greater than the thickness of the active region
of the cell, it will cause more damage than a normally incident particle of the same energy.
If the damage is assumed to be proportional to the path leng-th through the active region and
this is assumed to be a thickness equal to bulk diffusion length, L, then a particle entering
at an angle _ will cause 1/cos (_ times more damage than a normally incident particle of the
same energy.
2
However, the dose received at the (;ell surface in particles/cm /sec is reduced to _bcos
2
where _ is the particles/era /sec normal to the direction of the incident particles. There-
fore, for particles whose residual range, R(Er) , exceeds the path length through the cell,
L/cos 0, for a given incidence angle, 0, the net effect in the cell is the same as particles
entering normal to the cell surface having intensity, ¢, and energy, Er, since the damage
is propol_ional to the surface dose times the path length. This has been shown experi-
mentally using one Mev electrons where the cell damage was found to be independent of
r
angle of incidence when the damage is referred to the incident beam intensity.
J_::, ._:_'er, when the angle of incidence and the residual range are such that R(Er)< L/cos e,
the damage becomes proportional to _ cos _ x R(EI)/L relative to a particle entering normal
with range R(Er). Further, if the incident particles have a residual range which is less than
L, the incident particles will have the same range in the cell independent of the angle of
incidence. Therefore, the damage when referred to the cell surface dose should decrease
with cos 0.
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Based on the preceding remarks, an isotropy-damage function, a (Er, _, can be defined
which relates the cell damage for isotropic incidence to cell damage due to normal incidence.
If $ (Er,0) is the particle flux measured normal to the direction of the particle direction
then the equivalent normal flux, • (Er, 0 ), which will cause the same cell damage is
_(Er, 0)=a(Er, 0), wherea (Er, 0)is defined as follows:
R (Er) < L, (Y(Er, 8) = cos 8
R(E r)
R (El) < L/cos O, a (Er, _ - L
R (El) >L/cos O, o (Er, O) = 1.0
cos O (22)
The total equivalent - normal flux of energy, Er, is then, using Equation (17)
¢(El) f 0 (Eo)
O
0.4
(Er, O) sin 0 d0 (23)
Further, lettingp = cos0, d_ = -_inO dO, and using Equation (21),
i) ]¢(E1) = f *(Eo) r 0.71o i.4 +2. _3R s
r
0.4
(Er, #) dg (24)
where a (Er, #) is:
R (E# < L, a =
IR(E# < L/]_,(_= (25)
D
IR(Eli > L/_ = 1.0
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If it is also assumed that the environment ¢ (Eo) can be defined by a number of line segments
-H
of the form ¢ (Eo) = G Eo , where G and H are constants over a specified interval of E o,
then using Equation 21 to define Eo as a function of Er, Equation 24 becomes
1 0.4
G E p) dp
(E) = f0 r (Er'
(Er 1.4+ 2"34Rs) 0"714 (H + 0"4)
(26)
and a (Er, #) is defined by Equation 25 for each value of E and p.r
4.4.2 PROTONS
Identical considerations are used to calculate the equivalent-normal residual proton spectrum
as was used for the electrons. The range-energy data is taken from Reference H. 6.8. This
is approximated by:
R (gm/cm 2) 0.00334 E 1" 73
= , E = mev (27)
The resultant equivalent-normal residual proton spectrum is
1 0.73
f G E a #) dp¢ (F_ = p r (Er'0.578 (H + 0.73) (28)
0 (E 1.73 + 300Rs ) P
r
ftere _ (E r, #,) has the same definition as given by Equation 25 except the range, R (Er),
now applies to protons in silicon, which is calculated in the same units as the diffusion
length, L.
The differential proton spectrum is also assumed to be defined as,
Cp (Eo) =G E -Hp o p , whereG andH are constants,P P
I1-14
2Both the electron and proton different_al spectra are defi_:_ed_r,_pa,-__e,,........ /"¢.m. /"_Mev_/unit-
time and represent the dose received per _mit ti_:e on one side of a f!at _:t_ace. Therefore,
_ese spectra are equal to 1/4 the total intensity of the isotropic spectra. The equations
give the value of flux for a given value of E . By repetitively applying these equations for
r
different values of E r, one can calculate as many points as desired on the residual spectrum
for a given shield thickness. The residual spectra, so determined, are then used in
Equations 1 and 2 to determine the equivalent fluxes for a particular front shield thickness.
The equivalent fluxes are then used in conjunction with Figure H-1 to determine the amount
of degradation. For cases where the flux entering the back side of the solar cells must also
be considered, the same calculational procedures as above are used !.n conjunction with the
appropriate backside shielding to determine the equivalent fluxes clue to backside irradiation.
These then are added to the front side equivalent flux on the cells.
H. 5 SOLAR CELL DAMAGE ESTIMATES
The above analytical procedures have been programmed for computer analysis. Utilizing
this program and the radiation environment estimates given previously, the N/P, one
ohm-cm, silicon solar cell degradation
expected at the end of the two-year mission
has been determined. These results are
shown in Figure H-7 as a function of front
shield thickness. The backside shielding
for the cells in all cases is taken as 0.3 gm/
2
cm .
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APPENDIX I
BASIC DESIGN DATA FOR SUBSYSTEM COMPARISON
Power conditioni_ equipment consists of all components required to control the primary
and secondary energy sources and to assure that load regulation requirements are satisfied.
Components required to perform this function are battery charge regulator, voltage regu-
lators_ converters, and inverters. Details of these components such as efficiency and size,
are required for a thorough power system tradeoff study of various power system configura-
tions. The effort in this section is to justify the efficiencies used in the analysis of power
systems since the efficiency of each component is critical to the size of array and battery.
The conditions for efficiency calculations are identified for each component. The general
conditions that apply to all the components under review are:
aB
bo
ce
Components considered are either representative of series dissipative elements
or series switching (nondissipative) elements. For a dissipative element, the
efficiency is determined as in (b) of this paragraph. For a nondissipative element,
the following (b-e of this paragraph} is applied in the component configurations
under review.
Rectifiers are silicon diodes having a forward drop of 0. 8 volt at the required
load current.
The drive efficiency is respectively
Vout-0. 8 ), and if = 28 vdc, then the diode efficiency is approximately 0. 97.V--_ut V°ut
l_ower switches are transistors with a minimum switch gain of Ic/I b = 10 operating
from 2000 to 8000 Hz, and saturation voltage drop is 0. 5 volt. The losses of a
transistor switch are summarized:
1. Static losses -
2. Switch losses -
3. Drive losses -
0. 50 of 0. 96 of transistor power output
0. 50 of 0. 96 of transistor power output
1.0 of 0. 02 of transistor power output
Therefore, total transistor losses are 0. 94 of transistor power output.
I-1
d.
eo
Filter and transformer efficiencies are design requirements for those parts.
A plus one-percent tolerance may be used without greatly increasing total
weight. However, for this analysis, no tolerance is placed on the efficiency
number.
Total component efficiency is based on full load design point and minimum
input-output voltage difference in order to satisfy the output voltage requirements.
Efficiency changes with load are shown in Figure I-1. Efficiency changes as a
function of input voltage changes are about 0. 4 percent per volt above the minimum
input voltage.
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I. 1 BATTERY CHARGE REGULATOR
The battery charge regulator considered for this application is a constant charge current
regulator. A series dissipative method was selected; therefore, its efficiency is determined
by the input voltage to the regulator and the battery charge voltage. This ratio is the
efficiency as identified above(paragraph b).
If input voltage is 41 volts (solar array maximum power voltage at end of life) and the
battery charge voltage is 37 to 39 volts, then the efficiency range is 0. 95 to 0. 90.
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For a series nondissipative regulator, the efficiencies used for the PWM regulator apply
(paragraph L 2a. of this appendix).
I. 2 REGULATORS
a.
be
PWM Buck Regulator - A PWM buck regulator is a switching regulator that
periodically interrupts the input voltage through a power switch such that the
output voltage is always less than the input voltage. The pulsed output voltage
is averaged by a low pass filter. A representative block diagram of a PWM
regulator is shown in Figure I-2. The efficiency is the ratio of output power,
(Pout), to input power, (Pin).
Pout
=
P.
m
in
P =
S
P +0.025 P
(0. 99)
P
out
(0. 96) (0. 97)
in
Pout (1. 025)
(0. 99)(0. 96)(0. 97)
out =
P.
in
(0. 99)(0. 96)(0. 97)
1. 025
P
out _ 0. 90
P.
in
PWM Boost Regulator - A PWM boost regulator is a switching regulator that
periodically adds voltage pulses to the input voltage such that the output voltage
is always greater than the input for normal operation. The pulsed output voltage
is averaged by a low pass filter. Since the voltage pulses are add-on voltages
to the input voltage, the power transferred by the power switch and transformer
to the output filter is proportioned to the input-output voltage difference. There-
fore, the size of power switch, transformer, and filter are relatively small
when compared with a PWM buck regulator, because all the power must be
transferred and filtered in the PWM buck regulator. A representative block
diagram of a PWM boost regulator is shown in Figure I-3. The efficiency is:
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Pin
Pout
P
in
PT + PS + PS (0. 026)
(0. 99)
PT + PS (1. 026)
0.99
PT
PS
P
out
(0. 97)(0. 97)(0. 98)
P
out
(0.97)(0.97)(0.96)(0.96)
V
x in
V
out
x Vout- V.in
Vout
Vim = 21 volts
Vou t = 28 volts
V°
.. m _ 0. 75 and
Vout
Y - Y.
out m
V
out
= 0.25
PT + PS (1. 026) = Pout
I
O. 75 + ___ (1. 026)(0.25) ]
(0.97)(0•97)(0.98) (0.97)(0.97)(0.96)(0.96)J
Pout (0. 814 + 0. 296) = Pout (1. 110)
Pout O.99 0. 891
P. 1.11
m
= 0. 891
I. 3 Dc-De CONVERTER
A de-dc converter generates a square wave ac voltage which is transformer coupled
at any desired voltage (or multiple voltages) to rectifiers and low pass filter. The
filter requirements are minimum since a square wave ac voltage requires filter energy
storage only during the short period where both transistors are off and no power is
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transferred to the filter. For this reason, the filter efficiency is higher than for the
PWM r_mlators.
If regulation of the output is required, only one output is considered for having a close
regulation for dc-dc converter/regulator. Direct regulation may be provided in this
configuration through PWM methods similar to those previously discussed in I. 2a
except that all power is transferred through a transformer and rectifiers. A repre-
sentative block diagram of a dc-dc converter is shown in Figure I-4. The efficiency
is determined by,
P
in
= Pout
Pin
PS +0"025 P P (1.025)s = S
(0.99) (0.99)
P
S
P
out
(0. 98)(0. 97)(0. 96)(0. 96)
Pin
Pout (i.025)
(0.99)(0.98)(0.97)(0.96)(0.96)
Pout
P.
m
- 0.847
Note: For output voltage less than 28 volts, the rectifier efficiency must be
modified according to the general conditions of I. 3b In this appendix).
I. 4 Dc-Ac INVERTER
A dc-ac inverter generates a square wave and applies it to a filter tuned to the operating
frequency so that the square wave is converted to a sine wave. If square wave power
distribution is acceptable, then the filters may be deleted with a corresponding increase
in efficiency. A representative block diagram of a dc-ac inverter is shown in Figure I-5.
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If regulation is provided, then the wave shape into the filter is represented by the
dashed line. The efficiency is determined by,
Pout
Pin
PF = Pout + 0.03 Pout = Pout (i.03)
PS
PF
(0. 97) (0. 96)(0. 96)
PS
Pout (i.03)
(0. 97)(0. 96)(0. 96)
PS + O.025 PS PS (i.025)
m O.99 O.99
Po
m
Pout (i.03)(1.025)
(0.99)(0.97)(0.96)(0.96)
Pout _ O. 837
Pin
For an ac distributionproviding a square wave, the efficiency is,
Pin
Pout (1.025)
(0.99)(0.96)(0.96)
= 0.890
All the above derived efficiencies are tabulated in Table I-1. These base efficiencies are
corrected for load variations by use of Figure I-1 and for input voltage variation by
0. 4 percent per volt above the minimum. Therefore, the losses may be identified in
a power conditioning component for type of component, percent of rated load and
input voltage.
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Table I-1. Component Efficiency Summary
Component Efficiency (%)
Regulator, PWIVl Buck
Regulator, PWM Boost
Dc-Dc Converter
Dc-Ac Inverter, Sine wave
Dc-Ac Inverter, Square wave
90. 0
89.1
84. 7
83. 7
89. 0
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APPENDIX J
COUPLING OF STRUCTURAL FLEXIBILITY WITH A CONTROL SYSTEM FEEDBACK LOOP
J.1 INTRODUCTION
Any structural system when acted upon by forces whose rates of variation are the same order
as the natural frequencies of the system will respond in both its unconstrained rigid body
motion and flexible body motions. Both components of motion can be defined in terms of the
applied force. The total motion of any point can be most conveniently determined as the
linear superposition of the rigid body motions and the various components of flexible body
motion defined by the normal modes of the system.
In the case of the control system incorporated in the ATS-4 structural system it is necessary
to consider the flexible (or vibratory) motions of the system in the feedback loop. This
appendix discusses the manner in which the structural transfer functions are obtained ana
the form in which they are incorporated into the control system loop.
J. 2 THE STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
Consider any general linear structural system.
written in matrix form as
Its dynamic equations of motion can be
M_ + C_ + Kq = F(t) (1)
where M
C =
K =
q =
F(t) =
a matrix of ineritas
a matrix of damping coefficients
a matrix of stiffness coefficients
a vector of generalized coordinates
externally applied forces as functions of time
The dots indicate differentiation with respect to time.
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The modal equation is
M_ + Kq = 0
(Mw 2 - K) q = 0
Mqk = Kq
2
where _ = w , the eigenvahe
(2)
Each solution of Equatlon(2)for an eigenvalue which satisfiesthe equation will impose a
shape defined by a specific relation between the q's. These are the eigenvectors.
The displacements, q, can be represented by a linear combination of the eigenvectors.
q -- (3)
where = a rectangular matrix of eigenvectors
= a column vector of modal displacements
SubstitutingEquation (3)into Equation (1)and premultiplying by _T, the transpose of
yields
or
where
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_TM_ _' + _Tc_ _ + _TK_ _ = _Tr(t) (4)
M* = dT M
C* = _Tc_
-- a diagonal matrix of generalized masses
(usually normalized to a unit matrix)
= a diagonal matrix of modal damping (coefficient
to be taken as 2 _ = 2 _cvr where _ is the
fraction of criticaldamping in the rth mode
K* = dTKd
F* = d T F (t)
= a diagonal matrix of modal stiffnessCa diagonal
matrix of X when M* is normalized to unity)
= the modal forcing function, a vector
The diagonal form of M* and K* follow from the property thatthe eigenvectors satisfy
orthogonalty relations.
Equation (5)then is a linear set of independent equations in _ and can be easily solved. For
example the equation of the rth mode is
_r _ 2 = dT+ C_r _r Fit) = F * (6)+ 2_rWr r r
=
th dTT = the r row of
r
r
F*
r
= the fraction of critical damping in r th mode
= is of the form
th
where V. is the ith element of the r row
lr
of _T and F(t)i is the force at the i th coordinate
of the system
For an impulse, Fr* (which may be the sum of impulses at several coordinates) the Laplace
transform of Equation (6) is
F *
r (7)
= 2 2
s +2 _rWr s +_r
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the velocity is
• F *s
r
_r (s) = 2 2 _" (8)
s + 2_rWr s +Wr
and the acceleration is
2
F*s
r
_r Is) = 2 2 19)
s +2_rWrS+wr
The corresponding physical coordinates and velocities are
or
and
(s) =qr (s) = d r r r
qir (s) = V. _ (s) : V.lr r lr
/tr(S) = d r_r (s) = 6 r
V *
r
2 2
s +2_rWrS+Wr
F *
r
2 2
s +2_rWrS+Wr
F *s
r
2 2
s +2_rWrS+W r
F *s
qir(S) = V.lr _r (s) = V.,r 2 r 2 (10)
s +2_rWrS+Wr
th
qr(S) and qr(S) are vectors of the displacements and velocities of the r modal component
of response.
th
qir(S) and _lir(S) are the i th displacement and velocity of the r modal component of
response.
th
Viristhei th term of the r column ofd.
d is the r th column of d.
r
J-4
9,,
Thus, the totalphysical displacements and velocities are
n
q(s) = _ _(S) = _ _r_r (s)
r=l
n
r=l
_r _r(s) (11)
q(s) and _l(s)are vectors.
written
th
If only the i coordinates are of interest, equation (11) can be
n
qi(s) = _ V.lr _(s)
r=l
n
_li(s) = _ Vir _(s) (12)
r=l
The form of the equation shown in Equation 12 is used for the control loop problem where it
is convenient to provide a transfer function for each input force (or moment) in each mode
and sum the modal transfer functions in the control loop. In this event each individual
transfer function is of the form
A
ir
qtr (s) = 2 2 Fi(t)
s +2_corS+W r
A. s
• Ir
qir(S) = 2 2 Fi(t)
s +2_WrS+W r
(13)
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APPENDIX K
CONING CONTROL
K. 1 INTRODUCTION
A portion of the ATS-4 flight requires the spacecraft to be spin-stabilized.
After boost phase of flight, the spacecraft will be spun up about its minor axis and allowed
to coast prior to thrusting by the apogee motor. Since the spacecraft is spinning about its
minor axis any loss in kinetic energy will produce an increase in cone angle of the spinning
spacecraft about the momentum vector.
It is important to know the total growth in cone angle before thrusting if no active control
system is to be used and the time constant (rate of change of cone angle with respect to
time) if an active control system is used.
W. T. Thomson, in his book, Introduction to Space Dynamics treats this problem in
Section 7. 6 pp 212-218. Unfortunately, his example problem does not fit usual spacecraft
models.
This report starts with Thomson's work and carries it into the model coordinate description
of a structural dynamic system.
The resulting equations are solved for an idealized ATS-4 spacecraft to determine the
rate of increase of cone angle.
K. 2 THOMSON'S EQUATIONS
Following is a sketch of the coordinate system for an axisymmetric body spinning about its
minor axis. Principal axes are 1, 2, 3 with moments of inertia A, A, C respectively.
The moment free motion is a steady precession of the spin axis at a constant angle 9 about
the angular momentum vector(h)which is fixed in space.
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,',(
For this motion, Thomson presents the
following equations:
(A-C) cose A cos0 (1)
_3 ffi _+ _cose
which describe the steady precession for
moment free motion of the axisymmetric body.
Next, from the equations for angular momentum (h) and the kinetic energy of rotation (T)
he determines the time rate of change
- h2 - i) b,_ _... (C (sinecose) (2)
of the kinetic energy (T) as a function of the time rate of change of the cone angle _). This
energy change is produced by dissipation of energy due to damping in the structural dynamic
system.
K. 3 ENERGY DISSIPATED PER CYCLE
The work done per cycle in a system under harmonic motion is (Ref. Den Hartog, Mechanical
Vibrations):
W = _FXsina
where
W = work
F is the force amplitude
X is the displacement amplitude
a is the phase angle between the force and displacement.
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Let
x sin a
Then
The work done per cycle can be determined once the force amplitude (F) and the quadrature
displacement amplitude (XQ) are known.
K. 4 SOLUTION FOR DISPLACEMENT AMPLITUDE XQ
The matrix equation for a structural dynamic system, including viscous damping, under
harmonic motion is
w2M) -- _(K+iwC- X = F (4)
where
K is stif_ess matrix
C is damping matrix
M is mass matrix
is circular forcing frequency
X is vector of complex displacement amplitude
F is vector of real force amplitude
A more convenient form of this equation can be had by transforming into modal coordinates.
The transformation is obtained from the following equations:
K_ = MXk
_T K__ = _T M_% = Ik = k
(5)
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where
X is the matrix of mode shapes
k is a diagonal matrix of the modal circular frequencies squared
I is an identity matrix.
The transformation of Equation (4) to modal coordinates is accomplished by substituting:
X = X _ (6)
where
_is vector of modal displacement amplitudes into the equation and premultiplying both
sides of the equation by the transpose of matrix of mode shapes _T).
That is:
x-T(K + iwC*- w2M) _ = _T
and
(7)
where
Under the assumption of modal damping, the C* matrix is a diagonal matrix which completes
the uncoupling of the equations and results in a system in "n" single degree of freedom equa-
tions of the form:
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_()"i + iw c i 2)_ = --i (8)
Recognizing the complex amplitude _i, Equation (8) can be written as:
(_i " w2) iwci ] _ rl _T
L i°_ci (Xi-w2)_ i_qi 0
(9)
which states the relationship of the real and quadrature components of the displacement
to the force.
Solving Equation (9) for the quadrature component of the displacement yields:
_ qi = I
--i
(Xi_ w2)2 + (wci)2
(:tO)
Consider for our purpose that modal damping is of the familiar form:
1
c. = 2_i _.2.1 1
.th
where _i is the ratio of viscous damping to critical viscous damping for the 1 mode
then
-- -2w_ i _'2i _T _.qi =
i --i
(_"1-2)2 + (2w_i. X2i)2
(11)
The displacement amplitude XQ is obtained by use of Equation (6) as:
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= 1 1
(_i - +
T
XiX i F (12)
which is the solution for the quadrature component of the displacement amplitude in terms
of the force amplitude, frequency and modal parameters.
K. 5 TIME RATE OF ENERGY DISSIPATION
The matrix form of Equation (3) is:
_T
W= _ XQ
where _T is the transpose of the force amplitude vector.
Substituting Equation (12) into the above yields:
1
m
2w _2 i
_vn n _T _ _T'_W /i' W. = -_ 1 _-2--i1
(k i - ¢o2) 2 + {2w_.k_i)2
which is equal to the energy dissipated per cycle.
The time per cycle is:
2_E_t =
¢0
(13)
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and
n
--
2_" 2 1
o.,2)2 (2_x_i)2(X i - +
(13)
where
V¢ is the time rate of energy dissipation
K. 6 DETERMINATION OF FORCE AMPLITUDE
'The harmonic excitation is the acceleration. Thomson presents the acceleration for a
point (_)p, Zp) on the structure laying in the plane 1, 0, 3 as:
(_-i C 2 I (C)2)
+ Zp sin{} cos 8 sin¢_ i
+ coo Sp sin 2 O sin_ocos_o + sin 8 cos 8 cos _P1 j
+
w°2 [-$Pl(_-)(_--2) sin ecos {}sing)-Zp (__)2 sin2 el k.
where
c_o is the initial spin rate
It is seen that the periodic component of the acceleration is:
Sp sin 28sin 2¢) + Zp sin S cos O sin q)
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+ [_bp sin 2esin_cos_ + z sinScosecos_ljP
which can be separated into:
ap(6) 2 (C)2 I 2 [(1 _ lcos2(p) i + (lsin2_) jl--_o _p sin e 2
Which shows that the harmonic acceler_ tion has two frequencies _ and 2 _. If a centerline
model is chosen for the rotating body, _ P is zero and the acceleration reduces to:
ap(d) = wo Zp sin e cos e sin(0)i + (cos(p) j .
The lateral acceleration along body axis 1 is:
iap(6) = wo Zp sin 8 cos 8 sin_t (14)
= _ sin_t
P
C
since Zp Sin O is the arm from the spin axis to point p and ¢0o (_--) is a rotational
velocity it is seen that the amplitude_ in the above expression is the centrifugal acceleration
of point p resolved by the cos O term into the component normal to the rotating body
centerline.
The amplitude of the forcing function can be written for point p as:
= m a = 600 (sinOcosS) z m
P P P P P
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and
F 2( )2= wo sin $ cos 0 MZ (15)
where Z is a vector of beam locations relative to the center of gravity.
Equation (11) is an approximation and does not include the restoring gyroscopic moment.
It is suitable however, for simplified models of the sort shown in Figure K-2. The system
is represented as a center line having length, mass and stiffmess with rotary inertia
concentrated at the center of gravity of the system.
Rewritting Equation (2):
K. 7 EQUATIONS FOR SIMPLIFIED MODE L
It is desirable to bring the above equations
to the form:
=K" f(e)
where _ is the time constant
b = ,}, A c
(C-A)h 2 sin O cos O
letting T = V¢ and substituting Equation (13) in Equation (16) yields
= -AC
(C-A)h 2 sin 0 cos 0
1
n 2_'k2 i _T_i_T _1
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mand substituting for F from Equation (15):
_ = AC 4{C_ 4 n090 -- (sin0 cos_092 E
(C_A) h2 _A] 1
(_i
1
2
1 i
1
_ 092)2 + (209_i_2i)2
i
It is recognized from Equation (14) that
(17)
and
= 090 (1 - __C)cosO
A
also
h -- 090 C
substituting into Equation (17) yields:
= o9o4 A-C /C_ 3
A 2
(h i
3 n(sin Ocos 0)
1
1
MZ
(18)
( 1 - ---C)2 cos 2 _2 + (2wo( 1 -
A
1
-_-C)(cos {_ _k2i)2 .
A
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Under the condition that the cone angle (8) is small
cos 8 _ 1.
and Equation (18) becomes:
4
= 090
1
¢ 2izT  TMz
(k i-wo2(1- A)2) 2
1 i sin8c _2
(2_o(1- _)_i _ i) (zg)
.which is the form desired.
K. 8 SOLUTION OF SIMPLE MODEL
The fundamental frequency of the ATS-4 spacecraft will be above 10 cps and it will be
spun at--_ 1 rad/sec. This yields a ratio k/wo 2 of -_3600 and it is seen that Equation (19)
can be approximated with good accuracy by:
tzTM_._ T MZ sin e. (19a)3 -z--z
A 2 I X_."
l
Let wo = 2_fo
X. = 4rr2f.2
1 1
then Equation (19a) is
A 2
J
which is an easy form for evaluating.
_o
!
zTM--XI_ i MZ sine (19b)
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It is apparent from Equation (19b) that the rate of cone angle will be dominated by the
fundamental with higher frequency modes consuming much less energy, therefore only the
fundamental (10 Cps) mode need be censidered.
Given
fo = 1 cps
C = 1.62 x 106 lb-in. 2 2-sec = 0. 42 x 104
386 in.
A = 7.1
C
weight = 4000 lb
A s sume
f. = 10cpsl
2 2
Meff 1200 lb-in. -see
386 in.
Zeff = 8 x 12 ira
Since
_xTM__ = 1
-1/2
X = (Meff)
then
zTM_TMz = 64 x 144 x 120___..0.0_ 2.86 x 104
386
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and
= 2_(7. i-i) x 0.42 x 104 (7-_) 3 __
(7. 1)2(0.42 x 104) 2 103
2.86x104 sinO
27r x6,1 x2.86x104 _ sin0 = 1.45x10 -5_sin0
(7. 1) 5x0.42x 107
0.18 x 105
Converting this xesult into °/hour
°/hr = 0 rad/sec x 57. 2 °/rad x 3600 sec/hr
-1
= 1.45 x 5.72 x 3.6 x 10 _sin0
o
0 = 2. 98_sin0 °/hr.
Damping for a spacecraft such as the ATS-4 may vary from 2 to 10 percent of critical
viscous damping. Assuming the high value, (10 percent) yields a time constant of:
= 0. 298 °/hr/radian.
At a cone angle of 10 ° the cone rate is:
0 = 0.0517 °/hr
which appears to be a very slow rate.
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APPENDIX L
L. 1 ELEMENTS OF MONOPULSE
The system under discussion here is a simultaneous lobe comparison system. The term
monopulse arose from radar applications. Early precision tracking radars obtained their
angle data by means of sequential lobe comparison, using either lobe switching or conical
scan techniques. It was found that with either of these techniques, the reflectance of the
target and hence the amplitude of the returned echo would vary between the successive lobes
(this rapid variation in target reflectance is known as scintillation). Sometimes transmitter
power, receiver sensitivity, etc., also varied between one lobe and another. Such variations
cause errors in amplitude comparisons and hence in angle measurements. This particular
error was overcome by generating all lobes (usuaUy four) simultaneously. By this means
a complete angle measurement could be made with one pulse, eliminating all errors caused
by time varying parmneters; hence the term monopulse.
The value of monopulse techniques for obtaining precise measurement of angles rests on the
fact that very small changes in angle cause relatively large changes in the difference pattern,
and hence in signal amplitude.
By generating _,o lobes symmetrical about the electrical axis of an antenna, a system
can be obtained in which the signals obtained from a source are equal in the two lobes when
and only when the electrical axis of the antenna is pointed (in the plane of the two lobes and
the source) directly toward the source. A relatively small change in the direction of the
electrical axis will cause the signal to increase in one lobe and decrease in the other. By
comparison of amplitudes of the two signals, an error, signal can be generated, which can
be used either to measure the angle or to drive a control system to point the antenna toward
the signal source.
D
As applied to the ATS-4, the monopulse feed would be incorporated into the feed cluster,
probably at one of the frequencies specified for receiver experiments. The necessary signal
processing equipment would be incorporated on board the spacecraft. Error signals would
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be transmitted to ground by telemetry. In addition, the error signals can be applied,
through appropriate filters, gain, and impedance matching circuitry to the attitude control
system. In space, once the operational reliability of the system has been demonstrated, it
will be possible to close the loop and demonstrate actual pointing of the antenna with the lobe
comparison system.
L. 2 ACCURACY
Obtainable accuracy is one of the major characteristics of the monopulse system, and the
potential for high accuracy is one of the primary reasons for considering the technique.
A detailed error budget would include all the equipment and propagation errors and is beyond
the scope of the present report. A first estimate of such an error budget is presented later
in this section. A useful first approximation can be obtained by considering the basic limiting
parameters, antenna beamwidth and signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. By proper system design,
the errors from other causes may be restricted to the same order of magnitude.
The thermal noise and beamwidth limitations on angular accuracy are given by:
t
_1 Pk + p
n
P
s 2d o ( -_ TW
n
(I)
where
t
Ps
d o =
T =
W =
accuracy (to the la point) in radians
signal-to-noise power ratio
wavelength
effective length of the antenna
measurement time, in seconds
bandwidth, in Hz
L-2
P
For situations in which ..__s
Pn
write:
>_, 1; i. e., where the signal-to-noise ratio is large; one can
T 1
t d o _2_EE
N o
Radians (2)
where
E = Signal ener857 P T
S
I)
n
No-- Noise power (cycle per second) - W
For a circular aperture of radius R, d o = ,vR, and:
Since the beamwidth 0 _
#
t _2 (R) 1
,_ _f2ENo
.k 1 for small 0 •
fl'
l:adians
(3)
or
N O
(4)
_'t
The expression 5_- indicates the improvement in terms of beamwidths. For example, ff
_t 1 the angular accuracy ,.)f the; system as permitted by the thermal noise will be
= 100' " '
beamwidth.
100
L-3
t 1
For _ =
100 , one obtains from Equation 4:..
E = {L363X103
N
O
= 38 dB.
It is presently a fair rule of thumb that 1_0 eft is about the limiting thermal accuracy for a
good tracking monopulse installation. Improvement beyond this point becomes increasingly
difficult; and also increasingly less important, since other errors will begin to predominate.
t 1
In the ATS-4 system, a 0-_ of 100 would result in noise-limited accuracies of the order
of 0. 01 to 0.015 ° at S-Band and 0. 003 ° or better at X-B,and, provided that S/N ratios in the
neighborhood of 40 dB can be obtained. Such accuracies are better than required, and in
any well designed system will probably not be more than a reasonable share of the total error
budget.
A preliminary estimate of errors is shown in Table L-1 below. It must be emphasized that
this estimate is based only on a preliminary analysis. For more reliable and precise esti-
mates, a thorough study would be required. It must also be pointed out that these accuracies
are "on-boresight" accuracies. Errors within the field of view but off boresight will tend
to be somewhat larger.
Table L-1.
Source
Thermal Noise
Microwave Com-
ponents and Geo-
metric Distortions
Signal Processing
Total
(rms)
Estimated Errors for ATS-4 Lobe Comparison
Estimated
Error_ De[rees
-3 -2
3x 10 tol°5 xl0
-3
3, 51 x i0
-3
2.8 xl0
-3
9x10
Estimated
Error, mr
-2 1
5x10 to 2.5x10
O. 061
O. 048
0. 083
S rstem
Comment
1
100
Based on experience
with operational
tracking radars and
precision (MISTRAM)
interferometers
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L. 3 FIELD OF VIEW
The field of view (FOV) of a lobe comparison system is limited to the peaks of the offset
lobes. Since the offset at each lobe is usually to about the 2 to 3 dB point, the field of view
will be approximately one beamwidth wide.
(The exact FOV for a given system will depend upon quite complex system and equipment
considerations. Discussion of the tradeoffs involved is beyond the scope of this repo,%)
Beyond the lobe peaks, the output of the lobe comparison system may give false readings.
It is also possible for a false lock-on to occur on a side lobe, depending of course, upon the
side lobe structure.
Because of FOV limitations, the ability of a lobe comparison system to measure offset angles
is limited to snmll angles (of the order of half a beamwidth). Other techniques must be used
to measure larger angles, and also to bring the antemm within the operating range of the lobe
comparison system, approximately a half-beamwidth either side of the beacon.
I. 4 {)NBOA[:/I) I, QUIPM ENT IIEQI,rlIIEI_Ii:NTS
A monopulse sS'_atem will impose additional onboard equipment requirements in the following
_:L I" e;.l S :
at Feeds. Nominally, four feeds are required for lobe comparison, two for each
of two orthogonal angles. However, a technique of producing the four lobes with
a single feed is available.
The procedure is to excite the TM01 mode in a circular horn, comparing its
phase and amplitude against two orthogonal components of the TEll mode. Wqmn
receiving circular polarization the TM01 mode effectively produces the difference
pattern with a null on boresight. The waveguide and horn must be of sufficiently
large electrical diameter to support the TMll mode; dielectric loading may be re-
quired to accomplish this.
If such a technique were applied to the ATS-4 system, only the immr horn of the
proposed coaxial horn feed st_xmture would be available. This would restrict the
monopulse system to the 7-8 Gtiz range. However, this would probably be the
most desirable range. The additional weight of the feed system suggested above
would be less than 1 pound, that of a conventional 4-horn feed about 4 pounds.
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b.
C.
d.
Rf System. The lobe-comparison modification, whether using the feed system
suggested above or four independent feeds, requires at least three and possibly
four independent rf channels. In the ATS-4 configuration presently suggested,
the physical lengths required for rf Conduits can be sma-_l. In this configuration,
total additional rf weight will probably be 1 to 2 pounds.
Receivers. Nominally, four separate receivers are required for the four inde-
pendent channels of a lobe comparison system. These may be combined into a
single IF if desired. Details will depend upon the design of the system. A conser-
vative estimate for these receivers is approximately 2 pounds each, or a total of
8 pounds, 6 of which are chargeable to the monopulse system. (One receiver
would be required for receiver experiments, but the other 3 are required by the
lobe comparison experiment).
Signal Processing. The derivation of the error signal requires a signal amplitude
comparison. This is essentially a simple procedure. However, the necessity
for calibration and/or compensation for drift, nonlinearity, etc., in the electronics
will complicate the process considerably.
The weight required for accomplishing the total processing will have to be deter-
mined by a design study. However, a reasonable estimate at this point is about
4 pounds. This includes provision for matching to the orientation control system,
as well as coupling to the telemetry (TLM) commutator for tr_msmission of error
signals to the OCC.
The ground system requirements of the monopulse installation include monopulse beacons
of _l ground stations which are to be used, and minor additions to displays and computer
software.
The beacon requirements for monopulse are quite modest. Link calculations for the mono-
pulse installation for both a large ground station and a low-orbit spacecraft, are shown in
Table L-2. Similar requirements for the radio interferometer are included for comparison
purposes. A direct comparison of monopulse performance with that of the radio interfero-
meter is given in Table L-3. Summary of the effects on the experiments integration system
of the incorporation of monopulse is given in Table L-4.
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The possibility exists of substituting the monopulse for the interferometer, rather thm_
adding the monopulse to the system. The advantages of such a substitution would be:
a. Weight reduction - 20 to 40 pounds
b. Power reduction - 25 watts
c. Slight reduction in rf complexity
d. Reduction in beacon ERP, simplifying the small-sh_tion tracking problems
e. High-accuracy measurement of electrical boresight of parabolic antenna
f. Demonstration of monopulse
Table I,-2.
P out
Transmtr Ant. Gain
ERP
M isee] laneous System
l_osses
Net EI_P
Path Loss
Power Density at
Receiver Antemm
Receiver Ant. Gain
Power at Receiver
Terminals
Converter Input
Receiver Noise Figure
Reference
KTB
S/N
Interferometer - 10 Gttz
Monopulse - 8 GHz
Link Calculations for Monopulse and Interferometer
(With OCC)
Interfero- Mono-
meter pulse
+ 12 dBw
15.9 watts
+57 dB
4-69 dY_w
-3 dB
+66 dBw
-204 dB
-_ 38 dBw
+10 dB
-128 c[Bw
-128 dBw
l0 dB
-lo_ dBw
--174 d]3w
+ 36 dB
- 33 dBw
0.5 mw
+55 dB
+22 dBw
-3 dB
+19 dBw
-204 dB
-181 dBw
+55 dB
-126 dBw
-126 dBw
10 dB
-136 dBw
-174 dBw
+38 dB
(With Low-Orbit Spacecraft)
Interfero- M ono-
meter pulse
+12 dBw
1 5.9 watts
+37 dB
+ 49 dB w
-3 dB
+.46 dBw
-204 dB
-158 dBw
+20 dB
-138 dBw
-138 dBw
10 dB
-148 dBw
-174 dBw
+26 dB
-1 3 dBw
50 m w
•I 35 dB
+ 22 d B_
-3 dB
+t9 dBw
-_200 dB
-181 dBw
+55 dB
-126 dBw
-126 dBw
10 dB
-136 dBw
-174 dBw
+38 dB
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Table L-3. Estimated Performance Comparison _terferometer and Monopulse
Parameter
Accuracy
Field of View
Rf Complexity
Parabolic Antenna
Efficiency
Equipment Weight
Prime Power
Ground Eouipment
T r ac king
Prime Experiment
Requirements
Additional
System Complexity
Interferometer
0.01 °, 1, 10 cps
23, 5°
•Feeds 40-60 _ apart
dimensional stability
to about 0.01 inch
required. Little
difficulty anticipated.
No effect
35 pounds basic
55 pounds complete
50 watts
High EI_P* beacon
Difficulty m meeting
EI/P requirements in
small aircraft and
spacecraft
As designed can meet
experiment require-
ments
Difficulty with
tracking
Precision yaw angle
me asurement p os s ibl e
Synthetic angle
generation
Minimal; instrument
is largely self-
contained
Monopulse
0. 009 ° to 0.015 °, 1 on
boresight 1 to 10 cps
0.3 ° to 1°
Multiple or dielectric
loaded feeds, little
difficulty anticipated
Reduction to below
required 50% at 7-8 GHz
12 pounds basic
15 pounds complete
10 watts
Low ERP beacon, but are
required for every station
worked
Can readily meet ERP
requirements in aircraft
and spacecraft
Cannot demonstrate
interferometer pointing
for non- antenna uses,
as required in RFP
Readily meets tracking
requirements
Not possible
Not possible
Requires considerable
support because of
limited FOV and
possibility of false
lock-on
*ERP is effective radiated power; includes transmitter power and transmitter antenna gain
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P Table L-3. Estimated Performance Comparison Interferometer and Monopulse
(Continued)
Parameter
Angle Measurement
lnterferometer
Can measure large
angles accurately and
work with multiple
Monopulse
Limited by FOV to small
angles and one station,
or stations very close
Cascading of
Experiment
Feasibility
Demonstration
Boresight
Support of antenna
pattern and
orientation control
measurement
station
Independent
Feasibility of
Interferometer
No h)resight de-
termination of
antmmas
Straightforwar d over
entire measurement
by accurate measure-
ment of large angles
together
Dependent t_on proper
operation of p,xrabolic
antenna
Feasibility of
m onopulse
Directly determines
electrical boresight
of parabolic antenna
Limited to small m_glcs
by FOV
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Table L-4. System Effects of Incorporation of Monopulse System
Characteristics
Accuracy
Field of View
R f C omplexity
*Parabolic Antenna Efficiency
E quipment Weight
Prime Power
Ground Equipment
*Tracking
*Prime Experiment Requirements
Additional Interferometer
Experiments
System Complexity
Angle Measurement
Cascading of Experiments
* Feasibility Demonstration
* Boresight
Support of Antenna Pattern and
Orientation Control Measurements
Effects
Nominal improvement
No effect
Modest increase in feed and rf lines complexity
Reduces to < 50% at 7-8 Gttz
Adds about 12-15 potmds
Adds about 10 watts for some experiments
Adds processing requirement for control
and evaluation of monopulse experiment;
also monopulse beacons
Reduces aircraft and spacecraft beacon ERP
to manageable proportions. If interferometer
tracking is incorporated, provides an
additional verification _md (if lower
accuracy must be accepted by the inter-
ferometer in the tracking mode because of
beacon ERP requirements) monopulse may
provide some improvement in accuracy.
Provides important additional verification
of interferometer accuracy and precision
in both open and clo_ed loop modes
No effect
Some increase due to limited FOV and
possible fitlse lock-on
No effect
No effect
Both interferometer and monopulse
Excellent measurements, including inter-
ferometer/monopul se alignment
Considerably improved
C onsidered important
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The disadvantageswould be:
a. Additional system complexity, to prevent false lock-on, etc.
b. No support for antenna pattern measurements and Orientation Control measure-
ments.
c. Inability to meet prime experiment requirements for demonstration of pointing
without high-gain antennas.
d. Reduced FOV
e. Reduction of antemm efficiency at 8 Gttz
f. No support for addition_d interferometer experiments
g. No demonstration of interferometer performance
h. Casc'ading of experiments
These effects are listed in detail in Table 1,-5. Largely because of poor support for ()rien-
ration Control measurements and antenna off-boresight lobe analysis, m_d the fact that no
evaluation of a radio interferometer would be obtained, this substitution is not rcc(m_mendcd.
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Table L-5. Estimated Effects of Substitutionof Monopulse for Interferometer
Char acteristic s Effects
Support of Antenna Pattern and
Orientation Control
Measurements
Prime Experiment Requirement
Accuracy
Field of View
Rf C omplexity
Parabolic Antenna Efficiency
Equipment Weight
Prime Power
G round Equipment
Tracking
Additional Experiments
System Complexity
Angle Measurement
Cascading of Experiments
Feasibility Demonstration
Boresight
Severely handicapped
Cannot meet stated requirement of investigating
interferometer pointing for non-antenna purposes
Nominal improvement (negligible for practical
purposes)
Drastic reduction (23.5 ° to 0.3 °)
Useful reduction - elimination of critical
dimensional stability antenna at the expense
of modest increase in feed complexity
Reduced to below 509_ at 7-8 Gttz
Reduction of 20 to 40 pounds
Reduction of about 25 watts
Reduction of about 30 dB in required ERP -
very useful to small mobile terminals
Reduction of aircraft and spacecraft
tracking to a simple problem so far
as ERP is concerned
Deleted
Some increase due to limited FOV and
possibility of false lock on
Cannot measure large angles or work with
widely separated multiple stations
Dependent upon proper operation of
parabolic antenna
M onopulse instead of interferom eter
Excellent measurement of parabolic
antenna boresight
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L. 6 GROUND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
No special additional requirements for ground equipment are immediately apparent.
requirements may develop as the problem is examined further.
Such
The beacon requirements may be considerably relaxed, according to the link calculations,
as compared to the interferometer. This particularly shnplifies the beacon problem for
small stations.
One limitation is apparent: Since precision measurements of offset angles is not feasible,
use of the technique for stations not having a beacon - e. g., to point another antenna at a
second station - will not be possible.
I_. 7 SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
There are a number of system considerations in the regard to the monopulse technique, ad-
vantages and disadvantages. These are s_ammarized in Table I,-4. The importance of these
considerations to a particular system will depend upon the mission and system objectives
and the system design considerations.
.¢1
b*
Ce
Flexibili_'. The interferometer will be used, as presently contemplated, to de-
monstrate the eap_hilities and limitations of such an h_strument in pointing not
only the _mtennas but also the spacecraft and any other instrument (TV cameras,
meteorological sensors, etx_'.) which require precision earth pointing. The lobe
comparison system, being dependent on a highly directional anterma, will not be
available for precision pointing in the absence of such an antenna, hence might not
be as useful in pointing of nonradio instruments, as in meteorological satellites.
Thus the lobe comparison system will not entirely fulfill the requirements of the
interferometer prime experiment.
Alternate Pointing Techniques. The monopulse will provide a very useful additional
pointing technique if used as a supplement to the radio interferometer. It can be
used as an additional check on the accuracy and precision of the interferometer, and
also to measure precisely the interferometer/antenna boresight alignment.
FOV. The limited _Y)V of the monopulse system precludes measurement of large
angles, work wi_h multiple ground stations simultaneously, etc., if used in place
of the interferometer. In addition, a supplementaxs, pointing scheme will be re-
quired to point the antenna to within one-half beamwidth of the tax'get point.
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System Complexly. The complexity of the system procedures required for
monopulse will be somewhat greater than that required for the lnterferometer:
lo The interferometer can home on any point on the visible disc; the
monopulse must be pointed within + one-half beamwidth.
o In the interferometer, ambiguity resolution is incorporated; the
monopulse in closed loop operation must be supported by a backup
system which takes over automatically if the error exceeds one-half
beamwidth.
In open loop processing, the monopulse error signal must be compared
with the half-beamwidth and checked with the signals from the backup
system.
Beacon Power. Because of the high gain of the large parabolic ,antenna, the
monopulse can Work with a much lower effective radiated power (ERP) on the
ground than can the interferometer. This advantage will be at least 30 dB, and
may be as high as 45 dB. The relevant link calculations are shown in Table L-2.
f. Tracking. If experimental tracking of a low-orbit spacecraft proves feasible,
the gain advantage to the monopulse system described above will considerably
simplify the beacon problem. Link calculations bearing on this situation axe
also shown in Table L-2.
g. Cascading of Experiments. The monopulse system will be incorporated in the
parabolic antenna system; therefore, if the monopulse is used in the place ot the
interferometer, a failure (e. g., deployment abort) of the parabolic antenna will
abort both the antenna and the pointing experiments.
ho
io
j0
Feasibi!ity Demonstration. Demonstration of monopulse pointing and investigation
of its capabilities and limitations will be a potential benefit of the monopulse ex-
periment whether used in place of or in addition to the interferometer.
Boresight. The monopulse system will permit, at the frequency used, extremely
precise determination of the electrical boresight of the parabolic antenna, and of
boresight misalignments if any, between the antenna, the interferometer, the
attitude control sensors, etc.
Support of Other Experiments. The interferometer, by its capability for measuring
angles, can be used in support of antenna pattern measurements and orientation
control measurements. The monopulse system, because of its limited FOV, could
not provide this support.
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L. 8 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The estimated effectsupon ATS-4 system performance and costs of the incorporation of
monopulse are shown in Tables L-3, L-4 and L-5 of the present section. These tables are
intended to show the performance and effectsof the three major alternatives in regard to
monopulse, i.e.:
a. Reject the monopulse experiments
b. Substitute the monopulse for the interferometer
c. Incorporate the monopulse together with the interferometer
Table I,-3 compares the estimated performance of the monopulse and interferometer systems.
Table L-4 summarizes the estimated effects upon system performance of incorporating the
monopulse as a supplement to the interferometer.
'Fable I_-5 summarizes the estimated effects upon system performance of substituting the
monopulse for the interferometer.
As c-m be seen from the tables, the m¢_nc_pulse could save from 2(i to 50 pounds if substituted
for the interferometer, but at the cost of some compromise of the primary pointing experi-
m ent,
Adding the monopulse ex_periment wc)uld cost approximately 12 pounds, but would per,nit
additional experiments mid would provide additional verification h_ the pointing experiment.
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PIJIME ( :A I,CU I,ATI()N,_
I,()li
WALTER I_DI)E TW( )-- POl 1NI _ T IIIt lIST NOZZLE
AND FOIl A ItESISTAN(_I,; SET AMM()NIA N()ZZLE
Method of characteristics nozzle-plume (,:_l<,ulati(_ns were carried out for two n<_zzles, an
existing two-pound n,)zzle and a 0. o01 t)_)lllltl I'C.%i. C I,It|('(' if'l, I_,)ih CXllaHS|illlr It) VilClltllll. (An
existing two-pound IlOZZle which pl'O(|lH,_,'; ,',_ll,_;_'l'\':ltiv_ ' I'(":'tlts for a ()llO-i)OllllJJ liOZZ|e was
inveatigated. ) Pints of str_,a,n| inos arc l)r_'::,('nl,_'_l il_ Vi_,,ll H':, h,1--I and M-:I 1;o imlieate the
_'xtent of l.)lunm impingement on surl'a(',_,:; i,I]:t_'_ I,I [,._ Iltc II(_"zl(' c×it, 1,inca r_f (qm._L-int
Mach ilullll)(w have been plotied in I'll;urn':, _,I 2 al_,t M I I,, I_rlnit: calculati_n <)f ('(>rccs
acting on any cd)jeets that might t>e in fh,. i,!,,_,,,. :-,,,_'_ :,I_ i,l_:a[ g'ls aasumpLi_m was llsed I
the eonsLant Mach number lhles al_'_ r_pr,._..:,,_t lip,.._ ,)t: constant pressure, temperature,
and densit-y. Values of pressure, tcmlx'r:_t:_r_:_ an(I .t_t_,_i[:v which (mrresl)ond to the Maeh
numbers of Figa_res M-2 and M--d appea ,' in 'l'al,l_,, _, el. : a,_l _'_-2.
The results show that it is apvtr('nt (Fii._', - _t-I) [l,:_I 1t+, I. i,hle plunw will not impinge on
a stlrfllec, which is flu_;h with the. nozzle _._it _,1:_,,., 'l'h,, t_r_i.r_g of the plume. I)oundary is
son_ewlmt g_-(,ater for the an,m_,nia n,,zzh' (i"ii;ut_ i\i.-:_), I_I. even {;here, less than 1/2_;
of the How hn'ns far (qmngh +o impinge ou :_ :_r.fac_ wl_ich is flush with the exit plane,
.... ,,,_u,,_ ,v,a(., number lilies have heen i)l_,I.I('_ t (l"it _r,'c: M-." and M--l) for Mach numl)ers
a,_ large as 611. At sueh high Maeh m.m_h¢,_ _-:, 1)_._,_-;,_._ta'(,._ are I;oo low to justify conthmum
calculations. IIowever, the forees which the, l>lun_e exe_'ts <,n objects in the high Maeh
........................ b._fS.u,_ ut;t_u_t_ _lit_ l)l't'SS!.ll'CS are e,\%renlely small as h_dicated in
TaMes M-[ and M-2o
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"['able M-1. Kl¢i(I 'I'_,,. I',_u,,,• e I Tl_ru,':t Nozzle
M P _ 3 T
(PSF) (:du!,.s/i't) (OR)
-4
7. 392 x l02.5
5. 0
i0. 0
15. 0
20.0
30. 0
40.0
50.0
60. 0
3. 360 x 103
9. 108 x i00
8. 388 x 10 -1
-2
4.404 x 10
-3
5. 316 x 10
2. 544 x 10 -4
-5
2. 880 x t0
-6
5.148 x l0
-6
1.308 x 10
-5
5.232 × 10
-6
L. 668 x [ 0
-7
I. 9(),_ x 10
,1.07,2 x I 6)
-9
1° :Y,'_t ,, 11_
-lO
--I,1
-I1
_. '.t0 .\ I i_
969.0
373. 8
108.3
49.6
28.3
12.7
7.1
1.5
"L 1
Table M-2. AmJn(,nia N(): 'Ae
M
2.5
5. 0
10.0
15. 0
20.0
30. 0
P
(PSF)
118.5
2.156
-2
O. 874 x 10
O. 241 x 10 -3
O. 192 x 10-4
-6
0. 502 x 10
-4
0.21q x 10
-6
0. 95:; x I 0
-7
O. 129 x I 0
-9
O. 765 x 1 0
-9
0. I07 x 10
-11
0. 62" X 1.0
T
(on)
1330. 9
554.0
166. 1
77.3
44.0
19.7
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